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ADVERTISEMENT.

THE following work was written in the early part of last

year, for Messrs. Rivington's
"
Theological Library ;"

but as it seemed, on its completion, little fitted for the

objects with which that publication has been undertaken,

it makes its appearance in an independent form. Some

apology is due to the reader for the length of the intro-

ductory chapter, but it was intended as the opening of a

more extensive undertaking. It may be added, to pre-

vent mistake, that the theological works cited at the

foot of the page, are referred to for the facts, rather than

the opinions they contain ; though some of them, as the

" Defensio Fidei Nicense," evince gifts, moral and inteU

lectual, of so high a cast, as to render it a privilege to be

allowed to sit at the feet of their authors, and to receive

the words, which they have been, as it were, commissioned

to deliver.



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

WHEN in the autumn of 1852 I established a press in connec-

tion with my mission here, the difficulty which met me at the

outset was to find employment for it. Being anxious to make
it serviceable to the cause of the Church, I wished it to be the
means of bringing forward a few Theological works which
were difficult to be procured. One of the first that occurred

to me was the present treatise, which I had read several years
before, with the deepest interest, but which had become so-

rare that for a considerable time I had endeavoured in vain to

procure a copy. A series of communications (with the

details of which it is unnecessary to trouble the reader) took

place with the Author and one of his friends, to whom he had

conveyed the copy-right. It was at one time proposed that

the Author should correct the sheets and make alterations in

the style &c. ; but it was afterwards felt that it would be pre-
ferable to have an exact reprint of the former edition, which

accordingly is now presented to the reader.

Soon after the printing began, it was taken up by the

publisher whose name is on the title-page, under wrhose

auspices it now appears ; and it is hoped that the graphic
delineations of character, the luminous investigation of the real

springs of the events in the third and fourth centuries, and,
above all, the masterly vindication of the orthodoxy of the

great Alexandrian school of divines, may prove an antidote to

many of the things now written in disparagement of the

early ages of the Church.

G. H. FORBES.
PARSONAGE,

BURNT-ISLAND.
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AKIANS
OF

THE FOUETH CENTURY.

CHAPTER I.

SCHOOLS AND PARTIES IN AND ABOUT THE ANTE-NICENE

CHURCH, CONSIDERED IN THEIR RELATION TO THE ARIAN

HERESY.

SECTION I.

THE CHURCH OF ANTIOCH.

IT is proposed in the following pages, to trace the outlines of CHAP. i.

the history of Arianism, between the first and the second SECT - *

General Councils. These are its natural chronological limits,

whether by Arianism we mean a heresy or a party in the Church.
In the Councils held at Nicsea, in Bithynia, A. D. 325. it was

formally detected and condemned. In the subsequent years it

ran its course, through various modifications of opinion, and
with various success, till the date of the second General Council,

held, A. D. 381, at Constantinople, when the resources of here-

tical subtilty being at length exhausted, the Arian party was

ejected from the Catholic body, and formed into a distinct sect,

exterior to it. It is during this period, while it still maintained
its hold upon the creeds and the government of the Church
that it especially invites the attention of the student in eccle-

siastical history. Afterwards, it presents nothing new in its

doctrine, and is only remarkable as becoming the animating
principle of a second series of persecutions, when the barba-
rians of the North, who were infected with the heresy, pos-
sessed themselves of the provinces of the Roman Empire.
The line of history which is thus limited by the two first

Ecumenical Councils, will be found to pass through a variety
2



2 THE CHURCH OF ANTIOCH.

CHAP. i. of others, provincial and patriarchal, which form easy and
SECT - L

intelligible divisions of it, and present the heretical doctrine
~
in the various stages of its impiety. Accordingly, these shall

be taken as cardinal points for our narrative to rest upon ;

and it will matter little in eifect, whether it be called a history
of the Councils, or of Arianism, between the eras already
marked out.

However, it is necessary to direct the reader's attention in

the first place, to the state of parties and schools, in and
about the Church, at the time of its rise, and to the sacred

doctrine which it assailed, in order to obtain a due insight
into the history of the controversy ; and the discussions which
these subjects involve, will occupy a considerable portion of
the volume. I shall address myself without delay to this

work ; and, in this section propose to show that Arianism

originated in the Church of Antioch, and to observe upon the
state and genius of that Church in primitive times- In the
sections which follow, I shall consider its relation towards the
heathen philosophies, and heresies then prevalent; and towards
the Church of Alexandria, to which it is often referred, though
with very little pretence of reasoning. The consideration of
the doctrine of the Trinity, shall form a separate chapter.

Pauius of During the third century, the Church of Antioch was more
ata '

or less acknowledged as the metropolis of Syria, Cilicia, Phoe-

nicia, Comagene, Osrhoene, and Mesopotamia, in which pro-
vinces it afterwards held patriarchal sway.

a It had been the

original centre of Apostolical missions among the heathen
;

b

and claimed St. Peter himself for its first bishop, who had been
succeeded by Ignatius, Theophilus, Babylas, and others of

sacred memory in the universal Church, as champions and

martyrs of the faith. c The secular importance of the city,

added to the influence which accrued to it from the religious
associations thus connected with its name, especially when the

emperors made Syria the seat of their government. This
ancient and celebrated Church, however, is painfully conspi-
cuous in the middle of the century, as affording so open a
manifestation of the spirit of Antichrist, as to fulfil almost

literally the prophecy of the Apostle in 2 Thess. ii.
d

Pauius,
of Samosata, who was raised to the see of Antioch not many
years after the martyrdom of Babylas, after holding the epis-

copate for ten years, was deposed by a Council of eastern

bishops, held in that city A. D. 272. on the ground of his

heretical notions concerning the nature of Christ. His ori-

ginal calling seems to have been that of a sophist ;

e how he

a
Bingharn, Antiq. ix. 1. b Acts xi. xiii. xiv.

c Vide Tillemont. Mem. vol. i. c.
d Vide Euseb. vii. 30.

e
Mosheim, de Reb. ante Constant, ssec. in. 35.
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obtained admittance into the clerical order is unknown ; his CHAP. i.

elevation, or at least, his continuance in the see, he owed to SECT. i.

the celebrated Zenobia,
a to whom his literary attainments, and

~

his political talents, may be supposed to have recommended
him. Whatever were the personal virtues of the Queen of the

East, who is said to have been a Jewess by birth or creed, it

is not surprising that she was little solicitous for the credit or

influence of the Christian Church within her dominions. The
character of Paulus is consigned to history in the Synodal
letter of the bishops, written at the time of his condemnation ;

b

which, being circulated through the Church, might fairly be

trusted, even though the high names of Gregory of Neocsesarea
and Firmilian were not found in the number of his judges.
It is there marked with a rapacity, an arrogance, a vulgar osten-

tation and desire of popularity, an extraordinary profaneness,
and a profligacy, which cannot but reflect seriously upon the
Church and clergy which elected, and so long endured him.
As to his heresy, it is difficult to determine what were his

precise sentiments concerning the Person of Christ, though
they were certainly derogatory of the doctrine of His absolute

divinity and eternal existence. Indeed, it is probable that he
had not any clear view on the solemn subject on which he
allowed himself to speculate ;

nor was anxious to make prose-

lytes and form a party in the Church. Ancient writers inform
us that his heresy was a kind of Judaism in doctrine, adopted
to please his Jewish patroness ;

d from the very object which
he set before him, it was not likely to be very systematic or

profound. His habits, too, as a sophist, would dispose him to

employ himself in attacks upon the Catholic doctrine, and in

irregular discussion, rather than in the sincere effort to obtain

some definite conclusions, to satisfy his own mind or convince

others. And the supercilious spirit, which the Synodal letter

describes as leading him to express contempt for the divines

who preceded him at Antioch, would naturally occasion incau-

tion in his theories, and a carelessness about guarding them
from inconsistencies, even where he perceived them. Indeed,
the Primate of Syria had already obtained the highest post to

which ambition could aspire, and had nothing to labour for ;

and having, as we find, additional engagements as a civil

a He was raised to the episcopate at the commencement of Odenatus's suc-

cesses against Sapor, (Tillemont. Mem. vol. iv. Chronol.) In the years which

followed, he held a civil magistracy with his ecclesiastical dignity ;
in the

temporalities of which, moreover, he was upheld by Zenobia, some years after

his formal deposition by the neighbouring bishops. (Basnag. Annal. A. D. 269,
6
-)

b Euseb. Hist. vii. 30. c Mosheim, de Keb. ante Cost. 35, n. 1.

d Athan. Epist. ad Monachos, . 71. Theod, Haer. ii. 8. Chrysost. in Joann.
Horn. 7. but Philastr. Haer. 3. 64. says that Paulus docuit Zenobiam judaizare.

2*
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CHAP. i.

magistrate, he would still less be likely to covet the barren
SECT, i. honours of an heresiarch. A sect, it is true, was formed upon~

his tenets, and called after his name, and has a place in eccle-

siastical history till the middle of the 5th century ;
but it never

was a considerable body, and even as early as the date of the

Nicene Council, had split into parties, differing by various
shades of heresy from the orthodox faith.a We shall have a
more correct notion, then, of the heresy of Paulus, if we con-

sider him as the founder of a school rather than of a sect, as

encouraging in the Church the use of those disputations, and

sceptical inquiries, which belonged to the heathen academies,
and scattering up and down the seeds of errors, which sprang
up and bore fruit in the generation after him. A confirmation
of this view, which is suggested by the original vocation of

Paulus, the temporal motives which are said to have influenced

him, and by his inconsistencies, is derived from the circum-

stance, that his intimate friend and fellow-countryman, Lucian,
who schismatized or was excommunicated on his deposition,
held heretical tenets of a diametrically opposite nature, i. e.

what were afterwards called Arian, Paulus himself advocating
a doctrine which nearly resembled what is commonly called

the Sabellian.

presbyter of
^ore shall be said concerning Paulus of Samosata presently ;

Antioch. but now let us advance to the history of this Lucian, a man of

learning,
b and at length a martyr, but who may almost be con-

sidered the author of Arianism. It is very common, though
evidently illogical, to infer the actual rise of one school of

opinions from another, from some real or supposed similarity
in their respective tenets. It is thus, e. g. Platonism, or again,

Originism, has been assigned as the actual source from which
Arianism was derived. Now, Lucian's doctrine is known to

have been precisely the same as that species of Arianism after-

wards called Semi-arianism
;

c but it is not on that account
that the rise of Arianism is here attributed to him. There is

an historical, and not merely a doctrinal connexion between
him and the Arian party. In his school are found, in matter
of fact, the names of most of the original advocates of Arian-

ism, and all those who were the most influential in their

a Tillemont. Mem. vol. iv. p. 126. Athan. in Arianos, iv. 30.
b He was distinguished in biblical literature, being the author of a third

edition of the Septuagint. Vid. Tillemont. Mem. vol. v. p. 202, 203. Du Pin,
cent. iii.

c
Bull, Baronius, and others, maintain his orthodoxy. The Semi-arians

adopted his creed, which is extant. Though a friend, as it appears, of Paulus,
he opposed the Sabellians, (by one of whom he was at length betrayed to the

heathen persecutors of the Church,) and this opposition would lead him to in-

cautious statements of an Arian tendency. Vid. below, Section v. Epiphu-
nius (Ancor. 33.) tells us, that he considered the Word in the Person of Christ

as the substitute for a human soul.
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respective Churches throughout the East : Arius himself, CHAP. i.

Eusebius of Nicomedia, Leontius, Eudoxius, Asterius, and SECT - r -

others, who will be familiar to us in the se'quel; and these"

actually appealed to him as their authority, and adopted from
him the party designation of Collucianists.a In spite of this

undoubted connexion between Lucian and the Arians, we might
be tempted to believe, that the assertions of the latter con-

cerning his heterodoxy, originated in their wish to implicate
a man of high character in the censures which the Church
directed against themselves, were it not undeniable, that during
the patriarchates of the three prelateswho successively followed

Paulus, Lucian was under excommunication. The Catholics

too, are silent in his vindication, and some of them actually
admit his unsoundness.b However, ten or fifteen years be-

fore his martyrdom, he was reconciled to the Church ;
and we

may suppose that he then recanted whatever was heretical in

his creed : and his glorious end was allowed to wipe out from
the recollection of Catholics of succeeding times those passages
of his history, which nevertheless were so miserable in their

results in the age succeeding his own. Chrysostom's panegy-
ric on the festival of his martyrdom is still extant, Ruffinus

mentions him in honourable terms, and Jerome praises his

industry, erudition, and eloquence in writing.
Such is the historical connexion at the very first sight be- jj*

m of

tween the Arian party and the school of Antioch : corrobora-
tive evidence will hereafter appear, in the similarity of char-
acter which exists between the two bodies. At present, let it

be taken as a confirmation of a fact, which Lucian' s history
directly proves, that Eusebius the historian, who is suspected
of Arianism, and his friend Paulinus of Tyre, one of its first

and principal siipporters, though not pupils of Lucian, were
more or less educated, and the latter ordained at Antioch ;

d

while in addition to the Arian prelates at Nicsea already men-
tioned, Theodotus of Laodicea, Gregory of Berytus, Narcissus
of Neronias, and two others, who were all supporters of
Arianism at the Council, were all situated within the ecclesi-

astical influence, and some of them in the vicinity of Antioch ;

e

so that, (besides Arius himself,) of thirteen prelates, who
according to Theodoret, arianized at the Council, nine are re-

ferrable to the Syrian patriarchate. If we continue the history
of the controversy, we have fresh evidence of the connexion
between Antioch and Arianism. During the interval between
the Nicene Council and the death of Constantius, (A. D. 325

361.), Antioch is the metropolis of the heretical, as Alexandria

a Theod. Hist. i. 5. Epiph. Haer. Ixix. 6. Cave Hist. Literar. vol. i. p. 201 .

h Theod. Hist. i. 4. c Vid. Tillemont. Mem. vol. v. ibid.
d Vales, de vit. Euseb. et ad Hist. x. i.

Vl

e Tillemont. Mem. vol. vi. p. 276.
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CHAP. i. of the orthodox party. At Antioch, the heresy recommenced
SECT- ' its attack upon the Church after the decision at Nicsea. In a

~~
Council held at"Antioch, it first showed itself in the shape of

Semi-arianism, when Lucian's creed was produced. There,
too, in this and subsequent councils, negociations on the doc-

trine in dispute were conducted with the Western Church.
At Antioch, lastly, and at Tyre, a suffragan see, the sentence

of condemnation was pronounced upon Athanasius.
its Judaism. Hitherto I have spoken of individuals as the authors of the

apostacy which is to engage our attention in the following
chapters : but there is reason to fear that men like Paulus,
were but symptoms of a corrupted state of the Church. The

history of the times gives us sufficient evidence of the luxuri-

ousness of Antioch
;
and it need scarcely be said, that coldness

in faith is the sure consequence of relaxation of morals. Here,
however, passing by this general subject, which is too obvious

to require dwelling upon, I would rather direct the reader's

attention to the particular form which the Antiochene corrup-
tions seem to have assumed, viz., that of Judaism

;
which at

that time, it must be recollected, was the creed of an existing
nation, acting upon the Church, and not merely, as at this day,
a system of opinions more or less discoverable among profes-

sing Christians.
The Jews. The fortunes of the Jewish people had experienced a favour-

able change since the reign of Hadrian. The violence of

Roman persecution had been transferred to the Christian

Church ; while the Jews, gradually recovering their strength,
and obtaining permission to settle and make proselytes to their

creed, at length became an influential political body in the

neighbourhood of their ancient home, especially in the Syrian
provinces which were at that time the chief residence of the

court. Severus (A. D. 194.) is said to have been the first to

extend to them the imperial favour, though he afterwards
withdrew it. Heliogabalus, and Alexander, natives of Syria,

gave them new privileges ;
and the latter went so far as to

place the image of Abraham in his private chapel, among the

objects of his ordinary worship. Philip the Arabian continued
towards them a countenance, which was converted into an open
patronage in the reign of Zenobia. During the Decian perse-
cution, they had been sufficiently secure at Carthage, to venture
to take part in the popular ridicule directed against the Chris-

tians
;
and they are even said to have incited Valerian to his

cruelties against the Church .
a

Their camai But this direct hostility was not the only, nor the most for-
systeraas . , , , . *. T - i i

influencing midable means or harassing their religious enemies, which
their improving fortunes opened upon them. With their ad-

a
Basnnge Hist, des Juifs. vi. 12. Tillemont. Hist, des Emper, iii. iv.
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vancement in wealth and importance, their national character CHAP. T.

displayed itself under a new exterior. The moroseness for SECT>

which they were previously notorious, in great measure dis-~~

appears with their dislodgmentfrom the soil of their ancestors ;

and 011 their re-appearance as settlers in a strange land, those

festive, self-indulgent habits, which, in earlier times, had but

drawn on them the animadversion of their Prophets, became
their distinguishing mark in the eyes of external observers.51

Presenting then the characters of a religion, sufficiently correct

in the main articles of faith to satisfy the reason, and yet in-

dulgent to the carnal nature of man, Judaism occupied that

place in the Christian world, which has since been filled by a

corruption of Christianity itself. While its adherents mani-
fested a rancorous malevolence towards the zealous champions
of the Church, they courted the Christian populace by arts

adapted to captivate and corrupt the unstable and worldly-
minded. Their pretensions to magical power gained them
credit with the superstitious, to whom they sold amulets for the

cure of diseases ; their noisy spectacles attracted the curiosity
of the idle, who weakened their faith, while they disgraced
their profession, by attending the worship of the Synagogue.
According^ there was formed around the Church a mixed

multitude, who, without relinquishing their dependence on

Christianity for the next world, sought in Judaism the promise
of temporal blessings, and a more accommodating rule of life

than the gospel revealed. Chrysostom found this evil so urgent
at Antioch in his day, as to interrupt his course of homilies on
the heresy of the Anomoeans, in order to direct his preaching
against the seductions to which his hearers were then exposed,
by the return of the Jewish festivals.1' In another part of the

empire, the Council of Illiberis found it necessary to forbid a

superstitious custom, which had been introduced among the

country people, of having recourse to the Jews for a blessing
on their fields. Afterwards, Constantine made a law against
the inter-marriage of Jews and Christians

; and Constantius
confiscated the goods of Christians who lapsed to Judaism.
These successive enactments may be taken as evidence of the

view entertained by the Church of her own danger, from the

artifices of the Jews. Lastly, the attempt to rebuild the

temple in Julian's reign, was but the renewal of a project on
their part, which Constantine had already frustrated, for re-

instating their religion in its ancient ritual and country .

d Such
was the position of the Jews towards the primitive Church ;

a Vid. Gibbon, Hist. ch. xvi. note 6. Chrysost. in Judseos i. p. 386388, &c.
l>

Chrysost. in Judseos. i. ibid. p. 389, &c.
c
Bingham, Antiq. xvi. 6. Basnage, Hist, des Juifs vi. 14.

d
Chrysost. in Judaeos iii. p. 435.
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CHAP. i.
especially in the patriarchate of Antioch ; which, I have said,

was their principal place of settlement, and at one time was
under the civil government of a Judaizing princess, the most
illustrious personage of her times, who possessed influence

enough among the Christians to seduce the Metropolitan him-
self from the orthodox faith. But the evidence of the existence

of Judaism, as a system, in the portion of Christendom in

question, is contained in a circumstance which deserves our

particular attention
;
the adoption, in those parts, of the

quarto-deciman rule of observing Easter, when it was on the

point of being discontinued in the Churches of proconsular
Asia, where it had first prevailed.
^ *s we^ known that at the close of the 2d century, a con-

Asia, troversy arose between Victor, Bishop of Rome, and Polycrates,

Bishop of Ephesus, concerning the proper time for celebrating
the Easter feast, or rather for terminating the ante-paschal
fast. At that time, the whole of Christendom, with the excep-
tion of proconsular Asia, (a district of about 200 miles by 50)
and its immediate neighbourhood,* continued the fast on to the

Sunday after the Jewish Passover, which they kept as the fes-

tival as we do now, in order that the weekly and yearly com-
memorations of the Resurrection might coincide. But the

Christians of the proconsulate, guided by Jewish custom, ended
the fast on the very day of the paschal sacrifice, without re-

garding the actual place held in the week by the feast, which

immediately followed
; and were accordingly called Quarto-

decimans.b Victor felt the inconvenience of this want of

uniformity in the celebration of the chief Christian festival ;

and was urgent, even far beyond the bounds of charity, and the

rights of his see, in his endeavour to obtain the compliance of

the Asiatics. Polycrates, who was primate of the Quarto-
deciman Churches, defended their peculiar custom by a state-

ment which is plain and unexceptionable. They had received

their rule, he said, from St. John and St. Philip the Apostles,

Polycarp of Smyrna, Melito of Sardis, and others ; and deemed
it incumbent on them to transmit as they had received. There
was nothing Judaistic in this conduct

; for, though the Apostles
intended the Jewish discipline to cease with those converts who
were born under it, yet it was by no means clear, that its

calendar came under the proscription of its rites. On the

other hand, it was natural that the Asian Churches should be

affectionately attached to a custom which their first founders,
and they inspired teachers, had sanctioned.

The Quarto- But the case was very different, when Churches, which had

Syria"'
**

for centuries observed the Gentile rule, adopted a custom

a Eusol). Ilist. v. 2325. and Valer. ad loc.

b Exod. xii. 6. Vid. Tilleuioiit, Mem, vol. iii. p. 029, &c.
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which at the time had only existence among the Jews. The CHAP.

Quarto-decimans of the proconsulate had come to an end by
SECT - *

A. D. 276 ; and, up to that date, the Antiochene provinces

kept their Easter feast in conformity with the Catholic

usage ;

a
yet at the time of the Nicene Council, (fifty years

afterwards,) we find the latter the especial and solitary cham-

pions of the opposite rule.b We can scarcely doubt that they

adopted it in imitation of the Jews who were settled among
them, who are known to have influenced them, and who about

that very date, be it observed, had a patroness in Zenobia, and,
what was stranger, almost a convert in the person of the

Christian Primate. There is evidence, moreover, of the growth
of the custom in the patriarchate at the end of the third cen-

tury ; which well agrees with the hypothesis of its being an

innovation, and not founded on ancient usage. And again, (as
was natural, supposing the change to begin at Antioch,) at the

date of the Nicene Council, it was established only in the

Syrian Churches, and was but making its way with incomplete
success in the extremities of the patriarchate. In Mesopota-
mia, Audius began his schism with the characteristic of the

quarto-deciman rule, just at the date of the Council
;

c and
about the same time, Cilicia was contested between the two

parties, as I gather from the conflicting statements of Constan-
tine and Athanasius, that it did, and that it did not, conform
to the Gentile custom.d By the same time, the controversy
had reached Egypt also. Epiphanius refers to a celebrated

contest, now totally unknown, between one Crescentius and

Alexander, the first defender of the Catholic faith against
Arianism.6

It is true that there was a third Quarto-deciman school, The Qua

lying geographically between the proconsulate and Antioch,
which at first sight might seem to have been the medium by
which the Jewish custom was conveyed on from the former to

the latter
;
but there is no evidence of its existence till the end

of the fourth century. In order to complete my account of the

Quarto-decimans and show more fully their relation to the

Judaizers, I will here make mention of it
; though, in doing so,

I must somewhat digress from the main subject under con-

sideration.

The portion of Asia Minor, lying between the proconsulate
and the river Halys, may be regarded, in the Ante-Nicene

a Tillemont. Mem. vol. iii. p. 48, who conjectures that Anatolius of Lao-
dicea was the author of the change. But changes require predisposing causes.

b Athan. ad Afros, 2. c
Epiph. Hser. Ixx.

|.
1.

cl Athan. ad Afros supra. Socr. Hist. i. 9, where, by the bye, the proconsu-
late is spoken of as conforming to the general usage ;

so as clearly to distinguish
between the two Quarto-deciman schools.

e
Epiph. Ibid. g.

9.
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CHAP. i. times, as one country, comprising the provinces of Phrygia,
SECT - *

Galatia, Cappadocia, and Paphlagonia, afterwards included~
within the Exarchate of Caesarea

;
and was then marked by a

religious character of a peculiar cast. Socrates, speaking of

this district, informs us, that its inhabitants were distinguished
above other nations by a strictness and seriousness of manners,

having neither the ferocity of the Scythians and Thracians, nor
the frivolity and sensuality of the Orientals.3- The excellent

qualities, however, implied in this description, were tarnished

by the love of singularity, the spirit of insubordination and

separatism, and the gloomy spiritual pride which their history
evidences. St. Paul's Epistle furnishes us with the first speci-
men of this unchristian temper, as evinced in the conduct of

the Galatians, who, dissatisfied with the exact evangelical
doctrine, aspired to some higher and more availing system
than the Apostle preached to them. What the Galatians were
in the first century, Montanus and Novatian became in the

second and third ; both authors of a harsh and arrogant dis-

cipline, both natives of the country in question,
b and both

meeting with special success in that country, although the

schism of the latter was organized at Rome, of which Church
he was a presbyter. It, was, moreover, the peculiarity, more
or less, of both Montanists and Novatians, in those parts, to

differ from the general Church as to the time of observing
Easter ;

c
whereas, neither in Africa nor in Rome did the two

sects dissent from the received rule.d What was the principle
or origin of this irregularity, does not clearly appear ; unless

we may consider as characteristic, what seems to be the fact,

that when their neighbours of the proconsulate were Quarto -

decimans, they (in the words of Socrates)
" shrank from feast-

ing on the Jewish festival,"
6 and after the others had con-

formed to the Gentile rule, they, on the contrary, openly Ju-
daized.f This change in their practice, which took place at

the end of the fourth century, was mainly effected by a Jew,
of the name of Sabbatius, who becoming a convert to Chris-

tianity, rose to the episcopate in the Novatian Church. Sozo-

men, in giving an account of the transaction, observes that it

was a national custom with the Galatians and Phrygians to

Judaize in their observance of Easter. Coupling this remark
with Eusebius's mention of Churches in the neighbourhood of

the proconsulate, as included among the Quarto-decimans whom
Victor condemned,g we may suspect that the perverse spirit
which St. Paul reproves in his Epistle, and which we have

a Socrat. Hist. iv. 28, of Epiph. User, xlviii. 14.
11 Vales ad loc. c Socrat. Hist. v. 22. Sozom. Hist. vii. 18
<> Tertull. do jejun. 14. Vales, ad Sozom. vii. 18. Socrat. Hist, v. 21.
<' Valesius ad loc. applies this differently.'
f Socrat. Hist, v. 21. e Euseb. Hist, ut supra.
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been tracing in its Montanistic and Novatian varieties, still CHAP. i.

lurked in those parts in its original Judaizing form, till after SECT- *

a course of years, it was accidentally brought out by circum-

stances upon the public scene of ecclesiastical history. If

further evidence of the connexion of the Quarto-deciman usage
with Judaism be required, I may refer to Constantine's Nicene

Edict, which forbids it, among other reasons, on the ground of

its being Jewish.3-

To return. The evidence, which has been adduced for the connexion

existence of Judaism in the Church of Antioch, is not without with?S-
its bearing upon the history of the rise of Arianism. I will ism-

not say that the Arian doctrine is the direct result of a Ju-

daizing practice ; but it deserves consideration whether a ten-

dency to derogate from the honour due to Christ, was not

created by an observance of the Jewish rites, and much more,

by that carnal, self-indulgent religion, which seems at that

time to have prevailed among the rejected nation. When the

spirit and morals of a people are materially debased, varieties of

doctrinal error spring up, as if self-sown, and are rapidly pro-

pagated. "While Judaism inculcated a superstitious, or even
idolatrous dependence on the mere casualties of daily life, and

gave licence to the grosser tastes of human nature, it necessarily

indisposed the mind for the severe and unexciting mysteries,
the large indefinite promises, and the remote sanctions, of

the Catholic faith
; which fell as cold and offensive on the de-

praved imagination, as the doctrines of the Divine Unity and
of implicit trust in the unseen God, on the minds of the early
Israelites. Those who were not constrained by the message
of mercy, had time attentively to consider the intellectual dif-

ficulties which were the medium of its communication, and
heard but " a hard saying

"
in what was sent from heaven as

"
tidings of great joy."

" The mind," says Hooker,
"
feeling

present joy, is always marvellously unwilling to admit any
other cogitation, and in that case, casteth off those disputes
whereunto the intellectual part at other times easily draweth.
.... The people that are said in the sixth of John to have

gone after our Lord to Capernaum .... leaving Him on the
one side of the sea of Tiberias, and finding Him again as soon
as they themselves by ship were arrived on the contrary side

.... as they wondered, so they asked also, 'Rabbi, when earnest

Thou hither ? ' The Disciples, when Christ appeared to them
in a far more strange and miraculous manner, moved no ques-
tion, but rejoiced greatly in what they saw. . . . The one, be-
cause they enjoyed not, disputed; the other disputed not,
because they enjoyed."

b

It is also a question, whether the mere performance of the The Mosaic
Rites,

. Hist. i. 10. >> Eccles. Pol. v. 67.
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CHAP. i. Htes of the Law, of which Christ came as antitype and repealer,
SECT, i.

foag no {. a tendency to withdraw the mind from the contempla-
~tion of the more glorious and real images of the gospel; so that

the Christians of Antioch would diminish their reverence to-

wards the true Saviour of man, in proportion as they trusted

to the media of worship, provided for a time by the Mosaic
ritual. It is this consideration which accounts for the energy
with which the great Apostle combats the adoption of the

Jewish ordinances by the Christians of Galatia, and which

might seem excessive, till vindicated by events subsequent to

his own day. In the Epistle addressed to them, the Judaizers

are described as men labouring under an irrational fascination,

fallen from grace, and self-excluded from the Christian privi-

leges ;

a when in appearance they were but using, what on the

one hand might be called mere external forms, and on the

other, had actually been delivered to the Jews on Divine autho-

rity. Some light is throAvn upon the subject by the Epistle to

the Hebrews, in which it is implied throughout, that the Jewish

rites, after their Antitype was come, did but conceal from the

eye of faith His divinity, sovereignty, and all-sufficiency. If

we turn to the history of the Church, we seem to see the evils

in actual existence, which the Apostle anticipated in prophecy ;

we see, i. e. that in the obsolete furniture of the Jewish cere-

monial, there was in fact retained the pestilence of Jewish

unbelief, tending (whether directly or not, at least eventually)
to introduce fundamental error respecting the Person of Christ.

Before the end of the first century, this result is disclosed

in the system of the Corinthians and the Ebionites. These

sects, though more or less infected with Gnosticism, were of

Jewish origin, and observed the Mosaic Law
; and, whatever

might be the minute peculiarities of their doctrinal views, they
also agreed in entertaining Jewish rather than Gnostic concep-
tions of the Person of Christ.b Ebion, especially, is charac-
terized by his Humanitarian creed

; while, on the other hand,
his Judaism was so notorious, that Tertullian does not scruple
to describe him as virtually the object of the Apostle's censure
in his Epistle to the Galatians.6

The Nazarenes are next to be noticed; not for the influence

they exercised on the creed of the Church, but as evidencing,
with the sects just mentioned, the latent connexion between a

Judaizing discipline and heresy in doctrine. Who they were,
and what their tenets, has been a subject of much controversy.
It is sufficient for our purpose and so far is undoubted that

they were at the same time " zealous of the Law " and unsound

The Cerin-
thians and
Ebionites.

The Naza
renes.

a Socrat. Hist. v. 22. b
Burton, Bamp. Lect. Notes 74. 82.

c Tertull. de Prescript. H^ret. c. 33, p. 243. Why should we doubt that
Ebion really existed ?
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in their theological system ;

a and this without being related to CHAP. i.

the Gnostic families : a circumstance which establishes them SECT- *

as a more cogent evidence of the real connexion of ritual with
~~

doctrinal Judaism than is furnished by the mixed theologies
of Ebion and Cerinthus.b It is worth observing, that their

declension from orthodoxy appears to have been gradual ;

Epiphanius is the first writer who includes them by name in

the number of heretical sects.

Such are the instances of the connexion between Judaism
and unsoundness in creed, previously to the age of Paulus, who
still more strikingly exemplifies it. First, we are in possession
of his doctrinal views, which are grossly Humanitarian ; next

we find that, in early times, they were acknowledged to be of

Jewish origin ; further, that his ritual Judaism also was so

notorious, that one author even affirms that he observed the

rite of circumcision :
d and lastly, just after his day we discover

the rise of a Jewish usage, the Quarto-deciman, in the provinces
of Christendom, immediately exposed to his influence.

It may be added, that this view of the bearing of Judaism con

upon the sceptical school afterwards called Arian, is counte-
tory fa

nanced byfrequent passages in the writings of the contemporary

a
Burton, Bamp. Lect. Note 84.

b For the curious in ecclesiastical antiquity, Mosheim has elicited the fol-

lowing account of their name and sect, (Mosheim de Reb. Christ, ante Con-
stant. Ssecul. ii. . 38

r 39.) The title of Nazarene he considers to have origin-

ally belonged to the body of Jewish converts, taken by them with a reference

to Matt. ii. 23, while the Gentiles at Antioch assumed the Greek appellation
of Christians. As the Mosaic ordinances gradually fell into disuse among the

former, in process of time it became the peculiar designation of the Church of
Jerusalem

;
and that Church, in turn, throwing off its Jewish exterior in the

reign of Hadrian, on being unfairly subjected to the disabilities then laid upon
the rebel nation, it finally settled upon the scanty remnant, who considered
their ancient ceremonial to be an essential part of their present profession.
These judaizers, from an over-attachment to the forms, proceeded, in course of

time, to imbibe the spirit of the degenerate system ;
and ended in doctrinal

views not far short of modern Socinianism,
c
Burton, Bamp. Lect. note 84. Considering the Judaism of the Quarto-

decinians after Victor's age, is it impossible that he may have suspected that

the old leaven was infecting the Churches of Asia ? This will explain and

partly excuse his earnestness in the controversy with them. It must be re-

collected that he witnessed, in his own branch of the Church, the rise of the
first simply Humanitarian school which the world had seen, that of Theodotus,
Artemas, &c. (Euseb. Hist. v. 28.) the latter of whom is charged by Alexander
with reviving the heresy of the judaizing Ebion. (Theod. Hist. i. 4.) Again :

Theodotus, Montanus, and Praxeas, whose respective heresies he was engaged
in combating, all belonged to the neighbourhood of the proconsulate, where
there seems to have been a school, from which Praxeas derived his heresy ;

(Theod. Haer. iii. 3.) while Montanism, as its after history shows, contained in

it the seeds, both of the Quarto-deciman and Sabellian errors. (Tillemont. Mem.
vol. ii. p. 199. 205. Athan. in Arian, ii. 43.) It may be added, that the

younger Theodotus is suspected ofMontanism. (Tillemont. Mem. vol. iii; p. 277.)
(1 Philastr. Tiger, 04.
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CHAP. i. Fathers, on which no stress, perhaps, could fairly be laid, were
SECT> *' not their meaning interpreted by the above historical facts.8-

~~

Moreover, in the popular risings which took place in Antioch
and Alexandria in favour of Arianism, the Jews sided with the
heretical party ;

b
evincing thereby, not indeed any definite

interest in the subject of dispute, but a sort of spontaneous
feeling, that the side of heresy was their natural position ; and

further, that its spirit, and the character which it created, were

congenial to their own. Or, again, if we consider the subject
from a different point of view, and omitting dates and schools,
take a general survey of Christendom during the first centuries,
we shall find it divided into the same two parties, both on the
Arian and the Quarto-deciman questions; Rome and Alexandria
with their dependencies being the champions of the Catholic

tradition in either controversy, and Palestine, Syria, and Asia

Minor, being the strong-holds of the opposition. And these

are the two questions which occasioned the deliberations of

the Nicene Fathers.

However, it is of far less consequence, as it is less certain,
whether Arianism be of Jewish origin, than whether it arose

at Antioch : which is the point principally insisted on in the

foregoing pages. For in proportion as it is traced to Antioch,
so is the charge of originating it, removed from the great
Alexandrian school, upon which, various enemies of our Apos-
tolical Church, have been eager to fasten it. In corroboration

of what has been said above on this subject, I here add the

words of Alexander, in his letter to the Church of Constanti-

nople, at the beginning of the controversy ;
which are of them-

selves decisive in evidence of the part which Antioch had in

giving rise to the detestable blasphemy which he was com-

bating.
" Ye are not ignorant," he writes to the Constantinopolitan

Church,
"
concerning Arianism, that this rebellious doctrine

belongs to Ebion and Artemas, and is in imitation of Paulus

of Samosata, Bishop of Antioch, who was deprived by the

sentence of the bishops assembled in Council from all quarters.
Paulus was succeeded by Lucian, who remained in excommu-
nication for many years during the time of three bishops. . . .

Our present heretics have drunk up the dregs of their impiety,
and are their secret offspring ; Arius and Archillas, and their

disorderly party, incited as they are, to greater excesses by
three Syrian prelates, who happen to agree with them

Accordingly, they have been expelled from the Church, as

a Athan. de Decret. 2. 27. de sentent; Dionys. 3, 4. ad Episc. Mg. 13 de

fug. 2. in Arian iii. 27. Chrysost. Horn, in Anomoeos and in Judaeos. Theod.

Hist. i. 4. Epiphan. Hser. Ixix. 79.
b

Basnage, Hist, des Juifs. vi. 41.
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enemies of the pious Catholic doctrine
; according to St. Paul's CHAP. i.

sentence,
' If any man preach any other Gospel unto you than SECT ' '

ye have received, let him be anathema. 31 ' "

SECTION II.

THE SCHOOLS OF THE SOPHISTS.

As Antioch was the birth-place, so were the Schools of the

Sophists the place of education of the heretical spirit which
we are considering. In this section, I propose to show its

disputatious character, and to refer it to these schools as the

source of it.

The vigour of the first movement of the heresy, and the

rapid extension of the controversy which it introduced, aretheArfan

some of the more remarkable circumstances connected with its

history. In the course of six years, it called for the interposi-
tion of a General Council

; though of 318 bishops there assem-

bled, only 22, on the largest calculation, and, as it really

appears, only 13, were after all found to befits supporters.

Though thus condemned by the whole Christian world, in a
few years it broke out again ;

secured the patronage of the

imperial court, which had recently been proselyted to the
Christian faith

; made its way into the highest dignities of the
Church

; presided at her Councils, and tyranized over the

majority of her members who were orthodox believers.

Now, doubtless, one chief cause of these successes is found ^^"of
in the circumstance, that Lucian's pupils were brought together Luciaa*

from so many different places, and were promoted to posts of
influence in so many parts of the Church. Thus Eusebius,
Maris, and Theognis, were bishops of the principal sees of

Bythynia ; Menophantes was exarch of Ephesus ; and Eudoxius
was one of the bishops of Comagene. Other causes will here-
after appear in the secular history of the day ; but here I am
to speak of their talent for disputation, to which after all they
were principally indebted for their success.

It is obvious, that in every contest, the assailant, as such, ^JJJJ;!J~C
has the advantage of the party assailed

; and that not merely terof Ann-
from the recommendation which novelty gives to his cause in

1&m '

the eyes of bystanders, but also from the greater facility in the
nature of things, of finding, than of solving objections, what-
ever be the question in dispute. Accordingly, the skill of a

* Theod. Hist. i. 4.
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CHAP. i. disputant mainly consists in securing an offensive position,
SECT, ii.

fastening on the weaker points of his adversary's system, and=
not relaxing his hold till the latter sinks under his impetuosity,
without having the opportunity to display the strength of his

own cause, and to bring it to bear upon his opponent ; or, to

make use of a familiar illustration, in causing a sudden run

upon his resources, which the circumstances of time and place
do not allow him to meet. This was the artifice to which
Arianism owed its first successes.* It owed them to the

circumstance of its being (in its original form) a sceptical
rather than a dogmatic system; to its proposing to inquire into

and reform the received creed, rather than to hazard one of its

own. The heresies which preceded it, originating in less

subtle and dexterous talent took up a false position, professed
a theory, and sunk under the obligations which it involved.

The monstrous dogmas of the various Gnostic sects pass away
from the scene of history as fast as they enter it. Sabellianism,
which succeeded, also ventured on a creed; and vacillating
between a similar wildness of doctrine, and a less imposing
ambiguity, soon vanished in its turn.b But the Antiochene

school, as represented by Paulus of Samosata and Arius, took
the ground of an assailant, attacked the Catholic doctrine, and
drew the attention of men to its difficulties, without attempting
to furnish a theory of less perplexity or clearer evidence.

The arguments of Paulus, (which it is not to our purpose
here to detail, (seem fairly to have overpowered the first of the

Councils summoned against him, (A. D. 264) which dissolved

without coming to a decision. A second, and (according to

some writers) a third, were successively convoked, when at

length his subtleties were exposed and condemned
; not, how-

ever, by the reasonings of the Fathers of the Council them-

selves, but by the instrumentality of one Malchion, a presbyter
of Antioch, who, having been by profession a Sophist, encoun-
tered his adversary with his own arms. Even in yielding, the
arts of the latter secured from his judges an ill-advised con-

cession, the abandonment of the celebrated word 6>oou<r/oi/, after-

wards adopted as the test of Nicsea
;
which the orthodox had

employed in the controversy, and to which Paulus objected as

open to a misinterpretation.*
1 Arius followed in the track thus

marked out by his predecessor. Turbulent by character, he is

known in history as an offender against ecclesiastical order,
before his agitation assumed the shape which has made his

a otvotrvdcao-i ya.% us Xiur^T'ijgs? xvvts tit i%Q%tov at,p.via.v. Epiph. Hger. IxiX. 15.

the whole passage.
b Vide 5, infra.
c Euseb. Hist. vii. 28. Cave Hist. Literar. vol. i. p. 158.
* Bull. Defens. Fid. Nic. ii, i. ?. 914.
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name familiar to posterity.* When he betook himself to the CHAP. i.

doctrinal controversy, he chose for the first open avowal of his SECT - "

heterodoxy the opportunity of an attack upon his diocesan, who
was discoursing on the mystery of the Trinity to the clergy of

Alexandria. Socrates who is far from being a partizan of the

Catholics, informs us, that Arius being well skilled in dialectics

sharply replied to the bishop, accused him of Sabellianism, and
went on to argue that "

if the Father begat the Son, certain

conclusions would follow," and so proceeded. The heresy, thus
founded in a syllogism, spread itself by instruments of a kindred
character. First, we read of the excitement which his reason-

ings produced in Egypt and Libya ; then of his letters addressed
to Eusebius and to Alexander, which display a like pugnacious
and almost satirical spirit ;

and then of his verses composed
for the use of the populace in ridicule of the orthodox doctrine.b

But afterwards, when the heresy was arraigned before the
Nicene Council, and placed on the defensive, and later still,

when its successes reduced it to the necessity of occupying the
chairs of theology, it suffered the fate of the other dogmatic
heresies before it

; split, in spite of court favour, into at least

four different creeds, in less than twenty years ;

c and at length
gave way to the despised but indestructible truth which it had
for a time obscured.

Arianism had in fact a close connexion with the existing its Connex-

Aristotelic school. This might have been conjectured, even had
a>pjSScia

there been no proof of the fact
; adapted as that philosopher's

schools.

logical system confessedly is to baffle an adversary, or at most
to detect error, rather than to establish truth.d But we have

actually reason in the circumstances of its history, for consider-

ing it as the offshoot of those schools of composition and
debate, which acknowledged Aristotle as their principal autho-

rity, and were conducted by teachers who went by the name of

Sophists. It was in these schools that the leaders of the
heretical body were educated for the part assigned them in the
troubles of the Church. The oratory of Paulus of Samosata is

characterized by the distinguishing traits of the scholastic

eloquence in the descriptive letter of the Council which con-
demned him; in which, moreover, he rs stigmatised by the
most disgraceful title to which a Sophist was exposed by the

a
Epiph. H^er. Ixix. 2.

b Socr. i. 5, 6. Theod. Hist. i. 5. Epiphan. Hser. Ixix. 7, 8. Philostorg.
ii. 2. Athan. de Decret. 16.

c Petav. Dogm. Theol. vol. ii. i. 9. [? cap. 10.]" Omnem vim venenorum suorum in dialectica disputatione constituting
qujE philosophorum sententia definitur non adstruendi viin habere, sed studium
destruendi. Sed non in dialectica complacuit Deo salvum facere populum
suum." Ambros. de fide, i. 5. [. 42.]

'

3
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CHAP. i.
degraded exercise of his profession.* The skill of Arms in the

ar|. disputation is well known. Asterius was a Sophist by
profession. Aetius came from the school of an Aristotelian of

Alexandria. Eunomius, his pupil, who re-constructed the

Arian system on its primitive basis, at the end of the reign of

Constantius, is represented by Ruffinus as "pre-eminent in

dialectic power."
b At a later period still, the like disputatious

spirit and spurious originality are indirectly ascribed to the

heterodox school, in the well known advice of Sisinnius to

Nectarius of Constantinople, when the Emperor Theodosius

required the latter to renew the controversy with a view to its

final settlement. Well versed in theological learning, and
aware that cleverness in debate was the very life and weapon
of heresy, Sisinnius proposed to the Patriarch, to drop the use of

dialectics and merely challenge his opponents to utter a general
anathema against all such Ante-Nicene Fathers as had taught
what they themselves now denounced as false doctrine. On
the experiment being tried, the heretics would neither consent

to be tried by the opinions of the ancients, nor yet dared con-

demn those whom "
all the people counted as prophets."

"
Upon this," say the historians who record the story,

" the

Emperor perceived that they rested their cause on their dia-

lectic skill, and not on the testimony of the early Church." d

Abundant evidence, were more required, could be added to

the above, in proof of the connexion of the Arians with the

schools of heathen disputation. The two Gregories, Basil,

Ambrose, and Cyril, protest with one voice against the dialectics

of their opponents ;
and the sum of their declarations is briefly

expressed by a writer of the 4th century, who calls Aristotle

the Bishop of the Arians.

And while the science of argumentation provided the means,
tions in the .,. .. OT , /> , i i P
church. their practice or disputing tor the sake or exercise or amuse-

ment, supplied the temptation of assailing received opinions.
This practice (epianxjj) which had long prevailed in the schools,

was early introduced into the Eastern Church. 1 It was there

employed as a means of preparing the Christian teacher for the

controversy with unbelievers. The discussion (yu/twarfc*)
some-

times proceeded in the form of a lecture delivered by the

master of the school to his pupils ; sometimes in that of an

a
fft$ t ffr*,t *} wit, a mountebank. Vid. Cressol. Theatr. Rhetor, i. 13. iii.

17.
b Petav. Theol. dogm. prolegom. iii. 3. Baltus Defense des Peres, ii. 19.

Bracker, vol. iii. p. 288. Cave Hist. Literar. vol. 1.

c Bull. Defens. Fid. Nic. Epilog.
a Socr. Hist. v. 10. Soz. Hist. vii. 12.

e Petav. Dogm. Theol. supra. Brucker, vol. iii. pp. 324. 352. 353. Epiph.
User. Ixix. 68. 19.

f Vid. Cressol. Theatr. Rhet. ii. 3, &e.
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inquiry, to be submitted to the criticism of the hearers ;
some- CHAP. i.

times by way of dialogue, in which opposite sides were taken _j

for argument sake. In some cases, it was taken down in notes

by the by-standers, at the time
;
in others, committed to writing

by the parties engaged in it.
a

Necessary as these exercises

would be for the purpose designed, yet they were obviously

open to abuse, though moderated by ever so orthodox and

strictly scriptural a rule, in an age when no sufficient ecclesi-

astical symbol existed, as a guide to the memory and judgment
of the eager disputant. It is evident, too, how difficult it

would be to secure views or arguments from publicity, which
were but hazarded in the confidence of Christian friendship, and

which, when viewed apart from the circumstances of the case,

lent a seemingly deliberate sanction to heterodox novelties.

Athanasius implies,
1' that in the theological works of Origen

and Theognostus, while the orthodox faith was explicitly main-

tained, nevertheless heretical tenets were discussed, and in

their place more or less defended, by way of exercise in argu-
ment. The countenance thus accidentally given to the cause
of error is evidenced in his eagerness to give the explanation.
But far greater was the evil, when men destitute of religious
seriousness and earnestness engaged in the like theological
discussions, not with any definite ecclesiastical object, but as a
mere trial of skill, or as a literary recreation

; regardless of
the mischief thus done to the simplicity of Christian morals,
and the evil encouragement given to fallacious reasonings and

sceptical views. The error of the ancient Sophists had con-
sisted in their indulging without restraint or discrimination in

the discussion of practical topics, whether religious or political,
instead of selecting such as might exercise, without demorali-

zing, their minds. The rhetoricians of Christian times intro-
duced the same error into their treatment of the highest and
most sacred subjects of theology. We are told, that Julian
commenced his opposition to the true faith by defending the
heathen side of the question, in disputing with his brother
Gallus

;

c and probably he would not have been able himself to

assign the point of time, at which he ceased merely to take a

part, and became earnest in his unbelief. But it is unnecessary
to have recourse to particular instances, in order to prove the

consequences of a practice so evidently destructive of a reve-
rential and sober spirit.

Moreover, in these theological discussions, the disputants Axioms

were in danger of being misled by the unsoundness of the
assumedt

positions which they assumed, as elementary truths or axioms

a Dodw. diss. in Iren. v. 14. Socr. Hist. i. 5.
b Athan. de decret. 25. and 27.
c

Greg. Nazianz. Orat. iii. 27. 31. [? iv. 30.1

3*
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CHAP. i. in the argument. As logic and rhetoric made them expert in
SECT. H.

proof and refutation, so there was much both in these and the
=
other sciences, which formed a liberal education, geometry and

arithmetic, to fix the mind on the contemplation of material

objects, as if these could supply suitable tests and standards

for examining those of a moral and spiritual nature. This is

the risk which will ever accompany the cultivation of the

intellectual powers, when the student is not at the same time

alive to the fact, that there are truths foreign to the province
of the most exercised talent

;
some of them the peculiar dis-

coveries of the improved moral sense (or what Scripture terms
the spirit) and others still less level with our reason, and re-

ceived on the sole authority of revelation. Then, however, as

now, the minds of speculative men were impatient of ignorance,
and loth to confess that the laws of truth and falsehood, which
their experience of this world furnished, could not at once be

applied to measure and determine the facts of another. Ac-

cordingly, nothing was left for those who would not believe the

incomprehensibility of the Divine Essence, but to conceive of

it by the analogy of sense
; and, using the figurative terms of

theology, in their literal meaning, as if landmarks in their

inquiries, to suppose, that then, and then only, they steered in

a safe course, when they avoided every contradiction of a

mathematical and material nature. Hence, canons, grounded
on physics, were made the basis of discussions upon possibili-
ties and impossibilities in a spiritual substance, as confidently
and as fallaciously, as those which in modern times have been
derived from the same false analogies against the existence of

moral self-action or free-will. Thus the argument by which
Paulus of Samosata baffled the Antiochene Council was drawn
from a sophistical use of the very word substance, which the

orthodox had employed in expressing the scriptural notion of

the union subsisting between the Father and the Son.a Of the

Arian reasonings, more will be said in the next chapter; for

the present I will but extract Epiphanius's description of the

Anomceans, the genuine offspring of the original stock. "Aim-

ing," he says,
"
to exhibit the Divine Nature by means of

Aristotelic syllogisms and geometrical data, they are naturally
led on to declare that Christ is not the very Son of God." b

Irtemas
f There was another Humanitarian school in the Ante-Nicene

period, which has not yet been mentioned, and which will

furnish additional illustration of the point before us. About
the end of the second century, Theodotus, and after him, Arte-

mas and others, taught at Rome what a contemporary calls a
"
God-denying doctrine." It matters not what was their exact

creed concerning the Person of Christ; it is enough that they

Bull Defens. F. N. ii. 1. 10. *>

Epiph. User. p. 809.
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considered Him to be a creature of God, and that they were CHAP. i.

led to do so on the ground of the physical difficulties which
_^

ECT - "

the Christian creed involves. The following is a passage from
the ancient author referred to, which is preserved by Eusebius.

After noticing their bold alterations of Scripture, and (what
might have been cited above) their attachment to syllogistic
forms of argument (i.

e. to abstract reasonings in preference to

the Scripture declarations), he proceeds,
"
Abandoning the

inspired writings, they devote themselves to geometry, as be-

comes those who are of the earth, and speak of the earth, and
are ignorant of Him Who is from above. Euclid's treatises,

for instance, are zealously studied by some of them ;
Aristotle

and Theophrastus are objects of their admiration
;
while Galen

may be said even to be adored by others. It is needless to

declare, that such perverters of the sciences of unbelievers to the

purposes of their own heresy, such diluters of the simple
Scripture faith with heathen subtleties, have no claim what-
ever to be called believers."*

Lastly, the absence of an adequate symbol of doctrine Absence of

increased the evils thus existing, by affording an excuse, andS symbols.

sometimes a reason for investigations, the necessity of which
had not yet been superseded by the authority of an ecclesias-

tical decision. The traditionary system, received from the first

age of the Church, had been as yet but partially set forth in

authoritative forms
;
and by the time of the Nicene Council, the

voices of the Apostles were but faintly heard throughout
Christendom, and might be plausibly disregarded by those who
were unwilling to hear. Even before the middle of the 3d

century, the disciples of Artemas boldly pronounced their

heresy to be apostolical, and maintained that all the bishops
of Rome had held it till Victor inclusive,

13 whose episcopate
was but a few years before their own time. The progress of
unbelief naturally led them on to disparage, rather than to

appeal to their predecessors ;
and to trust their cause to their

own ingenuity, instead of defending an inconvenient fiction

concerning the opinions of a former age. It ended in teaching
them to regard the ecclesiastical authorities of former times as
on a level with the uneducated and unenlightened of their own
days. Paulus did not scruple to express contempt for the
received expositors of Scripture at Antioch

;
and it is one of

the first accusations brought by Alexander against Arius and
his party, that "

they put themselves above the ancients, their
own teachers, and the prelates of the day ; considering them-
selves alone to be wise, and to have discovered truths, which
had never been revealed to man before them." c

On the other hand, while the line of tradition, drawn out as unwimng-
ness in the
Church to

* Euseb. Hist. v. 28. *> Ibid. < Theod. Hist. i. 4.
8*
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CHAP. i. it was, to the distance of two centuries from the Apostles, had
at length become of too frail a texture, to resist the touch of

subtle and ill-directed reason, the Church was naturally un-

willing to have recourse to the novel, though necessary measure,
of imposing an authoritative creed upon those whom it in-

vested with the office of teaching. If I avow my belief, that

freedom from symbols and articles, is abstractedly the highest
state of Christian communion, and the peculiar privilege of

the primitive Church, it is not from any tenderness towards
that proud impatience of controul in which many exult, as in

a virtue : but first, because technicality and formalism are, in

their degree, inevitable results of public confessions of faith ;

and next, because when confessions do not exist, the mysteries
of divine truth, instead of being exposed to the gaze of the

profane and uninstructed, are kept hidden in the bosom of the

Church, far more faithfully than is otherwise possible ;
and

reserved by a private teaching, through the channel of her

ministers, as rewards in due measure and season, for those

who are prepared to profit by them ; those, i. e. who are

diligently passing through the successive stages of faith and
obedience. And thus, while the Church is not committed to

declarations, which, most true as they are, still are daily
wrested by infidels to their ruin

; on the other hand, much of

that mischievous fanaticism is avoided, which at present
abounds from the vanity of men, who think that they can ex-

plain the sublime doctrines and exuberant promises of the

Gospel, before they have yet learned to know themselves, and
to discern the holiness of God, under the preparatory discipline
of the Law and of Natural Religion. Influenced, as we may
suppose, by these various considerations, from reverence for

the free spirit of Christian faith, and still more for the sacred

truths which are the objects of it, and again from tenderness

both for the heathen and the Neophyte, who were unequal to

the reception of the strong meat of the full Gospel, the rulers

of the Church were dilatory in applying a remedy, which never-

theless the circumstances of the times imperatively required.

They were loth to confess, that the Church had grown too old

to enjoy the free unsuspicious teaching with which her child-

hood was blest ;
and that her disciples must, for the future,

calculate and reason before they spoke and acted. So much
was this the case, that, in the Council of Antioch, (as has been

said) they actually withdrew a test on the objection of Paulus,
which was eventually adopted by the more experienced Fathers

at Nicsea
;
and which

,
if then sanctioned, might, as far as the

Church was concerned, have extinguished the heretical spirit
in the very place of its birth. Meanwhile, the adoption of

Christianity, as the religion of the empire, augmented the evil

consequences of this omission, excommunication becoming
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more difficult, while entrance into the Church was not less CHAP. i.

restricted than before. SECT. H.

SECTION III.

THE CHURCH OF ALEXANDRIA.

As the Church of Antiock was exposed to the influence of

Judaism; so was the Alexandrian Church characterized in

primitive times by its attachment to that comprehensive philo-

sophy, which was reduced to system about the beginning of the

third century, and then went by the name of the New Platonic,
or Eclectic. A supposed resemblance between the Arian and
the Eclectic doctrine concerning the Holy Trinity, has led to a
common notion that, the Alexandrian Fathers were the medium
by which a philosophical error was introduced into the Church ;

and this hypothetical cause of a disputable resemblance has
been apparently evidenced by the solitary fact, which cannot
be denied, that Arius himself was a presbyter of Alexandria.
We have already seen, however that Arius was educated at

Antioch ; and we shall see hereafter that, so far from being
favourably heard at Alexandria, he was, on the first promul-
gation of his heresy, expelled the Church in that city, and

obliged to seek refuge among the Collucianists of Syria. And
it is manifestly the opinion of Athanasius, that he was but the

pupil or the tool of deeper men,
a
probably of Eusebius of Nico-

media, who in no sense belongs to Alexandria. But various
motives have led theological writers to implicate this celebrated
Church in the charge of heresy. Infidels have felt a satisfac-

tion, and heretics have had an interest, in representing that
the most learned Christian community did not submit impli-
citly to the theology taught in Scripture and by the Church

;

a conclusion, which, even if substantiated, would little disturb
the enlightened defender of Christianity, who may safely admit
that learning, though a powerful instrument of the truth
in right hands, is no unerring guide to it. The Romanists, on
the other hand, have thought by the same line of policy, to

exalt the Apostolical purity of their own Church, by the
contrast of unfaithfulness in its early rival ; and (what is of

greater importance) to insinuate the necessity of an infallible

authority, by exaggerating the errors and contrarieties of the
Ante-Nicene Fathers, and the fact of its existence, by throw-
ing us upon the decisions of the subsequent Councils for the

a Athan. de deer. Nic. 8. 20
;
ad Monach. CO

;
de Synod. 22.
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CHAP. i. unequivocal statement of orthodox doctrine. In the following
^
T - UI-

pages, I hope to clear the illustrious Church in question of the~
grave imputation thus directed against her from opposite quar-
ters

;
the imputation of considering the Son of God by nature in-

ferior to the Father, i. e. of platonizing or arianizing. But I

have no need to profess myself her disciple, though, as regards
the doctrine in debate, I might well do so

; and, instead of

setting about any formal defence, I will merely place before
the reader the general principles of her teaching, and leave it

to him to apply them, as far as he judges they will go, in

explanation of the language, which has been the ground of the

suspicions against her.

St. Mark, the founder of the Alexandrian Church, may be

chu?ch
numbered among the personal friends and associates of that

Apostle, who held it to be his especial office to proselyte the
heathen

;
an office, which was impressed upon the community

formed by the Evangelist, with a strength and permanence
unknown in the other primitive Churches. The Alexandrian

may peculiarly be called, the Missionary and Polemical Church
of antiquity. Situated in the centre of the accessible world,
and on the extremity of Christendom, in a city which was at

once the chief mart of commerce, and a celebrated seat of both
Jewish and Greek philosophy, it was supplied in especial abun-

dance, both with materials and instruments prompting to the
exercise of Christian zeal. Its catechetical school, founded, (it
is said) by the Evangelist himself, was a pattern to other

Churches in its diligent and systematic preparation of candi-

dates for baptism ;
while other institutions were added of a

controversial character, for the purpose of carefully examin-

ing into the doctrines revealed in Scripture, and of cultivating
the habit of argument and disputation.

a While the internal

affairs of the community were administered by the bishops, on
these academical bodies, as subsidiary to the divinely-sanc-
tioned system, devolved the defence and propagation of the

faith, under the presidency of laymen or inferior ecclesiastics.

Athenagoras, the first recorded master of the catechetical

school, is known by his defence of the Christians, still extant,
addressed to the Emperor Marcus. Pantsenus, who succeeded

him, was sent by Demetrius, at that time bishop, as missionary
to the Indians or Arabians. Origen, who was soon after

appointed catechist at the early age of eighteen, had already
given the earnest of his future celebrity, by his persuasive dis-

putations with the unbelievers of Alexandria. Afterwards he

appeared in the character of a Christian apologist before an
Arabian prince, and Mammaea, the mother of Alexander

Severus, and addressed letters on the subject of religion to

a Cave Hist. Literar. vol. i. p. 80.
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the Emperor Philip and his wife Severa ;
and he was known CHAP. i.

far and wide in his day, for his indefatigable zeal and ready
8ECT - m -

services in the confutation of heretics, for his various contro-

versial and critical writings, and for the number and dignity of

his converts.*

1. Proselytism, then, in all its branches, the apologetic, the its exoteric

polemical, and the didactic, being the peculiar function of the
te

Alexandrian Church, it is manifest that the writings of its

theologians would partake largely of an exoteric character.

I mean, that they would be written, not with the openness of

Christian familiarity, but with the caution and reserve with

which we are accustomed to address those who do not sympa-
thise with us, or whom we fear to mislead or to prejudice

against the truth, by precipitate disclosures of it. The example
of the inspired writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews was their

authority for niciking a broad distinction between the doctrines

suitable to the state of the weak and ignorant, and those which
are the peculiar property of a baptized and regenerate Chris-

tian. The Apostle in that Epistle, when speaking of the

most sacred Christian verities, as hidden under the allegories
of the Old Testament, seems suddenly to check himself, from
the apprehension that he was divulging mysteries beyond the

understanding of his brethren
; who, instead of being masters

in Scripture doctrine, were not yet versed even in its elements,
needed the nourishment of children rather than of grown men;
nay, perchance, having quenched the illumination of baptism,
had forfeited the capacity of comprehending even the first

principles of the truth. In the same place (Heb. v. 11. vi. 6.) he
enumerates these elements, or foundation of Christian teach-

Xo'yog,) in contrast with the esoteric doctrines which the "long
exercised habit of moral discernment" can alone appropriate
and enjoy, as follows : repentance, faith in God, the doctrinal

meaning of the rite of baptism, confirmation as the channel of

miraculous gifts, the future resurrection, and the final separa-
tion of good and bad. His first Epistle to the Corinthians con-

tains the same distinction between the carnal or imperfect and
the established Christian, which is laid down in that addressed
to the Hebrews. While he maintains that in Christianity is

contained a largeness of wisdom, or (to speak human language)
a profound philosophy, fulfilling those vague conceptions of

greatness, which had led the aspiring intellect of the heathen

sages to shadow forth their unreal systems, he at the same
time insists upon the impossibility of man's arriving at this

hidden treasure all at once, and warns them, instead of attempt-
ing to cross by a short path from the false to the true know-

ledge, to humble themselves to the low and narrow portal of

a
Philipp. Sidet. fragm. apud Dodw. in Iren. Iluet. Origen.
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CHAP. i. the heavenly temple, and to become fools, that they may at
ECT> IU-

length be really wise. As before, he speaks of the difference

~~of doctrine suited respectively to neophytes and confirmed

Christians, under the analogy of the difference of food proper
for the old and young: which arises, not from the arbitrary will

of the Dispenser, but from the necessity of the case, the more
sublime truths of revelation affording no nourishment to the
souls of the unbelieving or unstable.

SSiSf
6"

Accordingly, in the system of the early catechetical schools,
schools. the rsXg/o/, or men in Christ, were such as had deliberately

taken upon them the profession of believers ; had made the

vows, and received the grace of baptism ;
and were admitted to

all the privileges and the revelations of which the Church had
been constituted the dispenser. But before reception into this

full discipleship, a previous season of preparation, from two to

three years, was enjoined, in order to try their obedience, and
instruct them' in the principles of revealed truth. During this

introductory discipline, they were called Catechumens, and the

teaching itself Catechetical, from the careful and systematic
examination by which their grounding in the faith was effected. 31

The matter of the instruction thus communicated to them,
varied with the time of their discipleship, advancing from the

most simple principles of natural religion to the peculiar
doctrines of the Gospel, from moral truths to the Christian

mysteries. On their first admission they were denominated

dx/?oo)//,vo/, (audientes,) from the leave granted them to attend

the reading of the Scriptures and sermons in the Church.

Afterwards, being allowed to stay during the prayers, and

receiving the imposition of hands as the sign of their progress
in spiritual knowledge, they were called yowxXivovrsg, or

sup/c/xsi/o/.

Lastly, some short time before their baptism, they were

taught the Lord's Prayer, (the peculiar privilege of the regene-

rate,) were intrusted with the knowledge of the Creed
; and as

destined for incorporation into the body of believers, received

the titles of Competentes, Electi, or pwr/^gvo/. Even to the

last, they were granted nothing beyond a formal and general
account of the articles of the Christian faith

;
the exact and

fully developed doctrines of the Trinity and the Incarnation
;

and still more, the doctrine of the Atonement, as once made

upon the cross, and commemorated and appropriated in the

Eucharist, being the exclusive possession of the serious and

practised Christian. On the other hand, the chief subjects of

catechisings, as we learn from Cyril,
b were the doctrines of

repentance and pardon, of the necessity of good works, of the

a
Bingham, Antiq. book x. Suicer. Thes. in verb.

b
Bingham, Antiq. book x.
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nature and use of baptism, and the immortality of the soul
;

CHAP. i.

as the Apostle had determined them. :

SEOT ' m "

The exoteric teaching, thus observed in the Catechetical Public

schools, was still more appropriate, when the Christian teacher pre)

addressed himself, not to the instruction of willing hearers,
but to controversy or public preaching. There are very many
sincere Christians of the present day, who consider that the

evangelical doctrines are the appointed instruments of conver-

sion, and, as such exclusively attended with the Divine bless-

ing. In proof of this position, with an inconsistency remark-
able in those who profess a jealous adherence to the inspired

text, and are not slow to accuse others of ignorance of its con-

tents, they appeal, not to Scripture, but to the stirring effects

of this (so-called) Gospel preaching, and the inefficiency, on the

other hand, of mere exhortations respecting the benevolence
and mercy of God, the necessity of repentance, the rights of

conscience, and the obligation of obedience. But it is scarcely
the attribute of a generous faith, to be anxiously inquiring
into the consequences of this or that system, with a view to

decide its admissibility instead of turning at once to the re-

vealed word, and inquiring into the view there exhibited to

us. God can defend and vindicate His own command, what-
ever it turn out to be; weak though it seem to our vain wisdom,
and unworthy of the Giver ; and that His course in this in-

stance is really that which the hasty religionist condemns, as

if the theory of unenlightened formalists, is evident to careful

students of Scripture, and is confirmed by the practice of the
Primitive Church. Here, I shall but observe, in addition to

the remarks already made on the passages in the Epistles to

the Corinthians and Hebrews, that no one sanction can be ad-

duced from Scripture, whether of precept or of example, in

behalf of the practice of stimulating the affections, (e. g. grati-
tude or remorse,) by means of the doctrine of the atonement,
in order to the conversion of the hearers ; that, on the con-

trary, it is its uniform method to connect the gospel with
natural religion, and to mark out obedience to the moral law
as the ordinary means of attaining to a Christian faith, the

higher truths, as well as the Eucharist, which is the visible

emblem of them, being received as the reward and confirmation
of habitual piety ; that, in the preaching of the Apostles and

Evangelists in the Book of Acts, the sacred mysteries are re-

vealed to individuals in proportion to their actual religious

proficiency ;
the first principles of righteousness, temperance,

and judgment to come, are urged upon Felix; while the elders

of Ephesus are reminded of the divinity and vicarious sacrifice

of Christ, and the presence and power of the Holy Spirit in the
Church

; lastly, that among those converts, who were made
the chief instruments of the first propagation of the gospel, or
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CHAP. i. who are honoured with especial favour in Scripture, none are
6ECT- UI- found who had not been faithful to the light already given

^them, and distinguished, previous to their conversion, by a

strictly conscientious deportment. Such are the divine notices

given to those who desire an apostolical rule for dispensing
the word of life : and as such, the ancient Fathers received

them. They received them as the fulfilment of our Lord's

command, not to give that which is holy to dogs, nor to cast

pearls before swine
;
a text cited (e. g.) by Clement and

Tertullian,
a
among others, in justification of their cautious

distribution of sacred truth. They considered them also as

the result of the most truly charitable consideration for those
whom they addressed, who were likely to be perplexed, not

converted, by the sudden exhibition of the whole evangelical
scheme. This is the doctrine of Theodoret, Chrysostom, and

others, in their comments upon Heb. v. 12.b " Should a
catechumen ask thee what the teachers have determined, (says

Cyril of Jerusalem,) tell nothing to one who is without. For
we impart to thee a secret and a promise of the world to come.

Keep safe the secret for Him Who gives the reward. Listen
not to one who asks,

'What harm is there in my knowing also ? '

Even the sick ask for wine, which, unseasonably given, brings
on delirium

;
and so there come two ills, the death of the

patient and the disrepute of the physician." In another place
he says,

" All may hear the gospel, but the glory of the gospel
is set apart for the true disciples of Christ. To all who could

hear, the Lord spake, but in parables ;
to His disciples He

privately explained them. What is the blaze of Divine glory
to the enlightened, is the blinding of unbelievers. These are

the secrets which the Church unfolds to him who passes on
from the catechumens, and not to the heathen. For we do not

unfold to a heathen the truths concerning Father, Son, and

Holy Spirit; nay, not even in the case of catechumens do we
clearly explain the mysteries, but we frequently say many
things indirectly, so that believers who have been taught may
understand, and the others may not be injured."

The work of St. Clement of Alexandria, called Stromata, or

Tapestry-work, from the variety of its contents, well illustrates

the primitive Church's method of instruction, as far as regards
the educated portion of the community. It had the distinct

object of interesting and conciliating the learned heathen who
perused it

; but it also exemplifies the peculiar caution then

adopted by Christians in teaching the truth
;
their desire to

rouse the moral powers to internal voluntary action, and their

dread of loading or formalizing the mind. In the opening of

a
Ceillier, Apol. des Peres, ch. ii. Binghara. Antiq. x. 5.

b
Suicer, Thes. in verb, fra^o^ c

Cyril. Hieros. preef. \ 1 catech. vi. 16.
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his work, Clement speaks of his miscellaneous discussions as CHAP. i.

mingling truth with philosophy;
" or rather," he continues,

"
involving and concealing it, as the shell hides the real fruit

of the nut." In another place he compares them, not to a

fancy-garden, but to some thickly-wooded mountain, where trees

of every sort, growing promiscuously, conceal, by their very
number, those that are fruitful from the plunderer, while the

experienced labourer may select and make use of the latter.
" Do not therefore expect," he warns his reader,

" method or

precision in this work. My design being to hide my subject,
none but the intelligent, and the sharp-sighted, and the sincere

inquirer, will be able to enter into it. By this artifice also I

shall baffle the perverse, who think to overbear the truth by
the very stoutness of their unbelief; answering fools according
to their folly. And on the other hand, I shall stimulate the

well-instructed mind to search it out in that narrow way of

care and pain, by which alone we are carried on to Christian

knowledge and blessedness.
" a The Fathers considered that

they had the pattern as well as the recommendation of this

procedure in Scripture itself.
b

This self-restraint and abstinence, practised, at least par-

tially, by the Primitive Church in the publication of the most
ar<

sacred doctrines of our religion, are termed, in theological

language, the disciplina arcani ; concerning which a few re-

marks may here be added, not so much in recommendation of

it, (which is beside my purpose,) as to prevent misconception
of its principle and limits.

Now first, it may be asked, how was any secresy practicable, though tha

seeing that the Scriptures were open to every one who chose pu3ic,
ure8

to consult them. It may startle those who are but acquainted
with the popular writings of this day, yet, I believe, the most
accurate consideration of the subject will lead us to acquiesce
in the statement, as a general truth, that the doctrines in

question have never been learned merely from Scripture.

Surely the sacred volume was never intended, and is not

adapted to teach us our creed : however certain it is that we
can prove our creed from it, when it has once been taught us,
and in spite of individual produceable exceptions to the general
rule. From the very first, that rule has been, as a matter of

fact, for the Church to teach the truth, and then appeal to

Scripture in vindication of its own teaching. And from the

a Strom, i. 1
;

v. 3; vi. 1. vii. 18.
b "Bonae sunt in Scripturis sacris mysteriorum profunditates; quse ob hoc-

teguntur, ne vilescant
;
ob hoc quasruntur, ut exerceant

;
ob hoc autem aperi-

untur, ut pascant." (Austin in Petav. praaf. in Trin. i. 5.) [Prosper. Sent. 67.

ex Aug. (opp. Aug. t. 10 App. 3. 228 A.) in Ps. 140 1 t. 4. 1562 E.]
c Vide Dr. Hawkins's original and most conclusive work on Unauthoritative

Tradition, which contains in it the key .to a number of difficulties which are

apt to perplex the theological student.
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CHAP. i.
first, it has been the error of heretics to neglect the informa-

SECT - m> tion provided for them, and to attempt of themselves a work~
to which they are unable, the eliciting a systematic doctrine

from the scattered notices of the truth which Scripture con-

tains. Such men act, in the solemn concerns of religion, the

part of the self-sufficient natural philosopher, who should obsti-

nately reject Newton's theory of gravitation, and endeavour,
with talents inadequate to the task, to strike out some theory
of motion by himself. The insufficiency of the mere private

study of Holy Scripture for arriving at the exact and entire

truth which it really contains, is shown by the fact, that creeds
and teachers have ever been divinely provided, and by the
discordance of opinions which exists wherever those aids are

thrown aside
;
as well as by the very structure of the Bible

itself. And if this be so, it follows that, while inquirers and

neophytes used the inspired writings for the purposes of morals
and for instruction in the rudiments of the faith, they still might
need the teaching of the Church as a key to the collection of

passages which related to the mysteries of the Gospel : pass-

ages which are obscure from the necessity of combining and

receiving them all.

a

n
oio

h
?
b ^ more plausible objection to the existence of this rule of

expiidt?

8

secrecy in the Early Church, arises from the circumstance,
that the Christian Apologies openly mention to the whole
world the sacred tenets which have been above represented as

the peculiar possession of the confirmed believer. But it must
be observed, that the writers of these were frequently laymen,
and so did not commit the Church as a body, nor even in its

separate authorities, to formal statement or to theological dis-

cussion. The great duty of the Christian teacher was to un-
fold the sacred truths in due order, and not to insist prema-
turely on the difficulties, or to apply the promises of the

gospel ;
and if others erred in this respect, still it remained a

duty to him. And further, these disclosures were not so con-

clusive as they seem to be at first sight; the approximations of

philosophy, and the corruptions of heresy, being so consider-

able, as to create a confusion concerning the precise character

of the ecclesiastical doctrine. Besides, in matter of fact, some
of the early apologists themselves, as Tatian, were tainted with
heretical opinions.

Limits of But in truth, it is not the actual practice of the Primitive

piina!

scl

Church, which I am concerned with, so much as its principle.
Men often break through the rules, which they set themselves
for the conduct of life, with or without good reason. If it was
the professed principle of the early teachers, to speak exoteri-

cally to those who were without the Church, instances of a

contrary practice but prove their inconsistency ;
whereas the

fact of the existence of the principle answers the purpose which
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is the ultimate aim of this discussion, viz. accounts for those CHAP. i.

instances in the teaching of the Alexandrians, whether many
6ECT- m -

or few, and whether extant or not as writings, in which they
were silent as regards the mysterious doctrines of Christianity.
Indeed it is evident, that any how the discipline arcani could

not be observed for any long time in the Church. Apostates
would reveal the doctrines, if these escaped in no other way.

Perhaps it was almost abandoned, as far as men of letters

were concerned, after the date of Ammonius
;
indeed there are

various reasons for limiting its strict enforcement to the end of

the second century. And it is plain, that during the time when
the sacred doctrines were passing into the stock of public

knowledge, Christian controversialists would be in a difficulty

how to conduct themselves, what to deny, explain or complete,
in the popular notions of their creed

; and they would conse-

quently be betrayed into inconsistencies of statement, and vary
in their method of disputing.
The disciplina arcani being supposed to have had a real

J

existence with these limitations, I observe further, in explana- not untrue,

tion of its principle, that the elementary information given to

the heathen or catechumen was in no sense undone by the

subsequent secret teaching, which was in fact but the filling

up of a bare but correct outline. The contrary theory was
maintained by the Manichees, who represented the initiatory

discipline as founded on a fiction or hypothesis, which was to

be forgotten by the learner as he made progress in the real

doctrine of the gospel ;

a somewhat after the manner of a
school in the present day, which supposes conversion to be
effected by an exhibition of free promises and threats, and an

appeal to our moral capabilities, which after conversion are
discovered to have no foundation in truth. " Sed absit," says

Augustine, speaking of such, "ut tantus Christi Apostolus, vas
a Deo electum, Spiritus Sancti organurn, alius docendo, alius

scribendo, alius clam, alius palam fuerit. Factus est quidem
omnibus omnia, non fallentis astu, sed compatientis affectu,
diversis animarum morbis, diversis misericordiarum affectibus

subveniens
;
dans scilicet parvulis parva, non falsa, perfectis

verd grandiora mysteria, cuncta autem vera, consona et

divina"*

Next, the truths reserved for the baptised Christian, were
not put forward as the arbitrary determinations of individuals,
as the word of man, but rather as an apostolical legacy, pre-
served and dispensed by the Church. Thus Irenseus when

a Aust. in advers. leg. et proph. lib. ii.

b Vid. Feuard. in Iren. iii. 2. Mosheim quotes this passage word for word
in his diss. de caus. supp. libror. . 17. Does it occur in this exact form any
where in Austin's treatise? vid. in advers. leg. et proph. lib. ii. 4. 6. &c.
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CHAP. i. engaged in refuting the heretics of his age, who appealed
SECT. in. from the text of Scripture to a sense independent of it, as the
=test between truth and falsehood in its contents, says,

" We
derive the doctrine of our salvation through none but those
who have transmitted to us the gospel, first preaching it, then

(through God's mercy) delivering it to us in the Scriptures, as
a basis and pillar of our faith. Nor dare we affirm, that their

statements were made previously to their attaining perfect

knowledge, as some presume to say, boasting that they amend
the Apostles."

a He then proceeds to speak of the clearness

and cogency of the traditions preserved in the Church, as con-

taining that true wisdom of the perfect, of which St. Paul

speaks, and to w^hich the Gnostics pretended. And, indeed,
without formal proofs of the existence and the authority in

primitive times of an apostolical tradition, it is plain that there
must have been such tradition, granting that the Apostles con-

versed, and their friends had memories, like other men. It is

quite inconceivable that they should not have been led to

arrange the series of revealed doctrines more systematically
than they record them in Scripture, as soon as their converts
became exposed to the attacks and misrepresentations of

heretics
; unless they were forbidden so to do, a supposition

which cannot be maintained. Their statements thus occa-

sioned would be preserved, as a matter of course ; together
with those other secret but less important truths, to which
St. Paul seems to allude, and which the early writers more or

less acknowledge, whether concerning the types of the Jewish

Church, or the prospects of the Christian.b And such recollec-

tions of apostolical teaching would evidently be binding on the
faith of those who were instructed in them

;
unless it can be

supposed, that, though coming from inspired teachers, they
were not of divine origin.

However, it must not be supposed, that this appeal to tradi-

tion in the slightest degree disparages the sovereign authority
and sufficiency of Holy Scripture, as a record of the truth. In

the passage from Irenseus above cited, apostolical tradition is

brought forward, not to supersede Scripture, but in conjunc-
tion with Scripture, to refute the self-authorised arbitrary
doctrines of the heretics. We must cautiously distinguish,
with that Father, between a tradition supplanting or pervert-

ing the inspired records, and a corroborating, illustrating, and

altogether subordinate tradition. It is of the latter that he

speaks, classing the traditionary and the written doctrine

together, as substantially one and the same, and as each equally

opposed to the profane inventions of Valentinus and Marcion.

* Iren iii. 1. Yid. also Tertull. de Praescr. Haeret. 22.
b Mosheim. de reb. ante Const, saec. ii. . 34.
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Lastly, the secret tradition soon ceased to exist even in CHAP. i.

theory. It was authoritatively divulged, and perpetuated in SECT - IIL

the form of symbols according as the successive innovations of Itstermi.~
heretics called for its publication. In the creeds of the early

nation.

Councils, it may be considered as having come to light, and so

ended; so that whatever has not been thus authenticated,
whether such was prophetical information, (2. Thess. ii. 5. 15.)
or comment on the past dispensations, (Heb. v. 11.) is from
the circumstances of the case, lost to the Church. What, how-
ever, was then (by God's good providence) seasonably pre-
served, is in some sense of apostolical authority still

;
and at

least serves the chief office of the early traditions, viz. that of

interpreting and harmonizing the statements of Scripture.
2. In the passages lately quoted from Clement and Cyril, Allegorizing

mention was made by those writers of a mode of speaking,
which was intelligible to the well-instructed, but conveyed no
definite meaning to ordinary hearers. This was the allegorical

style ;
which well deserves our attention before we leave the

subject of the disciplina arcani, as being one chief means by
which it was observed. The word alleyorism must here be
understood in a wide signification ;

as including in its meaning,
not only the representation of truths, under an independent,
though analogous exterior, after the manner of our Lord's

parables, but the generalizing facts into principles, adumbra-

ting greater truths under the image of lesser, implying the

consequences or the basis of doctrines in their correlatives, and

altogether those instances of thinking, reasoning, and teaching,
which depend upon the assumption of propositions which are

abstruse, and connexions which are obscure, and which, in the
case of uninspired authors, we consider profound, or poetical,
or enthusiastic, or illogical, according to our opinion of those

by whom they are exhibited.

This method of writing was the national peculiarity of that its history,

literature in which the Alexandrian Church was educated. The
hieroglyphics of the ancient Egyptians mark the antiquity of a

practice, which, in a later age, being enriched and diversified

by the genius of their Greek conquerors, was applied as a key
both to mythological legends, and to the sacred truths of Scrip-
ture. The Stoics were the first to avail themselves of an ex-

pedient which smoothed the deformities of the Pagan creed.

The Jews, and then the Christians of Alexandria, employed it

in the interpretation of the inspired writings. Those writings
themselves have certainly an allegorical structure, and seem to

countenance and invite an allegorical interpretation, and in con-

sequence, they have been referred by some critics to the same
heathen origin, as if Moses first, and then St. Paul, borrowed
their emblematical system respectively from the Egyptian and
the Alexandrian philosophy.

4
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CHAP. i. But it is more natural to consider that the Divine Wisdom
SECT, m. used on the sublimest of all subjects, media, which we spon-

taneously select for the expression of solemn thought and
elevated emotion

;
and had no especial regard to the practice

scripture. in any particular country, which afforded but an instance of

the operation of a general principle of our nature. When
the mind is occupied by some vast and awful subject of con-

templation, it is prompted to give utterance to its feelings in

a figurative style ;
for ordinary words will not convey the

admiration, nor literal words the reverence which possesses it;

and when dazzled at length with the great sight, it turns away
for relief, it still catches in every new object, which it encoun-

ters, glimpses of its former vision, and colours the whole range
of thought with this one abiding association. If however,
others have preceded it in the privilege of such contemplations,
a well disciplined piety will lead it to adopt the images which

they have invented, both from affection for what is familiar to

it, and from a fear of using unsanctioned language on a sacred

subject. Such are the feelings under which a deeply im-

pressed fancy addresses itself to the task of disclosing even
its human thoughts ; and the description, if we may dare to

conjecture, in its measure applies to the case of a mind under
the immediate influence of inspiration. Certainly, its contents

favour some such hypothetical account of the structure of the

sacred volume
;
in which the divinely-instructed imagination

of the writers is ever glancing to and fro, connecting past

things with future, illuminating God's lower providences, and
man's humblest services by allusions to the relations of the

evangelical covenant, and then in turn suddenly leaving the
latter to dwell upon those past dealings of God with man,
which must not be forgotten merely because they have been
excelled. No prophet ends his subject : his brethren after him
renew, enlarge, transfigure, or reconstruct it ; so that the

Bible, though various in its parts, forms a whole, grounded on
a few distinct doctrinal principles discernible throughout it ;

and is in consequence, though intelligible in its general drift,

yet obscure in its text
;
and even tempts the student to a lax

and disrespectful interpretation of it. History is made the ex-

ternal garb of prophecy, and persons and facts become the

figures of heavenly things. I need only refer, by way of in-

stance, to the delineation of Abraham as the type of the ac-

cepted worshipper of God ;
the history of the brazen serpent ;

the prophetical bearing of the " call of Israel out of Egypt ;

"

the personification of the Church in the Apostolic Epistles
as the reflected image of Christ ; and, further, to the mysti-
cal import, interpreted by our Lord Himself, of the title of

God as the God of the Patriarchs. Above all other subjects,
it need scarcely be said, the likeness of the promised Mediator
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is conspicuous throughout the sacred volume as in a picture ;
CHAP. i.

moving along the line of the history, in one or other of His
destined offices, the dispenser of blessings in Joseph, the in-

spired interpreter of truth in Moses, the conqueror in Joshua,
the active preacher in Samuel, the suffering combatant in

David, and in Solomon the triumphant and glorious king.

Moreover, Scripture assigns the same uses to this allego- scripture
i . i i -i -iiT-ij-i-nji i purposes

rical style, which were contemplated by the rathers when of the ai-

they made it subservient to the disciplines arcani
;

a viz. those legory"

of trying the earnestness and patience of inquirers, discrimi-

nating between the proud and the humble, and conveying in-

struction to believers, and that in the most permanently im-

pressive manner, without the world's catching its meaning.
Our Lord's remarks on the design of His own parables, is a
sufficient evidence of this intention.

Thus there seemed every encouragement, from the structure canon for

of the sacred volume, from the apparent causes which led to
ltsuse<

that structure, and from the purposes to which it was applied

by its divine Author, to induce the Alexandrians to use its text

as the instrument of an allegorical teaching. And, while it

gave them the example of allegorizing itself, yet they would
not consider themselves bound strictly within the limits of the

very instances therein found, from the evident second meaning
of some passages which yet are not interpreted ;

e. g, the nar-

rative contained in Genesis xxii., to which few people will deny
an evangelical import, though the New Testament itself no-

where assigns it. Yet, on the other hand, granting that a
certain liberty of interpretation, beyond the precedent, but

according to the spirit of Scripture, be allowable in the Chris-

tian teacher, still few people will deny, that some rule is neces-

sary as a safeguard against its abuse, to secure the sacred

text from being explained away by the heretic, and misquoted
and perverted by weak or fanatical minds. Such a safeguard
we shall find in bearing cautiously in mind this principle : viz.

that (as a general rule), every passage of Scripture has some
one definite and sufficient sense, which was prominently be-

fore the mind of the writer, or in the intention of the Blessed

Spirit, and to which all other thoughts, though they might arise,

or be implied, still were subordinate. It is this true meaning
of the text, which it is the business of the expositor to un-

fold. This it is, which every diligent student will think it a

great gain to discover
; and, though he will not shut his eyes

to the indirect and instructive applications of which the text

is capable, he never will so reason as to forget that there is a
sense peculiarly its own. Sometimes it is easily ascertained,
sometimes it can be scarcely conjectured ;

sometimes it is con-

a Clem. Strom, v. 12.

4*
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CHAP. i. tained in the literal sense of the words employed, as in the
r - m - historical parts ; sometimes it is the allegorical, as in our~

Lord's parables ;
or sometimes the secondary sense may be

more important in after ages than the original, as in the in-

stance of the Jewish ritual ; still in all cases (to speak gene-
rally) there is but one main primary sense, whether literal

or figurative ; a regard for which, must ever keep us sober
and reverent in the employment of those allegorisms, which,
nevertheless, our Christian liberty does not altogether forbid.

The protest of Scripture against all careless expositions of
using it. its meaning, is strikingly implied in the extreme reserve and

caution, with which it unfolds its own typical signification ;

e. g. in the Mosaic ritual no hint was given of its undoubted

prophetical character, lest an excuse should be furnished to the

Israelitish worshipper for undervaluing its actual commands.

So, again, the secondary and distinct meaning of prophecy, is

commonly hidden from view by the veil of the literal text, lest

its immediate scope should be overlooked
;
when that is once

fulfilled, the recesses of the sacred language seem to open,
and give up the further truths deposited in them. Our Lord,

probably, in the prophecy recorded in the gospels, was not

careful, (if I may so express myself,) that His disciples should

distinguish between His final and immediate coming ; thinking
it a less error that they should consider the last day approach-
ing, than that they should forget their own duties in the contem-

plation of the future fortunes of the Church. Nay, even types
fulfilled, if they be historical, seem sometimes purposely to be
left without the sanction of an interpretation, lest we should

neglect the instruction still conveyed in the literal narrative.

This accounts for the silence observed concerning the evan-

gelical import of the sacrifice of Isaac, which contains a definite

and permanent moral lesson, as a matter of fact, however clear

may be its further meaning as emblematical of our Lord's

sufferings on the cross. In corroboration of this remark, let

it be observed, that there seems to have been in the Church a

traditionary explanation of these historical types, derived from
the Apostles, but kept among the secret doctrines, as being

dangerous to the maj ority of hearers ;

a and certainly St. Paul
in the Epistle to the Hebrews, affords us an instance of such

a tradition, both as existing and as secret, (even though it

be shown to be of Jewish origin,) when first checking himself

and questioning his brethren's faith, he communicates not

without hesitation, the evangelical scope of the account of

Melchisedec, as introduced into the book of Genesis.

.

l

aff?g!?~
-^S to *ke Christian school of Alexandria, if it erred in its use

rizing.

a Vid. Mosheiin de reb. ant. Const, saec. ii. 34. Rosenmuller Hist. Interpr.

iii. 2. 3 1.
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of the allegory, its error did not lie in the mere adoption of an CHAP. i.

instrument which Philo or the Egyptian hierophants had em- SECT- in -

ployed, (though this is sometimes made a ground of objection,)
~~

for Scripture itself had taken it out ofthe hands of such authori-

ties. Nor did its error lie in the mere circumstances of its

allegorizing Scripture, where Scripture gave no direct coun-

tenance
;
as if we might not interpret the sacred word for our-

selves, as we interpret the events of life, by the principles
which itself supplies. But it erred, whenever and as far as

it carried its favourite rule of exposition beyond the spirit of

the canon above laid down, so as to obscure the primary
meaning of Scripture, and to weaken the force of historical

facts and express declarations
;
and much more, if at any time

it degraded the inspired text to the office of conveying the

thoughts of uninspired teachers on subjects not sacred.

And, as it is impossible to draw a precise line between the use

and abuse of allegorizing, so it is impossible also to ascertain

the exact degree of blame incurred by individual teachers who
seem to transgress it. They may be faulty as commentators,

yet instructive as devotional writers; and their liberty in

interpretation is to be regulated by the state of mind in which

they address themselves to the work, and by their proficiency
in the knowledge and practice of Christian duty. So far as

men use the language of the Bible, (as is often done in poems
and works of fiction,) as the mere instrument of a cultivated

fancy, to make their style attractive or impressive, so far, it is

needless to say, they are guilty of a great irreverence towards
its Divine Author. On the other hand, it is surely no extrava-

gance to assert that there are minds so gifted and disciplined
as to approach the position occupied by the inspired writers,
and therefore able to apply their words with a fitness, and
are entitled to do so with a freedom, which is unintelligible
to the dull or heartless criticism of inferior understand-

ings. So far then as the Alexandrian Fathers partook of such
a singular gift of grace (and Origen surely bears on him the

tokens of some exalted moral dignity,) not incited by a

capricious and presumptuous imagination, but burning with
that vigorous faith, which, seeing God in all things, does and
suffers all for His sake, and, while filled with the contempla-
tion of His supreme glory, still discharges each command in

the exactness of its real meaning, in the same degree they
stand not merely excused, but are placed immeasurably above
the multitude of those who find it so easy to censure them.

And so much on the Allegory, as the means of observing the

disciplina arcani.

3. The same method of interpretation was used for another second use

purpose, which is more open to censure. When Christian
^,7.

Alle"

controversialists were urged by objections to various passages
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CHAP. i. in the history of the Old Testament, as derogatory to the
SECT. m. Divine Perfections or to the Jewish saints, they had recourse to

an allegorical explanation by way of answer. Thus Origen
spiritualizes the account of Abraham's denying his wife, the

polygamy of the Patriarchs, and Noah's drunkenness.* It is

impossible to defend such a procedure, which seems to imply
a want of faith in those who had recourse to it. Doubtless
this earnestness te exculpate the saints of the elder covenant,
is partly to be attributed to a noble jealousy for the honour of

God, and a reverence for the memory of those who, on the

whole, rise in their moral attainments far above their fellows,
and well deserve the confidence in their virtue which the Alex-
andrians manifest. Yet God has given us rules of right and

wrong, which we must not be afraid to apply in estimating the

conduct of even the best of mere men : though errors are

thereby detected, the scandal of which we ourselves have to

bear in our own day. So far must be granted in fairness :

but some have gone on to censure the principle itself which
this procedure involved : viz. that of representing religion,
for the purpose of conciliating the heathen, in the form most
attractive to their prejudices : and, as it was generally re-

ceived in the Primitive Church, and the considerations which
it involves are not without their bearings upon the doctrinal

question in which we shall be presently engaged, I will devote
some space here to the examination of it.

The ECO- The mode of arguing and teaching in question, which is

called economical, xar' otx.ovofi.iav by the ancients, can scarcely
be disconnected from the disciplina arcani, as will appear by
some of the instances which follow, though it is convenient to

consider it by itself. If it is necessary to contrast the two with
each other, the one may be considered as withholding the

truth, and the other as setting it out to advantage. The
economy is certainly sanctioned by St. Paul in his own con-

duct. To the Jews he became as a Jew, and as without the
Law to the heathen. His behaviour at Athens is the most
remarkable instance in his history of this method of acting.
Instead of uttering any invective against their Polytheism, he

began a discourse upon the Unity of the Divine Nature
;
and

then proceeded to claim the altar, consecrated in the neigh-
bourhood to the unknown God, as the property of Him Whom
he preached to them, and to enforce his doctrine of the Divine

Immateriality, not by miracles, but by argument, and that

founded on the words of a heathen poet. This was the ex-

ample which the Alexandrians set before them in their inter-

course with the heathen, as may be shown by the following
instances.

a Iluet. Origen. p. 171 Roscuniuller. supra.
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Theonas, Bishop of Alexandria, (A. D. 282300.) has left his CHAP. i.

directions for the behaviour of Christians who were in the SECT- in -

service of the imperial court. The utmost caution is enjoined lnstance .

them, not to give offence to the heathen emperor. If a Chris- Theonas -

tian was appointed librarian, he was to take good care not to

show any contempt for secular knowledge and the ancient

writers. He was advised to make himself familiar with the

poets, philosophers, orators, and historians of classical litera-

ture ; and, while discussing their writings, to take incidental

opportunities of recommending the Scriptures, introducing
mention of Christ, and by degrees revealing the real dignity
of His nature. "

Insurgere potent Christi mentio, explica-
bitur paullatim ejus sola divinitas." a

The conversion of Gregory of Neocsesarea, (A. D. 281.)orig
en.

affords an exemplification of this procedure in an individual

case. He had originally attached himself to the study of

rhetoric and the law, but was persuaded by Origen, whose
lectures he attended, to exchange these pursiiits, first for

science, then for philosophy, then for theology, so far as

right notions concerning religion could be extracted from the

promiscuous writings of the various philosophical sects. Thus,
while professedly teaching him Pagan philosophy, his skilful

master insensibly enlightened him in the knowledge of the

Christian faith. Then leading him to Scripture, he explained
to him its difficulties as they arose ; till Gregory, overcome by
the force of truth, announced to his instructor his intention of

exchanging the pursuits of this world for the service of God.b

Clement's Stromata, (A. D. 200.) a work which has already element,

furnished us with illustrations of the Alexandrian method of

teaching, was written with the design of converting the learned

heathen, and pursues the same plan which Origen adopted to-

wards Gregory. The author therein professes his wish to blend

together philosophy and religion, refutes those who censure

the former; shows the advantage of it, and how it is to be

applied. This leading at once to an inquiry concerning the

particular school of philosophy which is to be held of divine

origin, he answers in a celebrated passage, that all are to

be referred thither as far as they respectively inculcate the

principles of piety and morality, and none, except as contain-

ing the portions and foreshadowings of the truth. "By philo-

sophy," he says,
" I do not mean the Stoic, nor the Platonic,

nor the Epicurean and Aristotelic, but all good doctrine in

every one of the schools, all precepts of holiness combined with

a Rose's Neander. Eccl. Hist. p. 145. Tillem. Mem. vol. iv p. 240, 241.
b This was Origen's usual method, vide Euseb. Eccl. Hist. vi. 18. Ho has

signified it himself in these words : ropt&tru,^ <s<*.u.u eJVa< rfc ^vtfs r->,v i^<nW
<?/, re'xof $e rw e<iuY. Contr. Gels. vi. 13.
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Apologies,
&c.

Justin.

CHAP. i.
religious knowledge. All this, taken together, or the Eclectic,

_ I call philosophy : whereas the rest are mere forgeries of the
"human intellect, and in no respect to be accounted divine.

"a

At the same time, to mark out the peculiar divinity of the
revealed religion, he traces all the philosophy of the heathen
to the teaching of the Hebrew sages, earnestly maintaining its

entire subserviency to Christianity, as but the love of that
truth which the Scriptures really impart.
The same general purpose of conciliating the heathen, and,

(as far as might be,) indulging the existing fashions to which
their literature was subjected, may be traced in the Xo'/o/ which
the Christians published in defence of their religion ;

b
being

what, in this day, might be called pamphlets, written in imita-

tion of speeches after the manner of Isocrates, and adorned
with those graces of composition, which the schools taught, and
the inspired Apostle has exhibited in his Epistle to the Hebrews.
Clement's Exhortation to the Gentiles, is a specimen of this

style of writing ;
as also those of Athenagoras and Tatian, and

that ascribed to Justin Martyr.
Again ;

the last-mentioned Father will afford us an instance

of an economical relinquishment of a sacred doctrine. When
Justin Martyr, in his argument with the Jew Trypho, (A. D.

150.) finds himself unable to convince him from the Old Testa-
ment of the divinity of Christ, he falls back upon the doctrine

of His divine mission, as if this were a point indisputable on
the one hand, and on the other, affording sufficient data for

advancing, when expedient, to the proof of the full evangelical
truth. 6 In the same passage, moreover, as arguing with an

unbeliever, he permits himself to speak without an anathema
of those, (the Ebionites,) who professed Christianity, and yet
denied Christ's divinity. Athanasius himself fully recognizes
the propriety of this concealment of the doctrine on a fitting
occasion : and thus accounts for the silence of the Apostles as

concerning it, in their speeches recorded in the Book of Acts,
viz. that they were unwilling, by a disclosure of it, to prejudice
the Jews against those miracles, the acknowledgment of which
was a first step towards their receiving it.

d

The history of Gregory of Neocaesarea, (A. D. 240 270.)
furnishes us with a similar but stronger instance of an eco-

nomical concealment of the full truth. It seems that certain

heretical teachers, in the time of Basil, ascribed to him, whether

by way of censure or in self-defence, the Sabellian view of the

Gregory of
Neociesarea.

same

a Clem. Strom, i. 7.

b Dodwell in Iren. diss. vi 14. 16.

<- Vide Bull, Judic. Eccl vi. 7.

(l Athan. dc sent. Dionys. 8. Theodoret, Chrysostom, and others, say the

me. Vide Suioer Thesaurus, verb. <rr<*7sv, and Whitbv on Ileb. v. 12.
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Trinity ; and, moreover, the belief that Christ was a creature. CHAP. i.

The occasion of these alleged statements on Gregory's part,
BECT - "'

was a viva voce controversy with a heathen, which had been~
taken down in writing by the by-standers. The charge of

Sabellianism is refuted by Gregory's extant writings ;
it is

answered, however, together with the latter more plausible

calumny, by St. Basil, in the following passage, which well

illustrates the theory of controversy which I have above at-

tempted to describe. " When Gregory," he says,
"
expressed

himself as if the Father and Son differed only in our conception
of them, he spoke not as teaching doctrine, but as arguing with
an unbeliever, viz. in his disputation with JElianus ; but this

distinction our heretical opponents could not enter into, much
as they pride themselves on the subtilty of their intellect.

Even granting there were no mistakes in taking the notes,

(which, please God, it is my intention to prove from the text

as it now stands,) it is to be supposed, that he did not think

it necessary to be very exact in his doctrinal terms, when

employed in converting a heathen
;
but in some things, even

to concede to his feelings, that he might gain him over to the

cardinal points. Accordingly, you may find many expressions
there, of which heretics now take advantage, such as '

creature,'
'

made,' and the like. So again, many statements which he has
made concerning Christ's human nature, are referred to His
divine nature, by those who do not skilfully enter into his

meaning; as, indeed, is the very expression, just referred to,

which they have circulated." a

I will here again instance a parallel use of the economy on At

the part of Athanasius himself, and will make use of the words
of the learned Petavius. "Even Athanasius," he says, "whose

very gift it was, above all other Fathers, to possess a clear and
accurate knowledge of the Catholic doctrine, so that all suc-

ceeding antagonists of Arianism may be truly said to have
derived their powers and their arguments from him

;
even this

keen and vigilant champion of orthodoxy, in arguing with the

Gentiles for the divinity and incarnation of the Word, urges
them with considerations drawn from their own philosophical
notions concerning Him. Not that he was ignorant how unlike

orthodoxy, and how like Arianism, such notions wer , but he
bore in mind the necessity of favourably disposing the minds
of the Gentiles to listen to his teaching ; and he was aware
that it was one thing to lay the rudiments of the faith in an

ignorant or heathen mind, and another to defend the faith

against heretics, or to teach it dogmatically. E. g. in answer-

ing the objection of the Divine Word having taken flesh, which
offended them, he bids them consider whether they are not in-

a Basil. Epist. ccx 5.
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consistent in dwelling upon this, while they believe themselves
that there is a Divine Word, the presiding principle and soul

of the world, through the movements of which He is visibly

displayed ;

' for what (he asks) does Christianity say more than
that the Word has presented Himself to the inspection of our
senses by the instrumentality of a body \

' And yet it is

certain that the Father and the pervading Word of the Pla-

tonists, differed materially from the sacred Persons of the

Trinity, as we hold the doctrine, and Athanasius too, in every
page of his writings."

a

canon for These are instances in various ways of the economical

theEcono- method, i. e. of accommodation to the feelings and prejudices
my* of the hearer, in leading him to the reception of a novel or

unacceptable doctrine. It professes to be founded in the

actual necessity of the case ; i. e. because those who are

strangers to the tone of thought and principles of the speaker,
cannot at once be initiated into his system, and because they
must begin with imperfect views; and therefore, if he is to teach

them at all, he must put before them large propositions, which
he has afterwards to modify, or make assertions which are but

parallel or analogous to the truth, rather than coincident with
it. And it cannot be denied, that those who attempt to speak
at all times the naked truth, or rather (as it may be called,)
the commonly-received expression of it, are certain, more than
other men, to convey wrong impressions of their meaning to

those who happen to be below them, or to differ widely from

them, in intelligence and cast of mind. On the other hand,
the abuse of the Economy in the hands of unscrupulous
reasoners, is obvious. Even the honest controversialist or

teacher will find it very difficult to represent without misre-

presenting, what it is yet his duty to present to his hearers with
caution or reserve. Here the obvious rule to guide our practice
is, to be careful ever to maintain substantial truth in our use
of the economical method. It is thus we lead forward children

by degrees, influencing and impressing their minds by means
of their own confined conceptions of things, before we attempt
to introduce them to our own ; yet at the same time modelling
their thoughts according to the analogy of those to which wre

mean ultimately to bring them. Again, the information given
to the blind man, that scarlet was like the sound of a trumpet,
is an instance of an unexceptionable economy, since it was as

true as it could be under the circumstances of the case, con-

veying a substantially correct impression as far as it went.

Application In applying this rule to the instances above given, it is plain
instances

116

that Justin, Gregory, or Athanasius, were justifiable or not in
given - their Economy, according as they did or did not practically

a Petav. Theol. Dogm. torn, ii prsef. 3, 5.
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mislead their opponents. Merely to leave a man in errors CHAP. i.

which he had independently of us, or to refuse to remove them,_|
cannot be objected to as a fault, and may be a duty ; though it

is so difficult to hit the mark in these perplexing cases, that it

is not wonderful, should these or other fathers have failed at

times, and said more or less than was proper. Again, in the

instances of S. Paul, Theonas, Origen, and Clement, the doc-

trine which their conduct implies, is the divinity of Paganism;
a true doctrine, though the heathen whom they addressed at

first would not rightly apprehend it. But I am aware, that
some persons will differ from me here, and others will be per-

plexed about my meaning. So let this be a reserved point, to

be considered presently, when we have finished the subject of

the Economy.
The Alexandrian father who has already been referred to, clement.

accurately describes the rules which should guide the Chris-

tian in speaking and acting economically.
"
Being ever per-

suaded of the omnipresence of God," he says,
" and ashamed to

come short of the truth, he is satisfied with the approval of

God, and of his own conscience. Whatever is in his mind, is

also on his tongue ; towards those who are fit recipients, both
in speaking and living, he harmonizes his profession with his

opinions. He both thinks and speaks the truth ; except when
consideration is necessary, and then, as a physician for the

good of his patients, he will be false, or utter a falsehood, as
the Sophists, say. For instance, the great Apostle circumcised

Timothy, while he cried out and wrote down,
' Circumcision

availeth not;' and yet, lest he should so suddenly tear his

Hebrew disciples from the Law, as to unsettle them, accom-

modating himself to the Jews, he became a Jew, that he might
make his gain of all. . . Nothing, however, but his neighbour's
good will lead him to do this. . . He gives himself up for the

Church, for the friends whom he has begotten in the faith, for

an ensample to those who have the ability to undertake the

high office (oixovopfav) of a teacher, full of love to God and man;
and so, while he preserves the sincerity of his words, he at
the same time displays the work of zeal for the Lord." a

Further light will be thrown upon the doctrine of the Divine

Economy, by considering it as exemplified in the dealings of Economics -

Providence towards man. The word occurs in Scripture in

Eph. i. 10. where it is used for the series of Divine appointments
viewed as a whole, by which the Gospel is introduced and
realised among mankind, being translated in our version dis-

pensation. It will evidently bear a wider sense, embracing
the Jewish and patriarchal dispensations, or any Divine pro-
cedure, greater or less, which consists of means and an end.

a Clem. Strom, vii. 8, 9.
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CHAP. L Thus it is applied by the Fathers to the history of Christ's
9ECT - in -

humiliation, as exhibited in the doctrines of His incarnation,~
ministry, atonement, exaltation, and mediatorial sovereignty,
and, as such, distinguished from the 0soXoy/a or the collection

of truths relative to His personal indwelling in the bosom of
the Divine Essence. Again, it might with equal fitness be
used for the general system of Providence by which the world's

course is carried on ; or, again, for the work of creation itself,

as opposed to the absolute perfection of the eternal God, that

internal concentration of His active attributes in self-contem-

plation, which took place on the seventh day, when He rested

from all the work which He had made. And since this ever-

lasting and unchangeable quiescence is the simplest and truest

notion we can obtain ofthe Deity, it seems to follow, that strictly

speaking, all those so-called Economies or dispensations, which

display His character in action, are but condescensions, to the

infirmity and peculiarity of our minds, shadowy representa-
tions of realities which are incomprehensible to creatures such
as ourselves, who estimate every thing by the rule of association

and arrangement, by the notion of a purpose and plan, object
and means, parts and whole. What e. g. is the revelation of

general moral laws, their infringement, their tedious victory,
the endurance of the wicked, and the "

winking at the times
of ignorance," but an olxovopta of greater truths untold, the best

practical communication of them which our minds in their

present state will admit ? What are the phenomena of the

external world, but a divine mode of conveying to the mind the

realities of existence, individuality, and the influence of being
on being, the best possible, though beguiling the imaginations
of most men with a harmless but unfounded belief in matter
as distinct from the impressions on their senses? This at

least is the opinion of some philosophers, and whether the

particular theory be right or wrong, it serves as an illustra-

tion here of the great truth which we are considering. Or
what, again, as others hold, is the popular argument from
final causes but an oixovo/^ia suited to the practical wants of

the multitude, as teaching them in the simplest way the
active presence of Him, Who after all dwells intelligibly, prior
to argument, in their heart and conscience ? And though on
the mind's first mastering this general principle, it seems to

itself at the moment to have cut all the ties which bind it to

the universe, and to be floated off upon the ocean of intermi-

nable scepticism : yet a true sense of its own weakness brings
it back, the instinctive persuasion that it must be intended to

rely on something, and therefore that the information given,

though philosophically inaccurate, must be practically certain
;

a sure confidence in the love of Him, Who cannot deceive, and
Who has impressed the image and the thought of Himself and
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of His will upon our original nature. Here then we may lay
CHAP. i.

down with certainty as a consolatory truth, what was but a SECT- m-

rule of duty when we were reviewing the Economies of man
;

~~

viz. that whatever is told us from heaven, is true in so full

and substantial a sense, that no possible mistake can arise

practically from following it. And it may be added, on the

other hand, that the greatest risk will result from attempting
to be wiser than God has made us, and to outstep in the least

degree the circle which is prescribed as the limit of our range.
This is but the duty of implicit faith in Him Who knows what
is good for us, and Who has ordained that in our practical
concerns intellectual ability should do no more than enlighten
us in the difficulties of our situation, not in the solutions of
them. Accordingly, we may safely admit the 1st chapter of
the book of Job, the 22d of 1 Kings, and other passages of

Scripture, to be oixovopiai, i. e. representations conveying sub-
stantial truth in the form in which we are best able to receive
it ; and to be accepted by us and used in their literal sense, as
our highest wisdom, because we have no powers of mind
equal to the more philosophical determination of them. Again,
the Mosaic dispensation was an ortovopia, simulating (so to say)

unchangeableness, when from the first it was destined to be
abolished. And our Blessed Lord's conduct on earth abounds
with the like gracious and considerate condescension to the
weakness of His creatures, who would have been driven either
to a terrified inaction or to presumption, had they known then
as afterwards the secret of His divine nature.

I will add two or three instances, in which this doctrine of Pretended

the Divine Economies has been wrongly applied; and I do so
instancea-

from necessity, lest the foregoing remarks should seem to

countenance errors, which I am most desirous at all times
and every where to protest against.
For instance, the Economy has been employed to the dis- supposed

paragement of the Old Testament saints ; as if the
bestowed on them by Almighty God were but economically
given, i. e. with reference to their times and circumstances

;

their real insight into moral truth being possibly below the

average standard of knowledge in matters of faith and practice
received among nations rescued from the rude and semi-savage
state, in which they are considered to have lived. And again,
it has been even supposed, that injunctions, as well as praise,
have been thus given them, which an enlightened age is at

liberty to criticise
;
e. g. the command to slay Isaac has some-

times been viewed as an Economy, based upon certain received
ideas in Abraham's day. concerning the innocence and merit of
human sacrifice. It is enough to have thus disclaimed parti-
cipation in these theories, which of course are no objection to
the general doctrine of the Economy, unless indeed it could be
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CHAP. i. shown, that those who hold a principle are answerable for
SECT- m- all the applications arbitrarily made of it by the licentious

ingenuity of others.

Again, the principle of the Economy has sometimes been
tion of st. applied to the interpretation of the New Testament. It has
h
U
notioiTof been said, e. g. that the Epistle to the Hebrews does not state

atonement.
-|.]ie simple truth in the sense in which the Apostles themselves
believed it, but merely as it would be palatable to the Jews.
The advocates of this hypothesis have proceeded to maintain,
that the doctrine of the Atonement is no part of the essential

and permanent evangelical system. To a conscientious rea-

soner, however, it is evident, that the structure of the Epistle
in question is so intimately connected with the reality of the

expiatory scheme, that to suppose the latter imaginary, would
be to impute to the writer, not an Economy (which always
preserves substantial truth,) but a gross and audacious deceit.

supposed A parallel theory to this has been put forward by men of

piety among the Predestinarians, with a view of reconciling
*ke ^consistency between their faith and practice. They have

threats for suggested, that the promises and threats of Scripture are
conversion. r i -, -n i i IP-IJ /VJJT

rounded on an Jiiconomy, which is needtul to enect the conver-

sion of the elect, but clears up and vanishes under the light of

the true spiritual perception, to which the converted at length
attain. This has been noticed in another connexion, and will

here serve as one among many illustrations which might be

given, of the fallacious application of a true principle. And
so much upon the o/xovo/A/a.

4. A question was just now reserved, as interfering with the

subject then before us. In what sense can it be said, that there

is any connexion between Paganism and Christianity so real, as

to warrant the preacher of the latter to conciliate idolaters by
allusion to it 1 St. Paul evidently connects the true religion
with the existing systems which he laboured to supplant, in

Acts xvii. and his example is a sufficient guide to missionaries

now, and a full justification of the line of conduct pursued by
the Alexandrians, in the instances similar to it; but are we able

to account for his conduct, and ascertain the principle by which
it was regulated ? I think we can

;
and the exhibition of it

will set before the reader another doctrine of the Alexandrian

school, which it is much to our purpose to understand, and
which I shall call the divinity of Traditionary Religion.

Account and We know well enough for practical purposes what is meant

o?itin
ce

by revealed religion ;
viz. that it is the doctrine taught in the

scripture. Mosaic and Christian dispensations, and contained in the Holy
Scriptures, and is from God in a sense in which no other doctrine

can be said to be from Him. Yet, if we would speak correctly,
we must confess, on the authority of the Bible itself, that all

knowledge of religion is from Him, and not only that which
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the Bible has transmitted to us. There never was a time CHAP.I.

when God had not spoken to man, and told him to a certain SECT - m-

extent his duty. His injunctions to Noah, the common father

of all mankind, is the first recorded fact of the sacred history
after the deluge. Accordingly, we are expressly told in the

New Testament, that at no time He left Himself without

witness in the world, and that in every nation He accepts those

who fear and obey Him. It would seem, then, that there is

something true and divinely revealed, in every religion all over

the earth, overloaded, as it may be, and at times even stifled by
the impieties which the corrupt will and understanding of man
have incorporated with it. Such are the doctrines of the power
and presence of an invisible God, of His moral law and gover-
nance, of the obligation of duty, and the certainty of a just judg-
ment, and of reward and punishment being dispensed in the

end to individuals ; so that revelation, properly speaking, is an

universal, not a partial gift ;
and the distinction between the

state of Israelites formerly and Christians now, and that of the

heathen, is, not that we can, and they cannot attain to future

blessedness, but that the Church of God ever has had, and the

rest of mankind never have had, authoritative documents of

truth, and appointed channels of communication with Him.
The word and the Sacraments are the characteristic of the elect

people of God, but all men have had more or less the guidance of

tradition, in addition to those internal notices of right and wrong
which the Spirit has put into the heart of each individual.

This vague and unconnected family of religious truths, origi-

nally from God, but sojourning without the sanction of miracle,
or a definite home, as pilgrims up and down the world, and
discernible and separable from the corrupt legends with which

they are mixed, by the spiritual mind alone, may be called the

dispensation of Paganism, after the example of the learned

father already appealed to.a And, further, Scripture gives us

reason to believe that the traditions, thus originally delivered

to mankind at large, have been secretly re-animated and
enforced by new communications from the unseen world

;

though these were not of such a nature as to be produced as

evidence, or used as criteria and tests, and roused the atten-

tion rather than informed the understandings of the heathen.

The book of Genesis contains a record of the dispensation of

natural religion, or paganism, as well as of the patriarchal.
The dreams of Pharaoh and Abimelech, as of Nebuchadnezzar

afterwards, are instances of the dealings of God with those to

whom He did not vouchsafe a written revelation. Or should
it be said, that the particular cases merely come within the

a Clement says, Tw <ftxoo-t><fixv "EAX-^V fa $iKCr,xr,v /*s/v ^idte-Octi,

tra. rr,f xnra. X^CTTOV $t\tf*$!*{. StTOM. VI. p. 648.
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CHAP. i. range of the Divine supernatural governance which was in
SECT, in. their neighbourhood, an assertion which requires proof,~~

let the Book of Job be taken as a less suspicious instance of

the dealings of God with the heathen. Job was a pagan in

the same sense in which the Eastern nations are Pagans in

the present day. He lived among idolaters,* yet he and his

friends had cleared themselves from the superstitions with
which the true creed was beset ; and, while one of them was

divinely instructed by dreams,
b he himself at length heard

the voice of God out of the whirlwind, in recompense for his

long trial and his faithfulness under it.
c Why should not the

Book of Job be accepted by us, as a gracious intimation given
us, who are God's sons, for our comfort, when we are anxious
about our brethren who are still

" scattered abroad" in an
evil world

;
an intimation that the Sacrifice, which is the hope

of Christians, has its power and its success, wherever men
seek God with their whole heart? If it be objected that Job
lived in a less corrupted age than the times of ignorance which

followed, Scripture, as if for our full satisfaction, draws back
the curtain further still in the history of Balaam. There a bad
man and a heathen is made the oracle of true divine messages
about doing justly, and loving mercy, and walking humbly ;

nay, even among the altars of superstition, the Spirit of God
vouchsafes to utter prophecy .

d And so in the cave of Endor,
even a saint was sent from the dead to join the company of

an apostate king, and the sorceress whose aid he was seek-

ing.
6

Accordingly, there is nothing unreasonable in the

notion, that there may have been heathen poets and sages, or

sibyls again, in a certain extent divinely illuminated, and

organs through whom religious and moral truth was conveyed
to their countrymen ; though their knowledge of the Power
from whom the gift came, nay, and their perception of the gift as

existing in themselves, may have been very faint or defective.

by cL'me'nt.
This doctrine, thus imperfectly sketched, shall now be pre-

sented to the reader in the words of St. Clement. " To the

Word of God," he says,
"

all the host of angels and heavenly

powers is subject, revealing, as He does, His holy office for

the glory of Him Who has put all things under Him. Where-

fore, His are all men
;
some actually knowing Him, others

not as yet; some as friends [Christians], others as faithful

labourers, [Jews], others as bond-servants, [heathen]. He is

the Teacher, who instructs the enlightened Christian in mys-
teries, and supports the faithful labourer in cheerful hopes,
and schools the hard of heart with His keen corrective dis-

a Job xxxi. 2628. b Ibid. iv. 13, &c.
c Ibid, xxxviii. 1

;
xlii. 10, &c.

d Numb. xxii. xxiv. Mic. vi. 5 8.

e 1 Sam. xxviii. 14.
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cipline ;
so that His providence is particular, public, and CHAP. i.

universal. . . He it is Who gives to the Greeks their philo-
BECT - m-

sophy by His ministering angels . . . for He is the Saviour

not of these or those, but of all .... His revelations, both
the former and the latter, are drawn forth from one fount

;

those who were before the Law, not suffered to be without

law, those who do not hear the Jewish philosophy, not sur-

rendered to an unbridled course. Dispensing in former times

His word to some, to others philosophy, now at length, by His
own personal coming, He has closed the course of unbelief,
which is henceforth inexcusable ;

Greek and barbarian [Jew]
being led forward by a separate process to that perfection
which is through faith." a

If this doctrine be scriptural, it is not difficult to determine Right mode

the line of conduct which is to be observed by the Christian dLgtile
8"

apologist and missionary. Believing God's hand to be m hfcathen -

every system, so far forth as it is true, (though Scripture alone

is the depositary of His unadulterated and complete revelation)
he will, after St. Paul's manner, seek some points in the exist-

ing superstitions as the basis of his own instructions, instead

of indiscriminately condemning and discarding the whole

assemblage of heathen opinions and practices ; and he will

address his hearers, not as men in a state of actual perdition,
but as being in imminent danger of " the wrath to come,"
because they are in bondage and ignorance, and probably
(i.

e. the vast majority of them are,) under God's displeasure in

fact; but not necessarily so, from the very circumstance of their

being heathen. And while he strenuously opposes all that is

idolatrous, immoral, and profane, in their creed, he will profess
to be leading them on to perfection, and recovering and puri-

fying, rather than reversing the essential principles of their

belief.

A number of corollaries may be drawn from this view of the infidelity

relation of Christianity to Paganism, by way of solving dim-
culties which often perplex the mind. E. g. we thus perceive
the utter impropriety of ridicule and satire as a means of

preparing a heathen population for the reception of the truth.

Of course it is right, soberly and temperately, to expose the

absurdities of idol worship ;
but sometimes it is maintained

that a writer, such as the infamous Lucian, who scoffs at an
established religion altogether, is the suitable preparation for

the Christian preacher, as if infidelity were a middle state

between falsehood and truth. This view derives its plausibi-

lity from the circumstance that in drawing out systems in

writing, to erase a false doctrine is the first step towards in-

serting the true. Accordingly, the mind is often compared

a Clem. Strom, vii. 2.
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CHAP. i. to a tablet or paper : a state of it is contemplated of absolute
;ECT - ni> freedom from all prepossessions and tastes for one system or

. another as a first step towards arriving at the truth
;
and

infidelity represented as that candid and dispassionate frame
of mind, which is the desideratum. It has been a matter of

surprise and grief to serious persons, to hear, for instance at
the present day, men who profess high religious attainments

exulting in the overthrow of religion in France, as if an
unbeliever were in a more hopeful state than a bigot, for

advancement in real spiritual knowledge. But in truth, the
mind never can resemble a blank paper, in its freedom from

impressions and prejudices. Infidelity is a positive, not a

negative state
; it is a state of profaneness, pride, and selfish-

ness
;
and he who believes a little, but encompasses that little

with the inventions of men, is undeniably in a better condition
than he who blots out from his mind both the human inven-
tions and the portion of truth which was concealed in them.

Again : it is plain that the tenderness of dealing, which it is

paganism. our faty to adopt towards a heathen unbeliever, is not to be
used towards an apostate. No Economy can be employed to-

wards those who have been once enlightened, and have fallen

away. I wish to speak explicitly on this subject, because there
is a great deal of that spurious charity among us which would
cultivate the friendship of those who, in a Christian country,

speak against the Church or its creeds. Origen and others
were not unwilling to be on a footing of intercourse with the
heathen philosophers of their day, in order, if it were possible,
to lead them into the truth

;
but deliberate heretics and apo-

states, those who had known the truth, and rejected it, wrere

objects of their abhorrence, and were avoided from the truest

charity to them. For what can be said to those who already
know all we have to say ? and how can we show our fear for

their souls, nay, and for our own stedfastness, except by a

strong action ? Thus Origen, when a youth, could not be

induced to attend the prayers of an heretic of Antioch whom
his patroness had adopted, ^iXwrr^fye;, from a loathing, as he

says, of heresy. And St. Austin himself tells us, that while
he was a Manichee, his own mother would not eat at the same
table with him in her house, from her strong aversion to the

blasphemies which were the characteristic of his sect.a And
Scripture fully sanctions this mode of acting by the severity
with which such unhappy men are spoken of, on the different

occasions when mention is made of them.b

Right upe of Further : the foregoing remarks may serve to show us, with

twature i'n what view the early Church cultivated and employed heathen
converting
to Christ-

Euseb. Hist. vi. 2. Bingham, Antiq. xvi. 2
7

11.
to Rom. xvi. 17

;
2 Thess. iii. 14; 2 John, 10, 11, &e.
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literature in its missionary labours
;
viz. not with the notion CHAP. i.

that the cultivation, which literature gives, was any substan- SECT - m -

tial improvement of our moral nature, but as thus opening
~~

the mind, and rendering it capable of an appeal ; nor, as if the

heathen literature itself had any direct connexion with the

matter of Christianity, but because it contained in it the scat-

tered fragments of those original traditions which might be
made the means of introducing a student to the Christian sys-
tem, being the ore in which the true metal was found. The ac-

count above given of the conversion of Gregory is a proof of this.

Lastly, the only danger to which the Alexandrian doctrine caution

is exposed, is that of its confusing the Scripture dispensations Sog
with that of natural religion, as if they were of equal authority;
as if the Gospel had not a claim of acceptance on the conscience
of all who heard it, nor became a touchstone of their moral
condition

; and as if the Bible, as the pagan system, were but

partially true, and had not been attested by the discriminating
evidence of miracles. This is the heresy of the Neologians
in this day, as it was of the Eclectics in primitive times, as
will be shown in the next section. The foregoing extract
from Clement shows his entire freedom from so grievous an
error

; but in order to satisfy any suspicion which may remain
of his using language which may have led to a more decided

corruption after his day, I will quote a passage from the sixth

book of his Stromata, in which he maintains the supremacy of

revealed religion as the source and test of all other religions ;

the extreme imperfection of the latter, the derivation of what-
ever is true in these from revelation

;
the secret presence of

God in them, by that Word of Life Which is directly and bodily
revealed in Christianity; the corruption and yet forced imi-

tation of the truth by the evil spirit in such of them, as he
wishes to make pass current among mankind. " Should it be
said that the Greeks discovered philosophy by human wisdom,
I reply, that I find the Scriptures declare all wisdom to be a
divine gift: e. g. the Psalmist considers wisdom to be the

greatest of gifts, and offers this petition,
' I am Thy servant,

make me wise.' And does not David ask for illumination in

its diverse functions, when he says,
'

let Thy teaching make me
humane, instructed, and understanding, for I have believed

Thy revelations ?
' Here he confesses that the covenants of

God are of supreme authority, and vouchsafed to the choice

part of mankind. Again, there is a Psalm which says of God,
* He hath not acted thus with any other nation, and His judg-
ments He hath not revealed to them

;

' where the words,
' He

hath not done thus' imply that He hath indeed acted, but not
thus. By using thus he contrasts their case with our supe-
riority ; else the prophet might simply have said,

' He hath
not acted with other nations,' without adding thus. The pro-
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CHAP. i.
phetical figure,

' The Lord is over many waters,' alludes to the
BECT - "' same truth ; i. e. a Lord not only of the different covenants, but

"also of the various methods of teaching, of such as lead to

righteousness whether among the Gentiles or the Jews. David
also bears his testimony to this truth, when he says in the

Psalm, 'Let the sinners be turned into hell, all the nations
whichforget God;' i. e. they forgetWhom they formerly remem-
bered, they put aside Him Whom they knew before they forgot.
It seems then there was some dim knowledge of God even

among the Gentiles. . . . They who say that philosophy origi-
nates with the devil, would do well to consider what Scripture
says about the devil's being transformed into an angel of light.
For what will he do then I it is plain he will prophesy. Now
if he prophesies as an angel of light, of course he will speak
what is true. If he shall prophesy angelic and enlightened
doctrine, he will prophesy what is profitable also

;
i. e. at the

time when he is thus changed in his apparent actions, far

different as he is at bottom in his real apostacy. For how
would he deceive, except by craftily leading on the inquirer

by means of truth, to an intimacy with himself, and so at

length stealing him away to error I . . . . therefore philosophy
is not false, though he who is thief and liar, speaks truth
from a change in his outward acts The philosophy
of the Greeks, limited and particular as it is, contains the
rudiments of that really perfect knowledge which is beyond this

world, conversant in intellectual objects, and those still more

spiritual, which eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor the
heart of man conceived, before they were made clear to us by
our Great Teacher, Who reveals the holy of holies, and still

holier truths in an ascending scale, to those who are genuine
heirs of the Lord's adoption."

a

piatonism. 5 What I have said about the method of teaching adopted
by the Alexandrian, and more or less by the other primitive
Churches, amounts to this ; that they on principle refrained from

telling unbelievers all they believed themselves, and further,
that they endeavoured to connect their own creed with theirs,

whether Jewish or pagan, adopting their sentiments, and even

language, as far as they lawfully could. Some instances of

this have been given ;
more will follow, in the remarks which

I shall now make, upon the influence of Piatonism on their

theological language. The reasons, which induced the early
Fathers to avail themselves of the language of Piatonism,
were various. They did so, partly as an argumentum ad
hominem ; as if the Christian were not professing in the

doctrine of the Trinity a more mysterious tenet, than that

which had been propounded by a great heathen authority;

partly to conciliate their philosophical opponents ; partly to

Strom, vi. 8.
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save themselves the arduousness of inventing terms, where CHAP. i.

the Church had not yet authoritatively supplied them ; and 6]ECT> Iir-

partly with the hope, or even belief, that the Platonic school

had been guided in portions of its system by a more than
human wisdom, of which Moses was the unknown but real

source. As far as these reasons depend upon the rule of the

Economy, they have already been considered ;
and an instance

of their operation, given in the exoteric conduct of Athanasius

himself, whose orthodoxy no one questions. But the last

reason given, their suspicion of the divine origin of the Pla-

tonic doctrine, requires some explanation.
It is unquestionable that, from very early times, traditions pagan tra-

have been afloat through the world, attaching the notion of

Trinity, in some sense or other, to the first Cause. Not to

mention the traces of this doctrine in the classical and the
Indian mythologies, we detect it in the Magian hypothesis of
a supreme and two subordinate antagonist deities, in Plutarch's

Trinity of God, matter, and the evil spirit, and in certain

heresies in the early Church, which, to the Divine Being and
the Demiurgus, added a third original principle, sometimes the
evil spirit, and sometimes matter.* Plato has adopted the
same general notion; and with no closer or more definite

approach to the true doctrine. On the whole, it seems reason-
able to infer, that the heathen world possessed traditions too
ancient to be rejected, and too sacred to be used in popular
theology. If Plato's doctrine bears a greater apparent resem-
blance to the revealed truth, than that of others, this is owing
merely to his reserve in speaking on the subject. His obscurity
allows room for an ingenious fancy to impose a meaning upon
him. Whether he includes in his Trinity the notion of a First

Cause, its active energy, and the influence resulting from it ;

or again, the divine substance as the source of all spiritual

beings from eternity, the divine power and wisdom as exerted
in time in the formation of the material world, and thirdly, the
innumerable derivative spirits by whom the world is immedi-

ately governed, is altogether doubtful. Nay, even the revi-

vers of his philosophy, who, in the third and fourth centuries
after Christ, embellished the doctrine with additions from

Scripture, discover a like extraordinary variation in their mode
of expounding it. The Maker of the world [dy/Moupybg] con-
sidered by Plato sometimes the first, sometimes the second

principle, is by Julian placed as the second, by Plotinus as
the third, and by Proclus as the fourth, i. e. the last of

three subordinate powers, all dependent on a first, or the One

a
Coidworth, Intell. Syst, i. 4, 13. 16. Beausobre. Hist. deManick iv. 6,
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CHAP. i. Supreme Deity .
a In truth, speculations, vague and unpractical

SECT - m - as these, made no impression on the minds of the heathen~
philosophers, and perhaps were never received by them as

matters of fact, hut as allegories and metaphysical notions,
and accordingly, caused in them no solicitude or diligence to

maintain consistency in their expression of them.

tionUmon
^u^ very Different was the influence of the ancient theory of

the
n
j
a
ews.

ng
Plato, however originated, when it came in contact with
believers in the inspired records ;

who at once discerned in it

that mysterious doctrine, brought out as if into bodily shape
and almost practical persuasiveness, which lay hid under the

angelic manifestations of the Law and the visions of the Pro-

phets. Difficult, as it is, to determine the place in the divine

word where the doctrine of the Logos is first revealed, and
how far it is intended in each particular passage, it is doubt-

less seated very deeply in the structure of Scripture. Appear-
ing first as if a mere created minister of God's will, He is

found to be invested with an ever-brightening glory, till at

length we are bid fall down as before the personal Presence
and consubstantial Representative of the one God. Possess-

ing then in the sacred volume a key, more or less exact

according to their degree of knowledge, for that aboriginal
tradition which the heathen ignorantly but piously venerated,
the ancient believers were prompt in appropriating the lan-

guage of philosophers, with a changed meaning, to the rightful
service of that spiritual kingdom, of which a divine personal
mediation was the great characteristic. In the Books of

Wisdom and Ecclesiasticus, and much more, in the writings
of Philo, the x&'yos of Plato, which had denoted the divine

energy in forming the world, [d^iovpyog] or the previous all-

perfect incommunicable design of it, (hence called f^ovoysv^g) was

arrayed in the attributes of personality, made the instrument

of creation, and the revealed image of the incomprehensible
God. Amid such bold and impatient anticipations of the future,

it is not wonderful that the Alexandrian Jews outstepped the

truth which they hoped to forestal
; and, that intruding into

things not seen as yet, with the confidence of prophets rather

than of disciples of revelation, they eventually obscured the

doctrine when disclosed, which we may well believe they
loved in prospect and desired to honour. This remark parti-

cularly applies to Philo, who associating it with Platonic no-

tions as well as words, developed its lineaments with so rude

and hasty a hand, as to separate the idea of the Aoyo? from

that of the eternal God ; and so perhaps to prepare the way for

Arianism.b

a Petav. Theol. Dogm. torn. ii. i. 1, 5.

b This may be illustrated by the theological language of the Paradise Lost,

which is unexceptionable as far as the very words go, conformable both to
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Even after this Alexandrine-Judaic doctrine had been cor- CHAP. i.

rected and completed by the inspired Apostles St. Paul and St. 8ECT - 1U -

T 1 * 1 1 j 1 i 1 1 1 Jl ~1~"1 J 1 P J 1 /"Nl *
J_

*

John, it did not lose its hold upon the Fathers of the Christian Among the

Church, who could not but discern in the old Scriptures, even Christiant -

more clearly than their predecessors, those rudiments of the

perfect truth which God's former revelations concealed ; and
called others, (as it were,) to gaze upon these both as a

prophetical witness in confutation of unbelief, and in gratitude
to Him Who had wrought so marvellously with His Church.

But it followed from the nature of the case, that, while they
thus traced with watchful eyes, under the veil of the literal

text, the first and gathering tokens of that Divine agent Who
in fulness of time became their Redeemer, they were led to

speak of Him in terms short of that full confession of His
divine greatness, which the Gospel reveals, and which they
themselves elsewhere unequivocally expressed ; especially, as

living in times before the history of heresy had taught them
the necessity of caution in their phraseology. Thus, e. g.
from a text in the book of Proverbs, (viii. 22.) which they
understood to refer to Christ, Origen and others speak of Him
as " created by the Lord [Kvpios exrHtev Septuag.] in the begin-

ning, before His works of old ;

"
meaning no more than that it

was He, the true Light of man, Who was secretly intended by
the Spirit, and mystically (though incompletely) described,
when Solomon spoke of the Divine Wisdom as the instrument
of God's providence and moral governance. In like manner,
when Justin speaks of the Son as the minister of God, it is

with direct reference to those numerous passages of the Old

Testament, in which a ministering angelic presence is more or

less characterized by the titles and attributes of Divine per-
fection.a And, in the use of this emblematical diction they
were countenanced, (not to mention the Apocalypse,) by the

almost sacred authority of the Platonizing books of Wisdom
and Ecclesiasticus; works so highly revered by the Alexandrian

Church, as to be put into the hands of Catechumens as a pre-

paration for inspired Scripture, contrary to the discipline
observed in the neighbouring Church of Jerusalem.b

The following are additional instances of Platonic language instances of

in the early Fathers ; though the reader will scarcely perceive language in

at first sight what is the fault in them, unless he happens
the Fathers -

to know the defective or perverse sense in which philosophy

Scripture and the writings of the Fathers, but becomes offensive as being
dwelt upon as if it were literal, not figurative. It is scriptural to say that the
Son went forth from the Father to create the worlds

;
but when this is made

the basis of a scene or pageant, it borders on Arianism. Milton has made
allegory, or the Economy, real. Vide infra, ch. ii. 4, fin.

a Justin. Apol. i. 63. Tryph. 56. &c.
b
Bingham Antiq. x. 1. $ 7.
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from the

CHAP. i. or heresy used them.a E. g. Justin speaks of the Word as
"
fulfilling the Father's will.'' Clement calls Him, the ImV

of God; and in another place, the Second Principle of all

things, the Father Himself being the First. Elsewhere he

speaks of the Son as an "
all perfect, all holy, all sovereign, all

authoritative, supreme, and all searching nature, reaching
close upon the sole Almighty ." In like manner Origen speaks
of the Son as being

" the immediate Creator, and, as it were,
Artificer of the world

;

"' and the Father,
" the Origin of it, as

having committed to His Son, the creation of the world." A
bolder theology than this of Origen and Clement, is adopted
by five early writers connected with very various schools
of Christian teaching ; none of whom, however, are of especial
authority in the Church .

b
They explained the Scripture doc-

trine of the generation of the Word to mean, His manifestation
at the beginning of the world as distinct from God : a statement,
which, by weakening the force of an expression which is an
evidence of our Lord's Divine nature, might perhaps lend some
accidental countenance after their day, to the Arian denial
of it.

I have now, perhaps, sufficiently accounted for the apparent
liberality of the Alexandrian school; which, notwithstanding,
was strict and uncompromising, when its system is fairly viewed
as a whole, and with reference to its objects, and as distinct

from that rival and imitative philosophy, to be mentioned in

the next section, which rose from it at the beginning of the
third century, and with which it is by some writers improperly
confounded. That its principles were always accurately laid,

or the conduct of its masters nicely adjusted to them, need not
be contended

;
or that they opposed themselves with an exact

impartiality to every form of error which assailed the Church
;

or that they duly entered into and soundly applied the Jewish

Scriptures ;
or that in conducting the Economy they were

altogether free from an ambitious imitation of the Apostles,

nobly conceived indeed, but little becoming uninspired teachers.

It may unreluctantly be confessed, wherever it can be proved,
that their exoteric professions at times affected the purity of

their esoteric doctrine, though this remark scarcely applies to

their statements on the subject of the Trinity; and that they

indulged a boldness of inquiry, such as innocence prompts,
rashness and irreverence corrupt, and experience of its mis-

chievous consequences is alone able to repress. Still all this,

a Petav. Theol. Dogm. torn. ii. 1. 3, 4.

b
Theophilus of Antioch, (A.D. 168.) Tatian, pupil of Justin Martyr, (A.D.

109) Athenagoras of Alexandria, (A.D. 177.) Hippolytus the disciple of Irenseus

and friend of Origen, (A.D. 220.) and the author who goes under the name of

Novatian (A.D. 250.)
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and much more than this, were it to be found, weighs as nothing
CHAP, i.

against the mass of testimonies produceable from extant docu- _J

ments in favour of the severe orthodoxy of their creed. Against
a multitude of the very strongest and most explicit declara-

tions of the divinity of Christ, some of which will be cited in

their proper place, but a very few apparent exceptions to the

strictest language of technical theology can be gathered from
their writings, and these are sufficiently explained by the above
considerations. And further, such is the high religious temper
which their works exhibit, as to be sufficient of itself to convince
the Christian inquirer, that they would have shrunk from the

deliberate blasphemy with which Arius in the succeeding cen-

tury assailed and scoffed at the awful majesty of his Redeemer.

Origen, in particular, that man of strong heart, (-fcaXxsvripos)

who has paid for the unbridled freedom of his speculations
on other subjects of theology, by the multitude of grievous
and unfair charges which burden his name with posterity,

protests, by the forcible argument of a life devoted to God's

service, against his alleged connexion with the cold disputa-
tious spirit, and the unprincipled domineering ambition, which
are the historical badges of the heretical party. Nay it is a

remarkable fact, that it was he who discerned the heresy
a out-

side the Church on its first rise, and actually gave the alarm,

sixty years before Arius's day. Here let it suffice to set down
in his vindication the following facts, which may be left to the

consideration of the reader ; first, that his habitual hatred of

heresy and concern for heretics were such, as to lead him,
even when left an orphan in a stranger's house, to withdraw
from the praying and teaching of one of them, celebrated for

his eloquence, who was in favour with his patroness and other

Christians of Alexandria ;
that all through his long life he was

known throughout Christendom as the especial opponent of

false doctrine, in its various shapes ; and that his pupils,

Gregory, Athenodorus, and Dionysius, were principal actors

in the arraignment of Paulus, the historical forerunner of

Arius
; next, that his speculations, extravagant as they often

were, related to points not yet determined by the Church, and,

consequently were really, what he frequently professed them
to be, inquiries; further, that these speculations were for

a "The "Word," says^Origen,
"
being the Image of the Invisible God, must

Himself be invisible. Nay, I will maintain further, that, as being the Image,
He is eternal, as the God Whose Image He is. For when was that God, Whom
St. John calls the Light, destitute of the Radiance of His incommunicable

glory, so that a man may dare to ascribe a beginning of existence to the Son . . .

Let a man, who dares to say that the Son is not from eternity, consider well,
that this is all one with saying, Divine Wisdom had a beginning, or Reason,
or Life" Athan. de deer. Nic. 27. Vid. also his wt?t *$%*>*, (if Buffinus may
be trusted,) for his denouncement of the still more characteristic Arianism of

the \l e-jx o>ruv.
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CHAP. i. ^e most part ventured in matters of inferior importance,
SCT>III>

certainly not upon the sacred doctrines which Arius after-

wards impugned, and in regard to which even his enemy
Jerome allows him to be orthodox

;
that the opinions which

brought him into disrepute in his life-time concerned the
creation of the world, the nature of the human soul, and the

like
;

that his opinions or rather doubts, on these subjects,
were imprudently made public by his friends ; that his wri-

tings were incorrectly transcribed even in his life-time, accor-

ding to his own testimony ;
that after his death, Arian

interpolations appear to have been made in some of his works
now lost, upon which the subsequent Catholic testimony of his

heterodoxy is grounded; that, on the other hand, in his

extant works, the doctrine of the Trinity is clearly avowed,
and in particular, our Lord's divinity energetically and vari-

ously enforced ; and lastly, that in matter of fact, the Arian

party does not seem to have claimed him, or appealed to him
in self-defence, till 30 years after the first rise of the heresy,
when the originators of it were already dead, although they had
showed their inclination to shelter themselves behind cele-

brated names, by the stress they laid on their connexion with
the martyr Lucian.a But if so much can be adduced in ex-

culpation of Origen from any grave charge of heterodoxy, what
accusation can be successfully maintained against his less sus-

pected fellow-labourers in the polemical school? so that, in

concluding this part of the subject, we may with full satisfac-

tion adopt the judgment of Jerome. " Fieri potest, ut vel

simpliciter erraverint, vel alio sensu scripserint, vel a librariis

imperitis eorum paullatim scripta corrupta sint. Vel certe,

antequam in Alexandria, quasi dsemonium meridianum, Arius

nasceretur, innocenter quadam et minus caute locuti sunt, et

qua non possint perversorum hominum calumniani declinare.b
"

a Huet. Origen. lib. i. lib. ii. 4.
'

1. Bull. Defens. F. N. ii. 9. Water-
land's Works, vol. iii. p. 322. Baltus Defense des Ss. Peres, ii. 20. Tillemont

Mem. vol. iii. p. 259. Socrat. Hist. iv. 26. Athanasius notices the change in

the Arian polemics, from mere disputation to an appeal to authority, in his

de Sent. Dionys. 1. written about A. D. 354. ovtl O ;JT' tv\o<yov ovrt &%; a.^^t^
lx TJ? 3-eiets "y^ct^s pyrov l^oiitrvi; ryf tx,l^irtta; CC.VTUV, ot.Ci iu.lt>

*<*; ffoQifffAciToc. TsriOxvx,' vvv $1 xat.} 5;/3XA<v roiif &ot,Ti^a,s Ti

b
Apolog. adv. Ruffin. ii. Oper. vol. ii. p. 149.
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SECTION IV.

THE ECLECTIC SECT.

THE words of St. Jerome, with which the last section closed, CHAP. i.

may perhaps suggest the suspicion, that the Alexandrians,
SECT - IV-

though orthodox themselves, yet incautiously prepared the supposed

way for Arianism by the countenance they gave to the use of c n"e*ion'. '.
t/o

f
of Platon-

the Platonic theological language. But, before speculating on ism with

the medium of connexion between Platonism and Arianism, it

would be Avell to ascertain the existence of the connexion itself,

which is very doubtful, whether we look for it in history, or in

the respective characters of the parties professing the two
doctrines

; though it is certain that Platonism, and Origenism
also, became the excuse and refuge of the heresy when it was
condemned by the Church. I proceed to give an account of

the rise and genius of Eclecticism, with the view of throwing
light upon this question, i. e. of showing the relation of the

philosophy both to the Alexandrian Church and to Arianism.
The Eclectic philosophy is so called from its professing to The Ecieo-

select the better parts of the systems invented before it, and to i"~

digest these into one consistent doctrine. It is doubtful when
the principle of it originated, but it is probably to be ascribed
to the Alexandrian Jews. Certain it is, that the true faith

never could come into contact with the heathen philosophies,
without exercising its right to arbitrate between them, to pro-
test against their vicious or erroneous dogmas, and to extend
its countenance to whatever bore an exalted or a practical
character. A cultivated taste would be likely to produce
among the heathen the same critical spirit which was created

by real religious knowledge ; and accordingly we find in the

philosophers of the Augustan and the succeeding age, an

approximation to an eclectic or syncretistic system, similar to

that which is found in the writings of Philo. Some authors
have even supposed, that Potamo, the original projector of the
school based on this principle, flourished in the reign of

Augustus ;
but this notion is untenable, and we must refer

him to the age of Severus, at the end of the second century.*
In the mean time, the Christians had continued to make use
of the discriminative view of heathen philosophy which the
Philonists had opened ; and, as we have already seen, Clement,
yet without allusion to particular sect or theory, which did
not exist till after his day, declares himself the patron of the
Eclectic principle. Thus we are introduced to the history of
the school which embodied it.

* Brucker. Hist. Phil. per. ii. part i. 2. 4.
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Rise of the

Sect.

CHAP. i. Ammonius. the contemporary of Potamo, and virtually the
SECT. iv. founder of the Eclectic sect, was born of Christian parents,

and educated as a Christian in the catechetical institutions of

Alexandria, under the superintendence of Clement or Pan-
toonus. After a time, he renounced, at least secretly, his

belief in Christianity; and opening a school of morals and

theology on the stock of principles, esoteric and exoteric,
which he had learned in the Church, he became the founder
of a system really his own, but which by a dexterous artifice

he attributed to Plato. The philosophy thus introduced into

the world, was at once patronised by the imperial court, both
at Rome and in the East, and spread itself in the course of

years throughout the empire, with bitter hostility and serious

detriment to the interests of true religion ; till at length,

obtaining in the person of Julian, a second apostate for its

master, it became the authorised interpretation and apology
for the state polytheism. It is a controverted point whether
or not Ammonius actually separated from the Church. His

disciples affirm it
; Eusebius, though not without some imma-

terial confusion of statement, denies it.
a On the whole, it is

probable that he began his teaching as a Christian, and but

gradually disclosed the systematic infidelity on which it was

grounded. We are told expressly, that he bound his disciples
to secrecy, which was not broken, till they in turn became
lecturers in Rome, and were led one by one to divulge the real

doctrines of their master ;

b nor can we otherwise account for

the fact of Origen having attended him for a time, since he
who refused to hear Paulus of Antioch, when dependent on
the patroness of that heretic, would scarcely have extended a

voluntary countenance to a professed deserter from the Chris-

tian faith and name.
This conclusion is confirmed by a consideration of the nature

of the error substituted by Ammonius for the orthodox belief;
which was in substance what in these times would be called

Neologism, a heresy which, even more than others, has shown
itself desirous and able to conceal itself under the garb of

sound religion, and to keep the form, while it destroys the

spirit, of Christianity. So close, indeed, was the outward
resemblance between Eclecticism and the divine system of

which it was the deadly enemy, that St. Austin remarks, in

more than one passage, that the difference between the two

professions lay but in the varied acceptation of a few words
and propositions. This peculiar character of the Eclectic

philosophy must be carefully noticed, for it exculpates the

Catholic Fathers from being really implicated in proceedings,

Its Neolo-

gism.

a Euseb. Hist. Eccl. vi. 19. b
Brucker, ibid.

c Mosheim diss. de turb. per recent. Plat. Eccl. 12.
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of which at first they did not discern the drift; while it explains
CHAP - 1-

that apparent connexion which, at the distance of centuries,
6ECT - IV -

exists between them and the real originator of it.

The essential mark of Neologism is the denial of the exclu-
J^JJ?*^?

sive Divine mission and peculiar inspiration of the Scripture Neologism.

prophets ; accompanied the while with a profession of general

respect for them as benefactors of mankind, really instruments

in God's hand, and in some sense the organs of His revela-

tions ; nay, in a fuller measure such, than other religious and
moral teachers. In its most specious form, it admits whatever
is good and true in the various religions in the world, to have

actually come from God
;
in its most degraded, it accounts them

all equally to be the result of mere human benevolence and
skill. In all its shapes, it differs from the orthodox belief,

primarily, in denying the miracles of Scripture to have taken

place, in the peculiar way therein represented, as distinctive

marks of God's presence accrediting the teaching of those who

wrought them; next, as a consequence, in denying this teach-

ing, as preserved in Scripture, to be in such sense the sole

record of religious truth, that all who hear it are bound to

profess themselves disciples of it. Its apparent connnexion
with Christianity lies, (as St. Austin remarks) in the ambiguous
use of certain terms, such as divine, revelation, inspiration,
and the like

;
which may with equal ease be made to refer to

ordinary and merely providential, or to miraculous appoint-
ments, in the counsels of Almighty Wisdom. And these words
would be even more ambiguous than at the present day, in an

age, when Christians were ready to grant, that the heathen
were in some sense under a supernatural dispensation, as was

explained in the last section.

The rationalism of the Eclectics, though equally opposed JJSt n

with the modern to the doctrine of the peculiar divinity of the with mo-

Scripture revelations, was circumstantially different from it.

The Neologists of the present day deny that the miracles took

place in the manner related in the sacred record
;
the Eclectics

denied their cogency as an evidence of the extraordinary pre-
sence of God. Instead of viewing them as events of very rare

occurrence, and permitted for important objects in the course

of God's providence, they considered them to be common to

every age and country, beyond the knowledge rather than the

power of ordinary men, attainable by submitting to the dis-

cipline of certain mysterious rules, and the immediate work of

beings far inferior to the supreme Governor of the world. It

followed, that a display of miraculous agency having no con-

nexion with the truth of the religious system which it accom-

panied, at least not more than any gift merely human, such as

learning or talent, the inquirer was at once thrown upon the
examination of the doctrines of Christianity, for the evidence
of its divinity ; and there being no place left for a claim on his
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CHAP. i.

allegiance to it as a whole, and for what is strictly termed
SECT. iv. faith, he admitted or rejected, as he chose, compared and

~~
mixed it with whatever was valuable elsewhere, and was at

liberty to propose to himself that philosopher for a presiding
authority, whom the Christians but condescended to praise
for his approximation towards some of those truths which
revelation had unfolded. The chapel of Alexander Severus
was a fit emblem of that system, which placed on a level Abra-

ham, Orpheus, Pythagoras, and the Sacred Name by which
Christians are called. The zeal, the brotherly love, the bene-

ficence, and the wise discipline of the Church, are applauded
and held up for imitation in the letters of the Emperor Julian;
who at another time calls the Almighty Guardian of the
Israelites a "

great God,"
a while in common with his sect he

professed to restore the Christian doctrine of the Trinity to its

ancient and pure Platonic basis. It followed as a natural

consequence, that the claims of religion being no longer com-

bined, defined, and embodied in a personal Mediator between
God and man, its various precepts were dissipated back again
and confused in the mass of human knowledge, as before Christ
came

;
and in its stead a mere intellectual literature arose in

the Eclectic school, and usurped the theological chair as an

interpreter of sacred duties, and the instructor of the inquiring
mind. " In the religion which he (Julian) had adopted," says
Gibbon,

"
piety and learning were almost synonymous ;

and a
crowd of poets, of rhetoricians, and of philosophers, hastened
to the Imperial Court, to occupy the vacant places of the

bishops, who had seduced the credulity of Constantius." b

Who does not recognise in this old philosophy the chief fea-

tures of that recent school of liberalism and false illumination,

political and moral, which is now Satan's instrument in delu-

ding the nations ? but which is worse and more earthly than

it, inasmuch as his former artifice, affecting a religious cere-

monial, could not but leave so much of substantial truth mixed
in the system, as to impress its disciples with somewhat of a

lofty and serious character, utterly foreign to the cold scoffing

spirit of modern rationalism.
The Eciec- The freedom of the Alexandrian masters from the Eclectic

Sntenan- error was shown above, when I was explaining the principles

Aitx
b
a
y
ndri- f tneir teaching; a passage of Clement being cited, which

clearly distinguished between the ordinary and the miraculous

appointments of Providence. An examination of the dates of

the history will show that they could not do more than bear
this indirect testimony against it by anticipation. Clement
himself was prior to the rise of Eclecticism ; Origen prior to

its public establishment as a sect. Ammonius opened his

an masters,

Gibbon, Hist. ch. xxiii. b Ibid.
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school at the end of the second century, and continued to pre-
CHAP. i.

side in it at least till A. D. 242
;

a
during which period, and SECT- IV -

probably for some years after his death, the real character of
"

his doctrines was carefully hidden from the world. He com-
mitted nothing to writing, whether of his exoteric or esoteric

philosophy; and when Origen, who was scarcely his junior,
attended him about A. D. 200, probably had not yet decidedly
settled the form of his system. Plotinus, the first proniulgator
and chief luminary of Eclecticism, began his public lectures

A. D. 244; and for some time held himself bound by the promise
of secrecy made to his master. Moreover, he selected Rome as
the seat of his labours, and there is even proof that Origen
and he never met. In Alexandria, on the contrary, the

infant philosophy languished ;
no teacher of note succeeded to

Ammonius ; and even had it been otherwise, Origen had left

the city for ever, ten years previous to that philosopher's death.

It is clear, then, that he had no means of detecting the secret

infidelity of the Eclectics ;
and the proof of this is still stronger,

if, as Brucker calculates,
1* Plotinus did not divulge his

master's secret till A. D. 255, since Origen died A. D. 253.

Yet, even in this ignorance of the views of the Eclectics, we
find the latter in his letter to Gregory expressing dissatis-

faction at the actual effects which had resulted to the Church
from that literature in which he himself was so eminently ac-

complished.
" For my part," he says to Gregory,

"
taught by

experience, I will own to you, that rare is the man, who,
having accepted the precious things of Egypt, leaves the

country, and uses them in decorating the worship of God.
Most men, who descend thither, are brothers of Hadad (Jero-
boam,) inventing heretical theories with heathen dexterity, and

establishing, (so to say,) calves of gold in Bethel, the house of
God."c So much concerning Origen' s ignorance of the Eclectic

philosophy. As to his pupils, Gregory and Dionysius, the

latter, who was Bishop of Alexandria, died A. D. 264; Gregory
on the other hand, pronounced his panegyrical oration upon
Origen, in which his own attachment to heathen literature is

avowed, as early as A. D. 239; and besides, he had no connexion
whatever with Alexandria, but met with Origen at Csesarea.d

Moreover, just at this time there were heresies actually spread-
ing in the Church of an opposite theological character, such as
Paulianism

;
which withdrew their attention from the prospect

or actual rise of a Platonic pseudo-theology ; as will hereafter
be shown.

a Fabric. Biblioth. Graec. Harles. iv. 29.
b Brucker. ibid.
c

Orig. Ep. ad Gregor. 2.
d

Tillemont, vol. iv. Chronolog.
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CHAP. i. Such were the origin and principles of the Eclectic sect.
SECT - IV- It was an excrescence of the school of Alexandria, but not

HOW con- attributable to it in any other way, than other heresies might
them

dwith be ascribed to the Churches which give them birth, indeed,
but cast them out and condemn them when they become mani-
fest. It went out from the Christians, but it was not of them :

whether it resembled the Arians, on the other hand, and what
use its tenets were to them, are the next points to consider,

contrasted
^he Arian school has already been attributed to Antioch, as

with the its birth-place, and its character determined to be what we
Deputation, may call Aristotelico-Judaic. Now, at very first sight, there

are striking points of difference between it and the Eclectics.

On its Aristotelic side, its disputatious temper was altogether

uncongenial to the new Platonists. These were commonly
distinguished by their melancholy temperament, which dis-

posed them to mysticism, and often urged them to eccentricities

bordering on insanity.
3- Far from cultivating the talents

requisite for success in life, they placed the sublimer virtues

in an abstraction from sense, and an indifference to ordinary
duties. They believed that an intercourse with the intelligences
of the spiritual world could only be effected by divesting them-
selves of their humanity ; and that the acquisition of miracu-
lous gifts would compensate for their neglect of rules necessary
for the well-being of common mortals. In pursuit of this

hidden talent, Plotinus meditated a journey into India, after

the pattern of Apollonius ;
while bodily privations and magical

rites were methods prescribed in their philosophy for rising in

the scale of being. As might be expected from the professors
of such a creed, the science of argumentation was disdained as

useless in the case of those who were walking by an internal

vision of the truth, not by the calculations of a tedious and

progressive reason
;
and was only employed in condescending

regard for such as were unable to rise to their own level.

When lamblichus was foiled in argument by a dialectitian, he
observed that the syllogisms of his sect were not weapons
which could be set before the many, being the energy of those

inward virtues which are the peculiar ornament of the philo-

sopher. Notions such as these, which have their measure of

truth, if we substitute for the unreal and almost passive
illumination of the mystics, that instinctive moral perception
which the practice of virtue ensures, found no sympathy in the

shrewd secular policy and the intriguing spirit of the Arians
;

nor again, in their sharp-witted unimaginative cleverness, their

precise and technical disputations, their verbal distinctions,

and their eager appeals to the judgment of the populace,
which is ever destitute of refinement and delicacy, and has just

a
Brucker, supra.
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enough acuteness of apprehension to be susceptible of sophis-
CHAP. i.

On the other hand, viewing the school of Antioch on its judaism .

Judaical side, we are met by a different but not less remarkable
contrast to the Eclectics. These philosophers had followed
the Alexandrians in adopting the allegorical rule

;
both from

its evident suitableness to their mystical turn of mind, and as
a means of obliterating the scandals, and reconciling the in-

consistencies of the heathen mythology. Judaism, on the

contrary, being carnal in its views, was essentially literal in

its interpretations ; and, in consequence, as hostile from its

grossness, as the Sophists from their dryness, to the fanciful

fastidiousness of the Eclectics. It had rejected the Messiah,
because He did not fulfil its hopes of a temporal conqueror
and king. It had clung to its obsolete ritual, as not discerning
in it the anticipation of better promises and commands, then
fulfilled in the Gospel. In the Christian Church, it was per-
petuating the obstinacy of its unbelief in a disparagement of
Christ's spiritual authority, a reliance on the externals of

religious worship, and an indulgence in worldly and sensual

pleasures. Moreover, it had adopted in its most odious form
the doctrine of the Chiliasts or Millenarians, respecting the

reign of the saints upon earth
; Origen, and afterwards his

pupil Dionysius, opposing it on the basis of an allegorical
interpretation of Scripture.

a And in this controversy, Judaism
was still in connexion, more or less, with the School of Antioch:
which is celebrated in those times, in contrast to the Alexan-
drian, for its adherence to the theory of the literal sense.b

In may be added, as drawing an additional distinction beween P 1

^?"^
the Arians and the Eclectics, that while the latter maintained spcctive

the doctrine of Emanations, and of the eternity of matter, the
doctrines -

hypothesis of the former required or implied the rejection of
both tenets

;
so that the philosophy did not even furnish the

argumentative foundation of the heresy, to which its theology
outwardly bore a partial resemblance.
But in seasons of difficulty men look about on all sides for

support ; and Eclecticism, which had no attractions for the betwe

Sophists of Antioch while their speculations were unknown to
the world at large, became a seasonable refuge, (as we learn
from various authors, )

in the hands of ingenious disputants,
when pressed by the numbers and authority of the defenders of

orthodoxy. First, there was an agreement between the Schools
of Ammonius and of Paulus, in the cardinal point of an invete-

a Mosh. de rebus ante Const, srec. iii. c. 38.
b
Conybeare Bamp. Lect. iv. Preefat. in Orig. Benedict, vol. ii.

c Vid. Brucker. Hist. Phil, per ii. part. ii. i. 2. 3 8. Baltus Defense des
Peres ii. 19.

6
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CHAP. i. rate opposition to the Catholic doctrine of our Lord's Divinity.

_^^^__ The Judaizers admitted at most, only His miraculous concep-
tion. The Eclectics, honouring Him as a teacher of wisdom,

still, far from considering Him more than man, were active in

preparing specimens from the heathen sages of equal holiness
and power. Next, the two parties agreed in rejecting from
their theology all mystery, in the ecclesiastical notion of the
word. The Trinitarian hypothesis of the Eclectics, was not

perplexed by any part of that difficulty of statement, which,
in the true doctrine, results from the very incomprehensibility
of the subject of it. They declared their belief in a sublime

tenet, which Plato had first propounded and the Christians

corrupted ;
but their three Divine Principles, apyjzai v-vffra-

ffug were in no sense one, and, while essentially distinct from
each other, there was a successive subordination of nature in

the second and the third. a In such speculations the judaizing
Sophist found the very desideratum which he in vain demanded
of the Church

;
a scripturally-worded creed, without its accom-

panying difficulty of conception. Accordingly, he might appeal
to the doctrine thus put into his hands by way of contrast as

fulfilling his just demands ; nay, in proportion as he out-argued
and unsettled the faith of his Catholic opponent, so did he

open a way, as a matter of necessity and without formal

effort, for the perverted creed of that philosophy which had
so mischievously anticipated the labours, and usurped the office

of an ecclesiastical Synod. But, further, it must be observed,
that, when the Sophist had mastered the Eclectic theology,
he had in fact a most powerful weapon to mislead or to em-
barrass his Catholic antagonist. The doctrine, which Ammo-
nius professed to discover in the Church and to reclaim from
the Christians, was employed by the Arian as the testimony
of the early Fathers to the truth of the heretical view which
he was maintaining. What was but incaution, or rather un-
avoidable liberty, in the Ante-Nicene theology, was made the

ground of his defence. Clement and Origen, already inter-

preted by a malignant rule, were witnesses provided by the
Eclectics by anticipation against orthodoxy. This express
appeal to the Alexandrian writers, seems, in matter of fact,

to have been reserved for a late period of the controversy;
but from the first an advantage would accrue to the Arians by
their agreement, (as far as it went,) with received language in

the early Church. Perplexity and doubt were thus necessarily
introduced into the minds of those who only heard the rumour
of the discussion, and even of many who witnessed it, and who',
but for this apparent primitive sanction, would have shrunk
from the bold irreverent inquiries and the idle subtilties, which

a
Cudworth, Intell. Svst. i. 4. 30.
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are the tokens of the genuine Arian temper. Nor was the CHAP. i.

allegorical principle of Eclecticism incompatible with the instru- SECT - IY -

ments of the Sophist. This also in the hands of a dexterous

disputant, particularly in attack, would become more service-

able to the heretical, than to the orthodox cause. For, inas-

much as the Arians professed to be asking for reasons for

their faith, evidence resting on allegorisms did not silence a

pertinacious objector, but at the same time, it suggested to

him the means of evading those more argumentative proofs of

the Catholic doctrine, which are built upon the explicit and
literal testimonies of Scripture. It was notoriously the arti-

fice of Arius, which has been since more boldly adopted by
modern heretics, to explain away its clearest declarations by
a forced figurative exposition. Here that peculiar subtilty in

the use of language, in which his school excelled, supported
and extended the application of the allegorical rule, recom-

mended, as it was, to the unguarded believer, and thrust upon
the more wary, by its previous reception among the most illus-

trious ornaments, and truest champions of the Apostolic faith.

There is no sufficient evidence in history that the Arians Eclectics in

made this use of Neo-Platonism a till some time after their
Syris

existence as a party. I believe they did not
;
and from the

facts of the history, conclude Eusebius of Csesarea to be the

first to point it out to them : but some persons may attach

importance to the circumstance, that Syria was a chief seat of

the philosophy from its very first appearance. The virtuous

and amiable Alexander Severus openly professed its creed in

his Syrian court, and in consequence of this profession, ex-

tended his favour to the Jewish nation. Zenobia, a Jewess in

religion, succeeded Alexander in her taste for heathen litera-

ture, and attachment to the syncretistic philosophy. Her in-

structor in the Greek language, the celebrated Longinus, had
been the pupil of Ammonius, and was the early master of

Porphyry, the most bitter opponent of Christianity that

issued from the Eclectic school. Afterwards, Amelius, the
friend and successor of Plotinus, transferred the seat of the

philosophy from Rome to Laodicea in Syria ; which became re-

a There seems to have been a much earlier coalition between the Platonic

and Ebionitish doctrines, if the works attributed to the Roman Clement may
be taken in evidence of it. Mosheim (de turb. Eccl. 34.) says both the Re-

cognitions and Clementines are infected with the latter, and the Clementines
with the former doctrine. These works were written between A. D. 180 and
A. D. 250 : are they to be referred to the school of Theodotus and Artemon,
which was humanitarian and Roman, expressly claimed the Bishops of Rome
as countenancing its errors, and falsified the Scriptures at least? Plotinus
came to Rome A. D 244, and Philostratus commenced his life of Apoilonius
there as early as A. D. 217. This would account for the Platonism of the later

of the two compositions, and its absence from the former.

6*
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CHAP. i. markable for the number and fame of its Eclectics.* In the
SECT, iv. next century, lamblicus and Libanius, the friend of Julian,

~both belonged to the Syrian branch of the sect. It is remark-
able that, in the mean time, its Alexandrian branch declined

in reputation on the death of Ammonius
; probably, in conse-

quence of the hostility it met with from the Church which had
the misfortune to give it birth.

SECTION V.

SABELLIANISM.

ONE subject more must be discussed in illustration of the con-

sabeififn
f ^uct ^ the Alexandrian school, and the circumstances under

arism"
A" wn*ck ^ne Arian heresy rose and extended itself. The Sabel-

lianismwhich preceded it, has often been considered the occasion
of it; viz. by a natural re-action from one error into its

opposite ; to make an undue difference between the Father
and the Son with the Arians, being the contrary heresy to that
of making no difference at all with the Sabellians. Here,
however, Sabellianism shall be considered neither as the

proximate nor the remote cause, or even occasion, of Arianism;
but first, as drawing off the attention of the Church from the

prospective evil of the philosophical spirit ; next, as suggest-
ing such reasonings, and naturalizing such expressions and

positions in the doctrinal statements of the orthodox, as seemed
to countenance the opposite error; lastly, as providing an ex-

cuse for Arianism when it arose : i. e. it is here altogether re-

garded as facilitating rather than originating the disturbances
occasioned by that heresy.
The nistory of tne heresy, afterwards called Sabellian, is

obscure. Its peculiar tenet is the denial of the distinction of

Persons in the Divine Nature
;
or the doctrine of the /^ovap^a,

as it is called by a like assumption of exclusive correctness,
which has led to the term "Unitarianism" at the present day.

b

It was first maintained as a characteristic of party by a school

established, (as it appears,) in Proconsular Asia, towards the

end of the second century. This school, of which Noetus was
the most noted master, is supposed to be an offshoot of the

Gnostics; and doubtless it is historically connected with
branches of that numerous family. Irenseus is said to have
written against it

;
which either proves its antiquity, or seems

a
Mosheim, diss. de turb. Eccl. 11.

b
Burton, Banipt. Lect. Note 103.
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to imply its origination in those previous Gnostic systems, CHAP. i.

against which his extant work is entirely directed.3- It may
be added, that Simon Magus, the founder of the Gnostics

certainly held a doctrine resembling that advocated by the

Sabellians.

At the end of the second century, Praxeas, a presbyter of

Ephesus, passed from the early school already mentioned to

Rome. Meeting there with that determined resistance which

honourably distinguishes the primitive Roman Church in its

dealings with heresy, he retired into Africa, where, founding
no sect, his memory was soon forgotten. However, the doubts
and speculations which he had published, concerning the great
doctrine in dispute, remained alive there, though latent ;

b till

they burst into a flame about the middle of the third century,
at the eventful era when the rudiments of Arianism were laid

by the sophistical school at Antioch.

The author of this new disturbance was Sabellius, from
whom the heresy has since taken its name. He was a bishop
or presbyter in Pentapolis, a district of Cyrenaica, included
within the territory, afterwards called, and then virtually

forming, the Alexandrian Patriarchate. Other bishops in his

neighbourhood adopting his sentiments, his doctrine became
so popular among a clergy, already prepared for it, or
hitherto unpractised in the necessity of a close adherence to

the authorized formularies of faith, that in a short time, (to use
the words of Athanasius,) "the Son of God was scarcely

preached in the Churches." Dionysius of Alexandria, as

primate, give his judgment in writing; but being misunder-
stood by some orthodox, but over-zealous brethren, was in

turn accused by them, before the Roman see, of advocating the

opposite error, afterwards the Arian
; and in consequence, in-

stead of checking the heresy, found himself involved in a con-

troversy in defence of his own opinions. Nothing more is

known concerning the Sabellians for above a hundred vears ;

when it is inferred from the Council of Constantinople "(A. D.

381,) rejecting their baptism, that they formed at that time a
communion distinct from the Catholic Church.

Another school of heresy also denominated Sabellian, is ob- second

scurely discernible even earlier than the Ephesian, among the
Montanists of Phrygia. The well-known doctrine of these ism

fanatics, when adopted by minds less heated than its original

propagators, evidently tended to a denial of the Personality of
the Holy Spirit. Montanus himself probably was never capable
of soberly reflecting on the meaning of his own words

; but
even in his life-time, JEschines, one of his disciples, saw their

a Dodwell in Iren. diss. vi. 26.
> Vid. Tertull. in Prax. 3.

c Vid. Athan. de Sent. Pionys.
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CHAP. i. real drift, and openly maintained the unreserved monarchia of
SCT - v - the Divine nature." Hence it is usual for ancient writers to

~~

class the Sabellians and Montanists together, as if coinciding
in their doctrinal views.1* The success of ^Eschines in extend-

ing his heresy in Asia Minor, was considerable, if we may
judge from the condition of that country at a later period.

Gregory, the pupil of Origen, whose bishopric was in the

neighbourhood, appears to have made a successful stand

against it. Certainly his writings were employed in the con-

troversy after his death, and that with such effect, as com-

pletely to banish it from Pontus, though an attempt was made
to revive it in the time of Basil, (A. D. 375.c

)
In the patri-

archate of Antioch we first hear of it, at the beginning of the
third century, Origen reclaiming from it Beryllus, Bishop of

Bostra, in Arabia. In the next generation the martyr Lucian
is said to have been a vigorous opponent of it

;
and he was at

length betrayed to his heathen persecutors by a Sabellian pres-

byter of the Church of Antioch. At a considerably later date

(A. D. 375,) we hear of it in Mesopotamia.
d

At first sight it may seem an assumption to refer these
various exhibitions of heterodoxy in Asia Minor, and the East,
to some one school or system, merely on the ground of their

distinguishing tenet being substantially the same. And cer-

tainly, in treating an obscure subject, on which the opinions of

learned men differ, it must be owned that conjecture is the ut-

most that I am able to offer. The following statement will at

once supply the grounds on which the above arrangement has
been made, and explain the real nature of the doctrine itself

in which the heresy consisted.

S t

s

he
f rm Let it be considered then, whether there were not two kinds

fen
b
c

e

t

lUan f Sabellianism ;
the one taught by Praxeas, the other some-

what resembling, though less material than, the Gnostic theo-

logy : the latter being a modification of the former, arising
from the pressure of the controversy : e. g. parallel to the

change which is said to have taken place in the doctrine of the

Ebionites, and in that of the followers of Paulus of Samosata.
Those who denied the distinction of Persons in the Divine

Nature, were met by the ready inquiry, in what sense they
believed God to be united to the human nature of Christ. The
more orthodox, but the more assailable answer to this ques-
tion, was to confess that God was literally one with Christ,

and therefore, (on their Monarchistic principle,) in no sense

distinct from Him. This was the more orthodox answer, as

preserving inviolate what is theologically called the doctrine

a Tillemont, Mem. vol. ii. p. 204.
b Vales, ad Socr. i, 23, Soz. ii. 1 8.

c Basil. Epist. ccx. 3.

d
Epiphan. hasr. Ixil 1.
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of the hypostatic union, the only safeguard against a gradual
CHAP. i.

declension into the Ebionite, or modern Socinian heresy. But SECT - v -

at the same time it was repugnant to the plainest sugges-~
tions of Scripturally-enlightened reason, which leads us to

argue that, according to the obvious meaning of the inspired

text, there is some real sense in which the Father is not the

Son
;
that the Sender and the Sent cannot be in all respects

the same ;
nor can the Son be said to make Himself inferior

to the Father, and condescend to become man
;
to come from

God, and then again to return to Him ; if, after all, there is no
distinction beyond that of words, between those Blessed and
Adorable Agents in the scheme of redemption. Besides, with-

out venturing to intrude into things not as yet seen, it ap-

peared evident to the primitive Church, that, in matter of fact,

the Son of God, though equal in dignity of nature to the Father,

yet was described as undertaking such offices of ministration

and subjection, as are never ascribed, and therefore may not
without blasphemy be ascribed, to the self-existent Father.

Accordingly, the name of Patripassian was affixed to Praxeas,
Noetus, and their followers, in memorial of the unscriptural
tenet which was immediately involved in their denial of the
distinction of Persons in the Godhead.

Such doubtless was the doctrine of Sabellius, if regard be Patripaa-

paid to the express declarations of the Fathers. The dis-
sia

criminating Athanasius plainly affirms it, in his defence of

Dionysius.
a The Semi-Arian Creed called the Macrostyche,

published at Antioch, gives a like testimony ;

b
distinguishing,

moreover, between the Sabellian doctrine, and the doctrines

of the Paulianists and Photinians, to which some modern critics

have compared it. Cyprian and Austin, living in Africa, bear

express witness to the existence of the Patripassian sect. On
the other hand, it cannot be denied, that authorities exist favour-
able to a view of the doctrine, different from the above, which
certain theological writers have advocated

;

d and these accor-

dingly may lead us, without interfering with the account
of it already given, to describe a modification of it which

commonly succeeded its primitive form.
The following apparently inconsistent testimonies, suggest second
,1 ,, , . ,

r
-r,, , J

, . ,, ,, -, j.

'

f, rp* , form of the
th the histor and the doctrine of the second form of babel- sabeuian

V ,1 ,, , . ,

both the history
lianism. While the Montanists and Sabellians are classed Ema

together by some authors, there is separate evidence of the
connexion of each of these with the Gnostics. Again, Am-
brosius, the convert and friend of Origen was originally a Va-

a De sent. Dionys. 5. 9, &c.
b Athan. de Synod. 26.
c
Cyprian. Epist. Ixxiii. Tillemont, Mem. iv. 100.

d Beausobre Hist, de Manich. iii. 6. 7. Mosheim de reb, ant. Const.
Kee. ii. g 68. saec. iii. 32. Lardner Cred. part. ii. ch. 41.
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CHAP/ i.
lentinian, or Marcionite, or Sabellian, according to different

T - v-

writers. Further, the doctrine of Sabellius is compared to

"that of Yalentinus by Alexander of Alexandria, and (appa-
rently) by a Roman council (A. D. 324) ;

and by St. Austin it

is referred indifferentlyto Praxeas,or to Hermogenes, a Gnostic.

On the other hand, one Leucius is described as a Gnostic and
Montanist. a It would appear then, that it is so repugnant
to the plain word of Scripture, and to the most elementary
notions of doctrine thence deriyed, to suppose that Almighty
God is in every sense one with the human nature of Christ,
that a disputant, especially an innovator, cannot long maintain
such a position. It removes the mystery of the Trinity, only

by leaving the doctrine of the Incarnation in a form still more

strange, than that which it unavoidably presents to the imagi-
nation. Pressed, accordingly, by the authority of Scripture,
the Sabellian, instead of speaking of the literal inhabitation of

God in Christ, would probably begin to obscure his meaning
in the decorum of a mystical or figurative language. He would

speak of the presence rather than the existence of God in His
chosen servant

; and this presence, if allowed to declaim, he
would represent as a certain power or emanation from the

Centre of light and truth
;

if forced by his opponent into a

definite statement, he would own to be but an inspiration, the

same in kind, though superior in degree, to that which en-

lightened and guided the prophets. This is that second form
of the Sabellian tenet, which some learned moderns have illus-

trated, though they must be considered to err in pronouncing
it the only true one. That it should have resulted from the

difficulties of the Patripassian creed, is natural and almost

necessary; and viewed merely as a conjecture, the above
account of its rise, reconciles the discordant testimonies of

ecclesiastical history. But we have almost certain evidence

of the matter of fact in Tertullian's tract against Praxeas,
b

where the latter is apparently represented as holding suc-

cessively^ the two views of doctrine which have been here

described. Parallel instances meet us in the history of the

Gnostics and Montanists. Simon Magus, (e. g.) seems to

hare adopted the Patripassian theory. But the Gnostic family
which branched from him, modified it by means of their doc-

trine of emanations or seons, till in the theology of Valentinus,
as in that of Cerinthus and Ebion, the incarnation of the

Word, became scarcely more than the display of Divine power
with a figurative personality in the life and actions of a mere
man. The Montanists, in like manner, from a virtual assump-
tion of the Divinity of their founder, were led on, as the only

a Vid. Tillemont. vol. ii. p. 204. iv. p 100. &c. AVaterland's Works, vol. i.

p. 236, 237.
b In Prax. 27.
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way of extricating themselves from one blasphemy, into that CHAP. i.

other of denying the Personality of the Holy Spirit, and then 8ECT - Y -

of the Word. Whether the school of Noetus maintained its

first position, we have no means of knowing ; but the change
to the second, or semi-humanitarian, may be detected in the

Sabellians, as in Praxeas before them. In the time of Dionysius
of Alexandria, the majority was Patripassian ;

but in the time

of Alexander, they advocated the Emanative, as it may be called,

or in-dwelling theory .
a

What there is further to be said on this subject, shall be

reserved for the next chapter. Here, however, it is necessary guage of or-

to examine, how under these circumstances, the controversy trov^uS?"

with them would affect the language of ecclesiastical theology.
ists-

It will be readily seen, that the line of argument by which the

two errors above specified are to be met, is nearly the same :

viz. that of insisting upon the personality of the Word as dis-

tinct from the Father. For the Patripassian denied that He was
in any real respect distinct from Him; the Emanatist, if he may
so be called, denied that He was a Person, or more than an ex-

traordinary manifestation of Divine Power. The Catholics on
the other hand, asserted His distinct personality ; and neces-

sarily appealed, in proof of this, to such texts as speak of His

pre-existent relations towards the Father
;
in other words, His

essentially ministrative office in the revealed Economy of the

Godhead. And thus, being obliged from the course of the

controversy, to dwell on the truly scriptural tenet of the sub-

ordination of the Son to the Father, and happening to do so

without a protest against a denial of His equality with the

Father in the One Indivisible Divine Nature, (a protest, which

nothing but the actual presence of that error among them
could render necessary or natural,) they were sometimes
forced by the circumstances of the case into an apparent anti-

cipation of the heresy, which afterwards arose in the shape of

Arianism.
This may be illustrated in the history of the two great pupils illustrations

of Origen, who, being respectively opposed to the two varieties

of heresy above described, incurred odium in a later age, as if

they had been forerunners of Arius : Gregory of Neoccesarea,
and Dionysius of Alexandria.

The controversy in which Dionysius was engaged with the

Patripassians of Pentapolis has already been adverted to.

Their tenet of the incarnation of the Father, (i.
e. the one God

without distinction of Persons,) a tenet most repugnant to

every scripturally-informed mind, was refuted at once, by in-

sisting on the essential character of the Son as representing
and revealing the Father ; by arguing, that on the very face of

a Theod. Hist. i. 4.
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CHAP. i.
Scripture, the Christ Who is there set before us, (whatever

SECT, v.
might be the mystery of His nature,) is certainly delineated as

~one absolute and real Person, complete in Himself, sent by the

Father, doing His will, and mediating between Him and man
;

and that, this being the case, His Person could not be the same
with that of the Father Who sent Him, by any process of rea-

soning, which would not also prove any two individual men to

have one literal personality ;
i. e. if there be any analogy at all

between the common sense of the word person and that in

which the idea is applied in Scripture to the Father and the Son :

e. g. by what artifice of interpretation can the beginning of St.

John's Gospel, or the second chapter of St. Paul's Epistle to

the Philippians be made to harmonize with the notion, that the

one God, simply became, and is man, in every sense in which
He can still be spoken of as God ?

Defends Writing zealously and freely on this side of the Catholic

gaSSthe doctrine, Dionysius laid himself open to the animadversion of

ArianLiKg.
timid and narrow-minded men, who were unwilling to receive

the truth in that depth and fulness in which Scripture reveals

it, and who thought that orthodoxy consisted in being at all

times careful to comprehend in one confession the whole of

what is believed on any article of faith. The Roman Church,
even then celebrated for its vigilant, perhaps its over-earnest

exactness, in matters of doctrine and discipline, was made the

arbiter of the controversy. A council was held under the

presidency of Dionysius its bishop, (about A. D. 260.) in which
the Alexandrian prelate was accused by the Pentapolitans of

asserting, that the Son of God is made and created, distinct in

nature from the incommunicable essence of the Father,
" as

the vine is distinct from the vine-dresser," and in consequence,
not eternal. The illustration imputed to Dionysius in this

accusation, being a reference to John xv. is a sufficient expla-
nation by itself of the real drift of his statement, even if his

satisfactory answer were not extant, to set at rest all doubt

concerning his orthodoxy. He therein replies to his namesake
of Rome, first, that his letter to the Sabellians, being directed

against a particular error, of course contained only so much of

the entire Catholic doctrine as was necessary for the point in

debate
;

that his use of the words Father and Son, in itself,

implied his belief in a oneness of nature between Them
;

that, in speaking of the Son as "
made," he had no intention of

distinguishing
" made " from "

begotten," but including all

kinds of origination under the term, he used it to discriminate

between the Son and His underived self-originated Father
;

lastly, that in matter of fact he did confess the Catholic doc-

trine in its most unqualified and literal sense, and in its

fullest and most accurate exposition. In this letter he even

recognises the celebrated faoovaov which was afterwards adopted
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at Nicpea. However, in spite of these avowals, later writers, CHAP. i.

and even Basil himself, do not scruple to complain of Dionysius
SECT - v -

as having sown the first seeds of Arianism
; confessing the

~~

while that his error was accidental, occasioned by his vehe-

ment opposition to the Sabellian heresy.

Gregory of Neocsesarea, on the other hand, is so far more Gregory.

hardly circumstanced than Dionysius ; first, inasmuch as the

charge against him was not made till after his death, and next,
because he is strangely accused of a tendency to Sabellian as

well as Arian errors. Without accounting for the former of

these charges, which does not now concern us, I offer to the

reader the following explanation of the latter calumny. Sabel-

lianism, in its second or emanative form, had considerable

success in the East before and at the time of Gregory. In the

generation before him, Hermogenes, who professed it, had
been refuted by Theophilus and Tertullian, as well as by Gre-

gory's master Origen, who had also reclaimed from a similar

error Ambrosius and Beryllus.
a

Gregory succeeded him in the

controversy with such vigour, that his polemical remains were
sufficient to extinguish the heresy, when it re-appeared in

Pontus at a later period. He was, moreover, the principal

prelate in the first council held against Paulus of Samosata,
whose heresy was derived from the emanative school. The

synodal letter addressed by the assembled bishops to the

heresiarch, whether we ascribe it to this first Council, with
some critics, or with others to the second, or even with

Basnage reject it as spurious, at least illustrates the line of

argument which it was natural to direct against the heresy,
and shows how easily it might be corrupted into an Arian

meaning. To the notion that the Son was but inhabited by a
divine power or presence impersonal, and therefore had no real

existence before He came in the flesh, it was a sufficient answer
to appeal to the great works ascribed to Him in the beginning
of all things, and especially to those angelic manifestations by
which God revealed Himself to the elder Church, and which
were universally admitted to be disclosures of the living and

personal Word. The synodal letter accordingly professes a
belief in the Son, as the Image and Power of God, Which was
before the worlds, in literal and absolute existence, the living
and intelligent Cause of creation

;
and cites some of the most

striking texts descriptive of His ministrative office under the
Jewish law, such as His appearance to Abraham, Jacob, and
Moses in the burning bush.b Such is the statement, in oppo-

a Euseb. Hist. iv. 24. Thcod. User. i. 19. Tertull. in Herraog. Huet.

Origen. lib. i. It may be observed, however, that Hippolytus wrote against
Noetus.

*
Routh, Reliq. Sacr. vol. ii. p. 463.
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CHAP. i. sition to Paulus of Samosata, put forth by Gregory and his
SECT - v - associate bishops at Antioch ; and, the circumstances of the~

controversy being overlooked, it is obvious how easily it may
be brought to favour the hypothesis, that the Son is in all

respects distinct from the Father, and by nature as well as
revealed office inferior to Him.

iuoJfao, Lastly, it so happened, that in the course of the third century,
the word opoovffiov became more or less connected with the

Gnostic, Manichsean, and Sabellian theologies. Hence writers,
who had but opposed these heresies, seemed in a subsequent
age to have opposed what was then received as the charac-
teristic of orthodoxy ; as, on the other hand, the Catholics, on
their adopting it then, were accused of Sabellianizing, or of

introducing corporeal notions into their creed. But of this

more hereafter.

Here a close may be put to our inquiry into the circumstances
under which Arianism appeared in the early Church. The
utmost that has been proposed has been to classify and arrange
phenomena which present themselves on the surface of the

history ;
and this, with a view of preparing the reader for the

direct discussion of the doctrine which Arianism denied, and for

the proceedings on the part of the Church which that denial

occasioned. Especially has it been my object in this introduc-

tion, following the steps of our great divines, to rescue the
Alexandrian Fathers from the calumnies which, with bad in-

tentions either to them or to the orthodox cause, have been so

freely and so fearlessly cast upon them. Whether Judaism
or whether Platonism had more or less to do in preparing the

way for the Arian heresy, are points of minor importance, com-

pared with the vindication of those venerable men, the most

learned, most eloquent, and most zealous of the Anti-Nicene
Christians. With this view it has been shown, that, though the

heresy openly commenced, it but accidentally commenced in

Alexandria
;
that no Alexandrian of name advocated it : and

that, on its appearance, it was forthwith expelled from the

Alexandrian Church, together with its author
; next, that

even granting Platonism originated, it of which there is no proof,

yet there are no grounds for implicating the Alexandrian Fathers
in its formation ; that while the old Platonism, which they did

favour, had no part in the origination of the Arian doctrine,
the new Platonism or Eclecticism which may be conceived to

have arianized, received no countenance from them
;
that if

Eclecticism must abstractedly be referred to their schools, it

arose out of them in no more exact sense than error ever springs
from truth ; that, instead of being welcomed by them, the sight
of it, as soon as it was detected, led them rather to condemn
their own older and innocent philosophy ;

and that, in Alex-

andria, there was no Eclectic successor to Ammonius, (who
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concealed his infidelity to the last,) till after the commence- CHAP. i.

ment of the Arian troubles
; further, that granting, (what is

SECT - v -

undeniable,) that the Alexandrian Fathers sometimes use

phrases which are similar to those afterwards adopted by the

heretics
;
that these were the accidents, not the characteristic

marks of their creed, and employed from a studied verbal imita-

tion of the Jewish and philosophical systems ;
of the philoso-

phical, to conceal their own depth of meaning, and to conciliate

the heathen, a duty to which their peculiar functions in the

Christian world especially bound them, and of the Jewish

theology, from an aifectionate reverence for the early traces,

in the Old Testament, of God's long-meditated scheme of mercy
to mankind

;
or again, that where they seem to arianize, it is

from incompleteness rather than unsoundness in their confes-

sions, occasioned by the necessity of opposing a contrary error

then infecting the Church
;
that five Fathers, who have more

especially incurred the charge of philosophizing in their creed,
come from the schools of Rome, Lyons, and Antioch, as well

as of Alexandria, and that the most unguarded speculator in

the Alexandrian is the very writer first to. detect for us, and to

denounce the Arian tenet, at least sixty years before it openly
presented itself to the world.

On the other hand, if, dismissing this side of the question, we
ask whence the heresy actually arose, we find that contempo-
rary authors, ascribe it partially to Judaism and Eclecticism, and
more expressly to the influence of the Sophists ;

that Alex-

ander, to whose lot it fell first to withstand it, refers us at once
to Antioch as its original seat, to Judaism as its ultimate

source, and to the subtilties of disputation as the instrument
of its exhibition : that Arius and his principal supporters were

pupils of the school of Antioch ; and lastly, that in this school

at the date fixed by Alexander, the above-mentioned elements
of the heresy are discovered in alliance, almost in union,
Paulus of Samosata, the judaizing Sophist, being the favourite

of a court which patronized Eclecticism, when it was neg-
lected at Alexandria.

It is evident that deeper and more interesting questions
remain, than any which have here been examined. The real

secret causes of the heresy ; its connexion with the character
of the age, with the opinions then afloat, viewed as an active

moral principle, not as a system ; its position in the general
course of God's providential dealings with His Church, and in

the prophecies of the New Testament
;
and its relation to-

wards the subsequently-developed corruptions of Christianity ;

these are subjects, towards which some opening may have been

incidentally made for the inquiring mind, but which are too
vast to be imagined in the design of a work such as the pre-
sent.
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CHAPTEK II.

ON THE DOCTRINE OF THE HOLY TRINITY,

SECTION I.

ON THE PRINCIPLE OF THE FORMATION AND

IMPOSITION OF CREEDS.

CHAP. ii. IT has appeared in the foregoing chapter, that the temper of
SECT, i. the Anti-Nicene Church was opposed to the imposition of doc-

=
trinal tests upon her members ; and on the other hand, that
such a measure became necessary in proportion as the cogency
of Apostolic Tradition was weakened by lapse of time. This
is a subject which will bear some further remarks

;
and will

lead to an investigation of the principle upon which the forma-
tion and imposition of creeds rests. After this, I shall deli-

neate the Catholic doctrine itself, as held in the first ages of

Christianity ;
and then, the Arian substitution for it.

Knowledge I have already observed, that the knowledge of the Chris-
christian tian mysteries was, in those times, accounted as a privilege,

pnJifc

r

g

8

in to be eagerly coveted. It was not likely, then, that reception
^ them would be accounted a test ; which implies a conces-

sion on the part of the recipient, not an advantage. The idea
of disbelieving, or criticising the great doctrines of the faith,
from the nature of the case, would scarcely occur to the primitive
Christians. These doctrines were the subject of an Apos-
tolical Tradition

; they were the very truths which had been

lately revealed to mankind. They had been committed to the
Church's keeping, and were dispensed by her to those who
sought them, as a favour. They were facts, not opinions.
To come to the Church was all one with expressing a readi-

ness to receive her teaching ; to hesitate to believe, after

coming for the sake of believing, would be an inconsistency too

rare to require a special provision against the chance of it.

It was sufficient to meet the evil as it arose : the power of

excommunication and deposition was in the hands of the eccle-

siastical authorities, and, as in the case of Paulus, was used

impartially. Yet, in the matter of fact, such instances of con-

tumacy were comparatively rare
;
and the Anti-Nicene heresies

were in many instances the innovations of those who had never

been in the Church, or who had already been expelled from it.

tile church;
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We have some difficulty in putting ourselves into the situa- CHAP. n.

tion of Christians in those times, from the circumstance that SECT - '

the Holy Scriptures are now our sole means of satisfying conveyed

ourselves on points of doctrine. Thus, every one who comes by tradition

to the Church considers himself entitled to judge and decide

individually upon its creed. But in that primitive age, the

Apostolical Tradition, i. e. the creed, was practically the chief

source of instruction, especially considering the obscurities of

Scripture ;
and being withdrawn from public view, it could

not be subjected to the degradation of a comparison, on the

part of inquirers and half-Christians, with those written docu-

ments which are vouchsafed to us from the same inspired
authorities. As for the baptized and incorporate members of

the Church, they of course had the privilege of comparing the

written and the oral tradition, and might exercise it as pro-

fitably as that of comparing and harmonising Scripture with

itself. But before baptism, the systematic knowledge was with-

held
;
and without it, Scripture, instead of being the source of

instruction on the doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation,
was scarcely more than a sealed book, needing an interpreta-

tion, amply and powerfully as it served the purpose ofproving
the doctrines, when they were once disclosed. And so much
on the reluctance of the primitive Fathers to publish creeds,
on the ground that the knowledge of Christian doctrine was
a privilege reserved for those who were baptised, and in no
sense a subject of hesitation and dispute. It may be added,
that the very love of power, which in every age will sway the

bulk of those who are exposed to the temptation of it, and
ecclesiastics in the number, would indispose them to innovate

upon a principle which made themselves the especial guardians
of revealed truth.a

Their backwardness proceeded also from a profound reve- Reverence

rence for the sacred mysteries of which they were the dispen-
sers. Here they present us with the true exhibition of that

pious sensitiveness which the heathen had conceived, but could

not justly execute. The latter had their mysteries, but their

rude attempts were superseded by the divine discipline of the

Gospel, which here acted in the office which is peculiarly its

own, rectifying, combining, and completing the inventions of

uninstructed nature. If the early Church regarded the very
knowledge of the truth as a fearful privilege, much more did

it regard that truth itself as glorious and awful ;
and scarcely

conversing about it to her children, shrunk from the impiety
of subjecting it to the hard gaze of the multitude.b We still

a Vid. Hawkins on Unauthoritative Tradition.
b Sozomen gives this reason for not inserting the Xicene Creed in his his-

tory I I'jo-fpsjn scati p/A&if xcti ret. roiauru, i'sria-rviu.ovcui/, eict S>, U-IICTOCII xou fAvcrrotyiii'yoli Ssevr*
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pray, in the Confirmation service, for those who are introduced

SECT, i.
jnfo fae fuj| privileges of the Christian covenant, that they may

~be "filled with the spirit of God's holy fear
;

" but the meaning
and practical results of deep-seated religious reverence were
far better understood in the primitive times than now, when
the infidelity of the world has corrupted the Church. Now,
we allow ourselves publicly to canvass the most solemn truths
in a careless or fiercely argumentative way ; truths, which it is

as useless as it is unseemly to discuss before men, as being
attainable only by the sober and watchful, by slow degrees,
with dependence on the Giver of wisdom, and with strict obedi-

ence to the light which has already been granted. Then, they
would scarcely express in writing, what is now not only
preached to the mixed crowds who frequent our churches, but
circulated in print among all ranks and classes of the unclean
and the profane, and pressed upon all who choose to purchase
it. Nay, so perplexed is the present state of things, that the
Church is obliged to change her course of acting, after the

spirit of the alteration made at Nicsea, and unwillingly to take

part in the theological discussions of the day, as a man crushes
venomous creatures of necessity, powerful to do it, but loathing
the employment. This is the apology which the author of the

present work, as far as it is worth while to notice himself,
offers to all sober-minded and zealous Christians, for venturing
to exhibit publicly the great evangelical doctrines, not indeed
in the medium of controversy or proof, (which would be a still

more humiliating office,) but in an historical and explanatory
form. And he earnestly trusts, that, while doing so,,he may
be betrayed into no familiarity or extravagance of expression,

cautiously lowering the Truth, and, (as it were,) wrapping it in

reverend language, and so depositing it in its due resting-place,
which is the Christian's heart

; guiltless of those unutterable

profanations with which a scrutinizing infidelity wounds and
lacerates it. Here, again, is strikingly instanced the unfitness

of books, compared with private communication, for the pur-
poses of religious instruction

; levelling the distinctions of

mind and temper by the formality of the written character, and

conveying each kind of knowledge the less perfectly, in propor-
tion as it is of a moral nature, and requires to be treated with

delicacy and discrimination.

profane To return to the primitive Fathers. With their reverential

heretical feelings towards the Supreme Being, great must have been their
sects.

indignation first, and then their perplexity, when apostates
disclosed and corrupted the sacred truth, or when the heretical

or philosophical sects made guesses approximating to it.

vTV%fi
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Though the heretics also had their mysteries, yet, it is remark- CHAP. n.

able, that as regards the high doctrines of the Gospel, they in SECT^
great measure dropped that restraint and reserve by which the

Catholics partly signified, and partly secured a reverence for

them. Tertullian sharply exposes the want of a grave and

orderly discipline among them in his day.
" It is uncertain," he

says
" who among them is catechumen, who believer. They meet

alike, they hear alike, they pray alike
; nay, though the heathen

should drop in, they will cast holy things to dogs, and their

pearls, false jewels as they are, to swine. This overthrow of

order they call simplicity, and our attention to it they call

meretricious embellishment. They communicate with all men

promiscuously ; it being nothing to them how different each

other's views, provided they join with them for the destruction

of the truth. They are all high-minded ;
all boast of their

illumination. Their catechumens are established in the faith

before they are fully taught. Even their women are singularly
forward; venturing, that is, to teach, to argue, to exorcise,
to undertake religious duties, nay, perhaps to baptise.

" a

The heretical spirit is ever one and the same in its various of the

forms : this description of the Gnostics was exactly paralleled,
Al

in all those points for which we have introduced it here, in the

history of Arianism
; historically distinct as is the latter system

from Gnosticism. Arius began by throwing out his questions
as a subject of debate for public consideration; and at once
formed crowds of controversialists, from those classes who
were the least qualified or deserving to take part in the dis-

cussion. Alexander, his diocesan, accuses him of siding with
the Jews and heathen against the Church

;
and certainly we

learn from the historians, that the heathen philosophers were
from the first warmly interested in the dispute, so that some
of them attended the Nicene Council, for the chance of

ascertaining the orthodox doctrine. Alexander also charges
him with employing women in his disturbance of the Church,

apparently referring at the same time to the Apostle's antici-

pated description of them. He speaks especially of the younger
females as zealous in his cause, and traversing Alexandria in

their eagerness to promote it; a fact confirmed by Epiphanius,
who speaks, (if he may be credited,) of as many as seven
hundred from the religious societies of that city at once taking
part with the heresiarch.b But Arius carried his agitation
lower still. It is on no less unsuspicious authority than that
of Philostorgius, his own partizan, on which we are assured of
his composing and setting to music, songs on the subject of his

doctrine for the use of the rudest classes of society, with a

a Tertull. de Prascr. .hreret. 41.
b Soc. i. 6. Theod. Hist. i. 4. Soz. i. 18. Epiph. hzr. Ixix. 3.

7
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view of familiarizing them to it. Other of his compositions,

BECT. i. of a higher literary excellence, were used at table as a religious
-

accompaniment to the ordinary me<il
;
one of which, in part

preserved by Athanasius, enters upon the most sacred portions
of the theological question.

a The effect of these exertions to

draw public attention to his doctrine, is recorded by Eusebius

of Csesarea, who, though no friend of the heresiarch himself,

is unsuspicious evidence as one of his party.
" From a little

spark a great fire was kindled. The quarrel began in the

Alexandrian Church, then it spread through the whole of

Egypt, Libya, and the Thebais ; then it ravaged the other

provinces and cities, till the war of words enlisted not only the

prelates of the Churches, but the laity too. At length the ex-

posure was so extraordinary, that even in the heathen theatres,

the holy doctrine became the subject of the vilest ridicule." b

Such was Arianism at its commencement; and if so indecent

in the hands of its originator, who, in spite of his courting the

multitude, was distinguished by a certain reserve and loftiness

in his personal deportment, much more flagrant was its impiety
under the direction of his less refined successors. Yalens, the

favorite bishop of Constantius, exposed the solemnities of the

Eucharist in a judicial examination to which Jews and heathens

were admitted
; Eudoxius, the Arianizer of the Gothic nations,

when installed in the patriarchal throne of Constantinople,
uttered as his first words a profane jest, which was received

with loud laughter in the newly consecrated Church of St.

Sophia ;
and Aetius, the founder of the Anomoeans, was the

grossest and most despicable of buffoons. Later still, we find

the same description of the heretical party from the pen of the

kind and amiable Nazianzen. With a reference to the Arian

troubles he says,
" Now is priest an empty name

; contempt
is poured upon the rulers, as Scripture says All fear is

banished from our souls, irreverence has taken its place.

Knowledge is now at the will of him who chooses it, and all

the deep mysteries of the Spirit. We are all pious, but our

Bole warrant is our practice of condemning the impiety of

others. We use the ungodly as arbiters, and cast what is

holy to dogs, and \ -earls before swine, publishing divine truths

to profane hearts aiid ears
; and, wretches as we are, we sedu-

lously fulfil the wishes of our enemies, and unblushingly break

the vow which binds our virgin faith to God." d

Perplexity Enough has now been said, by way of describing the con-
om.ec ">

dition of the Catho]ic Church, defenceless from the very
sacredness and refinement of its discipline, when the attack

* Philost. ii. 2. Athan. in Arian. i. 5. de Syn. 15.
b Euseb. vit. Const, ii. 61. vid. Greg. Naz. orat. i. 142.
c Athan. Apol. contr. Arian. 31. Socr. ii. 43. Cave, Hist. Literar. vol i.

d
Gre;r. Xaz. Orat. i. Io5.
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of Arianism was made upon it : insulting its silence, provoking
CHAP. n.

it to argue, unsettling and seducing its members, and in con- __^
sequence requiring its authoritative judgment on the point in

dispute. And in addition to the instruments, of evil which
were internally directed against it, the Eclectics had by this

time extended their creed among the learned, with far greater
decorum than the Arians, but still so as practically to inter-

pret the Scriptures in the place of the Church, and to state

dogmatically the conclusions for which the Arian Sophists
were but indirectly preparing the mind by their objections and
fallacious arguments.
Under these circumstances, it was the duty of the rulers of Tluirdut y-

the Church, at whatever sacrifice of their feelings, to discuss

the subject in controversy fully and unreservedly, and to state

their decision openly. The only alternative was an unmanly
non-interference, and an arbitrary or treacherous prohibition of

the discussion. To enjoin silence on perplexed inquirers, is

not to silence their thoughts; which in the case of serious

minds, naturally turn to the spiritual ruler for advice and

relief, and are disappointed at the timidity, or irritated at the

harshness of those, who refuse to lead a lawful inquiry which

they cannot stifle. Such a course, then, is most unwise as well

as unfeeling, inasmuch as it throws the question in dispute

upon other arbitrators; or rather, it is more commonly insincere,

the traitorous act of those who care little for the question in

dispute, and are content that opinions should secretly prevail
which they profess to condemn. The Nicene Fathers might
despair of reclaiming the Arian party, but they were bound to

erect a witness for the truth, which might be a guide and
a warning to all Catholics, against the lying Spirit which was
abroad in the Church. These remarks apply to a censure
which is sometimes passed on them, as if it was their duty to

have shut up the question in the words of Scripture ;
for the

words of Scripture were the very subject in controversy, and to

have prohibited the controversy, would in fact, have been but
to insult the perplexed, and to extend real encouragement to

the insidious opponent of the truth. But it may be expedient
here to explain more fully the principle of the obligation
which led to their interposition.

Let it be observed then, that as regards the doctrine of the

Trinity, the mere text of Scripture is not calculated either to

satisfy the intellect or to ascertain the temper of those who
profess to accept it as a rule of faith.

1. Before the mind has been roused to reflection and inquisi- The syste-

tiveness about its own acts and impressions, it acquiesces, if SSleofthe

religiously trained, in that practical devotion to the Blessed J*J *'

Trinity, and implicit acknowledgment of the divinity of Son the intellect.

and Spirit, which holy Scripture at once teaches and exem-
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plifies. This is the faith of uneducated men, which is not the

SECT. i. jess philosophically correct, nor less acceptable to God, because~
it does not happen to be conceived in those precise statements
which presuppose the action of the mind on its own sentiments
and notions. Moral feelings do not directly contemplate and
realize to themselves the objects which excite them. A heathen
in obeying his conscience, implicitly worships Him of Whom
he has never distinctly heard. Again, a child feels not the
less affectionate reverence towards his parents, because he
cannot discriminate in words, nay, or idea, between them and
others. As, however, his mind opens, he might ask himself

concerning the ground of his own emotions and conduct to-

wards them ; and might find that these are the correlatives of

their peculiar tenderness towards him, long and intimate

knowledge of him, and unhesitating assumption of authority
over him

; all which he continually experiences. And further,

he might trace these to the essential relation itself, which in-

volves his own original debt to them for the gift of life and

reason, the inestimable blessing of an indestructible, never-

ending existence. And now his reason contemplates the ob-

ject of those affections, which acted truly from the first, and are

not purer or stronger merely for this accession of knowledge.
This will tend to illustrate the sacred subject to which we are

directing our attention. As the intellect is cultivated and ex-

panded, it cannot refrain from the attempt to analyze the

vision which influences the heart, and the Object in which it

centres
;
nor does it stop till it has, in some sort, succeeded in

expressing in words, what has all along been a principle both
of the affections and of practical obedience. But here the

parallel ceases; l!he Object of religious veneration being unseen,
and dissimilar from all that is seen, reason can but represent
it in the medium of those ideas which the experience of life

affords, (as we see in the Scripture account, as far as it is

addressed to the intellect
; )

and unless these ideas, however

inadequate, be correctly applied, they re-act upon the affec-

tions, and deprave the religious principle. This is exemplified
in the case of the heathen, who, trying to make their instinc-

tive notion of the Deity an object of reflection, pictured to their

minds false images, which eventually gave them a pattern
and a sanction for sinning. Thus the systematic doctrine of

the Trinity may be considered as the shadow, projected for

the contemplation of the intellect, of the Object of scripturally-
informed piety : a representation, economical ; necessarily

imperfect, as being exhibited in a foreign medium, and there-

fore involving apparent inconsistencies or mysteries ; given to

the Church by tradition contemporaneously with those apos-
tolic writings, which are addressed more directly to the heart,

kept in the back-ground in the infancy of Christianity, when
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faith and obedience were vigorous, and brought forward at a CHAP. n.

time when, reason being disproportionally developed, and aim-^
ing at sovereignty in the province of religion, its presence
became necessary to expel an usurping idol from the house of

God.
If this account of the connexion between the theological murder

to

system and the Scripture implication of it, be substantiallyfrom^pVn-

correct, it will be seen how ineffectual all attempts ever will be

to obscure the doctrine in mere general language. It is readily

granted that the intellectual representation should ever be

subordinate to the cultivation of the religious affections. And
after all, it must be owned, so reluctant is a well-constituted

mind to reflect on its own feelings, that the correct intellectual

image, from its hardness of outline, may startle and offend

those who have all along acted upon it. Doubtless there are

portions of the ecclesiastical doctrine, presently to be exhibited,

which may at first sight seem a refinement, merely because

the object and bearings of them are not understood without

reflection and experience. But what is left to the Church but

to speak out, in order to exclude error? Much as we may wish it,

we cannot restrain the rovings of the intellect, or silence its

clamorous demand for a formal statement concerning the

Object of our worship. If, e. g. Scripture bids us adore God,
and adore His Son, our reason at once asks, whether it does

not follow that there are two Gods ;
and a system of doctrine

becomes unavoidable
; being framed, let it be observed, not

with a view of explaining, but of arranging the inspired notices

concerning the Supreme Being, of providing, not a consistent,

but a connected statement. There the inquisitiveness of a

pious mind rests, viz. when it has pursued the subject into the

mystery which is its limit. But this is not all. The intel-

lectual expression of theological truth not only excludes heresy,
it directly assists the acts of religious worship and obedience ;

fixing and stimulating the Christian spirit in the same way
that the knowledge of the one God relieves and illuminates

the perplexed conscience of the religious heathen. And thus
much on the importance of Creeds to tranquillize the mind

;

the text of Scripture being addressed principally to the affec-

tions, and though definite according to the criterion of practical
influence, vague and incomplete in the judgment of the

intellect.

2. Nor, in the next place, is an assent to the text

Scripture sufficient for the purposes of Christian fellowship, doctrine re-

As the sacred text was not intended to satisfy the intellect, ?e
u
st

r

of fJuh
neither was it given as a test of the religious temper which it

forms, and of which it is an expression. Doubtless no combi-
nation of words will ascertain an unity of sentiment in

those who adopt them
;
but one form is more adapted for the
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CHAP. ii. purpose than another. Scripture being unsystematic, and its
SECT. i. f^ith scattered through its documents, and understood only~

when they are viewed as a whole, the Creeds aim at concen-

trating its general spirit, so as to give security to the Church,
as far as may be, that the subscriber takes the peculiar view
of it which alone is the true one. But, if this be the case, how
idle is it to suppose, that to demand assent to a form of words
which happens to be scriptural, is therefore sufficient to effect

an unanimity in faith and action ! If the Church would be

vigorous and influential, it must be decided and plain-spoken
in its doctrine, and must regard its faith rather as a character

of mind than as a notion. To attempt comprehensions of

opinion, amiable as the motive frequently is, is to mistake

arrangements of words, which have no existence except on

paper, for habits which are realities
;
and ingenious generali-

zations of discordant sentiments for that practical agreement
which alone can lead to co-operation. We may indeed arti-

ficially classify light and darkness under one term or formula
;

but nature has her own fixed courses, and unites mankind by
the sympathy of moral character, not by those forced resem-
blances which the imagination singles out at pleasure in the

most promiscuous collection of materials. However plausible

may be the veil thus thrown over heterogeneous doctrines, the

flimsy artifice is discomposed so soon as the principles beneath
it are called upon to move and act. Nor are these attempted
comprehensions innocent

; for, it being the interest of our
enemies to weaken the Church, they have always gained a.

point, when they have put upon us words for things, and

persuaded us to fraternize with those who, differing from us in

essentials, yet happen in the excursive range of opinion some-
where to intersect that path of faith, which centres in supreme
and zealous devotion to the service of God.

The duty of Let it be granted, then, as indisputable, that there are no
us -lt two opinions so contrary to each other, but some form of words

may be found vague enough to comprehend them both. The
Pantheist will admit that there is a God, and the Humanitarian
that Christ is God, if they are suffered to say so without ex-

planation. But if this be so, it becomes the duty, as well as

the evident policy of the Church, to interrogate them, before

admitting them to her fellowship. If the Church be the pillar

and ground of the truth, and bound to contend for the preserva-
tion of the faith once delivered to it

;
if we are answerable as

ministers of Christ for the formation of one, and one only,

character in the heart of man
; and if the Scriptures are given

us, as a means indeed towards that end, but inadequate to the

office of interpreting themselves, except to such as live under

the same Divine Influence which inspired them, and which is

expressly sent down upon us that we may interpret them, r
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then, it is evidently our duty piously and cautiously to collect CHAT. n.

the sense of Scripture, and solemnly to promulgate it in such SECT - f -

a form as is best suited, as far as it goes, to exclude the pride and
~~

unbelief of the world. It will be admitted that, to deny to

individuals the use of terms not found in Scripture, as such,
would be a superstition and an encroachment on their Chris-

tian liberty ; and in like manner, doubtless, to forbid the

authorities of the Church to require an acceptance of these,
when necessary, from its members, is to interfere with the

discharge of their peculiar duties, as appointed of the Holy
Ghost to be overseers of the Lord's flock. And, though the

discharge of this office is the most momentous and fearful that

can come upon mortal man, and never to be undertaken except

by the collective illumination of the Heads of the Church, yet,
when innovations arise, they must discharge it to the best of

their ability ;
and whether they succeed or fail, whether they

have judged rightly or hastily of the necessity of their inter-

position, whether they devise their safeguard well or ill, draw
the line of Church fellowship broadly or narrowly, countenance
the profane reasoner, or cause the scrupulous to stumble,
to their Master they stand or fall, as in all other acts of

duty, the obligation itself to protect the Faith remaining un-

questionable.
This is an account of the abstract principle on which ecclesi- Actual ap -

astical confessions rest. In its practical adoption it has been Ih^nTa-
f

softened in two important respects. First, the Creeds imposed "i* 1*-

have been compiled either from Apostolical traditions, or from

primitive writings ;
so that in fact the Church has never been

obliged literally to collect the sense of Scripture. Secondly,
the test has been used, not as a condition of communion, but
of authority. As learning is not necessary for a private
Christian, so neither is the full knowledge of the theological

system. The clergy, and others in station, must be questioned
as to their doctrinal views : but for the mass of the laity, it is

enough if they do not set up such counter-statements of their

own, as imply that they have systematized, and that errone-

ously. In the Nicene Council, the test was but imposed on the

Rulers of the Church. Lay communion was not denied to

such as refused to take it, provided they introduced no novelties

of their own
;

the anathemas or excommunications being
directed solely against the Arian innovators.



THE SCRIPTURE DOCTRINE

SECTION II.

THE SCRIPTURE DOCTRINE OF THE TRINITY.

WE will begin by laying out the matter of evidence for the
-,- ! 1_ Catholic Doctrine, as it is found in Scripture ;

i. e. assuming it

to be there contained, let us trace out the form in which it has
been communicated to us, the disposition of the phenomena,
which imply it, on the face of the revelation. And here be it

observed, in reference to what has already been admitted con-

cerning the obscurity of the inspired documents, that it is

nothing to the purpose whether or not we should have been
able to draw the following view of the doctrine from them,
had it never been suggested to us in the Creeds. For it has

been, (providentially,) so suggested to all of us
;
and the

question is not, what we should have done, had we never had
external assistance, but, taking things as we find them,
whether, the clue of the meaning of Scripture being given, (as
it ever has been given,) we may not deduce the doctrine thence,

by as argumentative a process as that which enables us to verify
the received theory of gravitation, which perhaps we could
never have discovered for ourselves, though possessed of the

data from which the inventor drew his conclusions. Indeed,
this state of the case is analogous to that in which the evi-

dence for natural religion is presented to us. It is very doubt-

ful, whether the phenomena of the visible world would in them-
selves have brought us to a knowledge of the Creator

; but
the universal tradition of His existence has been from the

beginning His own comment upon them, graciously preceding
the study of the evidence. With this remark I address my-
self to an arduous undertaking.

vfSfutrs First, let it be assumed as agreeable both to reason and
in Natural revelation, that there are Attributes and Operations, or by

rion ' whatever more suitable term we designate them, peculiar to

the Deity ;
e. g. creative and preserving power, absolute pre-

science, moral sovereignty, and the like. These are ever

included in our notion of the incommunicable nature of God
;

and, by a figure of speech, were there occasion for using it,

might be called one with God, present, actively co-operating,
and exerting their own distinguishing influence, in all His
laws, providences, and acts. Thus, if He be eternal, or omni-

present, we consider His power, knowledge, and holiness, to

be co-eternal and co-extensive with Him. Moreover, it would
be an absurdity to form a comparison between these and God
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Himself; to regard them as numerically distinct from Him; CHAP.II.

to investigate the particular mode of their existence in the 6ECT - "

Divine Mind
;
or to treat them as parts of God, inasmuch as

they are all included in the idea of the one Indivisible Godhead.

And, lastly, subtle and unmeaning questions might be raised

about some of these, e. g. God's power : whether, i. e. it did or

did not exist from eternity, on the ground, that bearing a rela-

tion to things created, it could not be said to have existence

before the era of creation .

a

Next, it is to be remarked, that the Jewish Scriptures intro-
^^Jvj;

duce to our notice certain peculiar Attributes or Manifesto- the old

tions, (as they would seem,) of the Deity, corresponding in
le

some measure to those already mentioned as conveyed to us

by natural religion, though of a more obscure character. Such
is what is called " the Spirit of God

;

" a phrase which denotes

sometimes the Divine energy, sometimes creative or preserv-

ing power, sometimes the assemblage of Divine gifts, moral
and intellectual, vouchsafed to mankind

; having in all cases

a general connexion with the notion of the vivifying principle
of nature. Such, again, is

" the Wisdom of God,
1 '

as intro-

duced into the book of Proverbs ;
and such is the " Name,"

the "
Word," the "

Glory," of God.

Further, these peculiar Manifestations, (to give them a invested

name,) are sometimes in the same elder Scriptures singularly apparent

invested with the properties of personality ; and, although the Personallty-

expressions of the sacred text may in some places be interpreted

figuratively, yet there are passages so strangely worded, as at

first sight to be inconsistent with themselves, and such as

would be ascribed, in an uninspired work, to forgetfulness or

inaccuracy in the writer
; as, e. g. when what is first called

the Glory of God, is subsequently spoken of as an intelligent

Agent, often with the characteristics, or even the name of an

Angel. On the other hand, it elsewhere occurs, that what is

introduced as an Angel, is afterwards described as God Him-
self.

Now, when we pass on to the New Testament, we find these Revealed
-^ +!-.> XT^.wthe New

peculiar Manifestations of the Divine Essence concentrated Testament

and fixed in two, called the Word, and the Spirit. At the as Persons -

same time, the apparent Personality ascribed to Them in the
Old Testament, is changed for a real Personality, so clearly
and explicitly marked as to resist all critical experiments upon
the language, all attempts at allegorical interpretation. Here
too the Word is more frequently called the Son of God ; and

appears to possess such strict personal attributes, as to be able

voluntarily to descend from heaven, and assume our nature
without ceasing to be identically what He was before

;
so as

a
Origen de Prineipiis i. 2. 10.
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Gregory
Nuziuuzen.

Remark sug-

gested by the
method of
the Revela-
tion in

Scripture.

Mysterious-
ness of the
Doctrine.

to speak of Himself, though a man, as one and the same with
the Divine Word Who existed in the beginning. The Person-

ality of the Spirit in some true and sufficient sense is as

accurately revealed
;
and that the Son is not the Spirit, is also

evident from the fixed relations which are described as sepa-

rating Them from each other in the Divine Essence.

Reviewing this process of revelation, Gregory Nazianzen,
somewhat after the manner of the foregoing account, remarks
that as Almighty God has in the course of His dispensations

changed the ritual of religion by successive abrogations, so He
has changed its theology by continual additions till it has
come to perfection.

" Under the old dispensation," he pro-
ceeds,

" the Father was openly revealed, and the Son but

obscurely. When the New was given, the Son was mani-

fested, but the Divinity of the Spirit, intimated only. Now
(after Pentecost,) the Spirit dwells with us, affording us

clearer evidence about Himself . . . Thus by gradual additions,
and nights, as David says, from strength to strength, and from

glory to glory, the radiance of the Trinity has been made to

shine out on us, in proportion as our increasing strength of

vision was able to bear it." a

Now from this peculiar method in which the doctrine is un-

folded to us in Scripture, we gain so much as this in our

contemplation of it
;

viz. the absurdity, as well as the pre-

sumption, of inquiring minutely about the actual relations

subsisting between God and His Son and Spirit, and drawing
large inferences from what is told us of Them. Whether

They are equal to Him or unequal, whether posterior to Him
in existence or coeval, such enquiries, (though often they must
be answered when once started,) are in their origin as idle as

similar questions concerning the Almighty's relation to His

attributes (which still we answer as far as we can, when
asked

;)
for the Son and the Spirit are one with Him, the ideas

of number and comparison being excluded. Yet this state-

ment must be qualified from the evidence of Scripture, by two

additional remarks. On the one hand, the Son and Spirit are

represented to us as ministering to God, and therefore ai

personally subordinate to Him ;
and on the other hand, in spil

of this personal inequality in the ortovopia of revelation, yet, th(

Son and Spirit, being partakers of the fulness of the Father,

are equal to Him in nature, and in Their claims upon our faith

and obedience, as is sufficiently proved by the form of baptism.
The mysteriousness of the doctrine evidently lies, in 01

inability to conceive a sense of the word person, such, as to be

more than a mere character, yet, less than an individual

intelligent being ;
our own notions, as gathered from our ex-

(.Jreg Xaj;. Oat. 37, p. COS.
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perience of human agents, leading us to consider personality
CHAP. n.

as involving in its very notion the idea of an independent^
immaterial substance.

SECTION III.

THE ECCLESIASTICAL DOCTRINE OF THE TRINITY.

THIS being the general Scripture view, it follows to describe SECT. m.

the Ecclesiastical Doctrine, chiefly in relation to the Son, as

contained in the writings of the Fathers, especially the Ante-

Nicene. a

Scripture is express in declaring both the divinity of Him es of tu

Who in due time became man for us, and also His personal v^ori

distinction from God in His pre-existent state. This is suffi-

ciently clear from the opening of St. John's Gospel, which
states the mystery as distinctly as an ecclesiastical comment
can propound it. On these two truths the whole doctrine turns,
viz. that our Lord is one with, yet personally separate from
God. Now there are two appellations given to Him in

Scripture, enforcing respectively these two essentials of the

true doctrine, imperfect and open to misconception in them-

selves, but qualifying and completing each other. The title of

the Son marks His derivation and distinction from the Father,
that of the Word, (i.

e. Reason) denotes His inseparable in-

herence in the Divine Unity ;
and while the former taken by

itself, might lead one to conceive of Him as a second being,
and the latter as no real being at all, both together witness to

the mystery, that He is at oncefrom, and yet in, the Immaterial,

Incomprehensible God. Whether or not these titles contain

the proof of this statement, (which, it is presumed, they actually

do,) at least, they will enable us to classify our ideas
; and we

have authority for so using them. " The Son," says Athana-

sius,
"

is the Word and Wisdom of the Father : from which
titles we infer His spiritual and indivisible derivation from the

Father, inasmuch as the word (or reason) of a man is no part
of him, nor when exercised, implies any change in the immate-
rial principle ;

much less, therefore, is it so with the Word of

God. On the other hand, the Father calls Him His Son,

lest, from hearing only that He was the Word, we should fail

a The examples cited are principally borrowed from the elaborate cata-

logues furnished by Petavius, Bishop Bull, and Suicer
;
in his Thesaurus and

his Comment on the Nicene Creed.
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The Son.

The Only
begotttis.

CHAP. ii. to consider Him as real, whereas the title of Son, designates

_
eCT - m - Him as an existing Word, and a substantial Wisdom. " a

Availing ourselves of this division, let us first comment on
the appellation of Son, and then on that of Word or Reason.

1. Nothing can be plainer to the attentive student of

Scripture, than that our Lord is there called the Son of

God, not only in respect of His human nature, but of His pre-
existent state also. And if this be so, the very fact of the
revelation of Him as such, implies that we are to gather some-

thing from it, and attach some ideas to our notion of Him,
whicli otherwise we should not have attached

;
else would it

not have been made. Taking then the word in its most vague
sense, so as to admit as little risk as possible of forcing the

analogy, we seem to gain the notion of derivation from God,
and therefore, of the utter dissimilarity and distance existing
between Him and all beings except God His Father, as if

He partook of that unapproachable, incommunicable Divine

Nature, Which is uncreate and imperishable.
But Scripture does not leave us here : in order to fix us in

this view, lest we should be perplexed with another notion of
the analogy, derived from that adopted sonship, which is

ascribed therein to created beings, it attaches a characteristic

epithet to His name, as descriptive of the peculiar relation of

Him Who bears it to the Father. It designates Him as the

only-begotten Son of God, (/wwyfwjf, 7&oc,) a term evidently

referring, where it occurs, to His heavenly nature, and thus

becoming the inspired comment on the more general title. It

is true that the yswjjer/^ of our Lord is also applied to certain

events in His mediatorial history : to His resurrection from
the dead (cf. Ps. ii. 7. Acts xiii. 33. Heb. v. 5. Rev. i. 5. Rom.
i. 4.) ; and, according to the Fathers,* to His original mission
in the beginning of all things to create the world

; and to His
manifestation in the flesh. Still, granting this, the sense of

the word .aovoyg-^; remains, defined by its context to relate to

something higher than any event occurring in time, however

great or beneficial to the human race.

Being taken then, as it needs must, to designate His

original nature, it witnesses most forcibly and impressively
to that which is peculiar in it, viz. its origination from God,

Corrobora-
tion from
Scripture.

a Athan. de Syn. 41.

In the same way the Semi-Arian Basil (of Ancyra) speaking of such
heretics as argued that the Son has no existence separate from the Father,
because He is called the Word, says,

" For this reason our predecessors, in

order to signify that the Son has a reality, and is in being, and not a mere
words which comes and goes, were obliged to call Him a substance . . . For
a word has no real existence, and cannot be a Son of God, else were there

many sons." Epiph. Hasr. Ixxiii. 12.
b Bull. Defens. Fid. Xic. iii. 9. 12
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and such as to exclude all resemblance to any being but Him, CHAP. u.

Whom nothing created resembles. Thus, without irreverently
SECT - m-

and idly speculating upon the y'svvqas in itself, but considering
the doctrine as given us as a practical direction to our worship
and obedience, we may accept it in token, that whatever the

Father is, such is the Son. There are some remarkable texts

in Scripture corroborative of this view : e. g. that in John v.

" As the Father hath life in Himself, so hath He given to the

Son to have life in Himself . . . What things soever the Father

doeth, these also doeth the Son likewise. For the Father
loveth the Son, and showeth Him all things that Himself doeth

... As the Father raiseth up the dead and quickeneth them,
even so the Son quickeneth whom He will .... that all men
should honour the Son even as they honour the Father. He
that honoureth not the Son, honoureth not the Father Which
hath sent Him."

This is the principle of interpretation acknowledged by the The Divina

primitive Church. Its teachers warn us against resting in the
Gt

word y'iwr,6iz\ they urge us on to seize and use its practical

meaning.
"
Speculate not upon the divine generation," says

Gregory Nazianzen, "for it is not safe .... let the doctrine be

honoured silently ;
it is a great thing for thee to know the

f.ict
;
the mode, we cannot admit that even angels understand,

much less thou." a Basil says,
" Seek not what is inexplicable,

for you will not find .... if you will not comply, but are

obstinate, I shall deride you, or rather I weep at your daring
.... believe what is revealed, seek not what is unrevealed." 5

Athanasius and Chrysostom repel the profane inquiry argu-

mentatively. "Such speculators," the former says, "might
as well investigate, where God is, and how He is God, and of

what nature the Father is. But as such questions are irreve-

rent and irreligious, so is it also unlawful to venture such

thoughts about the generation of the Son of God." And
Chrysostom ;

"I know that He begat the Son : the manner
how, I am ignorant of. I know that the Holy Spirit is from

Him; how from Him, I do not understand. I eat food; but
how this is converted into my flesh and blood, I know not.

We know not these things, which we see every day when we
eat, yet we meddle with inquiries concerning the substance of

God."c

While they thus prohibited speculation, they boldly used Profitable

the doctrine for the purposes for which it was given them in fromTh?

Scripture. Thus Justin Martyr speaks of Christ as the Son,
Doctriue -

"Who alone is literally called by that name :" and arguing
with the heathen, he says, "Jesus might well deserve from

R
Greg. Naz. Orat. xxxv. 29, 30.

b Petav. v. 0.
| 2. <= petav . v. 6, 2.
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CHAP. n. His gifts to be called the Son of God, viewed as a mere man,
SECT, in.

J e jn the sense jn -which all writers speak of God as the~
Father of divine and human natures. But bear with us, though,
besides this common generation, we ascribe to Him, as the

Word of God, a derivation from God in a peculiar way.'
1 a

Eusebius of Csesarea, unsatisfactory as he is as an authority,
has nevertheless well expressed the general Catholic view in

his attack upon Marcellus. " He who describes the Son as a

creature," he says,
" does not observe that he is giving Him

only the name of Son, and denying the reality ;
for whatever

comes of a created substance, cannot truly be the Son of God,
more than other things which are made. But He Who is

truly the Son, born from God, as from a Father, He may
properly be called the only begotten and singularly beloved

(>j,ovo'ysvrl s
xat aya~r,roc) of the Father, and therefore He is Him-

self God." b This last inference, that what is born of God, is

God, of course implicitly appeals to, and is supported by, the

numerous texts which expressly call the Son God, and ascribe

to Him the divine attributes.

nitrations The reverential spirit in which the Fathers held the doc-

Doctrine. trine of the y'wwtc, led them to the use of other forms of

expression, partly taken from Scripture, partly not, with a

view of signifying the fact of the Son's full participation in the

divinity of Him Who is His Father, without dwelling on the

mode of participation or origination, on which they dared not

speculate.*
1 Such were the images of the sun and its radiance,

the fountain and the stream, the root and its shoots, a body
and its exhalation, fire and the fire kindled from it

;
all which

were used as emblems of the sacred mystery in those points in

which it was declared in Scripture, viz. the Son's being from
the Father, and as such partaker in His divine perfections. The
first of these is found is Heb. i. where our Lord is called " the

brightness of God's glory." These illustrations had a further

use in their very variety, as reminding the Christian that he

must not dwell on any one of them for its own sake. The

following passage from Tertullian will show how they were

applied in the inculcation of the sacred doctrine.
" Even

when a ray is shot forth from the sun, though it be but a part
from the whole, yet the sun is in the ray, inasmuch as it is the

a Bull. Defcns. ii. 4. g 2. b Euseb. de Eccles. Theol. i. 9, 10.

e The following are additional specimens from primitive theology. Clement

calls the Son "the perfect Word, born of the perfect Father." Tertullian,

after quoting the text, "All that the Father hath are Mine," adds,
" If so, why

should not the Father's titles be His? Since then the God of the Mosaic Law
is Almighty, and the Highest, and the God of Hosts, and the King of Israel,

and Jehovah, see to it whether the Son also be not signified by these names,

being in His own right the Almighty God, inasmuch as He is the Word of

the Almighty God." Bull. Defens. ii. 6. 3. 7. 4.

a Vid. Athan. ad Scrap, i. 20.
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ray of the sun ;
nor is its substance separated, but, so to say,

c

drawn out. In like manner there is Spirit from Spirit, and ^
God from God. As when a light is kindled from another, the

original light remains entire and undimirushed, though you
borrow from it many like itself

;
so That Which proceeds from

God, is called at once God, and the Son of God, and the Two
are One." a

So much is evidently deducible from what Scripture tells subordma-

us concerning the
y'wr\<sic,

of the Son; that there is, (so to son to the

express it,) a continuation of the One Infinite Nature of God,
Fllthev<

a derived divinity, in the Person of our Lord
;
an inference

supported by the force of the word /xoi/oysv^, and verified by
the freedom and unsparingness with wrhich the Apostles ascribe

to Christ the high incommunicable titles of eternal perfection
and glory. There is one other notion conveyed to us in the

doctrine, which must be evident as soon as stated, little as may
be the practical usefulness of dwelling upon it. The very
name of Son, and the very idea of derivation, imply a certain

subordination of the Son to the Father, so far forth as we view
Him as distinct from the Father, or in His personality : and

frequent testimony is borne to the correctness of this inference

in Scripture, as in the descriptions of the Divine Angel in the

Old Testament, revived in the closing revelations of the New
(Rev. viii. 3.) ;

and in such passages as that above cited from
St. John's Gospel. (John v. 19 30.) This is a truth which

every Christian feels, declares and acts upon ;
but from piety

he would not allow himself to reflect on what he does, did not
the attack of heresies oblige him. The direct answer of a
true religious loyalty to any question about the subordination
of the Son, is that such comparisons are irreverent, that the
Sun is one with the Father, and that unless he honours the Son
in all the fulness of honour which he ascribes to the Father
he is disobeying His express command. It may serve as a

very faint illustration of the offence given him, to consider the
manner in which he would receive any question concerning the
love which he feels respectively for twro intimate friends, or
for a brother and sister, or for his parents : though here the

impropriety of the inquiry, arises from the incommensurableness,
not the coincidence, of the respective feelings. But false doc-
trine forces us to analyze our own notions, in order to exclude
it. Arius argued that, since our Lord was a Son, therefore
He was not God : and from that time we have been obliged to

determine how much we grant and what we deny, lest, while

praying without watching, we lose all. Accordingly, orthodox

theology has since his time worn a different aspect ; first, inas-
much as divines have measured what they said

; secondly,

a Bull. Dcft-ns. ii. 7. 8 2.
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CHAP. ii. inasmuch as they have adduced the Ante-Nicene language,
SECT, in. which by its authors was spoken from the heart, not only as

~~

real, but as intentional testimony in their favour. And thus
those early teachers have been made appear technical, when
in fact they have only been reduced to system ;

e. g. just as in

literature what is composed freely, is afterwards subjected to

the rulers of grammarians and critics. This must be taken as
an apology for the formality of the two following pages, and
the injustice done in them to the ancient writers brought in

evidence.

cited

"ces "
rrilc ^atQ0^c doctors," says Bishop Bull,

" both before and
after the Nicene Council, are unanimous in declaring that
the Father is greater than the Son, even as to divinity ;

i. e.

not in nature or any essential perfection, which is in the Father
and not in the Son, but alone in what may be called authority,
that is in point of origin, since the Son is from the Father,
not the Father from the Son." a

Justin, e. g., speaks of the

Son as "
worshipped in the second place after the unchange-

able and everlasting Creator." Origen says that " the
Son is not more powerful than the Father, but subordinate

;

according to His own words,
' The Father that sent Me, is

greater than I." This text is cited in proof of the same doc-

trine by the Nicene, and Ppst-Nicene Fathers, Alexander,

Athanasius, Basil, Gregory Nazianzen, Chrysostom, Cyril, and

others, of whom we may content ourselves with the words of

Basil :

" Since the origin of being, is derived to the Son from
the Father, therefore is the Father greater, as being the cause
and origin ; as the Lord has said,

' My Father is greater than
I ;

'" and in another place,
" The Son is second in rank to the

Father, since He is from Him
;
and in prerogatives, inasmuch

as the Father is the origin and cause of His existence." 11

officJoTson Accordingly, the primitive writers, with an unsuspicious
and Spirit.

a Bull. Defens. iv. 2 1. Or, again, to take the opinion of Petavius, as

commented on by Cudworth :

" Petavius himself, expounding the Atha-
nasian creed, writeth in this manner :

' The Father is in a right Catholic

manner affirmed by most of the ancients, to be greater than the Son, and He
is commonly said also, without reprehension, to be before Him in respect of

original.' AVhereupon he concludeth the true meaning of that Creed to be

this, that no Person of the Trinity is greater or less than other in respect of

the essence of the Godhead common to them all .... but that notwith

standing there may be some inequality in them, as they are Hie Deus et Hsec

Persona. Wherefore when Athanasius, and the other orthodox Fathers

writing against Arius, do so frequently assert the equality of all the Three

Persons, this is to be understood in way of opposition to Arius only, who
made the Son to be unequal to the Father, as !< < .... one being God
and the other a creature

; they affirming on the contrary, that He was equa
to the Father, as o,u,oouaios . . . that is, as God and not a creature." Cudw
Intell. Syst. 4. 36.

b Justin. Apol. i. 13. GO. Bull. Defens. iv. 2. 8 G. 0. Petav. ii. 2

2. &c.
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yet reverend explicitness, take for granted the essentially
CHAP. n.

ministrative character of the v<r6(fra.<ri$ or Person of both Son SECT - ni -

and Spirit, compared with the Father's
;

still of course speak-

ing of them as included in the Divine Unity, not as extern il

to it. Thus Irengeus, clear and undeniable as is his orthodoxy,

yet declares, that " The Father is ministered to in all things

by His own Offspring and Likeness, the Son and Holy Ghost,
the Word and Wisdom, of Whom all angels are servants and

subjects."
a In like manner, an v^pta'a is commonly ascribed

to the Son and Spirit, and a prceceptio, /3ou>.?j<r/, and tfsX^a to

the Father, by Justin, Irenseus, Clement, Origen, and Metho-

dius,
1'

altogether in the spirit of the Post-Nicene authorities

already cited : and without any risk of misleading the reader,

as soon as the second and third Persons are understood to be
internal to the Divine Mind, connaturalia instrumenta, obedi-

ent (at most) in no stronger sense, than when the human will

is said to be directed and influenced by the reason. Gregory
Nazianzen lays down the same doctrine with an explanation,
in the following sentence :

" It is plain," he says,
" that those

designs which the Father conceives, the Word fulfils
; not as a

servant, or not entering into them, but with full knowledge
and a master's power, and, to speak more suitably, as if He
were the Father." c

The Scriptural and Catholic sense of the word Son has now Defect of

been explained ;
on the other hand, it is easy to see what was SJntSne?

the defect of the image, and consequent danger in the use ofj*
heword

it. First, there was an appearance of materiality, the more

suspiciously to be viewed because there were heresies at the

time which denied or neglected the spiritual nature of Almighty
God. Next, too marked a distinction seemed to be drawn be-

tween the Father and Son, tending to give a separate individu-

ality to each, and so to introduce a kind of ditheism
;
and here

too heresy and philosophy had prepared the way for the intro-

duction of the error. The Valentinians and Manichees are

chargeable with both misconceptions. The Eclectics, with the

latter; being Emanatists, they seem to have considered the
Son to be both individually distinct from the Father, and of an
inferior nature. Against these errors we have the following
among other protests.*

1

a Petav. i. 3. 7. b Petav. ibid, et seqq.
c Bull. Defens. ii. 13. 10.

d In like manner Justin, after saying that the Divine Power called the
Word is born from the Father, adds,

" but not by separation from Him
(*r- as-ors^v) as if the Father lost part of Himself, as corporeal substances are
not the same before and after separation/'

" The Son of God," says Clement," never relinquishes His place of watch, not parted or separated off, not

passing from place to place, but always everywhere, illimitable, all intellect,
the perfect radiance of the Father, all intelligence, all-seeing, all-hearing, all-

knowing, searching the angelic spirits with His Spirit."
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CHAP. ii. Tertullian says, "We declare that two are revealed as God
SECT - m- in Scripture, two as Lord; but we explain ourselves, lest offence

protest of

~
should be taken. They are not called two, in respect of their

both being God, or Lord, but in respect of their being Father
and Son

;
and this moreover, not from any division in their

nature, but from mutual relation, the Son being considered by
us as included in the individuality of the Father." a

Origen
also, commenting upon the word atfafyaffpa, in Heb. i. says,
"
Holy Scripture endeavours to give us notions of the truth,

and to lead us to a refined perception of it, by introducing the

illustration of breath (arpis, Wisd. vii. 25.) This material

image has been selected, in order to our understanding even
in a degree, how Christ, Who is Wisdom, issues, as though the

Breath, from the perfection of God Himself. . . In like manner
from the analogy of material objects, He is called a pure and

perfect Emanation of the Almighty glory (avoppoia. Wisd. ibid.)
Both these resemblances most clearly show the fellowship of

nature between the Son and Father. For an emanation seems
to be opoovffiog, i. e. one with that of which it is the emanation."
And to guard still more strongly against any misconception of

the real drift of the illustration, he cautions his readers against
" those absurd fictions which give the notion of certain literal

extensions in the Divine nature
; as if they would distribute it

into parts, and divide the Father, if they could
; whereas to

entertain even the light suspicion of this, is not only extremely
impious, but foolish also, nay, not even intelligible at all, that

an incorporeal nature should be capable of division." b

Doctrine of 2. To meet this misconception to which the word Son gave
3rd '

rise, the ancient Fathers availed themselves of the other chief

appellation given to our Lord in Scripture. The Logos or

Sophia, the Word, Reason, or Wisdom of God, is only by St.

John distinctly applied to Christ; but both before his time
and by his contemporary Apostles it is used in that ambiguous
sense, half literal, half evangelical, which, when it is once
known to belong to our Lord, guides us to the right interpre-
tation of the metaphor. E. g. when St. Paul declares that
" the Word of God is alive and active, and keener than a two-

edged sword, and so piercing as to separate soul and spirit,

joints and nerves, and a judge of our thoughts and designs,
and a witness of every creature," it is scarcely possible to

decide whether the revealed law of God be spoken of, or the

Eternal Son. On the whole it would appear that our Lord is

called the Word or Wisdom of God in t\vo respects ; first,

to denote His essential presence in the Father, in as full a

sense as the attribute of wisdom is essential to Him ; secondly.

a Bull. Defens. ii. 4. 3. 7. 5. Petav. i. 4. 1.

*> Bull Defens. ii. 9, 19.
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His mediatorship, as the Interpreter or Word between God CHAP. n.

and His creatures. No appellation, surely, could have been SECT - m

more appositely bestowed, in order to counteract the notions

of materiality and distinct individuality, and beginning of

existence, which the title of the Son was likely to introduce

into the Catholic doctrine. Accordingly, after the words

lately cited, Origen uses it, (or a metaphor like
it,) for this

very purpose. Having mentioned the absurd idea, which had

prevailed, of parts or extensions in the Divine nature, he pro-
ceeds :

"
Rather, as will proceeds out of the mind, and neither

tears the mind, nor is itself separated or divided from it,

in some such manner must we conceive that the Father has

begotten the Son, Who is His Image." Elsewhere he says,
"

It were impious and perilous, merely because our intellect is

weak, to deprive God, as far as our words go, of His only-

begotten co-eternal Word, viz. the wisdom in which He was
blessed. (Prov. viii. 30.) We might as well conceive that He
was not for ever blessed." a Hence it was usual to declare

that to deny the eternity of our Lord was all one as saying
that Almighty God was once aXo^oc, without intelligence : e. g.

Athenagoras says, that the Son is
" the first offspring of the

Father
;
not as made, for God being Mind Eternal, had from

the beginning reason (rov AO/OV) in Himself, being eternally
intellectual (Xo^/xog) ; but that He is so, as issuing forth (npo

>.0<^) upon the chaotic mass as the Rule and the Agent of

creation (tisa nut sispysia.)
" b The same interpretation of the

sacred figure is continued after the Nicene Council; e. g.
Basil says,

" If Christ be the Power of God, and the Wisdom,
and these be uncreate and co-eternal with God, (for He never
was without wisdom and power,) then, Christ is uncreate
and co-eternal with God. " c

But here again the metaphor was necessarily imperfect; and, Defect in

if pursued, open to misconception. Its obvious tendency was the figurc '

to obliterate the notion of the Son's Personality, i.e. to intro-

duce Sabellianism. Something resembling this was the error
of Paulus of Samosata and Marcellus : who, from the fleeting
and momentary character of a word spoken, inferred that the
Divine Word was but the temporary manifestation of God's

glory in the man Christ. And it was to counteract this

tendency, i. e. to witness against it, that the Fathers speak of
Him as the zvj<7r6<r~arog Aoyoc, the permanent, real, and living
Word.

3. The above is a sketch of the primitive doctrine concern- The \* &u

ing Christ's divine nature, as contained in the two chief
andei( a?

appellations which are ascribed to Him in Scripture. The

a Bull Dcfens. iii. 3. 1 .

l) Bull Defens. iii. 5 2.

'

1'etav. vi 9 ? 2
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CHAP. ii. ideas they convey may be denoted by the symbols ex dsov, and
8ECT - m-

ev QeZ ; as though He were so derived from the simple Unity
of God as in no respect to be divided or extended from it, (to

speak metaphorically,) but to inhere within His mysterious
individuality. Of these two conditions of the doctrine, how-
ever, the divinity of Christ, and the unity of God, the latter

was much more earnestly insisted on in the early times. The

divinity of our Lord was, on the whole, too plain a truth to

dispute ; but in proportion as it was known to the heathen, it

would seem to them to involve this consequence, that, much
as the Christians spoke against polytheism, yet, after all,

they did admit a polytheism of their own instead of the

Pagan. Hence the anxiety of the Apologists, while they
assail the heathen creed on this account, to defend their own

against a similar charge. Thus Athenagoras, in the passage
lately referred to, says ;

"Let no one ridicule the notion that

God has a Son. For we have not such thoughts either about
God the Father or the Son as your poets, who, in their

mythologies, make the gods no better than men. But the

Son of God is the Word of the Father .... the Father and
the Son being one. The Son being in the Father, and the

Father in the Son, in the unity and power of the Spirit, the

Son of God is the Mind and Word of the Father." Accor-

dingly, the divinity of the Son being assumed, the early
writers are earnest in protecting the doctrine of the Unity ;

protecting it both from the materialism of dividing the God-

head, and the paganism of separating the Son and Spirit from
the Father. And to this purpose they made both the IK faot

and the lv fez subservient, in a manner which shall now be

shown.
The First, the ev 6t&. It is the clear declaration of Scripture,

which we must receive without questioning, that the Son and

Spirit are in the one God, and He in Them. There is that

remarkable text in John i. which says that the Son is
" in the

bosom of the Father." In another place it is said that " the

Son is in the Father and the Father in the Son." (John xiv.

11.) And elsewhere the Spirit of God is compared to " the

spirit of a man which is in him." (1 Cor. ii. 11.) This is, in

the theological language, the doctrine of the Kipiyj^pwic,, or

circumincessio
;
which was used from the earliest times on the

authority of Scripture, as a safeguard and witness of the

Divine Unity. A passage from Athenagoras to this purpose
has just been cited. Clement has the following doxology at

the end of his Christian Instructor. " To the only God, Who
is Father and Son, Son and Father, Son our guide and

teacher, with the Holy Spirit also, in all things One, in Whom
are all things. ... to Him be glory now and for ever." And

Gregory of Neocsesarea declares,
" In the Trinity there is
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nothing created, nothing subservient, nothing of foreign CHAP. n.

nature, as if absent from it once, and afterwards added. The SECT - m -

Son never failed the Father, nor the Spirit the Son, but the
=

Trinity remains evermore unchangeable, unalterable." These
authorities belong to the early Alexandrian school. The Ante-
Nicene school of Rome is still more explicit. Dionysius of

Rome says,
" We must neither distribute into three deities the

awful and divine Unity, nor diminish the dignity and infinite

majesty of our Lord by the notion of His being a creature,
but we must put our trust in God the Father Almighty, and
in Christ Jesus His Son, and in the Holy Spirit ;

and believe

that the Word is ever one by nature with the Supreme God.
For He says, I and the Father are One

; and, I am in the

Father, and the Father in Me. For thus the Divine Trinity
and the holy doctrine of the Unity will be safe."a

This doctrine of the coinherence, as protecting the Unity The cl
.

ia
;

without intrenching on the perfections of the Son and Spirit, o/rrinita-

may even be called the characteristic of Catholic Trinitarianism
rianlsm -

as opposed to all counterfeits, whether philosophical, Arian,
or Oriental. One Post-Nicene statement of it shall be added.
"
If any one truly receive the Son," says Basil,

" he will find

that He brings with Him on one hand His Father, on the other

the Holy Spirit. For neither can He be severed from the

Father, Who is ever of and in the Father
;
nor again dis-

united from His own Spirit, Who operates all things by means
of It. . . . For we must not conceive separation or division in

any way ;
as if either the Son could be supposed without the

Father, or the Spirit disunited from the Son. But there is dis-

covered between them some ineffable and incomprehensible,
both union and distinction." 11

Secondly, as the ev Qeti led the Fathers to the doctrine of the The

irepi%upiiffis 9
so did the ex feov to that of the povapxla ; still, with '"*"*'"

the one object of protesting against all appearance of Polytheism
in their creed. Even the heathen had shown a disposition,

a
Shortly before he had used the following stronger expressions : WMO-S-KI ?.$

it,ya,jx^ Tea < TMV oXcav rov dit'ov A/ov' l^iXc^Cti^iiv TW @tu xcit ivSia.iT<rS-<x.i $it TO
"
Ayiov

u^u^K. The Ante-Nicene African school is as express as the Roman. Ter-

tullian says,
" Connexus Patris in Filio, et Filii in Paracleto, tres efficit cohae-

rentes, qui tres unum sint, non unus." Bull. Defens. ii. 6. 4. 12. 2 1. 11.

g i. iv. 4. 10.
b Petav. iv. 16. 9. The Semi-arian creed, called ^*5V X fl f

,
drawn up at

Antioch A. D. 345, which is in parts unexceptionable in point of orthodoxy,
contains the following striking exposition of the Catholic notion of the **vx&-

w<ns.
"
Though we affirm the Son to have a distinct existence and life as the

Father has, yet we do not therefore separate Him from the Father, inventing
place and distance between Their union after a corporeal manner. For we
believe that they are united without medium or interval, and are insepa-
rable." And then follow words to which our language is unequal : faou pi* TOV

n<T? innrTteno-f^ivov TOV ftov' oXou %l rov Tiou l^v^rn^ivov xeCi frgoimrdfiixoTOf Ta nT;, xt
(*i*ou Tt'i's -rctrevoi; xd/.Tfoif .vetxa.vo<j.!.v6v twixvt. Bull. DefeilS. IV. 4. 3 9.
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CHAP. ii.
designedly or from a spontaneous feeling, to trace all their

_SECT - m - deities up to one Principle or apyji ; as is evident by their
"

Theogonies.
a Much more did it become that true religion,

which prominently put forth the Unity of God, jealously to

guard its language, lest it should seem to admit the existence
of a variety of original Principles. It is said to have been the
doctrine of the Marcionists and Manichees, that there were
three unconnected independent Beings in the Divine nature.

Scripture and the Church avoid the appearance of tritheism,

by tracing back, (if we may so say,) the infinite perfections of

the Son and Spirit to Him Whose Son and Spirit They are.

They are, so to express it, but the new manifestation and

repetition of the Father
;
there being no room for numeration

or comparison between Them, nor any resting-place for the con-

templating mind, till They are referred to Him in Whom They
centre. On the other hand, in naming the Father, we imply
the Son and Spirit, whether They be named or not.b With-
out this key, the language of Scripture is perplexed in the ex-

treme. Let 1 John v. 20. be taken as an example ; or again,
1 Cor. xii. 4 6. John xiv. 16 18. xvi. 7 15. Hence it is,

that the Father is called " the only God," at a time when our
Lord's name is also mentioned, John xvii. 3. 1 Tim. i. 16, 17.

as if the Son was but the reiteration of His Person Who is in

heaven, and therefore not to be contrasted to Him in the way
of number. The Creed, called the Apostles', follows this

mode of stating the doctrine
;
the title of God standing in the

opening against the Father's name, while the Son and Spirit
are introduced as developments, (so to say,) of and in the one
Eternal Principle. The Nicene Creed, commonly so called,
directed as it is against the impugners both of the Son's and
of the Spirit's divinity, nevertheless observes the same rule

even in a stricter form, beginning with a confession of the
" one God." Whether or not this mode of speaking was
designed in Scripture to guard the doctrine of the Unity from
all verbal infringement, (and there seems evidence that it was
so, e. g. 1 Cor. viii. 5, 6,) it certainly was used for this purpose
in the primitive Church. Thus Tertullian says, that it is a
mistake " to suppose that the number and arrangement of the

Trinity is a division of its Unity; inasmuch as the Unity
drawing out the Trinity from itself, is not destroyed by it, but
is subserved." Novatian, in like manner, says,

" God origi-

nating from God, so as to be the Second Person, yet not

interfering with the Father's right to be called the one God.

a Cudw. Intell. Syst. 4. 13. b Athan, ad Scrap, i. 14.
c
Again he says, that " the Trinity descending from the Father by closely

knit and connected steps, both is consistent with the monarchia (Unity), and
preserves the economia (Trinity)."
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For, had He not been derived, then indeed when compared with CHAP. n.

Him Who is underived, He would seem, from the appearance
SECT - m -

of equality in both, to make two underived, and therefore two
~

Gods." a

Accordingly it is impossible to worship One of the Divine

Persons, without worshipping the Others also. In praying to

the Father, we only arrive at His mysterious presence through
His Son and Spirit ;

and in praying to the Son and Spirit, we
are necessarily carried on beyond them to the source of Godhead
from which They are derived. We see this in the very form
of many of the received addresses to the Blessed Trinity ; in

which, without intended reference to the mediatorial scheme,
the Son and Spirit seem, even in the view of the Divine

Unity, to take a place in our thoughts between the Father
and His creatures ;

as in the ordinary doxologies
" to the

Father through the Son arid by the Spirit," or " to the Father
and Son in the unity of the Holy Ghost."

This gives us an insight into the force of expressions, Expressions

common with the primitive Fathers, but bearing, in the eyes Sm^hf
of inconsiderate observers, a refined and curious character.- doctrine-

They call the Son,
" God of God, Light of Light," &c. much

more frequently than simply God, in order to anticipate in the

very form of words, the charge or the risk of ditheism. Hence,
also, the illustrations of the sun and his rays, &c. were in

such repute ; viz. as containing, not only a description, but
also a defence of the Catholic doctrine. Thus Hippolytus
says,

" When I say that the Son is distinct from the Father,
I do not speak of two Gods ; but, as it were, light of light, and
the stream from the fountain, and a ray from the sun." b It

was the same reason which led the Fathers to insist upon the
doctrine of the

a Petav. Praef. 5. . 1. iii. 1. .8. Dionysius of Alexandria implies the
same doctrine, when he declares

;

" We extend the indivisible Unity into the

Trinity, and again we concentrate the indestructible Trinity into the Unity."
And Hilary, to take a Post-Nicene authority,

" We do not detract from the

Father, His being the one God, when we say also that the Son is God. For
there is God from God, one from one

;
therefore one God, because God from

Himself. On the other hand, the Son is not on that account the less God,
because the Father is the one God. For the only-begotten Son of God is not

underived, so as to detract from the Father His being the one God, nor for

any other reason God, but because He is born of God." Vide also Athan. de
Sent. Dionys. 17. Bull Defens. iv. 4.

g. 7.

> Bull Defens. iv. 4 5.
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CHAP. II.

SECT. IV.

SECTION IV.

VARIATIONS IN THE ANTE-NICENE THEOLOGICAL

STATEMENTS.

observation THERE will, of course, be differences of opinion, in decidingon the fore- , ,
7

. ,
'

. . , - .
r

.. .-11
roing Sec- now mucii or the ecclesiastical doctrine, as above described,

was derived from direct Apostolical Tradition, and how much
was the result of intuitive spiritual perception in scripturally-
informed and deeply religious minds. Yet it does not seem
too much to affirm, that copious as it may be in theological
terms, yet hardly one can be pointed out which is not found or

strictly implied in the New Testament itself. And indeed so

much perhaps will be granted by all who have claim to be
considered Trinitarians

; the objections, which some among
them may be disposed to raise, lying rather against its alleged
over-exactness in systematizing Scripture, than against the

truths themselves which are contained in it. But it should be

remembered, that it is we in after times who systematize the

statements of the Fathers, which, as they occur in their works,
are for the most part as natural and unpremeditated as those

of the inspired volume itself. If the more exact terms and

phrases of any writer be brought together, i. e. a writer who
has fixed principles at all, of course they will appear technical

and severe. We count the words of the Fathers, and measure
their sentences; and so convert doxologies into creeds. That
we do so, that the Church has done so more or less from the

Nicene Council downwards, is the fault of those who have

obliged us, those who,
" while men slept," have " sowed tares

among the wheat."
This remark applies to the statements brought together in

the last section, from the early writers : which, even though
generaiiy subservient to certain important ends, as e. g. the

maintenance of the Unity of God, &c. are still on the whole
written freely and devotionally. But now the discussion

passes on to that more intentional systematizing on the part of

the Ante-Nicene Fathers, which, unavoidable as it was, yet be-

cause it was in a measure conventional, was ambiguous, and
in consequence afforded an apparent countenance to the Arian

heresy. It often becomes necessary to settle the phraseology
of divinity, in points., where the chief problem is, to select

the clearest words to express notions in which all agree ;
or

to find the proposition which will best fit in with, and connect,

a number of received doctrines. E. g. the Calvinists dispute

among themselves whether or not God wills the damnation of

the non-elect
;
both parties agree in doctrine, they doubt how

variations

language.
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their own meaning may be best expressed.
a However clearly CHAP. n.

we see, and firmly we grasp the truth, we have a natural fear SECT.IV.

of the appearance of inconsistency ; nay, a becoming fear of

misleading others by our inaccuracy of language ; and espe-

cially when our words have been misinterpreted by opponents,
are we anxious to guard against such an inconvenience in

future. There are two characteristics of opinions subjected
to this intellectual scrutiny : first, they are variously expressed

during the process ; secondly, they are expressed technically,
at the end of it. Now, to exemplify this in certain Ante-
Nicene statements of the great Catholic doctrine.

1. The word a/swTjrov, was the philosophical term to denote ^T r̂ev

that which had existed from eternity. It had accordingly been

applied by Aristotle to the world or to matter, which was

according to his system without beginning ;
and by Plato to his

ideas. Now since the Divine Word was according to Scrip-
ture yewvrog, He could not be called dywr,Tog (everlasting,)
without a verbal contradiction. In process of time a distinction

was made between dyevrirog and aysyvyrog, (uncreate and unbe-

yotten ;)
so that the Son might be said to be dytvyrug yswr.rcg.

The argument, arising from this perplexity of language, is

urged by Arius himself; who ridicules the dyewriroysvsg, which
he conceives must be ascribed, according to the orthodox creed,
to the Son of God.b Some years afterwards, the same was
the palmary, or rather the essential argument of Eunomius,
the champion of the Anomceans.

2. The
civap-fcov, (the uncaused or unoriginate.) According .,

The

to the doctrine of the povapx'ia, as already explained, the
Father alone is the dpxh and the Son and Spirit are not ap^aL
The heresy of the Tritheists, made it necessary to insist upon
this. Hence the condemnation, in the (so called) Apostolical
Canons, of those who baptized sJg rps?g dvap^ovg,

" in the name
of Three unoriginate." And Athanasius, (e. g.) says,

" We do
not teach three Principles, (ap^a/,) as our illustration shows

;

for we do not speak of three Suns, but of the Sun and its

radiance.'"1 For the same reason the early writers spoke of the
Father as the cnj/jj Q&orr,Tog. At the same time, lest they should
in word dishonour the Son, they ascribed to Him avap^og yswytig.
Thus Alexander, the first champion of orthodox truth against
Arius, in his letter to his namesake of Byzantium :

" We must
reserve to the unbegotten Father His peculiar prerogative, con-

fessing that His existence is from none, and to the Son we
must pay the due honour, attributing to Him r^v avap^ov y'wr^iv ;

and, as we have said already, paying Him worship, so as ever
to speak of Him piously and reverently as '

pre-existent, ever-

a Vid. another instance infra ch. v. . 2.
h Vid. infra 5. c

Bull, Defens. iv. i. 0.
d Cudw. Intcll. Syst. -J. 36. e Suicer. Symb. Nicen. c. viii.
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CHAP. ii.
living,' and ' before the worlds.' " This distinction however,

SECT - IV - as might be expected, was but partially received among the
~~

Catholics. Contrasted with all created beings, the Son and

Spirit are of necessity unoriginate, or avap-^oi in the Unity of

the Father. Clement, e. g. applies the following forcible ex-

pressions to the Son
;
he calls Him, r7iv a^povov, avap^ov, apyjv re

Kai atapxyv TOJV vdvruv
; (" the everlasting, unoriginate, origin

and type of all things.") It was not till they became alive

to the seeming ditheism of such phrases, which the Sabellian

controversy was sure to charge upon them, that they learned
the accurate discrimination observed by Alexander. On the
other hand, when the Arian contest urged them in the contrary
direction to Sabellius, then they returned more or less to the

original language of Clement, though with a fuller explana-
tion of their own meaning. Gregory Nyssen, gives the following
plain account of the variations of their practice :

" Whereas
the word apyji has many significations .... sometimes we say
that the appellation of the uncaused (avap^og,) is not unsuit-

able to the Son. For when it is taken to mean derivation of

existence from no origin, (//,?? s% a/V/ou
r/i/og,)

this indeed we
ascribe to the Father alone. But according to the other

senses of the word, since creation, time, the order of the world
are referred to a cause (^%^,) in respect of these we ascribe to

the only-begotten, superiority to any cause ; so as to believe

Him to be beyond creation, time, and system, through Whom
were made all things. And thus we confess Him, Who is not

unoriginate (/^ avap%ov,) in regard to His Person (r%$ u-Troffrdasug,)

in all other respects to be unoriginate, i. e. uncaused, (e%siv rb

avap^ov ;) and, while the Father is unoriginated and unbegotten,
the Son to be unoriginated in the sense explained, yet not

unbegotten.
"a

Ji The word atfnog used in this passage, as a substitute for

that use of &?%$ which peculiarly applies to the Father as the

vviyri deorqrog, is found as early as the time of Justin Martyr,
who in his dialogue with Trypho, declares the Father is to the
Son the a/riog rov sJvai : and it was resumed by the Post-Nicene

writers, when the Arian controversy was found to turn in no
small degree on the exact application of such terms. Gregory
Nazianzen, e. g. says,

" We shall keep to the doctrine of one

God, if we do but refer the Son and Spirit to one origin e/g tv

a
Gregory Nazianzen says the same more concisely : o r/?, lv &>,- ;TV TV

tl*T| X/*;3v5Sff, oux. v^os' %$ y*g T/oS UXT-^, us K'ITIOS. Bull, DefcnS. IV. 2. 8. 1.

3. Petav. 'i. 4. i. Suicer. ibid.

b However, here too we have a variation in the use of the word
; being

sometimes applied to the Son in the sense of &*&. The Latin word answer-

ing to it is sometimes causa, more commonly principium or auctor. Bull,

Defens. iv. i. 2. 4. Petav. v. 5. 10.
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3. The Ante-Nicene history of the word opoovaov, which the CHAP. n.

Council of Nicsea adopted as its test, will introduce a more SECT - W -

important discussion.

It is a peculiarity of revelation, that it clears up all doubts The oi*.

as to the existence of God, as separate from, and independent
of nature

;
and shows us that the course of the world depends

not merely on a system, but on a Being, real, living, and in-

dividual. What we ourselves witness, evidences to us the

operation of laws, physical and moral
;
but it leaves uncertain,

whether or not the principle of these be a mere nature or fate,

whether the life of all things be a mere anima mundi, a spirit
connatural with the body in which it acts, or an Agent power-
ful to make or unmake, to change or supersede, according to

His will. It is here that revelation supplies the deficiency of

philosophical religion ;
miracles are its emblem, as well as its

credentials, forcing on the imagination the existence of an

irresponsible self-dependent Being, as well as recommending
a particular message to the reason. This great truth, conveyed
in the very circumstances under which revelation was given,
is explicitly recognised in its doctrine. Among other modes of

inculcating it, may be named the appellation under which

Almighty God disclosed Himself to the Israelites
; Jehovah,

(or as the Septuagint translate it, 6 &v) being an expressive

appellation of Him, Who is essentially separate from those

variable and perishable substances, which creation presents to

our observation. Accordingly, the description of the Supreme
Being as TO ov, or in other words, the doctrine of the o-j<r/a of

God, became familiar to the minds of the primitive Christians ;

as embodying the spirit of the Scriptures, and indirectly

witnessing against the characteristic error ofpagan philosophy,
which considered the Divine Mind, not as a reality, but as a
mere abstract name, or generalised law of nature, or at best
as a mere mode, principle, or an animating soul, not a Being
external to creation, and possessed of individuality. Cyril of

Alexandria defines ovafa to be ffpaypa avdvvapxrov, /)? dso/tevov

er'epov vpbs rr
t

\i iauroD avffraffiv,*
1 " that which has existence in itself,

independent of every thing else to fix its reality ;

"
i. e. an

individual being. This sense of the word must be carefully
borne in mind, since it was not the sense given to it by the

philosophers ; among whom it stood for the genus or species,
not the individual, i. e. not the unum numero, (as logicians

speak,) but the ens unum in multis
;
which latter sense of

course it could not bear when applied to the One Unapproach-
able God. The word, thus appropriated to the service of the
God of revelation, was from the earliest date used to give
reality and subsistence to the Son

; and no word could be less

H Suicer. Thesaur. verb. vr<'.
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CHAP. ii. metaphorical and more precise for this purpose, although the

_8

^;
IV - Platonists chose to refine, and from an affectation of reverence~

called God 6?rgpourf/oc.
a Justin Martyr, e. g. speaks of here-

tics, who considered that God put forth and withdrew His

Logos when it pleased Him, as if He were an influence, not a
Person,** somewhat in the sense afterwards adopted by Paulus
of Samosata and others. To meet this error, he speaks of
Him as inseparable from the o Cur/a of the Father; L e. in order
to exclude all such evasions of Scripture, as might represent
the man Christ as inhabited by a divine glory, power, nature,
and the like : and which in reality lead to the conclusion that
He is not God at all.

The For this purpose the word opoovfiov was brought into use

among Christian writers; viz. to express the real divinity of

Christ, and that, as derived from, and one with the Father's.
Here again, as in the instance of its root, the word was
adopted from the necessity of the case, in a sense different

from the ordinary philosophical use of it.
'

Opoovaios properly
means of the same nature, i.e. under the same general nature,
or species ;

i. e. is applied to things, which are but similar to

each other, and are considered as one by an abstraction of our
minds. Thus Aristotle speaks of the stars being opoovtia with
each other; and Porphyry, of the souls of brute animals being
6/zooutf/a/ to ours. c When, however, it was used in relation to

the incommunicable Essence of God, there was obviously no
abstraction possible in contemplating Him, Who is above all

comparison with His works. His nature is solitary, peculiar to

Himself, and one
;
so that whatever was accounted to be 6//,ooi!-

ffios with Him, was necessarily included in His individuality, by
all who would avoid recurring to the vagueness of philosophy,
and were cautious to distinguish between the incommunicable
Essence of Jehovah and all created intelligences. And hence
the fitness of the term to denote without metaphor the relation

which the Logos bore in the orthodox creed to His eternal

Father. Its use is explained by Athanasius as follows.
"
Though," he says,

" we cannot understand what is meant

by the ouov'a of God, yet we know as much as this, that God
exists (sJvai,)

which is the way in which Scripture speaks of

Him
;
and after this pattern, when we wish to designate Him

distinctly, we say God, Father, Lord. When then He says in

Scripture,
' I am 6 wv,' and ' I am Jehovah, God,' or uses the

plain word '

God,' we understand by such statements nothing
but His incomprehensible oO<r/a, and that He, Who is there

spoken of, exists (!<rr/v.)
Let no one then think it strange,

that the Son of God should be said to be 1% r/jg ovriag rot soD,

ofthe substance of God; rather, let him agree to the explanation

a Petav. iv. 5. 8. b Justin. Tryph. 128.
c Bull. Dcfeiis. ii. 1. 2, &c.

'
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of the Nicene fathers, who, for the words Jx Qsov substituted the CHAP. n.

gx rye, ovfffas. They considered the two phrases substantially
SECT - IV-

the same, because, as I have said, the word God denotes

nothing but the oiov'a a-iroD rov ovrog. On the other hand, if the

Word be not in such sense Ix D Qzov, as to be the true Son of

the Father according to His nature, but be said to be gx roS

0goS, merely as all creatures are such as being His work, then

indeed He is not I-/. r%$ oveiag rov Harpcg, nor Son xar ovffiav, but

so called from His virtue, as we may be, who receive the title

from grace.
" a

The term o>oo-jcvos is first employed for this purpose by the History of

author of the noipdvfyrig, a Christian of the beginning of the
lts

second century. Next it occurs in several writers in the end
of the second and the beginning of the third. In Tertullian,

the equivalent phrase, unius substantise, is applied to the

Trinity. In Origen's comment on the Hebrews, the opoovaov of

the Son is deduced from the figurative title affavyatpa, there

given Him. In the same age, it was employed by various

writers, bishops and historians, as we learn from the testi-

monies of Eusebius and Athanasius. But at this era, a change
took place in the use of it and other similar words, which is

next to be explained.
The oriental doctrine of Emanations was at a very early ^^the

period combined with the Christian theology. According oriental

to the system of Valentinus, a Gnostic heresiarch, who
th

nourished in the early part of the second century, the Supreme
Intelligence of the world gave existence to a line of Spirits or

Eons; who were all more or less partakers of His nature, i. e.

of a nature specifically the same, and included in His glory

(flrA^w/xa,) though individually separate from the true and

sovereign Deity. It is obvious, that such a doctrine as this

abandons the great revealed principle above described, the

incommunicable character and individuality of the Divine
Essence. It considers all spiritual beings as like God, in the

same sense that one man resembles or has the same nature as

another : and accordingly it was at liberty to apply, and did

actually apply, to the Creator and His creatures the word
opoovffiw, in the philosophical sense which the word originally
bore. We have evidence in the work of Irenseus that the

Valentinians did thus employ it. The Manichees followed,
about a century later

; they too were Emanatists, and spoke of
the human soul as being opoovtiov r& 0gS3, of one substance with
God. Their principles evidently allowed of a kind of Trinitari-

anism
; the Son and Spirit being considered Eons of a superior

order to the rest, o>ooi/ova with God because Eons, but one with
God in no sense which was not true also of the soul of man.

& Athan. de Deer! Nic. 22.
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CHAP. 11. It is said, moreover, that they were materialists
;
and used the

SECT. iv. WOrd b[MQov6iw in the still grosser meaning in which it may be

applied to different vessels or instruments, wrought out from
some one mass of metal or wood. However, whether this was
so or not, it is plain that any how the word in question would
become unsuitable to express the Catholic doctrine, in propor-
tion as the ears of Christians were familiarized to the terms

employed in the Gnostic and Manichean theologies.
The history of the word KpvpoX?) is parallel to that of the

o/j,oov<nov.
a> It properly means any thing wrhich proceeds, or is

sent forth from the substance of another, as the fruit of a tree,
or the rays of the sun

;
in Latin it is translated by prolatio,

emissio, or editio, or what is now expressed by the word

development. Accordingly Justin employed it, or rather the

cognate phrase vpofiXyfev yswy^a, to designate what Cyril calls

above the avOvvapxrov, the reality of existence, of the Son, in

opposition to the evasions in the system of Samosatenus,
Sabellius, and the rest. Tertullian does the same ;

but by
that time, Valentinus had given it a material signification.
Hence Tertullian is obliged to apologize for using it, when

writing against Praxeas, the forerunner of the Sabellians.
" Can the Word of God," he asks,

" be unsubstantial, Who is

called the Son, Who is even called God ? He is said to be in

the/orm of God. Is not God a substance, Spirit though He
be ] . ... His substantial Word then, I call a Person, and the

Son, and being such, He comes next to the Father. Let no
one suppose that I am bringing in the notion of any such

Tpo/SoX^ as Valentinus imagined, drawing out his Eons the one
from the other. Why must I give up the word in a right
sense, because heresy uses it in a wrong? besides, heresy
borrowed it from us, and has turned truth into a lie This
is the difference between the uses of it. Valentinus separates
his probolse from their Father

; they know Him not. But we
hold that the Son alone knows the Father, reveals Him,
performs His will ;

in one sense, is a Spirit within Him. He is

ever in the Father, as He has said
;
ever with God, as it is

written
;
never separated from Him, for He and the Father are

one. This is the true probole, sent forth not divided off."
b

Soon after Tertullian thus defended his use of the word

cryo/SoX^, Origen in another part of the Church gave it up, or

rather assailed it, in argument with Candidus, a Valentinian.
" The Father," he says,

"
though individual and simple, yet

becomes the Father of the Son, not by development, (vpo(3dX\wfy
as some suppose ;

for if so, (Vpo*M) both Father and Son were
of a material nature." c Here we see two writers, with

a Beausobre Hist. Munich, iii. 7. 6.

b Tertull. in Prax. 8. c
Beausobre, ibid.
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exactly the same theological creed before them, taking oppo- CHAP. n.

site views as to the propriety of using a word which heresy
8ECT - IV-

had corrupted.

Though Origen gave up the word TPO/SOA^, yet he used the

word o/Aoovoiog, as has already been mentioned. But shortly
after his death, his pupils abandoned it at the celebrated

Council held at Antioch, (A. D. 264) against Paulus of Samo-
sata. When they would have used it as a test, this heretic

craftily objected to it on the very ground on which Origen had
surrendered the -rpo/3oX?j. He urged that, if Father and Son
were of one substance, o/a,ooucvo/, there was some common ooov'a in

which they partook, and which consequently was distinct from
and prior to the Divine Persons Themselves

;
a wretched

sophism, which of course could not deceive Firmilian and

Gregory, but which, being adapted to perplex weak minds,

might decide them on withdrawing the wrord. It is remarkable

too, that the Council was held about the time when Manes

appeared on the borders of the Antiochene Patriarchate.

The disputative school of Paulus pursued the advantage thus

gained; and from that time used the charge of materialism as

a weapon for attacking all sound expositions of Scripture truth.

Having extorted from the Catholics the condemnation of a

word long known in the Church, almost found in Scripture,
and less figurative and material in its meaning than any
which could be selected, and objectionable only as used by
heretics, they employed this concession as a ground of attack-

ing expressions more directly metaphorical, taken from visible

objects, and sanctioned by less weighty authority. In a letter

which shall afterwards be cited, Arms charges the Catholics

with teaching the errors of Valentinus and Manes ; and in

another of the original Arian documents, Eusebius of Nicomedia,
maintains in like manner that their doctrine involves the

materiality of the Divine Nature. Thus they were gradually

silencing the Church by a process which legitimately led to

Pantheism, when the Alexandrians gave the alarm, and nobly
stood forward in defence of the faith.

It is worth observing that, when the Asiatic Churches had The Alex-

given up the ofAoovffiov, they, on the contrary, had preserved it. J

Not only Dionysius willingly accepts the challenge of his name-
sake of Rome, who reminded him of the value of the symbol ;

but Theognostus also, who presided at the Catechetical School
at the end of the third century, recognizes it by implication in

the following passage, which has been preserved by Athanasius.
" The substance (ou<r/) of the Son," he says,

"
is not external

to the Father, or created
;
but it is by natural derivation from

that of the Father, as the radiance comes from light (Heb.
i.

3.). For as the radiance is not the sun, and yet not foreign
to it, so is there an effluence, (a<je6ppoia,

Wisd. vii. 25.) from the

Father's substance
(ou<r/a,) though it be indivisible. For as the
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CHAP. n. sun remains the same without infringement of its nature,
SECT. iv.

though it pour forth its radiance, so the Father's substance

unchangeable, though the Son be its Image.
"

Theflx> 4. Some notice of the h\^i yswy^sv. or voluntary generation,
will suitably follow the discussion of the 6>j,oovffiov

; though the

subject does not closely concern the Church. It has been already
observed that the tendency of the heresies of the first age was
towards materialism and fatalism. As it was the object of

revelation to destroy all theories which interfered with the

notion of the Divine Omniscience arid active Sovereignty, so

the Church seconded this design by receiving and promulgating
the doctrine of the o &v, or ou<r/a of God, as a symbol of His
essential distinction from the perishable world in which He
acts. But when the olsia itself was taken by the Gnostics and
Manichees in a material sense, the error was again introduced

by the very term which was intended to witness against it.

According to the Oriental Theory, the emanations from the

Deity were eternal with Himself, and were considered as the

result, not of His will and moral energy, but of the necessary
laws to which He was subjected ;

a doctrine which was but

fatalism in another shape. The Eclectics honourably dis-

tinguished themselves in withstanding this blasphemous, or

rather atheistical tenet. Plotinus declares, that " God's sub-

stance and His will are the same
;
and if so, as He willed, so

He is ;
so that it is not more certain that, as His substance or

nature, so is His will and providence, than, as His will and

providence, so is His substance." Origen had preceded them
in their opposition to the same school. Speaking of the sim-

plicity and perfection of the Divine Essence, he says,
" God

does not even participate in substance, (ove'iaf) rather He is

partaken ; by those, namely, who have His Spirit. And our

Saviour does not share in holiness, but, being holiness itself,

is shared by the holy." The meaning of this doctrine is clear ;

to protest, in the manner of Athanasius, in a passage lately

cited, against the notion that the outr/a of God is something
distinct from God Himself, the one immaterial, intelligent, all-

perfect Spirit ;
but the risk of it lay in its tendency to destroy

the doctrine of His individual and real existence, (which
the Catholic use of oy<r/a symbolized,) and to introduce in its

stead the notion of a quality or mode of acting, as the gover-

ning principle of nature
;
in other words, Pantheism. This is an

error of which Origen of course cannot be accused ;
but it is

in its measure chargeable on the Platonic mysteries, and is

countenanced even by their mode of speaking of the Supreme
Being, as not an ouff/a but ucrspoycvoc, above the notion of sub-

stance.b

a Athan. cle Deer. Nic. 25.
t> Cudw. Intell. Syst. iv. 23. Petav. vi. 8 19. ibid, vol i. ii. 6. g 9.
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The controversy did not rest even on the sacred ground CHAP. u.

which has been described, but was pursued by the heretical SECT - lv -

party into the peculiar subject of Christian theology. The Intr0duced

Manichees considered the Son and Spirit as necessary Emana- jjj^ of

tions from the Father ; erring, first in their classing those Divine the Trinity.

Persons with intelligences confessedly imperfect and subservient,
next in introducing a sort of materialism into their notion of

the Deity. The Eclectics on the other hand maintained, by a

strong figure, that the eternal Son originated from the Father
at His own will

; meaning thereby, that the everlasting

mystery which constitutes the relation between Father and

Son, has no physical or material conditions, and is such as

becomes Him Who is altogether Intellect, and bound by no
laws but those established by His own perfection as a first

cause. lamblichus, e. g. calls the Son avroyovoc, self-begotten.
The discussion seems hardly to have entered further into the Perversion

Ante-Nicene Church than is implied in the above notice of it :

though some suppose that Justin and others referred the divine

yswr,ffis to the will of God. However, it is easy to see that the

ground was prepared for the introduction of a subtle and

impious question, whenever the theologizing Sophists should

choose to raise it. Accordingly, it was one of the first and

principal interrogations put to the Catholics by their Arian

opponents, whether the ysweats of the Son was voluntary or

not on the part of the Father; their inference being, that

Almighty God were subject to lawrs external to Himself, if it

were not voluntary ;
and that, if it were voluntary, the Son was

in the number of things created. But of this, more in its place.
5. The Aoyos evdia^srog and irf>o<popix6$. One theory there was

J,^JJ*
adopted by several of the early Fathers, which led them to and *p<p-

speak of the Son's yewr,(fis as resulting from the Father's will,
5 '* "

and yet did not interfere with His o^oovt/ov. Of the two titles

ascribed in Scripture to our Lord, that of the Logos expresses
with peculiar force, His co-eternity in the One Almighty
Father. On the other hand, the word Son has more reference

to His derivation and ministrative office. A distinction resem-

bling this had already been applied by the Stoics to the
Platonic Logos, which they represented under two aspects, the

sv&id&eros and the Kpo<p<>pi%6$ 9
i. e. the internal thought and purpose

of God and its external manifestation, as if in words spoken.
The terms were received into the Church

;
the svfaotieros stand-

ing for the Word, as hid from everlasting in the bosom of the

Father, while the irpopopmos was the Son sent forth into the

world, in apparent separation from God, with His Father's
name and attributes upon Him, and His Father's will to per-
form. 3' This contrast is acknowledged by Athanasius, Gregory

a Burton Bamp. Lect. note 91. Petav. vi. 1. 3.

9
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CHAP. ii. Nyssen, Cyril, and other Post-Nicene writers
;
nor can it be

SECT - TV - censured, being scriptural in its doctrine, and merely expressed=
in philosophical language, found ready for the purpose. But
further, this change of state in the Eternal Word, from repose
to energetic manifestation, as it took place at the creation, was
called by them a yswricic, ;

and here too, no blame attaches to

them, for the expression is used in Scripture in different senses,
one of which appears to be the very signification which they

put on it, the mission of the Word to make and govern all

things, as may be argued from Gen. i. 3. Col. i. 15. Heb. xi. 3.

Rev. iii. 14. Ecclus xxiv. 3 9. This yewjtf/g was also called

the TposXstr/c, or avyxarafSatfic, of the Son, which may scriptu-

rally be ascribed to the Q'shqcic, the will of the All-bountiful

Father.* However, there are some early writers who seem to

interpret the y'evvqtfis
in this meaning exclusively, the title of

Son being ascribed to our Lord after the date of His mission
or economy, and that of the Logos being His peculiar appella-
tion during the previous eternity. Nay, if we carry off their

expressions hastily or perversely, as some theologians have

done, we shall perhaps conclude that they dared to conceive

that God existed in one Person before the vposXeu&c, and then,

(if it may be said,) by a change of nature He began to exist in

a second
;
as if an attribute (Ao'/og svdiaSzroi) had become a real

person, (<xpo<popr/,6i). The Fathers, who have laid themselves

open to this charge, are Athenagoras, Tatian, Theophilus,

Hippolytus, and Novatian, as mentioned in the first chapter.
innocently Now, that they did not mean what a superficial reader might
fiveVa

y
thers. lay to their charge, may be argued first, from the parallel

language of the Post-Nicenes, lately enumerated, whose ortho-

doxy no one questions. Next from the extreme absurdity, not
to speak of the impiety, of the doctrine imputed to them

;
as if,

with a more than Gnostic extravagance, they should conceive

that any change or extension could take place in that Indivi-

dual Essence Which is without parts or passions, or that the

divine y'^j^ic, could be an event in time, instead of being con-

sidered a mere expression of the eternal relation of the Father
towards the Son. Indeed the very absurdity of the literal

sense of their words, in whatever degree they so expressed
themselves, was the mischief to be aj prehended from them.
The reader, trying a rhetorical description by too rigid a rule,

would attempt to elicit sense by imputing a heresy ;
and would

conclude, that they meant by the ^popop/xog X6yog a created being,
made at the beginning of all things as the visible emblem of

the evdia^zrog, to be the instrument of God's purposes towards
His creation. This is in fact the Arian doctrine, which doubt-

less availed itself in its defence, of these declarations of in-

a
Bull, Defens. iii. 9.
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cautious piety ;
or rather we have evidence of the fact that it CHAP. n.

did so in the letter of Arius to Alexander, and from the SECT - IV-

anathema of the Nicene creed directed against such as said

that the Son veph ytwiftipat ovx yv.

Lastly, the orthodoxy of the five writers in question, is ascer-

tained by a careful examination of the passages from which the

accusation has been brought against them. By way of illustra-

tion one or two of these shall here be added. E. g. Theophilus
says ;

" God having His own Logos within Him, begat Him
together with His Wisdom, (i.

e. His Spirit,) putting them
forth before the world. %wv. . . 6 &sbg rov savrov Aoyov svdidQeTov

sv ro?g ibioig ffffXdy^vois, eysvvqtfsv avrbv pera rqg savrov <fotpia$ e<-

spsu^dfievof (Psalm xlv. 1.) vp}> ruv SXuv. He had this Logos as

the Minister of His works, and did all things through Him. . .

The prophets were not in existence when the world was made;
but the Wisdom of God, Which is in Him, and His holy Logos,
Who is ever present with Him. 6 dsi (Supieaphv uurti ..." Else-

where he speaks of,
" the Logos, eternally seated in the heart

of God
;

"
rov Aoyov btartavrlg svdidQsrov sv Kapdiq Qsov. For, he pre-

sently adds,
" before any thing was made, He possessed this

Counsellor, as being His mind and providence. And when
God purposed to make all that He had deliberated on, He
begat this Logos and put it forth, syswyas vpopopmov, being the

first born antecedent to the whole creation ; not however Him-
self losing the Logos (reason,) but begetting it, and yet ever-

lastingly communing with it."

The following passage is from the work of Hippolyt
against Noetus. "God was alone, and there was no being
coeval with Him, when He willed to create the world . . . Not
that He was destitute of reason, (Xo/oj,) wisdom, or counsel.

They were all in Him, He was all. At the time and in the
manner He willed, He manifested His Word . . through Whom
He made all things ... Moreover He placed over them His
Word, Whom He begat as His Counsellor and Instrument

;

Whom He had within Him, invisible to creation, till He mani-
fested Him, uttering the word, and begetting Light from Light
. . . and so another stood by Him

;
not as if there were two

Gods, but as though light from light, or a ray from the Sun." a

And thus we close our survey of the Catholic Ante-Nicene

theology.

* Bull. Defens. iii. 7, 8.
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SECTION V.

THE ARIAN HERESY.

Arius first

introduced
the heresy
into the
Church.

IT remains to give some account of the heretical doctrine,

which was first promulgated within the Church by Arius.

There have been attempts to impute this heresy to Catholic

writers previous to his time
; yet its contemporaries are express

in their testimony that he was the author of it, nor can any
thing be adduced from the Ante-Nicene theology to countenance

the desired hypothesis. Sozomen expressly says, that Arius

was the first to introduce into the Church the doctrine of the

Jg OUK ovruv, and the yv irore on ovx yv, the creation and non-

eternity of the Son of God. Alexander and Athanasius, who
had the amplest means of information on the subject, confirm

his testimony.* That the heresy existed before the time of

Arius outside the Church, may be true ; though little is known
on the subject. Although the heresiarch does not venture to

adduce in his favour, the evidence of former Catholics, he and
his supporters nevertheless speak in a general way of having
received their doctrines from others. Arius too, appears to be

but a partizan of the Eusebians, and they in turn are referrible

to an excommunicated body, the Lucianists of Antioch. But
here we lose sight of the heresy ; except that Origen assails a

doctrine, whose we know not, which bears a resemblance to it ;

nay, if we may trust Rufnnus, which has adopted the very
same heterodox formula which Sozomen declares that Arius

was the first to preach within the Church.

Before detailing, however, in what his heresy consisted, it

may be right briefly to confront it with such previous doc-

trines, in or out of the Church, as may be considered to bear

a resemblance to it.

The fundamental tenet of Arianism was, that the Son of God
was a creature, or in the scientific language of the times, s% ovx

ovruv, of a substance that once was not
;
hence the Arians were

called, 01 s% ovx ovruv, or the Exucontii. It followed, that He
only possessed a super-angelic nature, being made at God's

good pleasure before the worlds, after the pattern of the

attribute Logos or Wisdom, existing in the Divine Mind, gifted
with the illumination of it, and in consequence called after it

;

the instrument of creation and revelation
;
and at length united

to a human body, in the place of its soul, in the person of

Jesus Christ.

L This doctrine resembled that of the five philosophizing
doctrine of Fathers, described in the last section, so far as this

;
that it

Arianism.

a Soz. i. 15. Theod. Hist. i. 4. Athan. de Deer. Nic. 27. de sent. Dionys. 6.
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identified the Son with the Aoyog vptxpopixos, spoke of the real CHAP. n.

Logos as if merely an attribute, and yet affected to maintain a SECT - Y -

connexion between the Logos and the Son. It differed from it,

~

inasmuch as they believed, that He Who was the Son had Father*

ever been in personal existence as the Logos in the Father's

bosom
;
whereas it dated His personal existence from the time

of His manifestation.

2. It resembled the Eclectic theology, so far as to maintain with Eciw-

the Son was by nature inferior to the Father
; and, again,

ticism -

formed by the Father's will. It differed from it, in considering
the Son to have a beginning of existence, whereas the Pla-

tonists held Him to be an eternal emanation, and the Father's

will to be a concomitant, not an antecedent of His y'swwig.

3. It agreed with Gnostics and Manichees, in maintaining with the

the Son's essential inferiority to the Father. It vehemently Theology.

opposed them, in their material notions of the Deity.
4. It agreed with the Paulianists, in considering the Intel-

J?jJ
*au ~

ligeiit Principle in Christ to be a mere creature, by nature sub-

ject to a moral probation, as other men, and exalted on the

ground of His obedience
;
and gifted, moreover, with a heavenly

wisdom called the Logos, which guided Him. The two
heresies also agreed, as the last words imply, in considering
the Logos an attribute or manifestation, not a Person. Paulus
considered it as if a voice or sound, which comes and goes ;

so

that God may be said to have spoken in Christ. Arius makes
use of the same illustration.

"
noXXoOg Joyous Xa>.g7* o soc," he

says,
" which of them is manifested in the flesh I

" a He differs

from Paulus, in holding the pre-existence of the spiritual intel-

ligence in Christ, which he considers to be the first and only
created by the Father, and the instrument of all subsequent
creation, and other divine operations.

5. Arianism agreed with the heresy of Sabellius, in consider- }
vi^ s

.

a-

r\ i < , i i -r-i" T i ,
belhanism.

mg (jrod to exist only in one Person, and His Logos to be but
an attribute, manifested in the Son, Who was a creature.b It

differed from it, as regards the sense in which it believed the

Logos to be in Christ. The Sabellian, lately a Patripassian,
at least insisted much upon the abiding presence of the Logos
in Him. The Arian, but partially admitting the influence of
the real Logos on His pre-existing soul, transferred the name
to that soul itself, and maintained that the incarnate Logos was
not the true Wisdom of God, which was one with Him, but a
created semblance of it.

Such is Arianism in its relations to the principal errors of its with ortho-

time
; and of these it was most opposed to the Valentinian and doxy*

Sabellian, which, as we shall see, it did not scruple to impute to

its Catholic adversaries. Towards the Catholics, on the other

a Athan. do Deer. Nic. 16. b Athan. dc Sent. Dionys. 25.
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CHAP. ii. hand, it stood thus : it was willing to ascribe to the Son all
SECT - v - that is commonly attributed to Almighty God, His name,~

authority, and power ;
all but the incommunicable nature, or

ovffia
;

i. e. all but that which alone could give Him a right to

these titles of honour in a real and literal sense : Now, to turn
to the arguments, by which the heresy defended itself, or

rather attacked the Church.
Arius commenced his heresy thus, as Socrates informs us.

from the
"

(1) If the Father begat the Son, He Who was begotten has a

aY^mjSymg beginning of existence (ap^rt
v urdpfyui) ; (2) therefore once the

a beginning. gon faft not exjgt (* rg ^ -^
.

(3) therefore He is formed
from what once was not (eg ovx ovruv %/ rr

t
v

uffooracr/i/.")
a It

appears, then, that he inferred his doctrine from the very

meaning of the word Son, which is the scriptural designation
of our Lord ; and so far he adopted a fair and unexceptionable
mode of reasoning. Human relations, though the merest
shadows of "

heavenly things," yet would not of course be

employed by Divine Wisdom without fitness, nor unless with
the intention of instructing us. But what should be the exact

instruction derived by us from the word Son is another question.
The Catholics, (not to speak of their guidance from tradition

in determining it,) had taken it in its most obvious meaning ;

as interpreted moreover by the word ^ovoyevfo, and as confirmed

by the general tenor of revelation. But the Arians selected as

the sense of the figure that part of the original import of the

word, which, though undeniably included in it when referred to

us, is at best what logicians call a proprium, deduced from the

essence, not a part of the essence, and was peculiarly out of

place, when the word was used to express a sacred doctrine.

That a Father is prior to his Son, is not suggested, though it be

implied by the force of the terms, as ordinarily used
;
and it is an

inference altogether irrelevant, when the inquiry has reference

to that Being, from the notion of Whom time as well as space is

necessarily excluded. It is fair, indeed, to object at the outset

to the word Father being applied at all in its primary sense to

the Supreme Being ;
but this was not the Arian ground, which

was to argue from, not against, the metaphor employed. Nor

a Socr. i. 5. The argument thus stated in the history, answers to the

series of propositions anathematized at Nicsea, which are as follows
;

the

prefixed figures marking the correspondence of each with those set down by
SoCrateS. TOU? Xiyovra.; (2) on ?,v o<ri on oi>x %v, (1) / xtf v ywMveti olx ?x, (3) xeii OTI i%

ovx O'KT&IV lytviro, % If IT<%IX.S lvo<rTu.<rica? j ovtria-t iTvaii, r ZTurrov, (4) % r^rrrav j ct,\XotuTOv rt>

viov TOV ioZ, tnt8tf**r%u v K-ytct, .6oxtxv Ixx^Yio-ia.. The last proposition here con-

demned, viz. the mutability of the Son of God, which has no counterpart in

the account given by Socrates, probably was not one of Arius's original

propositions, but forced from him by his opponents as a necessary consequence
of his doctrine. He retracts it in his letter to Alexander, who on the other

hand bears public testimony to his having declared it. But of this more in

its place.
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was even this the extent of perverseness which their argument CHAP. n.

evidences. Let it be observed, that they admitted the primary
SECT - Y -

sense of the word, in order to introduce a mere secondary""
sense

; contending, that because our Lord was to be considered

really as a Son, therefore in fact He was no Son at all . In the

first proposition Arius assumes that He is really a Son, and

argues as if He were ;
in the third, he has arrived at the con-

clusion that He is created, i. e. no Son at all, except in a

secondary sense, as having received from the Father a sort of

adoption. An attempt was made by the Arians to smooth over

their inconsistency, by bringing passages from Scripture, in

which the works of God are spoken of as births; as in the

instance from Job, "He giveth birth to the drops of dew."
But this is obviously an entirely new mode of defending the

theory of adoption, and does not relieve their original offence
;

which consisted in their arguing from an assumed analogy,
which the result of their own argument destroyed. For, if He
be the Son of God no otherwise than we are, i. e. by adoption,
what becomes of the argument from the anterior said posterior
in existence ? as if the notion of adoption contained in it any
necessary reference to the nature and circumstances of the two

parties between whom it takes place.

Accordingly, the Arians were soon obliged to betake them- Argument

selves to a more refined argument. They dropped the mention 0,? O
e

f

of time, and withdrew the inference concerning it which they
the Father-

had drawn from the literal sense of the word Son. Instead of

this, they maintained that the relation of Father and Son, as

such, in whatever sense employed, could not but imply the

notion of voluntary originator, and on the other hand, of a free

gift conferred
;
or that the Son must be essentially inferior to

Him, from Whose 6eXri<n$, or will, His existence resulted. Their

argument was conveyed in the form of a dilemma: "utrum
volens an nolens Pater genuerit Filium ?

" The Catholics

wisely answered them by a counter-inquiry, which was adapted
to silence, without indulging the presumptuous disputant.

Gregory of Nazianzen asked them, whether the Father is God,
"volens an nolens," willingly or unwillingly ;

and Cyril of Alex-

andria, "whether God is good, compassionate, merciful, and

holy, with or against His choice ? For if He is so in conse-

quence of choosing it, and choice ever precedes what is chosen,
$v yjwog ors oux qv ravra &&6c, these attributes once did not exist."

Athanasius gives substantially the same answer, solving, how-

ever, rather than confuting, the objection.
" The Arians," he

says,
"
direct their view to the contrary to willing, instead of

considering what is the prior and more fundamental. For as

unwillingness is opposed to willing, so nature is that which it

depends on and follows. 3-

a Pctav. ii. 5. 9. vi. 8.
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CHAP. ii. Further : the Arians attempted to draw their conclusion of
*ECT - v - the dissimilarity of the Father and Son from the dyivi/^rov, which

was acknowledged on all sides to be the peculiar attribute of

the Father, while it had been the philosophical as well as

Valentinian appellation of the supreme God. This was the

chief resource of the Anomoeans, who revived the pure Arian

heresy, some years after the death of its first author. Their

argument has been expressed in the following form
;
that " the

essence of the Father is dysvwjrov, that of the Son /si/v^rov ;
but

d/gwrjrov and y&wr,rbv cannot be the same." a The shallowness,
as well as the miserable trifling of such disputations on a
serious subject, renders them unworthy a refutation.

Moreover, they argued against the Catholic sense of the word
materiality Son, from what they conceived to be its materiality ; and un-
of the word ,11 ,

. .
,

. ,, , ,

son literally warrantably contrasting its primary with its figurative signi-

fication, as if both could not be preserved, they contended that,

since the word must be figurative, that therefore it could not

retain its primary sense, i. e. must be taken in the secondary
sense of adoption.

inferences The reasonings of the Arians, so to call them, had now con-

argutnents. ducted them thus far; to maintain that our Lord was a creature,

advanced, after creation, to be a son of God. They did not

shrink from the inference which these positions implied, viz.

that he was tried as other moral agents, and adopted on being
found worthy; that his holiness was not essential, but acquired.

Evasions of It was next incumbent on them to explain in what sense our
theAnans - Lord was the ptivoysvfa, since they refused to understand that

word according to the Catholic comment of the opoovtiov.

Accordingly, they pronounced the y'twwig to be a kind of creation,

and then they at once proceeded to hide the offensiveness of

this dogma by the variety and dignity of the titles, by *which

they distinguished the Son from other creatures. They declared

that He was, strictly speaking, the only creature of God, as

alone made immediately by Him ;
and hence called /jwvoysvfi<;,

as

yewTiQeiG povog sx fiovou ;

b whereas all others were created through
Him, as the instrument of Divine Power

;
and that in conse-

quence, He was xrifff&a, dXX' oir^ ug sv rZv jinfffj.drW yewy/Aa, dXX'

ou^ us &v ruv yeyewq/tt'evuv ; or, to express it with something of

the ambiguity of the Greek, that He was not a creature like other

creatures. Another ambiguity of expression followed. The
idea of time depending on that of creation, they were able to

grant, that He, Who was employed in forming the worlds,

therefore existed before all time, vpb yj6vuv xai aiuvuv, not grant-

ing thereby that He was from everlasting, but that He was

brought into existence, d^o'vwc, independent of that succession

a
Bcausobrc, Hist. Manich. iii. 7. 2.

b Pearson on the Creed, vol. ii. p. 148. Suiccr. Thcstiur. verb.
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of second causes, (as they are called,) that elementary system CHAP. n.

seemingly self-sustained, and self-renovating, to the laws of SECT - v-

which creation itself may be considered as subjected.

Nor, lastly, had they any difficulty either in allowing or ^tended
, . . -1 .1 , , -, , n -r^- -, .,

e
i . concessions.

explaining away the other attributes of Divinity ascribed to

Christ in Scripture. They might safely confess Him to be per-
fect God, one with God, adorable, the author of good ;

still

with the reserve, that sacred appellations belonged to Him only
in the same general sense in which they are sometimes acci-

dentally bestowed on the faithful servants of God, and without

interfering with the prerogatives of the one eternal, self-

existing Cause of all things.
a

This account of the Arian system may suitably be illustrated Documents

by some of the original documents of the controversy. Here, trovers/.

then, shall follow two letters of Arius himself, an extract from
his Thalia, a letter of Eusebius of Nicomedia, and parts of the

circular epistles of Alexander of Alexandria, in justification of

his excommunicating Arius and his followers.b

1. "To his most esteemed superior, Eusebius, a man of God, Letter from

faithful and orthodox, Arius, unjustly persecuted by Alexander E

for the all-conquering truth's sake, of which thou too art a

champion, sends health in the Lord ! As Ammonius, my father,
was going to Nicomedia, it seemed becoming to address thee

through him
;
and withal to urge upon that deep-seated affec-

tion which thou bearest towards the brethren for the sake of

God and His Christ, how fiercely the bishop besets and pursues
us, leaving no means untried in his opposition. At length he
has driven us out of the city [Alexandria] as impious men,
(^oi;,) merely for dissenting from his public declarations,
that ' as God is eternal, so is His Son

;
when the Father, then

the Son
;

the Son is present in God without a birth
(a-yevvqrcac,)

ever-begotten (ae/yevfo,) an unbegotten-begotten (tfycwqroytrifc ;

neither in thought, nor by an instant of time, is God anterior
to the Son

;
an eternal God, an eternal Son

;
the Son is from

God Himself (1% adroD rou soD.) Since, then, Eusebius, thy
brother of Csesarea, Theodotus, Paulinus, &c. . . . say that the

unoriginated God exists before the Son, they are (thus) become
excommunicate by Alexander's sentence

;
all but Philogonius,

Hellanicus, and Macarius, heretical, ill-grounded men, who
say that He is the offspring or issue without birth

(o/ fj.lv

epwyqy, ot ds vpofioXriv aysvvyrov). These blasphemies we cannot
bear to hear even, no, not if the heretics should threaten

a It may be added, that the chief texts which they adduced in controversy
were Prov. viii. 22. Matt. xix. 17; xx. 23. Mark xiii. 32. John v. 19

;

xiv. 28. 1 Cor. xv. 28. Col. i. 15. and others which refer to our Lord's
mediatorial office. (Petav. ii. Theod. Hist. i. 4.) But it is obvious, that the

strength of their cause did not lie in their knowledge of Scripture.
b Theod. Hist. i. 46. Socr i. 6. Athan. in Arian. i. 5. de Svn. 15 16

Eplph. Ilcer. Ixix. 6, 7. Tlilar. Trin. iv. 12.- vi. 5.
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CHAP, ii- us with ten thousand deaths. What, on the other hand,
SCT - v - are our statements and opinions, our past and present^

teaching? that the Son is not unoriginate (ayei/vjjros) ;
nor

any how a part of the Unoriginate (pspog ayewyrov) ;
nor

made of any previously existing substance (IJ faozei/jt'evov nvog) ;

but that, by the will and purpose of God, He was in being
before time (vpb ^povuv xal <rrpb /tawv) perfect God, the only-

begotten (crX^jjg Qsbc, ftovoyevJis), unchangeable ;
and that

before this generation, or creation, or appointment or

constitution, [these words are selected by Arius as being
found in Scripture,] He was not (Vp/V yzwy^r,, qroi . . . %. r. A. . .

ovx
jfv),

inasmuch as He did not exist without birth (aysvKijroc),
And we are persecuted for saying, The Son has an origin (i.

e.

beginning, ap^v), but God is unoriginate (civap^/og) ;
for this,

we are under persecution, and for saying, that He is of a sub-

stance that once was not (eg ovx cWwi/), inasmuch as He is not

part of God (p'epos 0soD), nor of any previously existing sub-

stance. Therefore we are persecuted ; the rest thou knowest.
Be strong in the Lord, remembering our affliction, fellow-

Lucianist, truly named Eusebius [the pious]."
Letter from 2. The second letter is written in the name of himself and

his partizans of the Alexandrian Church
; who, finding them-

selves excommunicated, had withdrawn to Asia, where they

gained leave to propagate their opinions. It was composed
under the direction of Eusebius of Nicomedia, and is far more

temperate and cautious than the former. " To Alexander,
our blessed Father and Bishop, the Priests and Deacons send

health in the Lord. Our hereditary faith, which thou too,

blessed Father, hast taught us, is this. We believe in one

God, alone without birth, alone everlasting, alone unoriginate,
alone truly God, alone immortal, alone wise, alone good, alone

sovereign, alone judge of all, ordainer and dispenser, unchange-
able, and unalterable, just and good, of the Law and the

Prophets, and of the New Testament. We believe that this

God gave birth to the only-begotten Son before eternal periods

(irpb xpovuv aiuviuv), through Whom He hath made those periods
themselves (aiuva$), and all things else

;
that He gave birth

to Him, not in semblance but in truth, giving Him a real exis-

tence
(i*oorj)(fa,vra)

at His own will, so as to be unchangeable
and unalterable, God's perfect creature, but not as other

creatures (oC^ u$ tv ruv Krtfftasrwv),
His making (offspring) but

not as if made
( yli/v^a, AA' 06^ us lv ruv ysysvvijftevuv) ;

not as

Valentinus maintained, a development (crpo/3oX7jv),
nor again as

Manichseus, a consubstantial part (/c/wpog o^wouovov), nor as Sabel-

lius, Son and Father at once (vlurfotpa zlvtv), which is to make
two out of one, nor as Hieracas, [the Manichee,] a light from

light, or torch divided in two ; nor, as if He was previously
in being and afterwards begotten, (i.

e. created again to be a
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Son,) a notion condemned by thyself, blessed Father, in full

Church and among the assembled clergy ; but, as we affirm, ---1
created by the will of God before times and before periods, and

having life and existence from the Father, Who at the same
time gave Him to share His own glorious perfections (rag d6%ag

ffvwKoffTyffavrag aur&). For, when the Father gave to Him the

inheritance of all' things, He did not thereby deprive Himself
of attributes which are His without origination (aysi/i^rwc),

being the source (cr^) of all things.
" So there are three persons (vvoaraffsig) ;

and whereas God
is the cause (a'/riog)

of all things, and therefore unoriginate,
and altogether separate from all, the Son on the other hand,

begotten by the Father time-apart (d-^povug yzwyfaig), and
created and set forth before all periods, did not exist before

He was begotten, but being begotten by the Father time-apart,
was brought into being (i"7rs<trrf),

the one production of the

one Father. For He is not eternal, or co-eternal, or co-un-

begotten with the Father
;
nor hath an existence collateral

with the Father (>a r& Uarpi TO sJvai %/), as if there were two

unbegotten principles (dp%dg) ;
but God is before all things, as

being individual (povdg) and the principle of all
;

and therefore

before Christ also
;
as indeed we have learned from thee, in

thy public preaching. Inasmuch then as He hath His being

(ro eJvai) from God, and His glorious perfections, and His life,

and is intrusted with all things, for this reason God has

sovereignty over Him (df>yj\ auroD), as being His God and
before Him. As to such phrases as ' from Him '

(If auroD),

and ' from the womb,' (Ps. ex. 3.) and * issued forth from the

Father, and am come,' (John xvi. 28.) if they be understood,
as they are by some, to denote a part of one and the same
substance (p'spog ro\J

6//,oou<r/ou),
and a development (crpo/3oX^),

then the Father will be of a compound nature (Vui&ifW), and

divisible, and changeable, and corporeal ;
and thus, as far as

their words go, the incorporeal God will be subjected to the

properties of matter. I pray for thy health in the Lord,
blessed Father."

3. About the same time Arius wrote his Thalia, or song for Anus's

banquets and merry-makings, from which the following is ex-

tracted. He begins thus :

"
According to the faith of God's

elect, who know God, holy children, sound in their creed,

gifted with the Holy Spirit of God, I have received these things
from the partakers of wisdom, accomplished, taught of God,
and altogether w

r
ise. Along their track I have pursued my

course with like opinions, I the famous among men, the much-
suiferer for God's glory ; and, taught of God, I have gained
wisdom and knowledge." After this exordium, he proceeds
to declare,

" that God made the Son the origin or beginning
of creation (dp^v), being Himself unoriginate, and adopted
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CHAP. ii. Him to be His Son
;
Who on the other hand has no character

SECT - v- of divinity in His own Person
(73/ov ovdsv rot &eov -/.ad' -jKotraffiv~

/dioryroi), not being equal, nor consubstaritial (opoovffios) with

Him; that God is invisible, not only to the creatures created

through the Son, but to the Son Himself; that there is a

Trinity, but not with an equal glory ;
the Persons being sepa-

rate from each other
(av&irifjtiixroi),

One infinitely more glorious
than the Other [this is in opposition to the crgp/^wpTjer/f] ;

that the Father is different in substance from the Son
(g'evos

/car'
ovtf/av),

as existing unoriginate ;
that by God's will the

Son became Wisdom, Power, the Spirit, the Truth, the Word,
the Glory, and the Image of God

;
that the Father, as being

Almighty, is able to give existence to a Being equal to the

Son, though not superior to Him
; that from the time He was

made, being a mighty God, He has celebrated (ypvef) the

Greater
;
that He cannot investigate (Jg/^v/atfa/) His Father's

nature, it being plain that the originated cannot comprehend
the Unoriginate ; nay, that He does not know His own, nor
understand any thing with that true knowledge which God

possesses."
^' ^n ^e receip^ f ^ne letter from Arius, which was the

first document here exhibited, Eusebius of Nicomedia, ad-

dressed a letter to Paulinus of Tyre, of which the following is

an extract. " We have neither heard of two unoriginate prin-

ciples (aysi/i/jjra),
nor of one divided into two, subjected to any

material process ;
but of one Unoriginate (aytrwjroi'),

and one

originated (/g/oi/og) by Him really; not from His substance

(ovtrfas), but altogether foreign to the nature of the Unoriginate,

totally different (srepov) in nature and in power, though made
after the perfect likeness of the character and excellence of His
Maker. . . . But if He was of Him in the sense of ' from Him,'
as if a part of Him, or of the effluence of His substance (eg

anoppotas rqg oii<r/ag),
He would not be spoken of (in Scripture)

as created, or set forth
;

. . . for what exists as belonging to

the Unoriginate (ex ro\J dytwyrov vrtap^ov), cannot be considered

as created or set forth, whether by another or by the Unori-

ginate Himself, as being from the first of a nature which had

no beginning . . . Nothing is of His substance
;
but all things

are made at His will."

Letters of 5. Alexander, in his public accusation of Arius and his
tiexander.

p^y^ W rites thus. "
They say that there was a time when

the Son of God was not
(?jv

vort o~& ovx $v\ and that He Who
before had no existence was at length made, such as any other

man is by nature. Numbering the Son of God among created

things, they are but consistent in adding that He is of an

alterable nature, capable of virtue and vice When it is

urged on them that the Saviour differs from others called sons

of God, by the unchangeableness of His nature, throwing off
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all reverence, they say, that God, foreknowing and foreseeing CHAP. n.

His obedience, chose Him out of all creatures ;
chose Him, I SECT - v -

say, not as if possessing aught by nature and right above the

others, (since, as they say, there is no Son of God by nature,)
nor bearing any peculiar relation towards God

;
but as being

of an alterable nature, preserved from falling by the pursuit
and exercise of virtuous conduct, so that if Paul or Peter had
made such strenuous progress, they would have gained a son-

ship equal to His." In another letter, which was a circular

addressed to the Christian Churches, he says,
"
It is their doc-

trine that ' God was not always a Father, that the Word of

God has not always existed, but was made of created substance

(If OVK ovruv) ;
for the ever-existing God made Him Who once

was not, out of a substance which once was not
(6 u)i/ &sbg rbv

fty ovra SK rov ^ ovrog ofav/^xs.) . . . He is neither like the Father
in substance (o/xo/og xar' oucvav), nor is He the true and innate

Logos of the Father, nor His true Wisdom; but one of His
works and creatures

;
and by a strong figure (jcara^Tjtfr/xwg) the

Word and Wisdom, inasmuch as He Himself was made by the
real Logos of God, and that wisdom which is in God, by which
God made all things, and Him in the number. Hence He is

foreign and external to the Divine substance
(ou<r/a$), being

separated off from it. He was made for our sakes, in order
that God might create us by Him as by an instrument, and
He would not have had being, had not God willed our making.
Some one asked them if the Word of God could fall as the
devil fell I they scrupled not to answer,

'

Certainly He can.'
"

More than enough has now been said in explanation of a

controversy, the very sound of which will ever be painful to a
Christian mind. Yet so it has been ordered, that He Who
was once lifted up to the gaze of the world, and hid not His
face from the shame of derision and contumely, has again been

subjected to rude and impious scrutiny in the promulgation of
His religion to the world. And His true followers have been
themselves obliged to raise and fix their eyes on Him, as if He
were one of themselves, dismissing the reverence which would

keep them ever at His feet. The subject may be dismissed
with the following remarks.

1. First, it is obvious to notice the unscriptural character unsmp-
of the arguments on which the heresy was founded. It is true Ser^f'
that the Arians did not neglect to support their case from such ar^ISs
detached portions of the inspired volume, as suited their pur-
pose ; but still it never can be said that they showed that
earnest desire of sacred truth, and careful search into its

documents, which alone marks the Christian inquirer. The
question is not merely whether they confine themselves to the

language of Scripture, but whether they began with the study
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8ECT. V.

CHAP. ii. Of it. Doubtless to forbid in controversy the use of all words
but those which actually occur in Scripture, is a superstition,
an encroachment on Christian liberty, and an impediment to

freedom of thought ;
and especially unreasonable, considering

that a traditionary system of theology, consistent with, but

independent of Scripture, has existed in the Church from the

Apostolic age.
" Why shouldest thou be in that excessive

slavery to the letter," says Nazianzen,
" and yield to a

Judaical wisdom, poring over syllables, while letting slip
realities I Suppose, on thy saying twice five, or twice seven,
I were to understand thence ten or fourteen

;
or if I spoke of

a man, when thou hadst named an animal rational and mortal,
should I in that case appear to thee to trifle \ how could I so

appear, in merely expressing your own meaning \
" a

But,
inasmuch as this liberty was an evangelical privilege which

might be allowed to the Arian disputants, on the other hand it

was a dangerous privilege also, ever to be subjected to a pro-
found respect for the sacred text, a cautious adherence to the

whole of the doctrine therein contained, and a regard also for

those received statements, which, though not given to us as

inspired, probably are derived from inspired teachers. Now the
most liberal admission which can be made in behalf of the

Arians, is, to grant that they did not altogether throAV aside in

controversy the authority of Scripture; i. e. proclaim themselves
unbelievers

;
for it is evident that they took only just so much

of it, as would afford them a basis for erecting their system
of heresy by an abstract logical process. The mere words,
Father and Son, yii/i/?jcY, &c. were all they wanted of revealed

authority ; they professed to do all the rest for themselves. The

meaning of these terms in their context, the illustration which

they afford to each other, and, much more, the Divine doctrine

considered as one undivided message, variously exhibited and

dispersed in the various parts of Scripture, were excluded

from the consideration of controversialists, who thought that

truth was gained by disputing instead of investigating.
Their as- 2. Next, it will be observed, that throughout their discus-

f
sions they assumed as an axiom that there could be no mystery
*n ^ne Scripture doctrines respecting the nature of God. In

this, indeed, they did but follow the example of the contem-

porary spurious theologies ; though their abstract mode of

reasoning from the mere force of one or two Scripture terms,

necessarily forced them more than others into the use and
avowal of it. The Sabellian, to avoid mystery, denied the dis-

tinction of Persons in the Divine nature. Paulus, and after-

wards Apollinaris, for the same reason, denied the existence

of two Intelligent Principles at once, the Word and the human

a Petav. iv. 5. 3. 6.
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Soul, in the Person of Christ. The Arians adopted both errors. CHAP. n.

Yet what is a mystery in doctrine, but a difficulty or inconsis- SECT - v -

tency in the intellectual expression of it ] and what reason is

there for supposing that revelation addresses itself to the in-

tellect, except so far as it is necessary for conveying and fixing
its truths on the heart 1 Why are we not content to take and
use what is given us, without asking questions I The Catho-
lics on the other hand, pursued the intellectual investigation
of the doctrine, under the guidance of Scripture and Tradition,

merely as far as some immediate necessity called for it ; and
cared little though one mode of expression seemed inconsistent

with another. E. g. they developed the notion of o-j<r/a against
the Pantheists, of the swroffrarog Xo'yog against the Sabellians,
of the hdid^srog against heathen Polytheism and the Emanatists;
still, they did not use these for more than shadows of sacred

truth, symbols witnessing against the speculations into which
the unbridled intellect fell. Accordingly they were for a time
inconsistent with each other in the minor particulars of their

doctrinal statements, being far more bent on opposing error,
than forming a theology ; inconsistent, i. e. before the

experience of controversy, and the voice of Tradition, had
detached them from less accurate or advisable expressions, and
made them concede, or at least compare and adjust their

several declarations. Thus, some said that there was but one

vfl-oVraovg (substance) in the Godhead
;
others three Ivoarafcis

(substances or persons) and one ou<r/a (substance); others spoke
of more than one outf/a. Some allowed, some rejected, the terms

?r/?o/3oX^ and opoovtiov, according as they were guided by the pre-

vailing heresy of the day, and their own judgment concerning
the mode of meeting it. Some spoke of the Son as existing
from everlasting in the Divine Mind

; others implied that the

Logos was everlasting, and became the Son in time. Some
asserted His avap^ov, others denied it. Some when interrogated

by heretics, taught that He was begotten by the Father, fahfaer,

Others, (pvffsi
KOLI [&q SK povXTitfsug : ovre OsXovrog rov Harpbc ours fty

Q'sXovrog, dXXa sv ry ltftf> (3ovX$v pvffsi ; others spoke of a (Tjvdpo{jt,o$

fe^ffis.* Some declare that God is ap&pp rptfc ; others,

numerically one
;

while to others it might appear more

philosophical to exclude the idea of number altogether, in

the discussion of that Mysterious Nature, Which is beyond
comparison, whether viewed as One or Three, and neither
falls under nor forms any conceivable species.

b

In all such various statements, the object is clear

unexceptionable, being merely that of protesting and prac-
tically guarding against dangerous deductions from the

a Justin Tryph. 61. 100. &c. Petav. vi. 8. . 14, 15. 18.
t> Petav. iv. 13.

doctrine.
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CHAP. ii. Scripture doctrine
;
and the problem implied in all of them is,

-
9ECT ' Y

1_
to Determine now tnis en(l may best be effected. There are~
no signs of an intellectual curiosity in the tenor of these
Catholic expositions, prying into things not seen as yet ;

nor
of an ambition to account for the representations of the truth

given us in the sacred writings. But such a temper is the very
characteristic of the Arian disputants. They insisted on taking
the terms of Scripture and the Church for more than they sig-
nified, and expected their opponents to admit inferences alto-

gether foreign from the theological sense in which they were

really used. Hence they sometimes accused the orthodox of

heresy, sometimes of inconsistency. To believe that the pre-
existent Logos was the Son of God, was called Valentinianism

;

that the Son was the real Logos, was called Sabellianism.
The Fathers of the Church have come down to us loaded with
the imputation of the strangest errors, merely because they
united truths which heresies but shared among themselves; nor
have writers been wanting in modern times, from malevolence
or carelessness, to aggravate these charges. The mystery of
their creed has been converted into an evidence of concurrent
heresies. To believe in the actual Incarnation of the Eternal

Wisdom, has been treated, not as orthodoxy, but as an Ariano-
Sabellianism. Gregory of Neocoesarea was called a Sabellian,
because he spoke of one substance in the Divine nature

;
he

was called a forerunner of Arius, because he said that Christ
was a creature. Origen, so frequently accused of Arianism,
seemed to be a Sabellian, when he said that the Son was the

avroaXrfiva. Athenagoras is charged with Sabellianism by the

very writer (Petau), whose general theory it is, that he was one
of those Platonizing fathers who anticipated Arius.a Alex-
ander who at the opening of the controversy was accused by
Arius of Sabellianizing, has in these latter times been detected

by the flippant Jortin to be an advocate of Semi-Arianism
,

b

which was the peculiar enemy and assailant of Sabellianism
in all its forms. The celebrated word G/MOVMOV has not escaped
a similar contrariety of charges. Arius himself ascribes it to

the Manichees
;
the Semi-Arians at Ancyra anathematize it as

Sabellian. It is in the same spirit that Arius, in his letter to

Alexander, scoffs at the air/e\/vsg and aytvyroysv''?, ascribed to

the Son on the orthodox system ; as if the inconsistency, which
the full sense of the words involved, was a sufficient refutation

of the doctrine really expressed by them.
TfceCath<> The Catholics sustained these charges with a prudence,'"'

which has, (humanly speaking), secured the success of their

cause
; though it has availed little to remove the calumnies

a Bull. Defens. iii. 5. . 4.

b Jortin Eccles. Hist. vol. ii. pp. 179, 180.
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heaped upon themselves. The great Dionysius, who has him- CHAP. u.

self been defamed by the " accuser of the brethren," declares SECT - T-

perspicuously the principle of the orthodox teaching. "The~~
particular expressions which I have used," he says, in his

defence,
" must not be taken separate from each other .....

whereas my opponents have separated two insignificant words
from the context, and sling them at me from a distance

; not

understanding, that, in the case of subjects partially known,
illustrations foreign to them in nature, nay, inconsistent with
each other, aid the discussion." a

However, the Catholics found themselves under the neces- Guard their

sity of removing, as far as they could, their own verbal incon- J

sistencies, and of sanctioning one form of expression above
rest. Hence distinctions, e. g. were made between the use of i

aysvyrog and dyswyrog, af>yyi and at'nov, as already noticed. But
these, clear and intelligible as they were in themselves, and
valuable, both as facilitating the argument and disabusing the

perplexed inquirer, opened to the heretical party the oppor-
tunity of a new misrepresentation. Whenever the orthodox
writers showed an anxiety to reconcile and discriminate their

own expressions, the charge of Manicheeism was urged against
them

; as if to dwell upon, were to rest in the material images
which were the signs of the unknown truths. E. g. the phrase,
"
Light of Light," the orthodox and almost apostolic emblem

of the derivation of the Son from the Father, as symbolizing
Their inseparability, mutual relation, and the separate fulness

and exact parallelism of Their perfections, was interpreted by
the gross conceptions of the Manichsean Hieracas.b

3. When in answer to such objections the Catholics denied Brians

that they attached other than a figurative meaning to their figurative

words, their opponents suddenly turned round, and professed tuSr
pre1

the figurative meaning of the terms to be that which they
themselves advocated. This inconsistency in their mode of

conducting the argument deserves notice. It has already been
instanced in the original argument of Arius, who maintained,
that, since the word Son in its literal sense included among
other ideas that of a beginning, the Son of God had had a be-

S'nning
or was created, and therefore was not really a Son of

od at all. It was on account of such unscrupulous dexterity
in the controversy, that Alexander and Athanasius give them

a Athan. de Sent. Dionys. 18.
b The lx 9>z became the subject of the following profane examination :

I'
-yct^ \ StoiJ ia-ri, xeti iyiyvyerev il- at,i/roij o ij, dig t'ixe7ti, l| IS'ictf iturofrat.o-Ku; fi/trtt, fl lx *r,{

loiets tiifltif, ovxoiJv uyxtuS-v;, tj Ttfj,^ I?|TO, *i Iv ri yivvcZv turXciriivS-Ti, r, truvtfTOL^vi, % TI ru*
xetrx, T *.$-*, T 0-tupa.Tixx. vxtfry. Epiph. Hogr. Ixix. 15. Or to take the objec-
tion made at Niccea to the o^o^ov by Eusebius and some others. In the
Words Ot oOCrateS : ivrii ?.% iQettrctv ofAtouiriev tTvcti, o ix nvo; iffrtv, ri xotret, fjt,it<rfAOv, *j xotTac,

<ri>-)>x.T.r',Qi(rQu.i rf? rifrti IXcyov. Socr. i. 8.

10
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CHAP. ii. the title of chameleons. "
They are as variable and uncertain

PECT - Y< in their opinions, (says the latter,) as chameleons in their~
colour. When refuted, they look confused, and when ex-
amined they are perplexed ; however, at length they recover
their assurance, and bring forward some evasion. Then, if

this in turn is exposed, they do not rest till they have devised
some new absurdity, and, as Scripture says, meditate vain

things, so that they may obtain the privilege of being profane.
Thus the Jews first asked a sign from Christ

;
next attributed

His miracles to Beelzebub." a

terpretetion
^et US

' however, pursue the Arians on their new ground of
of rbwt allegory. It has been already observed, that they explain the
by creation.

v - 1
J

r- -,

J
-fword /Aovoysvrii;

in the sense ot i^ovoKnarog ; and considered the
oneness of the Father and Son to consist in an unity of

character and will, such as exists between God and His Saints,
not in nature.

iase^enfer "Now, surely, the temper of mind, which had recourse to
of mind. such a comparison between Christ and us, to defend a heresy,

was still more odious, if possible, than the original impiety of

the heresy itself. Thus, the honours graciously bestowed upon
human nature, as wrell as the condescending self-abasement of

our Lord, were made to subserve the cause of the blasphemer.
It is a known peculiarity of the message of mercy, that it views
the Church of Christ as if clothed with, or hidden within, the

glory of Him Who ransomed it
;
so that there is no name or

title belonging to Him literally, which is not in a secondary
sense applied to the reconciled penitent. t

As our Lord is the

Priest and King of His redeemed, they, as members of Him,
are accounted kings and priests also. They are said to be

Christs, or the anointed, to partake of the Divine nature, to be

the well-beloved of God, His sons, one with Him, and heirs of

glory ; in order to express the fulness and the transcendant

excellence of the blessings gained to the Saints by Christ. In

all these forms of speech, no religious mind runs the risk of

confusing its own privileges with the real prerogatives of Him
Who gave them

; yet it is obviously difficult in argument to

discriminate between the primary and secondary use of the

words, and to elicit and exhibit the delicate reasons lying in

the context of Scripture for conclusions, which the common
sense of a Christian is impatient as well as shocked to hear

disputed. Who would so trifle with words, to take a parallel

case, as to argue that, because Christians are said by St. John

to " know all things," that therefore God is not omniscient in

a sense infinitely above man's highest intelligence ?

ft mav be observed, moreover, that the Arians were incon-

sistent in their application of the allegorical rule, by which

a Athan, de doer. Nic 1. Socr. i. 6.
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they attempted to interpret Scripture; and showed as great
CHAP. n.

deficiency in their philosophical conceptions of God, as in their _J

practical devotion to Him. They seem to have fancied that

some of His acts were more comprehensible than others, and

might accordingly be made the basis on which the rest might
be interpreted. They referred the ysw^tg to the notion of

creation ;
but creation is in fact as mysterious as the divine

ysvwjtf/s ;
i. e. we are as little able to understand our own

words, when we speak of the world's being called into being
at God's word, as when we confess that His Eternal Perfec-

tions are reiterated, without being doubled, in the Person of

His Son. " How is it," asks Athanasius,
" that the impious

men dare to speak flippantly on subjects too sacred to

approach, mortals as they are, and incapable of explaining
even God's works upon earth \ Why do I say, His earthly
works ? let them treat of themselves, if so be they can investi-

gate their own nature
; yet venturous and self-confident, they

tremble not before the glory of God, which angels desire

reverently to inspect, though in nature and rank far more
excellent than they."

a
Accordingly he argues that nothing is

gained by resolving one of the divine operations into another
;

that to make when attributed to God is essentially distinct

from the same act when ascribed to man, as incomprehensible
as the Divine ygmjovs ;

b and consequently that it is our highest
wisdom to take the truths of Scripture as we find them there,
and use them for the purposes for which they are vouchsafed,
without attempting accurately to systematize or to explain

away. Far from elucidating, we are evidently enfeebling
the revealed doctrine, by. substituting povoxriffrbv for povoyev'e$ ;

for if the words are synonymous, why should the latter be
insisted on in Scripture 1 Accordingly, it is proper to make
a distinction between the primary and the literal meaning of
a term. All the terms which human language applies to the

Supreme Being, may perhaps be more or less figurative ; but
their primary and secondary meaning may still remain as

distinct, as when they are referred to earthly objects. We
need not give up the primary meaning of the word Son as

opposed to the sense of adoption, because we forbear to use it

in its literal and material sense.

4. This being the general character of the Arian reasonings, Avian rca-

it is natural to inquire what was the object towards which tSStopo-

they tended. Now it will be found, that this audacious and ela- ^t^'3 -

borate sophistry could not escape one of two conclusions
;

either the establishment of a sort of polytheism, or, as the

a Athan. on Matt. xi. 22. 6.
b Athan. de deer. Nic. 11. vid. also Greg. Naz. Orat. 35. p. 566. Euseb.

Eccl. Theol. i. 12.

10*
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CHAP. u. more practical alternative, that of the mere humanity of
SECT - v - Christ ;

i. e. either the superstition of paganism, or the virtual=
atheism of philosophy. If the professions of the Arians are
to be believed, they confessed our Lord to be God, #\npfa ^c,
yet at the same time to be infinitely distant from the perfec-
tions of the One Eternal Cause. Here at once a ditheism is

acknowledged ; but Athanasius pushes on the admission to

that of an unlimited polytheism. "If," he says, "the Son
were an object of worship for His transcendant glory, then

every subordinate being is bound to worship his superior."*
ortoHu- But so repulsive is the notion of a secondary God both to
mamtanan-

reasoilj an(j much mOre to Christianity, that the real tendency
of Arianism lay towards the sole remaining alternative, the

humanitarian scheme. Its essential agreement with Samosa-
tenism has already been incidentally shown

;
it differed from

it only when the pressure of controversy required it. Its

history is the proof of this. It started with a boldness not

inferior to that of Paulus
;
but as soon as it was attacked, it

suddenly coiled itself into a defensive posture, and plunged
amid the thickets of verbal controversy. At first it had not

scrupled to admit the peccable nature of the Son ;
but it soon

learned to disguise such consequences of its doctrine, and
avowed that, in matter of fact, He was indefectible. Next it

borrowed the language of Platonism, which, without commit-

ting it to any real renunciation of its former declarations,
admitted of the dress of a high and almost enthusiastic piety.
Then it professed an entire agreement with the Catholics,

except as to the adoption of the single word opoovtios, which

they urged upon it, and concerning which, it affected to

entertain conscientious scruples. At this time it was ready to

confess that our Lord was the true God, God of God, born

a^p6vu$j or before all time, and not a creature as other crea-

tures, but peculiarly the Offspring of God, and His accurate

Image. Afterwards, changing its ground, it protested against
non-scriptural expressions, of which itself had been the chief

inventor
;
and proposed an union of all opinions, on the com-

prehensive basis of a creed, in which the Son should be merely
declared to be xara vavra opoiog, or simply opoiog r& TLarpi.

This versatility of profession is an illustration of the character

given of the Arians by Athanasius, some pages back, which
is further exemplified in their conduct at the Council in

which they were condemned
; but it is here adduced to show

the danger to which the Church was exposed from a party
who had no fixed tenet, except that of opposition to the true

notion of Christ's divinity ;
and whose teaching, accordingly,

had no firm footing of internal consistency to rest upon,

a Cudw. Intell. Syst, 4. . 36. Petav. ii. 12 . 6.
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till it descended to the notion of His simple humanity; to CHAP. n.

the doctrine, that is, of Artemas and Paulus, the forerunners BECT - T -

of Arms, though they too, as well as he, had enveloped their

impieties in such admissions and professions, as assimilated

it more or less in appearance to the faith of the Catholic

Church.
The conduct of the Arians at Nicsea, as referred to, was as Conduct of

follows. "When the Bishops in council assembled," says SxISS!!*

Athanasius, an eye-witness,
' : were desirous of ridding the

Church of the impious expressions invented by Arius, rb eg ovx

ovruv, rb xrJff'Aa, \eyeiv rbv Y'/bv, rb qv WOTS ors MX yv, on rps^rijg effri

pv<feu$ 9
and perpetuating those which we receive on the

authority of Scripture, that the Son is ex @eov <pu<fei ftovoysvfc,

the Word, Power, the sole Wisdom of the Father, very God,
as the Apostle John says, and as Paul, the Radiance of His

glory, and the express Image of His Person ; the Eusebians,
influenced by their own heterodoxy, said one to another,
'Let us agree to this

;
for we too are IK sou, there being one

God, of Whom are all things.' .... The Bishops, however,

discerning their cunning, and the artifice adopted by their

impiety, in order to express more clearly the sx rou 0eoD, wrote
down ex r?i$ ovff'ias rov 0goD, of the substance of God ; creatures

being spoken of as ex rov eov, as not existing of themselves
without cause, but having a beginning of production ; but
the Son being peculiarly ex rrjg roO Harpb$ ou<r/ag .... Again,
on the Bishops asking the few advocates of Arianism

present, whether they allowed the Son to be, not a creature,
but the sole Power, Wisdom, and Image of the Father,

eternal, and in all respects like the Father (atfapaXXaxrov,)
and very God, the Eusebians were detected making signs
to each other, to express that this also fell in with their

sentiments. ' For we too,' they said,
' are called in Scripture

the image and glory of God ;
we are eternal .... There are

many powers, God being the Lord of them. Nay, that we
are the real sons of God, is proved expressly from the text,
in which the Son calls us brethren. Nor should their

assertion, that He is the very (true) God, distress us; for

inasmuch as He was made true, He is true.' This was the

abandoned meaning of the Arians. But here too the Bishops
seeing through their deceit, brought together from Scripture,
the radiance, source and stream, express Image of Person,

* In
t

I Thy light we shall see light,'
' I and the Father are one,' and

last of all, expressed themselves more clearly and concisely
in the phrase opoovaov eJvai rti Harp} rbv T/'OV

;
for all that

was beforesaid has this meaning. As to their complaint
|

about non-scriptural phrases, they themselves refute it. It

!
was they who began with their impious expressions, rb e%

and rb $v xors 6Vg oux ifv, which are not Scripture ;
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CHAP. ii. an(J now they make it a charge, that they are detected by
means of non-scriptural terms, which have been reverently
adopted.*" The last remark is important; even those
traditional statements of the Catholic doctrine, which were
more explicit than Scripture, had not taken the shape of
formulae. It was the Arian denned propositions of the eg ow
ovruv, and the like, which called for the imposition of the

6/JMOVOiOV,

conduct of It has sometimes been said, that the Catholics anxiously
lies towards searched for some offensive test, which might operate to the
them. exclusion of the Arians. This is not correct, inasmuch as

they have no need to search
;
the ex r^g ovtttai; having been

openly denied by the Arians, five years before the Council,
and no practical distinction between it and the o/Aoovffiov

existing, till the era of Basil and his Semi-Arians. Yet,
had it been necessary, doubtless it would have been their

duty to seek for a test of this nature ; nay, to urge upon the
heretical teachers the plain consequences of their doctrine,
and to drive them into the adoption of them. These conse-

quences are certain of being elicited in the long run
;
and

it is but equitable to anticipate them in the persons of the

heresiarchs, rather than to suffer them gradually to unfold
and spread far and wide after their day, sapping the faith

of their deluded and less guilty followers. Many a man
would be deterred from outstepping the truth, could he see

the end of his course from the beginning. The Arians felt

this, and therefore resisted a detection, which would at once

expose them to the condemnation of all serious men. In this

lies the difference between the treatment due to an individual

in error, and to one who is confident enough to publish his

innovations. The former claims from us the most affectionate

sympathy, and the most considerate attention. The latter

should meet with no mercy; he assumes the office of the

Tempter, and, so far forth as his error goes, must be dealt

with by the competent authority, as if he were embodied Evil.

To spare him is a false and dangerous pity. It is to endanger
the souls of thousands, and it is uncharitable towards himself.

a Athan. Ep. ad Afros., 5, 6.
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CHAPTER III.

THE COUNCIL OF NICJEA.

SECTION I.

HISTORY OF THE COUNCIL.

THE authentic account of the proceedings of the Nicene CHAP. in.

Council is not extant.a It has in consequence been judged SECT - '

expedient to put together in the last chapter whatever was"
necessary for the explanation of the Catholic and Arian ^chapter
creeds, and the controversy concerning them, rather than
to reserve any portion of the doctrinal discussion for the

present, though in some respects the more appropriate place
for its introduction. Here then the transactions at Nicaea

shall be reviewed in their political or ecclesiastical aspect.
Arius first published his heresy about the year 319. His History of

previous turbulence has already been mentioned. It is said,

that, on the death of Achillas, he had aspired to the primacy
of the Egyptian Church

; and, according to Philostorgius,
b

the historian of his party, a writer of little credit, he had

generously resigned his claims in favour of Alexander,
who was elected. His ambitious character renders it not

improbable that he was a candidate for the vacant dignity ;

but the difference of age between himself and Alexander,
which must have been considerable, at once accounts for the

elevation of the latter, and is an evidence of the indecency of

Arius in becoming a competitor at all. His first attack on
I
the Catholic doctrine was conducted with an openness, which,

j considering the general duplicity of his party, is the most
j
honourable trait in his character. In a public meeting

I of the Clergy of Alexandria, he accused his diocesan of

i Sabellianism
; an insult which Alexander, from deference

a Vid. Ittigius Hist. Cone. Nic. . 1. The rest of this volume is drawn up
from the following authorities: Eusebius vit. Const., Socrates, Sozomen, and
Theodoret Hist. Eccles., the various historical tracts of Athanasius, Epipha-

! nius User. Ixix. Ixxiii., and the Acta Conciliorum. Of moderns, especially

|

Tillemont and Petavius; then, Maimbourg's history of Arianism, the
Benedictine life of Athanasius, Cave's life of Athanasius and Literary
History, Gibbon's Roman History, and Mr. Bridges' Reign of Constantine.

b Philost. i. 3.
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CHAP. in. to the talents and learning of the objector, sustained with
"CT.I. somewhat too little of the dignity befitting "the Ruler of the

"people." The mischief, wrhich ensued from his misplaced
meekness, was considerable. Arius was one of the public

preachers of Alexandria; and, as some suppose. Master of

the Catechetical School. Others of the city Presbyters were
stimulated by his example to similar irregularities. Collu-

thus, Carponas, and Sarmatas, began to form each his own
party in a Church, which Meletius had already troubled ;

and Colluthus went so far as to promulgate an heretical

doctrine, and to found a sect. Still hoping to settle these

disorders without the exercise of his episcopal power, Alex-
ander summoned a meeting of his Clergy, in which Arius
was allowed to state his doctrines freely, and to argue in

their defence
; and, whether from a desire not to overbear

the discussion, or from distrust in his own power of accurately

expressing the truth, and anxiety about the charge of heresy

brought against himself, the Primate, though in no wise a
man of feeble mind, is said to have refrained from committing
himself on the controverted subject, "applauding," as Sozo-

men tells us,
" sometimes the one party, sometimes the other." *

At length the error of Arius appeared to be of that serious

and confirmed nature, that countenance of it became sinful.

The heresy began to spread beyond the Alexandrian Church ;

the indecision of Alexander excited the murmurs of the

Catholics
; till, at last, called unwillingly to the discharge

of a severe duty, he gave public evidence of his real indigna-
tion against the blasphemies which he had so long endured,

b

and excommunicated Arius with his followers.
its progress. This proceeding, obligatory, as it was, on a Christian

Bishop, and ratified by the concurrence of a provincial Council,
and expedient even for the immediate interests of Christianity,
had other Churches been equally honest in their allegiance
to the true faith, had the effect of increasing the influence

of Arius, by throwing him upon his fellow-Lucianists of the

rival dioceses of the East, and giving notoriety to his name
and tenets. In Egypt, indeed, he had already been supported

by the Meletian faction
; which, in spite of its profession

of orthodoxy, continued in alliance with him, through jealousy
to the Church, even after he had fallen into heresy. But the

countenance of these schismatics was of small consideration,

compared with the powerful aid frankly tendered him, on his

excommunication, by the leading men in the great Catholic

communities of Asia Minor and the East. Palestine was the

first to afford him a retreat from Alexandrian orthodoxy,
where he received a cordial reception from the learned Euse-

* Soz. i. 14. b
*{ o(rv i$*T7iT*/. Socr. i. 6.
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bius, Metropolitan of Csesarea, Athanasius of Anazarbus, CHAP. in.

and others
; who, in letters on his behalf, did not hesitate SECT - '

to declare their concurrence with him in the full extent of
~

his heresy. Eusebius even declared that Christ was not very
God (al.qQivbg 0s6g) ;

and his associate Athanasius asserted,
that He was in the number of the hundred sheep of the

parable, i. e. the creatures of God.

Yet, in spite of the countenance of these and other eminentA
(jJ

8

d
ll

jJ

p '

men, Arius found it difficult to maintain his ground against Eusebius.

the general indignation which his heresy excited. He was

resolutely opposed by Philogonius, patriarch of Antioch, and

Macarius, of Jerusalem ;
who promptly answered the call made

upon them by Alexander, in his circulars addressed to the

Syrian Churches. In the meanwhile Eusebius, of Nicomedia,
the early friend of Arius, and the ecclesiastical adviser of

Constantia, the Emperor's sister, declared in his favour ;

and offered him a refuge, which he readily accepted, from
the growing unpopularity which attended him in Palestine.

Supported by the patronage of so powerful a prelate, Arius
was now scarcely to be considered in the position of a schis-

matic or an outcast. He assumed in consequence a more
calm and respectful demeanour towards Alexander

;
imitated

the courteous language of his friend
; and, in his epistle which

was introduced into the last chapter, addresses his diocesan
with an affectation of humility, and defers or appeals to

previous statements made by Alexander himself on the doc-
trine in dispute. At this time also he seems to have corrected
and completed his system. George, afterwards Bishop of

Laodicea, taught him an evasion for the orthodox test ex

02&D, by a reference to 1 Cor. xi. 12. Asterius, a sophist of

Cappadocia, supported the secondary sense of the word

Logos as applied to Christ, by a reference to such passages as
Joel ii. 25

; and, in order to explain away the force of the

fiovo'/fvris, maintained, that to Christ alone out of all creatures
it had been given, to be fashioned under the immediate

presence and perilous weight of the Divine hand. Now too,
as it appears, the title of ahyOivbt e6$ was ascribed to Him

;
the

aXAo/wrov was withdrawn
;
and an admission of His actual

indefectibility substituted for it. The heresy being thus

placed on a less exceptionable basis, the influence of Eusebius
was exerted in Councils both in Bithynia and Palestine ;

in which Arius was acknowledged, and more urgent solicita-

tions addressed to Alexander, in order to effect his re-admission
into the Church.

This was the history of the controversy for the first four Necessity

or five years of its existence
;

i. e. till the era of the battle offSLference

Hadrianople (A. D. 323,) by the issue of which Constantine,
oftheState -

becoming master of the Roman world, was at liberty to turn
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CHAP. in. his thoughts to the state of Christianity in the Eastern
SECT. i. Provinces of the Empire. From this date it is connected~

with civil history ;
a consequence natural, and indeed necessary

under the existing circumstances, though it was the occasion

of subjecting Christianity to fresh persecutions, in place of

those which its nominal triumph had terminated. When
a heresy, condemned and excommunicated by one Church, was
taken up by another, and independent Christian bodies thus
stood in open opposition, nothing was left to those who desired

peace, to say nothing of orthodoxy, but to bring the question
under the notice of a General Council. But as a previous

step, the leave of the civil power was plainly necessary for

so public a display of that wide-spreading association, of

which the faith of the Gospel was the uniting and animating
principle. Thus the Church could not meet together in one,
without entering into a sort of negociation with the powers
that be

; whose jealousy it is the duty of Christians, both as

individuals and as a body, if possible, to dispel. On the

other hand, the Roman Emperor, as a professed disciple
of the truth, was of course bound to protect its interests,

and to afford every facility for its establishment in purity
and efficacy. It was under these circumstances that the

Nicene Council was convoked.
constan- Now we must direct our view for a while* to the character

and history of Constantine. It is an ungrateful task to

discuss the private opinions and motives of an Emperor,
who was the first to profess himself the Protector of the

Church, and to relieve it from the abject and suffering

condition, in which it had lain for three centuries. Con-
stantine is our benefactor; inasmuch as we, who now live,

may be considered to have received the gift of Christianity, by
means of the increased influence which he gave to the Church.

And, were it not that in conferring his benefaction, he
burdened it with the bequest of an heresy, which outlived

his age by many centuries, and still exists in its effects

in the divisions of the East, nothing would here be said,

from mere grateful recollection of him, by way of analyzing
the state of mind, in which he viewed the benefit which
he has conveyed to us. But his conduct, as it discovers

itself in the subsequent history, natural as it was in his

case, yet has somewhat of a warning in it, which must not

be neglected in after times.

Nature of It is of course impossible accurately to describe the various

iani?y.

nst

feelings, with which one in Constantine's peculiar situation

was likely to regard Christianity ; yet the joint effect of

them all may be gathered from his actual conduct, and the

state of the civilized world at the time. He found his empire
distracted with civil and religious dissensions, which tended
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to the dissolution of society ;
at a time too, when the barba- CHAP. HI.

rians without were pressing upon it with a vigour, formidable _ BECT:__
in itself, but far more menacing in consequence of the decay
of the ancient spirit of Rome. He perceived the powers
of its old polytheism, from whatever cause, exhausted ; and a

newly risen philosophy vainly endeavouring to resuscitate a

mythology which had done its work, and now, like all things of

earth, was fast returning to the dust from which it was taken.

He heard the same philosophy inculcating the principles
of that more exalted and refined religion, which a civilized

age will always require ;
and he witnessed the same sub-

stantial teaching, as he would consider it, embodied in the

precepts, and enforced by the energetic discipline, the union,
and the example of the Christian Church. Here his thoughts
would rest, as in a natural solution of the investigation,
to which the state of his empire gave rise

; and, without

knowing enough of the internal characters of Christianity,
to care to instruct himself in them, he would discern, on
the face of it a doctrine more real than that of philosophy,
and a rule of life more self-denying than that of the Republic.
The Gospel seemed to be the fit instrument of a civil reforma-

tion,* being but a new form of the old wisdom, which had
existed in the world at large from the beginning. Revering,
nay, in one sense, honestly submitting to its faith, yet he

acknowledged it rather as a system, than joined it as an
institution ; and, by refraining from the sacrament of baptism
till his last illness, he acted in the spirit of men of the

world in every age, who dislike to pledge themselves to

engagements which they still intend to fulfil, and to descend
from the position of judges, to that of disciples of the truth.b

Peace is so eminently the perfection of the Christian He aims at

temper, conduct, and discipline, and it had been so wonder-

fully exemplified in the previous history of the Church,
that it was almost unavoidable in a heathen soldier and

statesman, to regard it as the sole precept of the Gospel. It

required a far more refined moral perception, to detect and to

approve the principle, on which this peace is grounded in Scrip-
ture

;
to submit to the dictation of truth, as such, as a primary

authority in matters of political and private conduct ; to

understand how belief in a certain creed was a condition

of divine favour, how the social union was intended to

result from an unity of opinions, the love of man to spring
from the love of God, and zeal to be prior in the succession

of Christian graces to benevolence. It had been predicted

by Him Who came to offer peace to the world, that, in

a Gibbon. Hist. ch. xx.
b Vid. his speech, Euseb. vit. Const, iv. 02.
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CHAP. in. matter of fact, that gift would be changed into the sword
SECT - ' of discord ; mankind being alienated from the doctrine,~

more than they were won over by the amiableness, of

Christianity. But He alone was able thus to discern,

through what a succession of difficulties Divine truth ad-

vances to its final victory ; shallow minds anticipate the

end apart from the course which leads to it. Especially

they who receive scarcely more of His teaching, than the

instinct of civilization recognizes, (and Constantine must,
on the whole, be classed among such,) view the religious
dissensions of the Church as simply evil, and, (as they would
fain prove,) contrary to His own precepts ;

whereas in fact

they are but the history of truth in its first stage of trial,

when it aims at being
"
pure

" before it is
"
peaceable ;

"

and are reprehensible only so far, as baser passions mix
themselves with that true loyalty towards God, which desires

His glory in the first place, and only in the second place, the

tranquillity and good order of society.
Edict of The Edict of Milan, (A. D. 313) was among the first effects

of Constantine's anxiety, to restore fellowship of feeling to the

members of his distracted empire. In it an absolute tolera-

tion was given by him and his colleague Licinius, to the

Christians and all other persuasions, to follow the form of

worship which each had adopted for himself; and it was

granted, with the professed view of consulting for the peace of

their people.
schism of A year did not elapse from the date of this Edict, when

Constantine found it necessary to support it by severe repres-
sive measures against the Donatists of Africa, though their

offences were scarcely of a civil nature. Their schism had

originated in the disappointed ambition of two presbyters ;

who fomented an opposition to Csecilian, illegally elevated, as

they pretended, to the episcopate of Carthage. Growing into

a sect, they appealed to Constantine, who referred their cause
to the arbitration of successive Councils. These pronounced
in favour of Csecilian

; and, on Constantine's reviewing and

confirming their sentence, the defeated party assailed him
with intemperate complaints, accused Hosius, his adviser, of

partiality in the decision, stirred up the magistrates against
the Catholic Church, and endeavoured to deprive it of its

places of worship. Constantine in consequence took posses-
sion of their Churches, banished their seditious bishops,
and put some of them to death. A love of truth is not

irreconcileable either with an unlimited toleration, or an
exclusive patronage of a selected religion ;

but to endure or

discountenance error, according as it is, or is not, represented
in an independent system and existing authority, to spare the

pagans and to tyrannize over the schismatics, is the conduct
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of one who subjected religious principle to expediency, and CHAP-m -

aimed at peace, as a supreme good, by forcible measures 8ECT
-^

where it was possible, otherwise by conciliation.

It must be observed, moreover, that subsequently to the cele- Further

brated vision of the Labarum, (A. D. 312.) he publicly invoked the
d
poiftidi

the Deity as one and the same in all forms of worship ; Jjs
a
^|f n5

and at a later period, A.D. 321.) he promulgated simultaneous

edicts for the observance of Sunday, and the due consultation

of the aruspices.* On the other hand, as in the Edict of

Milan, so in his letters and edicts connected with the Arian

controversy, the same reference is made to external peace and

good order, as the chief object towards which his thoughts
were directed. The same desire of tranquillity, led him to

summon to the Nicene Council the Novatian Bishop Acesius,
as well as the orthodox prelates. At a later period still,

when he extended a more open countenance to the Church
as an institution, the same principle discovers itself in his

conduct, which actuated him in his measures against the

Donatists. In proportion as he recognizes the Catholic

body, he drops his toleration of the sectaries. He prohibited
the conventicles of the Valentinians, Montanists, and other

heretics
; who, at his bidding, joined the Church in such

numbers, (many of them, says Eusebius,
"
through fear

of the Imperial threat, with hypocritical minds,"
b
) that at

length both heresy and schism might be said to disappear
from the face of society. Now let us observe his conduct in

the Arian controversy.
Doubtless it was a grievous disappointment to a generous He has in-

and large-minded prince, to discover that the Church itself, theTrian
*

from which he had looked for the consolidation of his empire, ^sy?"
was convulsed by dissensions such as were unknown amid the
heartless wranglings of Pagan philosophy. The disturbances
caused by the Donatists, which his acquisition of Italy (A. D.

312.) had opened upon his view, extended from the borders
of the Alexandrian patriarchate to the ocean. The conquest
of the East (A.D. 323.) did but enlarge his prospect of the
distractions of Christendom. The patriarchate just mentioned
had lately been visited by a deplorable heresy, which having
run its course through the chief parts of Egypt, Lybia, and Cy-
renaica, had attacked Palestine and Syria, and spread thence
into the dioceses of Asia Minor and the Lydian Proconsulate.

Constantine was informed of the growing schism at Ni-^rites *

, . ,. -._ -1-1, T -,
Alexander

comedia, and at once addressed a letter to Alexander andandArius.

Arius jointly ;

c a reference to which will enable the reader
to verify for himself the account above given of the nature
of the Emperor's Christianity. He professes therein two

Gibbon, Hist. ibid. * Euseb. vit. Const, iii. 66. c j^d. H. 6472
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CHAP. in. motives as impelling him in his public conduct; first, the
SECT, i. desire of effecting the reception, throughout his dominions,~

of some one definite and complete form of religious worship ;

next, that of settling and invigorating the civil institutions

of the empire. Desirous of securing an unity of sentiment

among all the believers in the Deity, he professes first to have
directed his attention to the religious dissensions of Africa,
where he had hoped to have had the aid of the Oriental
Christians in his attempt to terminate them. "

But," he

continues,
"
glorious and divine Providence ! how grievously

were my ears, or rather my heart wounded, by the report
of a rising schism among you far more acrimonious than
the African dissensions. ... On investigation, I must say,
that the reasons for this eagerness on both sides appear
to me insignificant and worthless. . . As I understand the

matter, it seems that you, Alexander, were asking the

separate opinions of your clergy on some passage of Scripture,
or rather were inquiring about some unedifying question,
when you, Arius, inconsiderately committed yourself to state-

ments, which should either never have come into your mind,
or have been at once repressed. On this a difference ensued,
Christian intercourse was suspended, the sacred flock was
divided into two, and the harmonious order of the Church
broken. . . My advice to you is, neither to ask nor answer

questions, which instead of being Scriptural, are the mere

sport of idleness, or an exercise of ability; at best, keep
them to yourselves, and do not publish them. . . You agree
in fundamentals

;
neither of you is introducing any novel

mode of worship, so that it is in your power to unite in one
communion. Even the philosophers of one sect can agree
together, though differing in particulars. . . Is it right for

brothers to oppose brothers, for the sake of trifles ? . . . Such
conduct might be expected from the multitude, or from the

intemperance of youth; but little befits your sacred order
and experience of the world." Such is the substance of his

letter, which, written on an imperfect knowledge of the facts

of the case, and with somewhat of the prejudices of Eclectic

liberalism, was inapplicable, even where abstractedly true;
his fault lying in his supposing, that an individual like him-
self who had not even received the grace of baptism, could

discriminate between great and little questions in theology.
He concludes with the following words, which show the

amiableness and sincerity of a mind, in a measure awakened
from the darkness of heathenism, though they savour at the

same time of the affectation of the rhetorician :

" Give me
back my days of calm, my nights of security; that I may
experience henceforth the comfort of the clear light, and the

cheerfulness of tranquillity. Otherwise, I shall sigh and be
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dissolved in tears. . . So great is my grief, that I put off my CHAP. in.

journey to the East on the news of your dissension. . . . Open
8ECT- '

for me that path towards you, which your contentions have
~~

closed up. Let me see you and all other cities in happiness ;

that I may offer due thanksgivings to God above, for the

unanimity and free intercourse which is seen among you."
This letter was conveyed to the Alexandrian Church by convokes

Hosius, who was appointed by the Emperor to mediate ofNicSa.
01

between the contending parties. A Council was called, in

which some minor irregularities were arranged, but nothing
settled on the main question in dispute. Hosius returned
to his master to report an unsuccessful mission, and to

advise, as the sole measure which remained to be adopted,
the calling of a general Council, in which the Catholic doctrine

might be formally declared, and a judgment promulgated as to

the basis upon which communion with the Church was hence-

forth to be determined. Constantine assented; and, discovering
that the ecclesiastical authorities were earnest in condemning
the tenets of Arius, as being an audacious innovation on the

received creed, he suddenly adopted a new line of conduct
towards the heresy; and in a letter which he addressed to

Arius, professes himself a zealous advocate of Christian truth,
ventures to expound it, and attacks Arius with a vehemence,
which can only be imputed to his impatience in finding that

any individual had presumed to disturb Ihe peace of the

community. It is remarkable, as showing his utter ignorance
of doctrines, which were never intended for discussion among
the unbaptized heathen, or the secularized Christian, that, in

spite of this bold avowal of the orthodox faith in detail, yet

shortly after he explained to Eusebius one of the Nicene

declarations, in a sense which even Arius would scarcely
have allowed, expressed as it is almost after the manner of

Paulus.a

The first Ecumenical Council met at Nicsea in Bithynia, Principal

in the summer of A. D. 325. It was attended by about 300 present at

prelates, chiefly from the eastern provinces of the empire,
the CounclU

besides a multitude of priests, deacons, and other functionaries

of the Church. Hosius, one of the most eminent men of

an age of saints, was president. The prelates who took
the principal share in its proceedings, were Alexander of

Alexandria, attended by his deacon Athanasius, then about
27 years of age, and soon afterwards his successor in the see

;

Eustathius, patriarch of Antioch, Macarius of Jerusalem,
Csecilian of Carthage, the object of the hostility of the

Donatists, Leontius of Caesarea in Cappadocia, and Marcellus
of Ancyra, whose name was afterwards unhappily notorious

a Thcod. Hist. i. 12.
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CHAP. in. in the Church. The number of Arian bishops is variously
SECT - ' stated at 13, 17, or 22

; the most conspicuous of these being=
the well known prelates of Nicomedia and Csesarea, both of
whom bore the name of Eusebius.

Son?
80"8 " r

^^ie discussions of the Council commenced in the middle
of June, aud were at first private. Arius was introduced
and examined

;
and confessed his impieties with a plainness

and vehemence, far more respectable than the hypocrisy which
was the characteristic of his party, and ultimately was adopted
by himself. Then followed his disputation with Athanasius,
who afterwards engaged Eusebius of Nicomedia, Maris, and

Theognis. The unfortunate Marcellus also distinguished him-
self in the defence of the Catholic doctrine.

The object It has sometimes been supposed, that the Council was
set before it.

jn <joukt for a time, how to discriminate between them-
selves and the heresy ;

but the discussions of the last chapter
contain sufficient evidence, that the Nicene Fathers had
rather to reconcile themselves to a formula which expedience

suggested, and to the use of it as a test, than to discover a means
of ejecting or subduing their opponents. In the very beginning
of the controversy, Eusebius of Nicomedia had declared, that

he would not admit the e% r%g ouaia$ as an attribute of our
Lord.a A letter containing a similar avowal was read at

the Council, and served to set distinctly before the assembled

prelates the objects for which they had met; viz. to ascer-

tain the extent of danger accruing to the Church from the Arian

innovations; to protest against them, and take measures
for putting a stop to them ;

and to overcome their own reluc-

tance to the public adoption of a word, in explanation of the

true doctrine, which was not found in Scripture, had actually
been perverted in the previous century to an heretical meaning,
and was in consequence forbidden by the Antiochene Council

which condemned Paulus.

The Arian party, on the other hand, anxious to avoid a test,

which they had committed themselves in condemning, pre-
sented a creed of their own, drawn up by Eusebius of Csesarea.

Though the words sx rr^c, o\j<sia$ or opoovciog were omitted, every
term of honour and dignity, short of these, was bestowed
therein upon the Son of God ;

Who was designated as the Logos
of God, God of God, Light of Light, Life of Life, the only-

begotten Son, the First-born of the whole creation, made
of the Father before all worlds, and the Instrument of creating
them. The Three Persons were confessed to be in real

existence, (i.
e. in opposition to Sabellianism,) and to be

aXr^ivus, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. The Catholics saw

very clearly, that concessions of this kind on the part of the

Theod. Hist. i. 6.
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Arians, did but conceal the real question in dispute. Orthodox CHAP. in.

as were the terms employed by them, naturally and satisfac- 8ECT - '

torily as they would have answered the purposes of a test,~
had the existing questions never been agitated, and consistent

as they were with certain produceable statements of the

Ante-Nicene writers, they were irrelevant at a time, when
evasions had been found for them all, and triumphantly
proclaimed. The plain question was, whether our Lord was
God in as full a sense as the Father, though not to be viewed
as separable from Him ;

or whether, as the sole alternative,
He was a creature

;
i. e. whether He was literally of, and in,

the one Indivisible Essence which we adore as God, opoovffio$

&t&, or of a substance which had a beginning. The Arians
said that He was a creature, the Catholics that He was very
God

;
and all the subtleties of the most fertile ingenuity could

not alter, and could but hide, this fundamental difference.

A specimen of the Arian argumentation at the Council has

already been given on the testimony of Athanasius
; happily it

was not successful. A creed was composed by Hosius, con- The Homo-

taining the discriminating terms of orthodoxy ; and anathemas ousion*

were added against all who introduced the heretical formulse,
Arius and his immediate followers being mentioned by name.
In order to prevent misapprehension of the sense in which the

test was used, explanations accompanied it. Thus carefully
denned, it was offered for subscription to the members of the

Council ;
who in consequence bound themselves to excommu-

nicate from their respective bodies, all who actually obtruded

upon the Church the unscriptural and novel positions of Arius.

As to the laity, they were not required to subscribe any test as

the condition of communion ; though they were of course ex-

posed to the operation of the anathema, in case they ventured
on positive innovations on the rule of faith.

While the Council took this clear and temperate view of its conduct of

duties, Constantine acted a part, altogether consistent with Constantine -

his own previous sentiments, and praiseworthy under the

circumstances of his defective knowledge. He had followed
the proceedings of the assembled prelates with interest, and

; had neglected no opportunity of impressing upon them the

i supreme importance of securing the peace of the Church.
i On the opening of the Council, he had set the example of

i conciliation, by burning publicly without reading certain

charges, which had been presented to him against some of its

i members
;
a noble act, as conveying a lesson to all present to

i repress every private feeling, and to deliberate for the well-

! being of the Church Catholic to the end of time. Such was

jhis behaviour, while the question in controversy was still

i pending; but, when the decision was once announced, his

tone altered, and what had been a recommendation of caution,
11
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CHAP. in. at once became an injunction to conform. Opposition to the
SECT. i. sentence of the Church was considered as disobedience to the

~
civil authority ;

the prospect of banishment was proposed
as the alternative of subscription ;

and it was not long before

seven of the thirteen dissentient Bishops submitted to the

pressure of the occasion, and accepted the creed with its

anathemas as articles of peace.
submission Indeed, the position in which Eusebius of Nicomedia had

Arianu. placed their cause, rendered it difficult for them consistently
to refuse subscription. The violence, with which Arius

originally assailed the Catholics, had been succeeded by an
affected earnestness for unity and concord, so soon as his

favour at Court allowed him to dispense with the low popu-
larity, by which he first rose into notice. The insignificancy
of the points in dispute, which had lately been the very ground
of complaint with him and his party against the particular
Church which condemned them, became an argument for

yielding, when the other Churches of Christendom confirmed

the sentence of the Alexandrian. It is said, that some of

them substituted the bpoiovaov for the 6^ooy<r/ov in the confessions

which they presented to the Council ; but it is unsafe to trust

the Anomoean Philostorgius, on whose authority the report

rests,
3- in a charge against the Eusebian party, and perhaps

after all he merely means, that they explained the latter by
the former as an excuse for their own recantation. The six,

who remained unpersuaded, had raised an objection, which
the explanations set forth by the Council had gone to obviate,

on the alleged materialism of the word which had been selected

as the test. At length four of them gave way ;
and the other

two, Eusebius of Nicomedia, and another, withdrawing their

opposition to the 6/xooixr/ov, only refused to sign the condemna-
tion of Arius. These, however, were at length released from

their difficulty, by the submission of the heresiarch himself;
who was pardoned on the understanding, that he nevei

returned to the Church, which had suffered so much from hie

intrigues. There is, however, some difficulty in this part oi

the history. Eusebius shortly afterwards suffered a temporary
exile, on a detection of his former practices with Licinius tc

the injury of Constantine
;
and Arius, apparently involved in

his ruin, was banished with his followers into Illyria.

Philost. i. 9.
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SECTION II.

CONSEQUENCES OF THE NICENE COUNCIL.

FROM the time that the Eusebians consented to subscribe the CHAP -m-

Homoousion in accordance with the wishes of a heathen _
SECT

i"'_

prince, they became nothing better than a political Party.

They soon learned, indeed, to call themselves Homceusians,
believers in the Homoiousion, as if they still held the peeti-
liarities of a religious creed

; but in truth it is an abuse of

language to say, that they had any belief at all. For this

reason, the account of the Homoeusian or Semi-arian doctrine

shall be postponed, till such time as we fall in with indivi-

duals, whom we may believe to be serious in their professions,
and to act under the influence of religious convictions however
erroneous. Here the Eusebians must be described as a secular

faction, which is the true character of them in the history in

which they bear a part.

Strictly speaking, the Christian Church, as being a visible in what

society, is necessarily a political power or party. It may be cJSJd? a

a party triumphant, or a party under persecution ;
but a party JjJ^*

1

it always must be, prior in existence to the civil institutions

with which it is surrounded, and from its latent divinity
formidable and influential, even to the end of time. The

grant of permanency was made in the beginning, not to the

mere doctrine of the Gospel, but to the Association itself built

upon the doctrine ;

a in prediction, not only of the indestructi-

bility of Christianity, but of the medium also through which
it was to be manifested to the world. Thus the Ecclesiastical

Body is a divinely-appointed means, towards realizing the

great evangelical blessings. Christians depart from their

duty, or become in an offensive sense political, not when they
act as members of one community, but when they do so for

temporal ends or in an illegal manner ;
not when they assume

the attitude of a party, but when they split into many. If the

primitive believers did not interfere with the acts of the civil

j government, it was merely because they had no civil rights
! enabling them legally to do so. But where they have rights,
the case is different ;

b and the existence of a secular spirit
is to be ascertained, not by their using these, but their using
them for ends short of those for which they were given.
Doubtless in criticising the mode of their exercising them in

a particular case, differences of opinion may fairly exist ; but
the principle itself, the duty of using their civil rights in the
service of religion, is clear; and since there is a popular

a Matt. xvi. 18. b Acts xvi. 3739.
11*
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CHAP. in.
misconception, that Christians, and especially the Clergy, as

SECT, ii. guck
? have no concern in temporal affairs, it is expedient to

take every opportunity of formally denying the position, and

demanding proof of it. In truth, the Church was framed for

the express purpose of interfering, or, (as irreligious men will

say,) meddling with the world. It is the plain duty of its

members, not only to associate internally, but also to develope
that internal union in an external warfare with the spirit of

evil, whether in Kings' courts or among the mixed multitude ;

and, if they can do nothing else, at least they can suffer for

the truth, and remind men of it, by inflicting on them the
task of persecution.

the
Ti

c<^duct
lt These principles being assumed, it is easy to enter into

of
e
th
C
e he"e

C
. the relative positions of the Catholics and Arians, at the era

ticai party. un(jer consideration. Of the Catholics more presently ; first,

let us dwell on the conduct of the Arians. It is a matter of

fact, that they commenced their career with the deliberate

commission of disorderly and schismatical acts
;
and it is a

clear inference from their subsequent proceedings, that they
did so for private ends. For both reasons, then, they were a
mere political faction, usurping the name of religion ; and, as

such, essentially anti-christian. It is not here debated,
whether their doctrine was right or wrong; but, whether

they did not make it a secondary object of their exertions,
an instrument towards attaining ends, which they valued
above it. Now it will be found, that the party was prior
to the creed. They grafted their heresy on the schism of the

Meletians, who continued to support them after they had

published it
;
and they readily abandoned it, when their secular

interests required the sacrifice. At the Council of Nicsea,

they began by maintaining an erroneous doctrine ; they ended

by concessions which implied the further heresy, that points
of faith are of no importance ; and, if they were odious when
they blasphemed the truth, they were still more odious when
they confessed it. It was the very principle of Eclecticism to

make light of differences in belief; while it was involved in the

primary notion of a revelation that these differences were of

importance, and it was taught with plainness in the Gospel,
that to join with those who denied the right faith was a sin.

The supple- This adoption, however, on the part of the Eusebians,
Eu?ebian

h
s

e
of the dreams of Pagan philosophy, served in some sort as a

SeTto
ends recommendation of them to a prince, who, from education and

constantme. knowledge of the world, was especially tempted to consider all

truth as a theory, which was not realized in a present tangible
form. Accordingly, when once they had rid themselves of

the mortification caused by their forced subscription, they
had the gratification of finding themselves the most powerful
party in the Church, as being the representative and organ of
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the Emperor's sentiments. They then at once changed places CHAP in.

with the Catholics; who sustained a double defeat, both in 8ECT - "

the continued power of those whom they had hoped to exclude
from the Church, and again, in the invidiousness of their own
unrelenting suspicion and dislike of men, who had seemed by
subscription to satisfy all reasonable doubt respecting their

orthodoxy.
The Arian party was fortunate, moreover, in its leaders

; Their lead-

one the most dexterous politician, the other the most accom- l^bius of

plished theologian of the age. Eusebius of Nicomedia was Nicomedia-

a Lucianist, the fellow-disciple of Arius. He was originally

Bishop of Berytus, in Phoenicia ; but, having gained the confi-

dence of Constantia, sister to Constantine, and wife to Licinius,
he was by her influence translated to Nicomedia, where the
Eastern Court then resided. Here he secretly engaged in

behalf of Licinius against his rival, and is even reported to

have been indifferent to the security of the Christians during
the persecution which followed; a charge, which certainly
derives some confirmation from Alexander's circular epistle,
in which the Arians are accused of directing the violence of

the civil power against the orthodox of Alexandria. On the
ruin of Licinius, he was skreened by Constantia from the

resentment of the conqueror ; and, being recommended by his

polished manners and shrewd and persuasive talent, he soon
contrived to gain an influence over the mind of Constantine
himself. From the time that Arius had recourse to him on
his flight from Palestine, he is to be accounted the real head
of the heretical party ;

and his influence is quickly discernible

in the change, which ensued, in its language and conduct.

While a courteous tone was assumed towards the defenders of
the orthodox doctrine, the subtleties of dialectics, in which
the sect excelled, were used, not in attacking, but in deceiving
its opponents, in embellishing unbelief, and obliterating the
distinctive marks of the true creed. It must not be forgotten
that it was from Nicomedia, the see of Eusebius, that Constan-
tine wrote his epistle to Alexander and Arius.

In supporting Arianism in its new direction, the other Eusebius of

Eusebius, Bishop of Csesarea, was of singular service. This Csesarea-

distinguished writer, to whom the Christian world has so

great a debt at the present day, though not characterized by
the unprincipled ambition of his namesake, is unhappily con-

nected in history with the Arian party. He seems to have
had the faults and the virtues of the mere man of letters :

strongly excited neither to good nor to evil, and careless at
once of the cause of truth and the prizes of secular greatness,
in comparison of the comforts and decencies of literary ease.

His first master was Dorotheus, of Antioch ;

a afterwards he
* Danz. de Bus. Caesar. 22.
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CHAP. in. became a pupil of the School of Caesarea, which seems to have
SECT. ii. been his birth-place, and where Origen had taught. Here he

studied the works of that great master, and the other writers

of the Alexandrian school. It does not appear, when he first

began to arianize. At Csesarea he is celebrated as the friend

of the orthodox Pamphilus, afterwards martyred, whom he
assisted in his defence of Origen, in answer to the charges of

heterodoxy then in circulation against him. The first book
of this work is still extant in the Latin translation of Ruffinus,
and its statements of the Catholic doctrines are altogether

explicit and accurate. In his own writings, numerous as they
are, there is very little which fixes on Eusebius any charge,

beyond that of an attachment to the Platonic phraseology.
Had he not connected himself with the Arian party, it would
have been unjust to have suspected him of heresy. But his

acts are his confession. He openly sided with those, whose

blasphemies a true Christian would have abhorred ;
and he

sanctioned and shared their deeds of violence and injustice

perpetrated on the Catholics.

hTs
E
irit

C
and

^u^ ^ *s a Different reason which has led to the mention of

iondi"t.
an

Eusebius in this connection. The grave accusation, under
which he lies, is not that of arianizing, but of corrupting the

simplicity of the Gospel with an Eclectic spirit. While he
held out the ambiguous language of the schools as a refuge,
and the Alexandrian imitation of it as an argument, against
the pursuit of the orthodox, his conduct gave countenance to

the secular maxim, that difference in creeds is a matter of

inferior moment, and that, provided we confess as far as the

very terms of Scripture, we may speculate as philosophers, and
live as the world. A more dangerous adviser Constantine
could hardly have selected, than a man thus variously gifted,
thus exalted in the Church, thus disposed towards the very
errors against which he required especially to be guarded.
The remark has been made, that, throughout his Ecclesiastical

History, no instance occurs of his expressing abhorrence of

the superstitions of paganism, and that his custom is either to

praise, or not to blame, such heretical writers as fall under
his notice.*

connexion In this association of the Eusebian with the Eclectic doc-

trines, it must not be forgotten, that Julian the Apostate was
the pupil of the Bishop of Nicomedia, his kinsman ; that he
took part with the Arians against the Catholics ; and that, in

one of his extant epistles, he speaks in praise of the writings
of a partizan of the former, George of Laodicea.b

* Kestner de Euseb. Auctor. prolegom. 17. Yet it must be confessed, he
is strongly opposed to yr>i/ in all its forms

;
i. e. as being unworthy a philo-

'^ov.

- sec. iv. 35. 12.
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Nor must the influence of the Court pass unnoticed, in CHAP. in.

recounting the means by which Arianism secured a hold over SZCT - "

the mind of the Emperor. Constantia, his favourite sister,^
was the original patroness of Eusebius of Nicomedia

;
and influence of

thus a princess, whose name would otherwise be dignified
the Court'

by her misfortunes, is known to Christians of later times,

only as a principal instrument of the success of heresy.

Wrought upon by a creature of the Bishop's, who was in her

confidence, she summoned Constantine to her bed-side in her
last illness, begged him as her parting request, to extend his

favour to the Arians, and especially commended to his regard
the presbyter himself, who had stimulated her to this experi-
ment on the feelings of a brother. The dependants

* of the

Imperial Court imitated her in her preference for the polite
and smooth demeanour of the Eusebian prelates, which was
advantageously contrasted to the stern simplicity of the
Catholics. The eunuchs and slaves of the palace strongly f
embraced the tenets of Arianism; and all the most light-
minded and frivolous of mankind allowed themselves to abuse
the solemn subject in controversy, into matter for fashionable
conversation or literary amusement.
The arts of flattery completed the triumph of the heretical Adulation

party. So many are the temptations, to which monarchs

exposed, of forgetting that they are men, that it is obviously the

duty of the Episcopal Order to remind them, that there is a
visible Power in the world, divinely founded and protected,

superior to their own. But Eusebius places himself at the
feet of a heathen

;
and forgetful of his own ordination-grace,

allows the Emperor to style himself "the Bishop of paganism,"
and " the predestined Apostle of virtue to all men." a The
shrine of the Church was thrown open to his inspection ; and,

contrary to the spirit of Christianity, its mysteries were

officiously explained to one who was not yet even a candidate
for baptism. The restoration and erection of Churches, which
is the honorable distinction of his reign, assimilated him, in

the minds of his courtiers, to the Divine Founder and Priest

of the invisible temple ;
and the magnificence, which soothed

the vanity of a monarch, seemed in its charitable uses almost
a substitute for personal religion.

b

2. While events thus gradually worked for the secular Feelings and

advancement of the heretical party, the Catholics were allotted 8?f

gratifications and anxieties of a higher character. The pro-
lics<

ceedings of the Council had detected the paucity of the
Arians among the Rulers of the Church

; which had been the
more clearly ascertained, inasmuch as no temporal interests

*
[Ed. defendants.] f [Ed. strangely.]
Euseb. vit. Const, iii. 58. iv. 24. Vide also i. 4. 24.

b Ibid. iv. 22, and alibi, vid. Gibbon, ch. xx.
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CBAP. ni: had operated to gain for the orthodox cause that vast prepon-
derance of advocates, which it had actually obtained. Moreover,
it had confirmed by the combined evidence of the universal

Church, the argument from Scripture and local tradition,

which each separate Christian community already possessed.
And there was a satisfaction in having found a formula,

adequate to the preservation of the all-important article in

controversy in all its purity. On the other hand, in spite of

these immediate causes of congratulation, the fortunes of the

Church were clouded in prospect, by the Emperor's adoption
of its Creed as a formula of peace, not of belief, and by the

ready subscription of the unprincipled faction, which had

previously objected to it. This immediate failure, which
not unfrequently attends beneficial measures in their com-

mencement, issued, as has been said, in the temporary triumph
of the Arians. The disease, which had called for the Council,
instead of being expelled from the system, was thrown back

upon the Church, and for a time afflicted it ;

* nor was it cast

out, except by the persevering prayer and fasting of the

oppressed believers. Meanwhile, the Catholic prelates could

but retire from the Court party, and carefully watch its

movements
; and in consequence, incurred the reproach and

the penalty of being
" troublers of Israel." This may be

illustrated from the subsequent history of Arius himself, with
which this chapter shall close.

Attempt to It is doubtful, whether or not Arius was persuaded to sign

AHus
e

to the
^ne svmbol at the Nicene Council ;

but at least he professed
church. to receive it about five years afterwards. At this time

Eusebius had been restored to the favour of Constantine ; who,
on the other hand, influenced by his sister, had become less

zealous in his adherence to the orthodox side of the contro-

versy. An attempt was made by the friends of Arius, to

effect his restoration to Alexandria. The great Athanasius
was at this time Primate of Egypt ; and in his instance the

question was tried, whether or not the Church would adopt
the secular principles, to which the Arians were willing to

subject it, and abandon its faith, as the condition of gaining
present peace and prosperity. He was already known as the

counsellor of Alexander in the previous controversy ; yet,
Eusebius did not at once give up the hope of gaining him

by persuasion, which was enforced by his recent triumph over

the orthodox prelates of Antioch, Gaza, and Hadrianople,
whom he had found means to deprive of their sees to make

way for Arians. Failing in his attempt at conciliation, he

pursued the policy which might have been anticipated, and
accused the Bishop of Alexandria of a youthful rashness, and

Theod. Hist. i. 6. fin.
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an obstinate contentious spirit, incompatible with the good CHAP.III.

understanding which ought to subsist among Christians. SECT- "

Arius was summoned to court, presented an ambiguous con-

fession, and was favourably received by Constantine. Thence
he was dispatched to Alexandria, and was quickly followed

by an imperial injunction addressed to Athanasius, in order
to secure the reception of the former in the Church to

which he belonged.
" On being informed of my pleasure,"

says Constantine, in the fragment of the epistle preserved by
Athanasius,

"
give free admission to all, who are desirous of

entering into communion with the Church. For if I learn of

your standing in the way of any who were seeking it, or

interdicting them, ... I will send at once those who shall

depose you in stead, by my authority, and banish you from

your see." a It was not to be supposed, that Athanasius
would yield to an order, though from his sovereign, which
was conceived in such ignorance of the principles of Church

communion, and the powers of its Rulers
; and, on his expla-

nation, the Emperor professed himself well satisfied, that he
should use his own discretion in the matter. The intrigues of

the Eusebians, which followed, shall elsewhere be related ;

they ended in effecting the banishment of Athanasius into

Gaul, the restoration of Arius at a Council held at Jerusalem,
his return to Alexandria, and, when the anger of the intract-

able populace against him broke out into a tumult, his recal

to Constantinople to give further explanations respecting his

real opinions.
There the last and memorable scene of his history took Solemn de-

place,
and furnishes a fresh illustration of the clearness a

integrity, with which the Catholics maintained the true

principles of Church union, against those who would have
sacrificed truth to peace. The aged Alexander, bishop of the

see, underwent a persecution of entreaties and threats, such
as had already been employed against Athanasius. The
Eusebians urged upon him, by way of warning, their fresh

successes over the Bishops of Ancyra and Alexandria
;
and

appointed a day, by which he was to admit Arius to the

holy communion, or to be ejected from his see. Constantine

confirmed this alternative. At first, indeed, he had been struck

with doubts respecting the sincerity of Arius ; but, on the

latter professing with an oath that his tenets were orthodox,
and presenting a confession, in which the terms of Scripture
were made the vehicle of his own impieties, he dismissed his

scruples, observing with an anxiety and seriousness which
rise above his ordinary character, that " Arius had well sworn
if his words had no double meaning ; otherwise, Gop WOULD

a Athan Apol. cont. Arian 59.
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SECT. II.

CHAP. HI. AVENGE." The miserable man did not hesitate to swear, that
he professed the Creed of the Catholic Church without reserva-

tion, and that he had never said nor thought otherwise, than

according to the statements which he now made.

Ari
a
u

f ^or seven days previous to that appointed for his re-

admission, the Church of Constantinople, Bishop and people,
were given up to fasting and prayer. Alexander, after a vain
endeavour to move the Emperor, had recourse to the most
solemn and extraordinary form of anathema allowed in the
Church

;

a and with tears besought its Divine Guardian, either
to take himself out of the world, or to remove thence the
instrument of the extended and increasing spiritual evils, with
which Christendom was darkening. On the evening before
the day of his proposed triumph, Arius passed through the
streets of the city with his party, in an ostentatious manner ;

when the stroke of death suddenly seized him, and he expired
before his danger was discovered.

u
e

ontt.
on* Under the circumstances, a thoughtful mind cannot but

account this as one of those remarkable interpositions of

power, by which Divine Providence urges on the consciences
of men in the natural course of things, what their reason from
the first acknowledges, that He is not indifferent to human
conduct. To say that these do not fall within the ordinary
course of His governance, is merely to say that they are

judgments ; which, in the common meaning of the word, stand
for events extraordinary and unexpected. That such do take

place under the Christian dispensation, is sufficiently proved
by the history of Ananias and Sapphira. It is remarkable

too, that the similar occurrences, which happen at the present

day, are generally connected with some 'unusual perjury or

extreme blasphemy ; and, though we may not infer the sin

from the circumstance of the temporal affliction, yet, the

commission of the sin being ascertained, we may well account,
that its guilt is divinely impressed on the minds, and enlarged
in the estimation of the multitude, by the visible suffering by
which it is followed. Nor do we in such cases necessarily

pass any general sentence upon the individual, who appears to

be the object of Divine Visitation; but merely upon the

particular act which provoked it, and which has its fearful

character of evil stamped upon it, independent of the punish-
ment which draws our attention to it. The man of God, who

prophesied against the altar in Bethel, is not to be regarded

by the light of his last act, though a judgment followed it,

but according to the general tenor of his life. Arius also

must thus be viewed ; though, unhappily, his closing deed is

but the seal of a prevaricating and presumptuous career.

Bingham. Antiq. xvi. 2. . 17.
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Athanasius, who is one of the authorities from whom the CHAP, in

foregoing account is taken, received it from Macarius, a SECT-"-

presbyter of the Church of Constantinople, who was there at
~

the time. He adds,
" while the Church was rejoicing at the

deliverance, Alexander administered the communion in pious
and orthodox form, praying with all the brethren, and glori-

fying God greatly ; not as if rejoicing over his death, (God
forbid ! for to all men it is appointed once to die,) but because
in this event there was displayed somewhat more than a
human judgment. For the Lord Himself, judging between
the threats of the Eusebians, and the prayer of Alexander,
has in this given sentence against the heresy of the Arians ;

showing it to be unworthy of ecclesiastical fellowship, and

manifesting to all, that though it have the patronage of

emperor and people, yet that by the Church itself it is con-
demned." a

a
Epist. ad Serap. 4.
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CHAPTER IV.

COUNCILS IN THE REIGN OF CONSTANTIUS.

SECTION I.

THE EUSEBIANS.

CHAP. iv. THE death of Arius was productive of no important conse-
SECT. x.

quences in the history of his party. They had never deferred
to him as their leader, and since the Nicene Council had even
abandoned his creed. The theology of the Eclectics had

death*!!! opened to Eusebius of Csesarea a language less obnoxious to the
Arius. Catholics and Constantine, than that into which he had been

betrayed in Palestine ; while his namesake, possessing the
confidence of the Emperor, was enabled to wield weapons
more decisive in the controversy than those which Arius had
used. From that time Semi-arianism was their professed doc-

trine, and slanderous accusations the means adopted by them
for the overthrow and deposition of the Catholic prelates.
This is the character of their proceedings from A.D. 328 to

A.D 350
;
when circumstances led them to adopt a third creed,

and enabled them to support it by open force.

They oppose It may at first sight excite our surprise, that men who were
the Catholic TJ.J.I p i j_ >,,' c /.,.,!
mystery so little caretul to be consistent in their professions of faith,

should be at the pains to find evasions for a test, which they
might have subscribed as a matter of course, and then dis-

missed from their thoughts. But, not to mention the natural
desire of maintaining an opposition, when men have once com-
mitted themselves to it, and especially after a defeat, there is

that in religious mysteries, which is ever distasteful to secular

minds. The marvellous, which is sure to excite the impatience
and resentment of the baffled reason, becomes insupportable
when found in those solemn topics, which it would fain look

upon, as necessary indeed for the uneducated, but irrelevant

when addressed to those, who are already skilled in the know-

ledge and the superficial decencies of virtue. The difficulties

of science may be dismissed from the mind, and virtually

forgotten ; the precepts of morality, imperative as they are,
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may be received with the condescension, and applied with the CHAP - IV -

modifications, of a self-applauding refinement. But what at
8ECT ' "'

once commands attention, yet refuses to satisfy the curiosity,

places itself above the human mind, imprints on it the

thought of Him Who is eternal, and enforces the necessity of

obedience for its own sake. And thus it becomes to the

proud and irreverent, what the consciousness of guilt is to the

sinner
;
a spectre haunting the scenes, and disturbing the

complacency of their intellectual contemplations. In this

at least, throughout their changes, the Eusebians are consis-

tent
;

in their hatred of the sacred mystery.
It has sometimes been scornfully said, on the other hand,

that the zeal of Christians, in the discussion of theological

subjects, has increased with the mysteriousness of the doc-

trine in dispute. There is no reason why we should shrink

from the avowal. Doubtless, a subject that is dear to us, does
become more deeply fixed in our affections by its very pecu-
liarities and incidental obscurities. We desire to revere what
we already love ;

and we seek for the materials of reverence in

such parts of it, as exceed our intelligence or imagination.
It should therefore excite our devout gratitude, to reflect how
the truth has been revealed to us in Scripture in the most

practical manner ;
so as both to humble and to win over, while

it consoles, those who really love it. It must be recollected

too, in reference to the particular mystery under consideration,

that, a belief in our Lord's Divinity being closely connected,

(how, it matters not,) with right moral feeling generally,

involving a due sense both of our need and of the value of the

blessings which He has procured for us, and an emancipation
from the tyranny of the visible world, it is no wonder, that

those, who look for the image of God in things seen, should
dislike to hear of His true and only Representative. If the

unbeliever has attempted to account for the rise of the

doctrine, by the alleged natural growth of a veneration for

the Person and acts of the Redeemer, let it at least be allowed
to Christians to reverse the process of argument, and
to maintain rather, that a low estimation of the evangelical

blessings leads to unworthy conceptions of the Author of

them. In the case of laymen it will show itself in a neglect
of the subject of religion altogether; while churchmen, on
whose minds religion is forced, are tempted either to an undue
exaltation of their order, or to a creed dishonourable to their

Lord. The Eusebians adopted the latter alternative, and so

merged the supremacy of Divine truth amid the multifarious

religions and philosophies of the world.

Their skilfulness in reasoning and love of disputation through
rni -i TI i i L* t* LI i' loveofdis-

afford us an additional explanation of their pertinacious opposi- putation.

tion to the Nicene Creed. Though, in possessing the favour
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CHAP. iv. of the Imperial Court, they had already the substantial advan-
8ECT- *

tages of victory, they disdained success without a battle.

""They loved the excitement of suspense, and the triumph of

conquest. And this sophistical turn of mind accounts, not

only for their incessant wranglings, but for their frequent

changes of view, as regards the doctrine in dispute. It may
be doubted, whether men, so practised in the gymnastics of

the Aristotelic school, could carefully develope and consistently
maintain a definite view of doctrine ; especially in a case, where
the difficulties of an unsound cause combined with their own
habitual restlessness and levity to defeat the attempt. Accord-

ingly, in the conduct of the argument, they seem to aim at

nothing beyond
"
living from hand to mouth," as the saying

is ; availing themselves of some or other expedient, which
would suffice to carry them through existing difficulties ;

admissions, e. g. to satisfy the timid conscience of Constan-

tius, or to deceive the Western Church
;

or statements so

faintly precise and so decently ambiguous, as to embrace
the greatest number of opinions, and deprive religion, as far

as possible, of its austere and commanding aspect.
That I may not seem to be indulging in vague accusation,

I here present the reader with a sketch of the lives of the

chief of them ; from which he will be able to decide, whether
the above explanation of their conduct is unnecessary or

gratuitous.
The most distinguished of the party, after Eusebius himself,

for ability, learning, and unscrupulousness, was Acacius,
the successor of the other Eusebius in the see of Csesarea.

He had been his pupil, and on his death inherited his library.
Jerome ranks him among the most learned commentators on

Scripture. The Arian historian, Philostorgius, celebrates his

boldness, penetration, and perspicuity in unfolding his views :

and Sozomen speaks of his talents and influence as equal to

the execution of the most difficult designs.
a He began at first

with professing himself a Semi-arian after the example of

Eusebius, his master
; next, he became the founder of the

party, which will presently be described as the Homoean ;

thirdly, he joined himself to the Anomceans or pure Arians,
so as even to be the intimate associate of the wretched
Aetius ; fourthly, at the command of Constantius, he deserted

and excommunicated him : fifthly, in the reign of the Catholic

Jovian, he signed the Homoousion or symbol of Nicsea.

George, of Laodicsea, another of the leading members of the

Eusebian party, was originally a presbyter of the Alexandrian

Church, and deposed by Alexander for the assistance afforded

by him to Arius at Nicomedia. At the end of the reign of

The princi-

Acacius of
Csesarea.

George of
Laodictea.

a
Tillemont, Mem. vol. vi. des Ariens, 28.
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Constantius, he professed for a while the sentiments of the CHAp- IV -

Semi-arians ;
whether seriously or not, we have not the means 8ECT- '

of deciding, although the character given of him by Atha-
~~

nasius, who is generally candid in his judgments, is unfa-
vourable to his sincerity. Certainly he deserted the Semi-
arians in no long time, and died an Anomoean. He is accused
of open and habitual irregularities in his mode of life.

Leontius, the most crafty of his party, was promoted by the Leontius of

Arians to the see of Antioch ;

a and though a pupil of the
AnUoch '

school of Lucian, and consistently attached to the opinions of
Arius to the end of his life, he conducted himself in it with

great moderation and good temper. The Catholic party was
at that time still strong in the city, particularly among the

laity ; the crimes of Stephen and Placillus, his immediate
Arian predecessors, had brought discredit on the heretical

cause
; and the theological opinions of Constantius, who was

attached to the Semi-arian doctrine, rendered it dangerous
to avow the plain blasphemies of the first founder of their

creed. Accordingly, with the view of seducing the Catholics
to his own communion, he was anxious to profess an agree-
ment with the Church, even where he held an opposite
opinion ;

and in the public doxology, which was practically the
test of faith, not even the nearest to him in the congregation
could hear from him more than the words " for ever and ever,"
with which it concludes. It was apparently with the same

design, that he converted the almshouses of the city, destined
for the reception of strangers, into seminaries for propagating
the Christian faith

; and published a panegyrical account of St.

Babylas, when his body was to be removed to Daphne, by way
of consecrating a place which had been before devoted to

sensual excesses. In the meanwhile, he gradually weakened
the Church, by a systematic promotion of heretical, and a
discountenance of the orthodox Clergy ;

one of his most
abominable acts being his ordination of Aetius, the founder of
the Anomceans, who was afterwards promoted to the episco-

pacy in the reign of Julian.

Eudoxius, the successor of Leontius, in the see of Antioch,
was his fellow-pupil in the school of Lucian. He is said to

have been converted to Semi-arianism by the writings of the

Sophist Asterius
; but he afterwards joined the Anomoeans,

and got possession of the patriarchate of Constantinople. It

was there at the dedication of the cathedral of St. Sophia,
that he uttered the wanton impiety, which has characterized
him with a distinctness, which supersedes all historical notice

of his conduct, or discussion of his religious opinions.
" When

* A strange and scandalous transaction in early life, gave him the appella-
tion of i ivoxoxtf. Athan. ad Monach. 4.
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Eudoxius," says Socrates,

" had taken his seat on the epis-
copal throne, his first words were these celebrated ones,
* the Father is artSfo, irreligious ; the Son s-jtspyc, religious.'
When a noise and confusion ensued, he added,

* Be not dis-

tressed at what I say ; for the Father is irreligious, as

worshipping none
; but the Son is religious towards the

Father.' On this the tumult ceased, and in its place an

intemperate laughter seized the congregation ;
and it remains

as a good saying even to this time." a There can be no indis-

cretion in translating a blasphemy, which can excite no other

feelings but those of horror and indignation.
Valens, Bishop of Mursa, in Pannonia, shall close this list

of Eusebian Prelates. He was one of the immediate disciples
of Arius ; and, from an early age, the champion of his heresy
in the Latin Church. In the conduct of the controversy, he in-

herited more of the plain dealing as well as of the principles of
his master, than his associates

; was an open advocate of the
Anomcean doctrine, and by his personal influence with Con-
stantius balanced the power of the Semi-arian party, derived
from the Emperor's private attachment to their doctrine. The
favour of Constantius was gained by a fortunate artifice, at

the time the latter was directing his arms against the tyrant
Magnentius.

" While the two armies were engaged in the

plains of Mursa," says Gibbon,
" and the fate of the two rivals

depended on the chance of war, the son of Constantine passed
the anxious moments in a church of the martyrs, under the
walls of the city. His spiritual comforter, Valens, the Arian

Bishop of the diocese, employed the most artful precautions to

obtain such early intelligence, as might secure either his

favour or his escape. A secret chain of swift and trusty

messengers informed him of the vicissitudes of the battle ;

and while the courtiers stood trembling around their af-

frighted master, Valens assured him that the Gallic legions

gave way ;
and insinuated, with some presence of mind, that

the glorious event had been revealed to him by an angel.
The grateful Emperor ascribed his success to the merits and
intercession to the Bishop of Mursa, whose faith had deserved
the public and miraculous approbation of Heaven.' 1 b

Semblance Such were the leaders of the Eusebian faction ; and on the
to Pauius. review of them, do we not seem to see in each a fresh exhibi-

tion of their great type and forerunner, Pauius, on one side or

other of his character
; though surpassing him in extravagance

of conduct, as possessing a wider field, and more powerful
incentives for ambitious and energetic exertion ? We see the

same accommodation of their creed to the humour of an earthly

Sovereign, the same fertility of disputation in support of it,

* Socr. Hist. ii. 43. b C.ibbon. Hist. ch. xxi.
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the same reckless profanation of things sacred, the same CHAP. iv.

patient dissemination of error for the services of the age after SECT< '

them ; and, if they are free from the personal immoralities of

their master, they balance this favourable trait of character by
the cruel and hard-hearted temper, which discovers itself in

their persecution of the Catholics.

This persecution was conducted during the reign of Con -Beginning*

stantine according to the outward forms of ecclesiastical law.
"

Charges of various kinds were preferred in Council against
the orthodox prelates of the principal sees, with a profession
at least of regularity, whatever unfairness there might be in

the details of the proceedings. By this means all the most

powerful Churches of Eastern Christendom were brought
under the influence of the Arians ; who, in the beginning of

the reign of Constantius, were in possession of those of

Constantinople, Heraclea, Hadrianople, Ephesus, Ancyra, both

Caesareas, Antioch, Laodicea, and Alexandria. Eustathius ofEustathius.

Antioch had incurred their hatred, by his strenuous resistance

to the heresy in the very place of its birth. Following the

example of his immediate predecessor Philogonius, he refused

communion to Stephen, Leontius, Eudoxius, George, and
others ; and accused Eusebius of Csesarea openly of having
violated the faith of Nicsea. The heads of the party assembled
in Council at Antioch

; and, on charges of heresy and immo-

rality, which they professed to be satisfactorily maintained,

pronounced sentence of deposition against him. Constantine
banished him to Philippi, together with a considerable number
of priests and deacons of his Church. Marcellus of Ancyra,
another of their inveterate opponents, was deposed, anathe-

matized, and banished by them, with greater appearance of

justice, on the ground of his leaning to the errors of Sabellius.

But their most rancorous enmity and most persevering efforts

were directed against the high-minded Patriarch of Alex- Athanasius.

I

andria
; and, in illustration of the principles which governed

|

them, the history of his first persecution shall here be related

j

somewhat at length.
When Eusebius of Nicomedia failed to effect the restoration EuseWans

of Arius into the Alexandrian Church by persuasion, he h
i threatened to gain his end by harsher means. Calumnies were E ypt

i easily invented against the prelate who had withstood his pur-

|

pose ; and it so happened, that willing tools were found on the
i spot for conducting the attack. The Meletian sectaries have

|
already been noticed, as being the original associates of Arius ;

i

who had troubled the Church by talking part in the schism,
1 before he promulgated his peculiar heresy. They were called

after Meletius, Bishop of Lycopolis in the Thebaid ; who, being
deposed for lapsing in the Dioclesian persecution, separated
from the Catholics ; and, propagating a spurious succession of

12
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clergy by his episcopal prerogative, formed a powerful body in

SECT, i.

_ the "heart of the Egyptian Church. The Council of Nicsjea,
desirous of terminating the disorder in the most temperate
manner,instead of deposing the Meletian bishops, had arranged,
that they should retain a titular rank in the sees, in which

they had respectively placed themselves ; while, by forbidding
them to exercise their episcopal functions, it provided for the
termination of the schism at their death. But, with the bad
fortune which commonly attends conciliatory measures, unless

accompanied by such a display of vigour as shows that con-
cession is but condescension, the clemency was forgotten in

the restriction, which irritated, without repressing them ; and,

being bent on the overthrow of the dominant Church, they
made a sacrifice of their principles, which had hitherto been

orthodox, and joined the Eusebians. By this intrigue, the
latter gained an entrance into the Egyptian Church, such as
had already been opened to them, by means of their heresy
itself, in the Syrian and Asian provinces.*

Charges against Athanasius were produced and examined in

A
g
imnasi

^ounc^s successively held at Csesarea and Tyre (A. D. 333
ls '

335) ; the Meletians being the accusers, and the Eusebians the

judges in the trial. At an earlier date, it had been attempted
to convict him of political offences

; but, on examination,
Constantine became satisfied of his innocence. It had been

represented, that, of his own authority, he had imposed and

rigorously exacted a duty upon the Egyptian linen cloth ; the

pretended tribute being in fact nothing beyond the offerings,
which pious persons had made to the Church, in the shape of

vestments for the service of the sanctuary. It had moreover
been alleged, that he had sent pecuniary aid to one Philumenus,
who was in rebellion against the Emperor. At a later period

they accused him of a design of distressing Constantinople, by
stopping the corn vessels of Alexandria, destined for the supply
of the metropolis.

charges at The charges brought against him before the Council were of
the Councils . ., i j i i n ,1 , i -* r
ofczesarea a civil or ecclesiastical character; first, that he, or Macarms,
and Tyre. Qne Q j^g deacons, had broken a consecrated chalice, and the

holy table itself, and had thrown the sacred books into the

fire
;
and secondly, that he had killed Arsenius, a Meletian

bishop, whose hand, amputated and preserved for magical
purposes, had been found in the Primate's house. The latter

of these strange accusations was refuted at the Council of

a The Meletians, on the other hand, were not in the event equally ad-

vantaged by the coalition
; for, after the success of their attack upon

Athanasius, Constantine, true to his object of restoring tranquillity to the

Church, while he banished Athanasius to Treves, banished also John, the

leader of the Meletians, who had been forward in procuring his condemna-
tion.
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Csesarea by Arsenius himself, whom Athanasius had gained,
CHAP. iv.

and who, on the production of a human hand at the trial,
SECT - *

presented himself before the judges, and thus destroyed the
"

circumstantial evidence by which it was to be identified as his.

The former charge was exposed at Tyre by the testimony of

the Egyptian bishops ; who, not only alleged the equivocating
evidence of the accuser, but proved that at the place where
their Metropolitan was said to have broken the chalice, there

was neither church, nor altar, nor chalice, existing. These
were the principal allegations brought against him

; and their

extraordinary absurdity, certain as the charges are as matters
of history, from evidence of various kinds, can only be accounted
for by supposing, that the Eusebians were even then too power-
ful and too bold, to care for much more than the bare forms of

law, or to scruple at any evidence, which the unskilfulness of

their Egyptian coadjutors might set before them. A charge
of violent conduct against certain Meletians was added to the

above ; and, as some say, a still more frivolous accusation of

incontinence, but whether this was ever brought, is more than
doubtful.

Caesarea and Tyre were places too public even for the commission

audacity of the Eusebians, when the facts of the case were

plainly in favour of the accused. It was now proposed, that a
commission of inquiry should be sent to the Mareotis

; which
was in the neighbourhood, and formed part of the diocese, of

Alexandria, and was the scene of the pretended profanation of

the sacred chalice. The leading members of this commission
were Valens, and Ursacius, Theognis, Maris, and two others,
all Eusebians ; they took with them the chief accuser of Athana-
sius as their guide and host, leaving Athanasius and Macarius
at Tyre, and refusing admittance to the court to such of the

clergy of the Mareotis, as were desirous of defending their

Bishop's interests in his absence. The issue of such proceed-
ings may be anticipated. On the return of the commission to

I Tyre, Athanasius was formally condemned of rebellion, sedition,

|

and a tyrannical use of his episcopal power ; of murder, sacri-

, lege, and magic ; deposed from the see of Alexandria, and

prohibited from ever returning to that city. Constantine

i
confirmed the sentence of the Council, and Athanasius was

I banished to Gaul.
It has often been remarked, that persecutions of Christians,

as in St. Paul's case,
"

fall out rather unto the furtherance of Toati
ithe Gospel."

a The dispersion of the disciples, after the

jtyrdom of St. Stephen, scattered the word of truth with them West-

! among the Samaritans
; and in the case before us, the exile of

Athanasius led to his introduction to the younger Constantine,

Phil. i. 12.

12*
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CHAP. iv. who warmly embraced his cause, and gave him the opportunity
SECT- ' of rousing the zeal, and gaming the friendship of the Catholics

~~of the West. Constans also, another son of Constantine,
declared in his favour ; and thus, on the death of their father
which took place two years after the Council of Tyre, one third

alone of his power, in the person of the Semi-arian Constantius,
remained with that party, which hitherto had prosecuted their

designs against the universal Church without the prospect of

opposition. The support of the Roman See, was a still more

important advantage gained by Athanasius. Rome was the
natural mediator between Alexandria and Antioch, and at that
time possessed extensive influence among the Churches of the
West. Accordingly, when Constantius re-commenced the per-
secution, to which his father had been persuaded, the exiles

betook themselves thither ; and about the year 340 or 341 we
read of prelates from Thrace, Syria, Phoenicia, and Palestine,
collected there, besides a multitude of presbyters ; and among
the former, Athanasius himself, Marcellus, Asclepas of Gaza,
and Luke of Hadrianople. The first act of the Roman See in

their favour was the holding a provincial Council
; in which

the charges against Athanasius and Marcellus were examined,
and pronounced to be untenable. And the next was to advo-
cate the summoning of a Council of the whole Church with the
same purpose ; referring it to Athanasius to select a place of

meeting, where his cause might be secure of a more impartial
hearing, than it had met with at Csesarea and Tyre.

Eusebian The Eusebians, on the other hand, perceived the danger
the Dedica- which their interests would sustain, should a Council be held
tion> at any distance from their own peculiar territory; and deter-

mined to anticipate it by one of their own, where they might
both confirm the sentence of deposition against Athanasius,
and, if possible, contrive a confession of faith, to allay the

suspicions, which the Occidentals entertained of their or-

thodoxy. This was the occasion of the Council of the Dedica-

tion, as it is called, held by them at Antioch, A. D. 341, and
j

which is one of the most celebrated Councils of the century. |

It was usual to solemnize the consecration of places of worship, I

by an attendance of the principal ecclesiastics of the neigh-
bouring districts

;
and the great Church of the Metropolis of

j

Syria, called the Dominicum Aureum, which had just been
j

built, afforded both the pretext and the name to their meeting. ;

Between ninety and a hundred bishops assembled on this

occasion, all Arians or Arianizers
;
and agreed without diffi-

culty upon the immediate object of the Council, the ratification ;l

of the Synods of Csesarea and Tyre in condemnation of Athana-
j

sius.

^ut a *ess easy task remaine(i behind ; viz. the conciliation !

of the Western Church, by an exposition of the articles of their
j
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faith. Four, or even five creeds, more or less resembling the CHAP.IV.

orthodox in language, were successively adopted, with a view 8ECT - '

of convincing the Latins of their freedom from doctrinal error.
~

The first was that ascribed to the martyr Lucian, though
doubts are entertained concerning its genuineness. It is in

itself almost unexceptionable ; and, had there been no contro-

versies on the subjects contained in it, would have been a satis-

factory evidence of the orthodoxy of its promulgators. The
Son is therein styled the exact image, (dcra^aXXaxrog g/'xwv,)

of

the substance
(o-j<r/a), will, power, and glory of the Father

;
and

the Three Persons of the Holy Trinity are said to be three in

substance
(y-ro<rra<rs/), one in will. An evasive condemnation

was added of the Arian tenets
; sufficient, as it might seem, to

delude the Latins, who were unskilled in the subtleties of the

question. E. g. it was denied that our Lord was born " in

time
;

" but in the heretical school, time was supposed to com-
mence with the creation of the world ; and that He was " in the

number of the creatures," it being their doctrine, that He was
the sole immediate work of God, and, as such, altogether distinct

from what is commonly called the creation, of which indeed He
was, even according to them, the author. Next, for some or
other reason, two new creeds were proposed, and partially

adopted by the Council
;
the same in character of doctrine,

but shorter. These three were all circulated, and more or less

received in the neighbouring Churches ; but, on consideration,
none of them seemed adequate to the object in view, that of

recommending their authors to the distant Churches of the

West. Accordingly, a fourth formulary was drawn up after

a few months' delay by Mark, Bishop of Arethusa, and others,
who were deputed to present it to Constans

;
and this proving

unsatisfactory, a fifth confession was composed with consider-

able care and ability ;
but it too failed to quiet the suspicions

of the Latins. This last is called the /a/ax/?oVr/^;og from its

length, and did not make its appearance till three years after

the former.

In truth, no such exposition of the Catholic faith could The west-

satisfy the Western Christians, while they were witnesses to ^"pSS?
1

!
the exile of its great champion for his fidelity to it. Here the EuseM
Eusebians were wanting in their usual practical shrewdness.

j

Words, however orthodox, could not weigh against so plain a
' fact. The Occidentals, however unskilled in the niceties of

the Greek language, were able to ascertain the heresy of the

j

Eusebians in their malevolence towards Athanasius. Nay, the

j

anxious attempts of his enemies, to please them in a confession
i of faith, were a refutation of their pretences. For, inasmuch
as the sense of the Catholic world, had already been recorded
in the Homoousion, why should they devise a new formulary,
if they agreed with the Church ? or, why should they be so
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CHAP. iv. fertile in confessions, if they had but one faith ? It is brought
SECT,

i.^ against them by Athanasius, that they speak in their creeds of
the promulgation of the Catholic doctrine, as if it were some-

thing new, instead simply of its being declared, which was the
sole design of the orthodox creeds

; while at other times, they
affected to acknowledge the authority of former Councils, which
nevertheless they were indirectly opposing.* Under these cir-

cumstances the Roman Church, as the representative of the

Latins, only became more bent upon the convocation of a
General Council in which the Nicene Creed might be ratified,

not changed ; and the innocence of Athanasius, which it had

already ascertained in a provincial Synod, might be formally
proved, and proclaimed to the whole of Christendom. This

object was at length accomplished. Constans, whom Athana-
sius had visited and gained, successfully exerted his influence

with his brother, the Emperor of the East ;
and a Council of

the whole Christian world, was summoned at Sardica for the

above purposes, the exculpation of Marcellus and others being
included with that of Athanasius.

Sardica, was chosen as the place of meeting, as lying on the

confines of the two divisions of the empire. It is on the borders

of Moesia, Thrace, and Illyricum, and at the foot of Mount
Hsemus, which separates it from Philippopolis. There the

heads of the Christian world assembled in the year 347, twenty-
two years after the Nicene Council, in number above 380

bishops, of whom seventy-six were Arian. The president of

the Council was the venerable Hosius
;
whose name was in

itself a pledge, that the decision of Nicsea was but to be pre-

served, and no fresh question raised on a subject already ex-

hausted by controversy. But, almost before the opening of

the Council, matters were brought to a crisis ; a schism took

place in its members ; the Arians retreated to Philippopolis,
and there excommunicated the leaders of the orthodox, Julius

of Rome, Hosius, and Protogenes of Sardica, issued a sixth

confession of faith, and confirmed the proceedings of the An-
tiochene Council against Athanasius and the other exiles,

schism in This secession of the Arians arose in consequence of their
the council.

fin(iing 5
that Athanasius was allowed a seat in the Council ;

the

discussions of which they refused to attend, while a prelate
was admitted to them, who had already been deposed by Synods
of the East. The orthodox replied, that a later Council, held at

Rome, had fully acquitted and restored him
; moreover, that to

maintain his guilt was but to assume the principal point, which

they were then assembled to debate
; and, though very con-

sistent with their absenting themselves from the Council alto-

gether, could not be permitted to those, who had by their

* Athan. de Syn. 3. 37.
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coming recognised the object, for which it was called. Accord- C]

ingly, without being moved by their retreat, the Council pro- A*!*'
1'

ceeded to the condemnation of some of the more notorious

heretics among them, examined the charges against Athanasius Its decision.

and the rest, reviewed the acts of the investigations at Tyre
and the Mareotis, which the Eusebians had sent to Rome in

their defence, and confirmed the decree of the Council of Rome,
in favour of the accused. Constans enforced this decision on
his brother by the arguments peculiar to a monarch ;

and the

timid Constantius, yielding to fear what he denied to justice,
consented to restore a prelate, who had been condemned on the

wildest of charges, by the most hostile and unprincipled of

judges.
The journey of Athanasius to Alexandria elicited the fullest^^ana"

and most satisfactory testimonies of the real orthodoxy of the sius-

Eastern Churches
;
in spite of the existing cowardice or mis-

apprehensions, which surrendered them to the tyrannical rule

of a few determined and energetic heretics. The Bishops of

Palestine, one of the chief holds of the Arian spirit, welcomed,
with the solemnity of a Council, a restoration, which, under the

circumstances of the case, was almost a triumph over their own
sovereign ;

and so excited was the Catholic feeling at Antioch,
that Constantius feared to grant to the Athanasians a single
church in that city, lest it should have been the ruin of the

Arian cause.

One of the more important consequences of the Council ofR
P

c
^

l"tation

01 i f r i T Valons

oardica, was the recantation of Valens, and his accomplice and ursa-

Ursacius, Bishop of Singidon, in Pannonia, two of the most
01"

inveterate enemies and calumniators of Athanasius. It was
addressed to the Bishop of Rome, and was conceived in the

following terms :

" Whereas we are known heretofore to have

preferred many serious charges against Athanasius the Bishop,
and in our correspondence with your Holiness have failed to

make good our charges, we declare to your Holiness, in the

presence of all the presbyters, our brethren, that all which we
have heretofore heard against the aforesaid, is false, and

altogether foreign to his character; and therefore, that we
heartily accept the fellowship of the aforesaid Athanasius,

especially considering your Holiness, according to your
habitual clemency, has condescended to pardon our mistake.
Further we declare, that, should the Orientals at any time,
or Athanasius, from resentful feelings, be desirous to bring us
to account, that we will not act in the matter without your
sanction. As for the heretic Arius, and his partizans, who
say, that once the Son was not, that He is of created

substance, and that He is not the Son of God before all time,
we anathematize them now, and once for all, according to our
former paper which we presented at Milan. Witness our
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CHAP - IV 'hand, that we condemn once for all the Arian heresy, as we
have already said, and its advocates. Witness also the hand
of Ursacius. I, Ursacius the Bishop, have set my name to

this statement." a

The Council of Milan, referred to in the conclusion of this

letter, seems to have been held A. D. 347 ; two years after the

Arian creed, called ^axprfcr/^os, was sent in to the West, and

shortly after the declaration of Constans in favour of the

restoration of the Athanasians.

SECTION II.

THE SEMI-ARIANS.

SECT. H. THE events recorded in the last section were attended by
between important consequences in the history of Arianism. The

Ind wfst
G uncil f Sardica led to a separation between the Eastern
and Western Churches

; which seemed to be there represented

respectively by the rival Synods, and which had before this time

hidden their differences from each other, and communicated

together from a fear of increasing the existing evil.
b Not

that really there was any discordance of doctrine between them.
The historian, from whom this statement is taken, gives it at

the same time as his own opinion, that the majority of the

Asiatics were Homoousians, though tyrannised over by the

court influence, the sophistry, the importunity, and the daring,
of the Eusebian party. This mere handful of divines, unscru-

pulously pressing forward into the highest ecclesiastical

stations, set about them to change the condition of the

Churches thus put into their power; and, as has been
remarked in the case of Leontius of Antioch, filled the inferior

offices with their own creatures, and sowed the seeds of

discords and disorders, which they could not hope to have
themselves the satisfaction of beholding. The orthodox

majority, on the other hand, timorously or indolently kept in

the background ; and allowed themselves to be represented at

Sardica by men, whose tenets they knew to be unchristian,

and professed to abominate. And in such circumstances, the

blame of the open dissensions, which ensued between the

Eastern and Western divisions of Christendom, was certain

to be attributed to those who urged the summoning of the

Council, not to those who neglected their duty by staying

away. In qualification of this censure, however, the intriguing

spirit of the Eusebians must be borne in mind ; who might

* Athan. Apol. cont. Arian. 58. b Soz. iii. 13.
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have means, of which we are not told, of keeping away the CHAP. iv.

Oriental prelates from Sardica. Certainly the expense of the 8ECT>n -

journey was considerable, whatever might be the imperial or

the ecclesiastical allowance for it; and their absence from
their flocks, especially in an age fertile in Councils, was an
evil. Still there is enough in the history of the times, to

evidence a culpable negligence on the part of the orthodox of

Asia.

However, this rupture between the East and West has here its effect

been noticed, not to censure the Asiatic Churches, but for theSSSn^of
sake of its influence on the fortunes of Arianism. It had the Arianism-

effect of pushing forward the Semi-arians, as they are called,

into a party distinct from the Eusebians, among whom they
had hitherto been concealed. This party, as its name implies,

professed a doctrine approximating to the orthodox ; and thus

served as a means of deceiving the Western Churches, which
were unskilled in the evasions, by which the Eusebians

extricated themselves from the most explicit confessions of

the Catholic doctrine. Accordingly, the six heretical confes-

sions hitherto recounted were all Semi-arian, as being
intended more or less to justify the heretical party in the eyes
of the Latins. But when this object ceased to be feasible,

by the event of the Sardican Council, the Semi-arians ceased

to be of service to the Eusebians, and a separation between
the parties gradually took place.
The Semi-arians, whose history shall here be introduced, The semi-

originated, as far as their system is concerned, in the change
ari

of profession which the Nicene anathema was the occasion of

imposing upon the Eusebians ; and had for their founders

Eusebius of Csesarea, and the sophist Asterius. But viewed
as & party, they are of a later date. The genuine Eusebians
were never in earnest in the modified creeds, which they so

ostentatiously put forward for the approbation of the West.

However, while they clamoured in defence of the inconsistent

doctrine contained in them, which, resembling the orthodox in

word, might really subvert it, at once admitting and denying
our Lord's divinity, it so happened, that they actually recom-
mended it to the judgment of some of their followers, and

unintentionally created a belief in an hypothesis, which in

their own case was but the cloke for their own indifference to

the truth. This at least seems the true explanation of an
intricate subject in the history. There are always men of

sensitive and subtle minds, the natural prey of the bold

disputant; who, unable to take a broad and common-sense
view of an important subject, try to satisfy their intellect and
conscience by refined distinctions and perverse reservations.

Men of this stamp were especially to be found among a people
possessed of the language and acuteness of the Greeks. Ac-
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CHAP. iv.
cordingly, the Eusebians at length perceived, doubtless to

their surprise and disgust, that a party had arisen from among
themselves, with all the positiveness, (as they would consider

it,) and nothing of the straightforward simplicity of the Catholic

controversialists, more willing to dogmatize than to argue,
and binding down their associates to the real import of the

words, wrhich they had chosen as mere evasions of orthodoxy ;

and to their dismay they discovered, that in this party the

Emperor himself was to be numbered. Constantius, indeed,

may be taken as a type of a genuine Semi-arian ; resisting, as
he did, the orthodox doctrine from over-subtlety, timidity,

pride, restlessness, or other weakness of mind, yet paradoxical

enough to combat at the same time and condemn all, who ven-
tured to teach any thing short of that orthodoxy. Balanced
on this imperceptible centre between truth and error, he

alternately banished every party in the controversy, not even

sparing his own ; and had recourse in turn to every creed
for relief, except that in which the truth was actually to be
found.

^ke symkol of the Semi-arians was the opoiovaiov, which they
substituted for the orthodox O/AOOVGIOV. Their objections to the

latter expression took the following form. If the word ou<r/a

denoted the ^wr>j outf/a or an individual being, then o/Aoovffiov

seemed to bear a Sabellian meaning, and to involve a denial

of the separate personality of the Son.a On the other hand,
to include two distinct Persons (or vKocrdtstg), under the term,

was, as it were, to extend the ou<r/a, as in the case of created

things ; as if it were, some common nature, either divided in

fact, or one merely by abstraction. 1*

They were strengthened in

this view by the decree of the Council, held at Antioch, in con-

demnation of Paulus, when the word opoovaov was proscribed.

They preferred, accordingly, to name the Son opotog xar' oucv'ac,

or opoiovffios, with the Father, i. e. of a substance like in all

things, except in not being the Father's substance
; maintaining

at the same time, that, though the Son and Spirit were sepa-
rate in substance from the Father, still they were so included

in His glory that there was but one God.
creed of Instead of admitting the evasion of the Arians, that the word
arians. Son had but a secondary sense, and that our Lord was in reality

a creature, though
" not like other creatures," they plainly

declared that He was not a creature, but truly the Son, born

of the substance
(oi/tf/a)

of the Father; yet they would not

allow Him simply to be God, as the Father was
; but,

asserting that there were various energies in the Divine

mind, they considered creation to be one, and the
ysvvqffig

to be another, so that the Son, though distinct in substance

*
Epiph. Hcer. Ixxiii. 11. fin. b Soz. iii. 18.
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from God, was at the same time essentially distinct from CHAP.IV.

every created nature. Or, again, they held, that He was the 8ECT- "

offspring of the virotratis, not the ou<r/a of the Father ; or,
~"

so to say, of the Divine Q'sXwis, as if the force of the metaphor
of Son consisted in this point. Further, instead of the fjv <xort

ors O-JK j)v 9 they adopted the a^povug yswvft'ev, for which even
Arius had changed it. That is, from a belief that the

question of the beginning of the Son's existence was beyond
bur comprehension, they only asserted that there was such a

beginning, but that it was before time and independent of it ;

as if it were possible to draw a distinction between the Catholic
doctrine of the derivation or order of succession (dvdp-^ug

ygwTjSev), and this notion of a beginning simplified of the con-
dition of time.

Such was the Semi-arian creed, really involving those con- J
.

ts incon-

tradictions in terms, of which the orthodox were accused
;

S1S

that the Son was born before all times, yet not eternal
;
not

a creature, yet not God ; of His substance, yet not of the
same substance

; and His exact and perfect resemblance in all

things, yet not a second Deity.
Yet the men were better than their creed

;
and it is satis- character

factory to be able to detect amid the impiety and worldliness arianl
e*

of the heretical party any elements of a purer spirit, which

gradually exerted itself and worked out from the corrupt mass,
in which it was imbedded. Even in their separated state the
Semi-arians are a motley party at best ; yet they may be con-
sidered as saints and martyrs, when viewed by the side of the

Eusebians, and in fact some of them have actually been received
as such by the Catholics of subsequent times. Their zeal in

detecting the humanitarianism of Marcellus and Photinus,
and their good service, in withstanding the Anomceans,
who arrived at the same doctrine by a more blasphemous
course, will presently be mentioned. On the whole they were
men of correct and exemplary life, and earnest according to

their views
; and they even made pretensions to sanctity

in their outward deportment, in which they differed from
the true Eusebians, who, as far as the times allowed it,

affected the manners and principles of the world. It may
be added, that both Athanasius and Hilary, two of the most

uncompromising supporters of the Catholic doctrine, speak
favourably of them. Athanasius does not hesitate to call

them brothers
; considering that, however necessary it was

for the edification ofthe Church at large, that the Homoousion
should be enforced on the clergy, yet that the privileges of

private Christian fellowship were not to be denied to those,
who from one cause or other stumbled at the use of it.

a It is

a Athan. de Syn. 41.
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CHAP. iv. remarkable, that the Semi-arians, on the contrary, in their

most celebrated Synod (at Ancyra, A. D. 358.) anathematized
the holders of the Homoousion, as if cryptosabellians.*

Basil, the successor of Marcellus, in the see of Ancyra,j^a
tathius of united in his person the most varied learning with the most

d
blameless life, of all the Semi-arians.b The praise of rectitude

an(j purity of conduct was shared with him by Eustathius of

Sebaste, and Eleusius. These three prelates especially at-

tracted the regard of Hilary, on his banishment to Phrygia by
the intrigues of the Arians (A. D. 356). The zealous confessor

feelingly laments the condition, in which he found the Churches
in those parts.

" I say it not at a distance," he says,
" I write

not without information
;
I have heard and seen in my own

person the deficiencies, not of laics merely, but of bishops.
For, excepting Eleusius and a few with him, the ten provinces
of Asia are for the most part truly ignorant of God." c His

testimony in favour of the Semi-arians of Asia Minor, must in

fairness be considered as delivered with the same force of

assertion, which marks his protest against all but them ;
and

he elsewhere addresses Basil, Eustathius, and Eleusius, by the

title of Sanctissimi viri.
d

Mark of Mark, Bishop of Arethusa, in Syria, has obtained from the
*sa '

Greek Church the honours of a saint and martyr. He indulged
a violence of spirit, which assimilates him to the pure Arians,
who were the first among Christians to employ force in the

cause of religion. But violence, which endures as freely as it

assails, obtains our respect, if it is denied our praise. His
exertions in the cause of Christianity, were attended with con-

siderable success. In the reign of Constantius, availing him-
self of his power as a Christian, he demolished a heathen

temple, and built a church on its site. "When Julian succeeded,
it was Mark's turn to suffer. The Emperor had been saved by
him, when a child, on the massacre of the other princes of his

house
; but on this occasion he considered that the claims at

once of justice and of paganism outweighed the recollection of

ancient services. Mark was condemned to rebuild the temple,
or to pay the price of it

; and, on his flight from his bishoprick,

many of his flock were arrested as his hostages. Upon this,

he surrendered himself to his persecutors, who immediately

subjected him to the most loathsome, as well as the most cruel

indignities.
"
They apprehended the aged prelate," says

Gibbon, selecting some of these,
"
they inhumanly scourged

him
; they tore his beard

;
and his naked body, anointed with

honey, was suspended, in a net, between heaven and earth, and

a
Epiph. supra.

b Theod. Hist. ii. 25.
c Hilar. de Syn. 63.

d Ibid. 90, Vid. also the Life of St. Basil of Csesarea, who was intimate

with Eustathius and others.
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exposed to the stings of insects and the rays of a Syrian sun." a CHAP.IV.

The payment of one piece of gold towards the rebuilding of SECT - "

the temple, would have rescued him from these torments ; but,

resolute in his refusal to contribute to the service of idolatry,
he allowed himself, with a generous insensibility, even to jest
at his own sufferings,

b
till he wore out the fury, or even, it is

said, effected the conversion of his persecutors. Gregory
Nazianzen, and Theodoret, besides celebrating his activity in

proselyting, make mention of his wisdom and piety, his culti-

vated understanding, his love of virtue, and the honourable

consistency of his life. 6

Cyril of Jerusalem, and Eusebius of Samosata, are both saints^ êm
in the Eoman Calendar, though connected with the Semi-arianEuSuTof

party. Eusebius was the friend of St. Basil, surnamed the Samosata<

Great ; and Cyril is still known to us in his perspicuous and

eloquent discourses addressed to the Catechumens.
Others might be named of a like respectability, though defi-M^onius

cient with those above-mentioned either in moral or in intellec-tmopie.

tual judgment. With these were mingled a few of a darker

character. George of Laodicea, one of the genuine Eusebians,

joined them for a time, and took a chief share together with
Basil in the management of the Council of Ancyra. Mace-

donius, who was originally an Anomcean, passed through Semi-
arianism to the heresy of the Pneumatomachists, of which he
is theologically the founder.

The Semi-arians, being such as above described, were both Death of

in faith and conduct an ornament and recommendation of the constans'

Eusebians. But, when once the latter stood at variance with
the Latin Church by the event of the Sardican Council, they
ceased to be of service, as a blind, or rather were an incum-
brance to them, and formidable rivals in the favour of Con-
stantius. This separation between the two parties was prob-

ably retarded for a while by the forced submission and recanta-

tion of Valens and Ursacius ; but an event soon happened,
which altogether released those prelates and the rest of the

Eusebians from the embarrassments, in which the influence of

the West and the timidity of Constantius had involved them.
This was the assassination of Constans, which took place
A. D. 350 ;

in consequence of which, (Constantine, the eldest

of the brothers, being already dead,) Constantius succeeded to

the whole empire. Thus the Eusebians had the whole of the

West opened to their ambition ; and were bound by no impedi-
ment, except such as the ill-instructed Semi-arianism of the

Emperor might impose upon them. Their proceedings under
these fortunate circumstances will come before us presently ;

Gibbon. Hist. ch. xxiii. b Soz. v. 10.
c Tillem. Mem. vol. vii. p. 340.
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CHAP. ii. here I will confine myself to the mention of the artifice, hy
SECT- " which they succeeded in recommending themselves to Con-

~~

stantius, while they opposed and triumphed over the Semi-
arian Creed.

Doctrinal This artifice, which, obvious as it is, is curious, from the

A*ici
p
us?

f

place which it holds in the history of Arianism, was that of

affecting on principle to limit confessions of faith to Scripture
terms ;

and was adopted by Acacius of Csesarea, one of the

very men, who had advocated the non-scriptural formularies

of the Dedication and of Philippopolis.
a From the earliest

date, the Arians had taken refuge from their own un scriptural
dogmas in the words of the sacred writers; but they had

scarcely ventured on the inconsistency of objecting to the

.terms of theology, as such. But here Eusebius of Csssarea

anticipated the proceedings of his party ; and, as he instructed

his contemporaries in the evasion of Semi-arianism, so did he

also suggest to his pupil Acacius the more specious artifice

now under consideration. The idea of it is found in his apology
for signing the Nicene anathema of the Arian formulse ;

which
anathema he defends on the principle, that these were not

conceived in the language of Scripture .

b Allusion is made to

the same principle from time to time in the subsequent Arian

Councils, as if even then the laxer Eusebians were struggling

against the tyranny of the Semi-arians. Though the creed of

Lucian introduces the ovaia, the three other creeds of the Dedi-

cation omit it
;
and this hypothesis of a difference of opinion

in the heretical body partly accounts for that hesitation and

ambiguity in declaring their faith, which has been noticed in

its place. Again, the Macrostyche omits the ovaia, professes

generally that the Son is Kara vdvra o^oiw r& Harp!, and enforces

the propriety of keeping to the language of Scripture.*
5

The About the time which is at present more particularly before
lon<

us, this modification of Arianism becomes distinct, and collects

around it the Eastern Eusebians, under the skilful manage-
ment of Acacius. It is not easy to fix the date of his openly

adopting it ; the immediate cause of which was his quarrel
with the Semi-arian Cyril, which lies between A. D. 349 357.

The distinguishing principle of his new doctrine was adhe-

rence to the Scripture phraseology, in opposition to the incon-

venient dogmatism of the Semi-arians
;

its distinguishing tenet

is the opoiov or xara tfdvra opo/ov, as opposed to the 6///oou07ov, 6/-/-0/OU-

fftov, and avopoiov, i. e. the vague confession that the Son is

generally like, or altogether like, the Father. Of these two

expressions, the xara vdvra opoiov was allowed by the Semi-

arians, who included xar' ovriav under it
;
whereas the Acacians,

a Athan. do Syn. 3638.
*> Vid. also Theod. Hist. ii. 3. c Vid. Athan. de Synod.
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(for so they may now be called,) covertly intended to exclude CHAP iv.

the /car' oy<r/av by the very expression, similarity always implying _J

difference, and ou<r/a being, as they would argue, necessarily
excluded from the -s-cbra, if the 6>o/ov were intended to stand for

any thing short of identity. It is plain then that, in the

meaning of its authors, and in the practical effect of it, this

new hypothesis was neither more nor less than pure Arian, or

Anomcean, though the phrase, in which it was conveyed, bore

literally the reverse sense.

Such was the state of the heresy about the year 350 ;
before

reviewing its history, as carried on between the two rival

parties into which its advocates were dividing, I shall turn to

the sufferings of the Catholic Church at that period.

SECTION III.

THE ATHANASIANS.

THE first Arian Persecution is spread over the space of about SECT - m-

twelve years, being the interval between the death of Constans,
and that of Constantius. Various local violences, particularly
at Alexandria and Constantinople, had occurred with the open per-

countenance of the Eusebians at an earlier date
;
but they were the^Sin^

rather acts of revenge, than intended as means of proselyting
the Catholics, and were conducted on no plan. But now
the alternative of subscription or suffering was gradually in-

troduced
; and, though Arianism was more sanguinary in its

later persecutions, it could not be more abandoned and auda-

cious than it showed itself in this.

The artifice of the Homoion, of which Acacius had under- APP^
cation

taken the management, was adapted to promote the success of Homokmto

his party, among the orthodox of the West, as well as to Christians"
1

delude or embarrass the Semi-arians, for whom it was par-

ticularly provided. The Latin Churches, who had not been

exposed to those trials of heretical subtlety of which the

Homoousion was reluctantly made the remedy, had adhered
with a noble simplicity to the decision of Nicsea

; being satis-

fied, (as it would seem,) that, whether or not they had need of

the test of orthodoxy at present, yet that in it lay the security
of the great doctrine in debate, whenever the need should come.
At the same time, they were naturally jealous of the introduc-

tion of such terms into their theology, as chiefly served to in-

form them of the dissensions of foreigners ; and, as influenced

by this feeling, even after their leaders had declared against the

Eusebians at Sardica, were exposed to the temptation pre-
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CHAP. iv. sented to them in the formula of the Homoion. To shut up
SECTMII. {j^ subject in Scripture terms, and to say that our Lord was

~~
like His Father, no explanation being added, seemed to be a

peaceful doctrine, and certainly was in itself unexceptionable ;

and, of course would wear a still more favourable aspect, when
contrasted with the threat of exile and poverty, by which
its acceptance was enforced. On the other hand, the pro-

posed measure veiled the grossness of that threat itself, and
fixed the attention of the solicited Churches rather upon the

argument, than upon the Imperial command. Minds that are

proof against the mere menaces of power, are overcome by
the artifices of an importunate casuistry. Those, who would
rather have suffered death than have sanctioned the impieties
of Arius, hardly saw how to defend themselves in refusing
creeds, which were abstractedly true, though incomplete, and
intolerable only because the badges of a prevaricating party.
Thus Arianism gained its first footing in the West. And,
when one concession was made, another was demanded ; or,

at other times, the first concession was converted, not without

speciousness, into a principle of general theological change,
as if to depart from the Homoousion were in fact to acquiesce
in the open impieties of Arius and the Anomoeans. This is

the character of the history more or less illustrated in this and
the subsequent section ; the Catholics harassed by sophistry
and persecution, and the Semi-arians first acquiescing in the

Homoion, then retracting, and becoming more distinct upon
the scene, as the Eusebians ventured to speak of our Lord in

less honourable terms.
condemna- But there was another subscription, required of the Catholics

during the same period and from an earlier date, as painful,
and to all but the most honest minds as embarrassing, as that

to the creed of the Homoion ; the condemnation of Athanasius.
The Eusebians were incited against him by resentment and

jealousy; they perceived that the success of their schemes was

impossible, while there was a prelate alive, so popular at

home, so respected abroad, the bond of connexion between the

orthodox of Europe and Asia, the organ of their sentiments,
and the guide and vigorous agent of their counsels. More-

over, the circumstances of the times, had attached an adventi-

tious importance to his fortunes ; as if the cause of the Homo-
ousion were providentially committed to his custody, and in

his safety or overthrow, the triumph or loss of the truth

were actually involved. And, in the eyes of the Emperor, the

Catholic champion appeared as a rival of his own sovereignty;

type, as he really was, and instrument of that Apostolic Order,

which, whether or not united to the civil power, must, to the

end of time, divide the rule with Csesar as the Minister of God.

Considering then Athanasius too great for a subject, Constan-
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tiiis, as if for the peace of his empire, desired his destruction CHAP. iv.

at any rate.a Whether he was unfortunate or culpable it
SECTj m>

mattered not ; whether implicated in legal guilt, or forced by~~
circumstances into his present position ; still he was the fit

victim of a sort of ecclesiastical ostracism, which, accordingly,
he called upon the Church to exercise. He demanded it of

the Church, for the very eminence of Athanasius rendered it

unsafe, even for the Emperor, to approach him in any other

way. The Patriarch of Alexandria could not be deposed,
except after a series of successes over less influential Catholics,
and with the forced acquiescence or countenance of the prin-

cipal Christian communities. And thus the history of the first

few years of the persecution, presents to us the curious spec-
tacle of the violences of the enemies of truth spreading every
where, except about the person who was the real object of

them; who was left for a time to continue his services in

God's cause at Alexandria, unmolested by the Councils, con-

ferences, and usurpations, which perplexed the other capitals
of Christendom.
As regards the majority of prelates, who were called upon charges

to condemn him, there was, it would appear, little room for
again

error of judgment, if they dealt honestly with their consciences.

Yet, in the West, there were many, doubtless, who hardly
knew enough of him to give him their confidence, or who had
no means of forming a true opinion of the fresh charges, to

which he was subjected. These, if it is worth while to notice

them, were as follows : that he had excited differences between
Constantius and his brother ; that he had corresponded with

Magnentius, the usurper of the West
; that he had dedicated,

or used, a new Church in Alexandria without the Emperor's
leave

;
and lastly, that he had not obeyed his mandate sum-

moning him to Italy. In the following notices of the persecu-
tion, it has been thought advisable to begin at a somewhat
earlier date than the transactions referred to in the foregoing
remarks.

1. Paul had succeeded Alexander in the See of Constants Persecution

nople, A. D. 336. At the date before us (A. D. 350), he had ch^ch of

already been thrice driven from his Church by the intrigues
the Arians ; Pontus, Gaul, and Mesopotamia, being successively
the places of his exile. He had now been two years restored,
when he was called a fourth time, not merely to exile, but to

martyrdom. By authority of the Emperor, he was conveyed
from Constantinople to Cucusus in Cappadocia, a dreary town
amid the deserts of Taurus, afterwards the place of banishment
of his successor St. Chrysostom. Here he was left for six

days without food
;
when his conductors impatiently anticipated

a Gibbon Hist. ch. xxi.

13
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CHAP. iv. the termination of his sufferings by strangling him in prison.
SECT- "'

Macedonius, the Semi-arian, took possession of the vacant see,

and maintained his power by the most savage excesses. The
confiscation of property, banishment, brandings, torture, and

death, were the means of his accomplishing, in the Church of

Constantinople, a conformity with the tenets of heresy. The
Novatians, as maintaining the Homoousion, were included
in the persecution. On their refusing to communicate with

him, they were seized and scourged, and the sacred elements

violently thrust into their mouths. Women and children were

forcibly baptized ; and, on the former resisting, they were

subjected to cruelties too miserable to be described.
of the 2. The sufferings of the Church of Hadrianople occurred
Church of ,

,
, P. , . Vi

Adriauopie. about the same time, or even earlier. Under the superin-
tendence of a civil officer, who had already acted as the tool of

the Arians in the Mareotis, several of the clergy were be-

headed
; Lucius, their bishop, for the second time loaded with

chains and sent into exile, where he died ; and three other

bishops of the neighbourhood visited by an Imperial Edict,
which banished them, at the peril of their lives, from all parts
of the empire.

Deposition 3. Continuing their operations westward, the Arians next

possessed themselves of the province of Sirmium in Pannonia,
in which the dioceses of Valens and Ursacius were situated.

They were enabled to do so under the following circumstances.

It had always been their policy, to accuse the Homoousion of

involving some or other heresy by necessary consequence. A
Valentinian or a Manichean materialism was sometimes as-

cribed to the orthodox doctrine ;
and at another time, Sabel-

lianism, which was peculiarly abominated by the Semi-arians.

And it happened, most unhappily for the Church, that one of

the most strenuous of her champions at Nicaea, had since fallen

into a heresy of a Sabellian character ; and had thus confirmed

the prejudice against the true doctrine, by what would be

considered an instance of its dangerous tendency. It was in

the course of a work in refutation of the Sophist Asterius,
the founder of the Semi-arians, that Marcellus of Ancyra was
led to simplify, (as he conceived,) the creed of the Church, by
statements which savoured of Sabellianism ;

i. e. he maintained

the unity of the Son with the Father, at the expence of the

doctrine of the personal distinction between them. He was

answered, not only by Asterius, but by Eusebius of Csesarea

and Acacius ; and, A. p. 335, he was deposed from his see by
the Eusebians, in order to make way for the Semi-arian Basil.

In spite of the suspicions against him, the orthodox party
defended him, for a considerable time, and the Council of

Sardica (A. D. 347) acquitted him and restored him to his see ;

but at length, perhaps on account of the increasing definiteness
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of his heretical views, he was abandoned by his friends as CHAP * IV-

hopeless, even by Athanasius, who quietly put him aside with _
SE!^n

i_

the acquiescence of Marcellus himself. The evil did not end
there

;
his disciple Photinus, Bishop of Sirmium, increased the

scandal, by advocating the same opinions with greater boldness
than his master. The Arians did not neglect the opportunity
thus offered them, both to calumniate the Catholic doctrine,
and to seize on so considerable a station in the Church, which
its present occupier had disgraced by his heresy. A Council
was held at Sirmium (A. D. 351), to inquire into his opinions ;

and at his request a formal disputation was held. Basil, the
rival of Marcellus, was selected to be the antagonist of his

pupil ; and, having the easier position to defend, gained the

victory in the judgment of impartial arbiters, who had been
selected. The deposition of Photinus followed ; and a new
creed was promulgated of a structure between Homoeusian
and Homcean. Germinius, who was put into his see, was at

the time an Arian
; but some years afterwards adopted a Semi-

arianism verging upon the Catholic creed, and that at a time,
when it may be hoped that secular views did not influence his

change.
4. The first open attack upon Athanasius and the inde-

ĉ^t of

pendence of the West, was made two years later at Aries, Capua at

at that time the residence of the Court. The Arians had
Arles *

already solicited the friendship of Liberius, the new Bishop of

Rome, hoping to find him more tractable than his predecessor
Julius. A letter however from an Egyptian Council, in

favour of Athanasius, decided him against his persecutors ; at

the same time, to soften his refusal, he sent to Constantius a
submissive message, petitioning him to assemble a general
and final Council at Aquileia, a measure which the Emperor
had already led the Catholics to expect. The deputies of the
Roman See found him at Aries, already engaged with his

bishops in the execution of his purposes against Athanasius.
It was in vain that the Western Bishops demanded, that the
orthodox creed should be acknowledged by the meeting,
or Arius condemned, as a previous step to their condemnation
of Athanasius. Valens, the most daring of the Eusebians,
seconded the imperiousness of Constantius ;

ill treatment was
added

; till the Bishops, worn out by sufferings, consented to

depose and even excommunicate the Alexandrian prelate.

Upon this, an edict was published, denouncing punishment on
all Bishops who refused to subscribe the decree thus obtained.

Among the instances of cowardice, which were exhibited at

Aries, none was more lamentable than that of Vincent
of Capua, one of the deputies from Liberius to the Emperor.
Vincent had on former occasions shown himself a zealous

supporter of orthodoxy. He is supposed to be the presbyter
13*
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CHAP. iv. of the eame name, who was one of the representatives

J^^L^f tne Roman Bishop at Nicsea
;
he had acted with the

"orthodox at Sardica, and had afterwards been sent by
Constans to Constantius, to effect the restoration of the
Athanasians in A. D. 348. It was on this occasion, that he
and his companion had been exposed to the malice of Stephen,
the Arian Bishop of Antioch

; who, anxious to destroy their

influence, caused a woman of light character to be introduced
into their chamber, with the intention of founding a calumny
against them

; and who, on the artifice being discovered, was
deposed by order of Constantius. On the present occasion,
Vincent was entirely in the confidence of Liberius; who,
having intrusted him with his delicate commission from a
sense of his vigour and experience, was deeply afflicted at his

fall. It is satisfactory to know, that Vincent retrieved himself
afterwards at Ariminum

;
where he boldly resisted the

tyrannical attempt of the Arians, to force their creed on the
Western Church.

5. Times of trial being forward men of zeal and boldness,
who else would be unknown to posterity. Liberius, downcast
at the disgrace of his representative, and liable himself to

fluctuations of mind, was unexpectedly cheered by the arrival

of the famous Lucifer, Bishop of Cagliari, in Sardinia, and
Eusebius of Vercellse. These, joined by a few others, pro-
ceeded as his deputies and advocates to the great Council of

Milan, which was held (A. D. 355), two years later than that

in which Vincent fell. The prelates collected there were in

number above 300, almost all of the Western Church. Con-
stantius was present, and Valens conducted the Arian intrigue ;

and so secure of success were he and his party, that they did

not scruple to insult the Council with the proposal of a pure
Arian or Anomoean creed.

Whether this creed was generally subscribed, does not
'"

appear ; but the condemnation of Athanasius was universally

agreed upon, scarcely one or two of the whole number refusing
to sign it. This is remarkable

;
inasmuch as, at first, the

Occidentals demanded of the Eusebians an avowal of the

orthodox faith, as the condition of entering upon the considera-

tion of the charges against him. But herein is the strength
of audacious men

; who gain what is unjust, by asking what
is extravagant. Sozomen attributes the concession of the

Council to fear, surprise, and ignorance.
a In truth, a multi-

tude of men, who were strangers to each other, and without

organization or recognized leaders, definite objects or policy,
was open to every variety of influence, which the shrewdness
of the usurping faction might direct against them. The

* Soz. iv. 9.
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simplicity of honesty, the weakness of an amiable temper, the CHAP. iv.

inexperience of a secluded, and the dulness of a rustic life, all SECT - m-

combined with the dread of the Emperor's displeasure, which
"

had been openly manifested on their hesitation. When some
of them ventured to object the rule of the Church against his

command, that they should condemn Athanasius, and communi-
cate with the Arians,

" My will must be its rule," he replied;
" so the Syrian Bishops have decided; and so must yourselves,
would you escape exile."

Several of the more noble-minded prelates of the principal Banishment

Churches submitted to the alternative, and left their sees, orthodox

Dionysius, Exarch of Milan, was banished to Cappadocia d^SlSJ^gius
Armenia, where he died before the end of the persecution ;

of Milan.

Auxentius being placed in his see, a bitter Arian, brought for

the purpose from Cappadocia, and from his ignorance of Latin,

singularly ill-fitted to preside over a Western province.
Lucifer was sent into Syria, and Eusebius of Vercellse into <**.<*

Palestine. A fresh and more violent edict was published EufeS of

against Athanasius
;
orders were given to arrest him as an Vercellaj-

impious person, and to put the Arians in possession of his

churches, and of the benefactions, which Constantine had left

for ecclesiastical and charitable uses. All Bishops were

prohibited from communion with him, under pain of losing
their sees ; and the laity were to be compelled by the magis-
trates to join themselves to the heretical party. Hilary of Hilary of

Poitiers was the next victim of the persecution. He had
P

taken part in a petition, presented to Constantius, in behalf of

the exiled bishops. In consequence a Gallic Council was
called, under the presidency of Saturninus, Bishop of Aries ;

and Hilary was banished into Phrygia.
6. The history of Liberius, the occupier of the most power- Liberius of

ful see in the West, possesses an interest, which deserves
Rome

our careful attention. The year after the Council of Milan,
the principal eunuch of the Imperial Court had been sent, to

urge on him by threats and promises the condemnation of

Athanasius ; and, on his insisting on a fair trial for the accused,
and a disavowal of Arianism on the part of his accusers, as

preliminary conditions, had caused him to be forced away to

Milan. There the same arguments were addressed to him in

the more impressive words of the Emperor himself; who
urged upon him " the notoriously wicked life of Athanasius,
his vexatious opposition to the peace of the Church, his

intrigues to effect a quarrel between the imperial brothers,
and his frequent condemnation in the Councils of Eastern and
Western Christendom;" and further exhorted him, as being
by his pastoral office especially a man of peace, to be cautious
of appearing the sole obstacle to the happy settlement of a

question, which could not otherwise be arranged. Liberius
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CHAP. iv. replied by demanding of Constantius even more than his

J^L^L. deputies had proposed to the Milanese Council
; first, that~

there should be a general subscription to the Nicene faith

throughout the Church
; next, that the banished bishops

should be restored to their sees
;
and lastly, should the trial

of Athanasius be still thought advisable, that a Council should
be held at Alexandria, where justice might be fairly dealt

between him and his accusers. The conference ended in the

bishop being allowed three days to choose between making
the required subscription, and going into exile ; at the end of

which time he manfully departed for Bercea, in Thrace. Con-
stantius and the empress, struck with the nobleness of his con-

duct, sent after him a thousand pieces of gold ; but he refused

a gift, which must have laid him under restraint towards
heretical benefactors. Much more promptly did he reject the

offer of assistance, which Eusebius, the eunuch before-men-

tioned, from whatever feeling, made him. " You have
desolated the Churches of Christendom," he said to the

powerful favourite,
" and then you offer me alms as a convict.

Go, first learn to be a Christian." a

Liberius There are men, in whose mouths sentiments, such as these,
wavers. are kecoming an(j admirable, as being the result of Christian

magnanimity, and urged upon them by their station in the

Church. But the sequel of the history shows, that in the

conduct of Liberius there was more of personal feeling and

intemperate indignation, than of deep-seated fortitude of soul.

His fall, which followed, scandalous as it is in itself, may yet
be taken to illustrate the silent firmness of those others his

fellow-sufferers, of whom we hear less, because they bore

themselves more consistently. Two years of exile, among the

uncouth solitudes of Thrace, broke his spirit ;
and the triumph

of his deacon Felix, who had succeeded to his power, painfully
forced upon his imagination his own listless condition, which

brought him no work to perform, and no witness of his

sufferings for the truth's sake. Demophilus, one of the fore-

most of the Eusebian party, was bishop of Bercea, the place of

his banishment ; and gave intelligence of his growing melan-

choly to his associates. Wise in their generation, they had

an instrument ready prepared for the tempter's office. Fortu-

natian, Bishop of Aquileia, who stood high in the opinion of

Liberius for disinterestedness and courage, had conformed to

the court-religion in the Anomcean Council of Milan ;
and he

was now employed by the Eusebians, to gain over the waver-

ing prelate. The arguments of Fortunatian and Demophilus
shall be given in the words of Maimbourg.

"
They told him,

that they could not conceive, how a man of his worth and

* Soz. iv. 11. Theod. Hist. ii. 16.
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spirit could so long obstinately resolve to be miserable, upon CHAP, iv .

a chimerical notion, which subsisted only in the imagination
SECT - m-

of people of weak or no understanding ; that, indeed, if he ~7

suffered for the cause of God and the Church, of which
God had given him the government, they should not only look

upon his sufferings as glorious, but, being willing to partake
of his glory, they should also become his companions in

banishment themselves. But that this matter related neither

to God nor religion; that it concerned merely a private

person, named Athanasius, whose cause had nothing in com-
mon with that of the Church, whom the public voice had long
since accused of numberless crimes, whom Councils had con-

demned, and who had been turned out of his see by the great
Constantine, whose judgment alone was sufficient to justify
all that the East and West had so often pronounced against
him. That, even if he were not so guilty as men made him,

yet it was necessary to sacrifice him to the peace of the

Church, and to throw him into the sea to appease the storm,
which he was the occasion of raising ;

but that, the greater
part of the Bishops having condemned him, the defending him
would be causing a schism, and that it was a very uncommon
sight to see the Koman prelate abandon the care of the

Church, and banish himself into Thrace, to become the martyr
of one, whom both divine and human justice had so often

declared guilty. That it was high time to undeceive himself,
and to open his eyes at last ; to see, whether it was not

passion in Athanasius, which gave a false alarm, and opposed
an imaginary heresy, to make the world believe, that they had
a mind to establish error." a

The arguments, diffusively but instructively reported in theLiberius

above extract, were enforced by the threat of death as the taUs'

consequence of obstinacy ; while, on the other hand, a tempta-
tion of a peculiar nature presented itself to the exiled bishop
in his very popularity with the Roman people, which was
such, that Constantius had already been obliged to promise
them his restoration. Moreover, as if to give a reality to the
inducements by which he was assailed, a specific plan of
mutual concession and concord had been projected, in which
he was required to take part. The Western Catholics had,
as we have seen, continually required evidence of the ortho-

doxy of the Eusebians, before they consented to take part
with them against Athanasius. Constantius, desirous of

ingratiating himself with the people of Rome, and himself a
Semi-arian, and at that time alarmed at the increasing bold-
ness of the Anornceans, was not unwilling to force a union of all

a Webster's translation is used
;
one or two irrelevant phrases, introduced

by Maimbourg on the subject of Koman supremacy, being omitted.
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CHAP. iv. opinions on the basis of his own creed ; and thus, while
8ECT- in -

sacrificing the Anomceans, whom he feared, to the Catholics,~
and claiming from them in turn what were scarcely conces-

sions, in the imperfect language of the "West, to realize that

religious agreement, the alleged existence of which had been
his principal argument against the inflexible orthodoxy of

Athanasius. Moreover, the heresies of Marcellus and Photinus
were in favour of his scheme ; for, by dwelling upon them, he
withdrew the eyes of the Church from the contrary errors of
Semi-arianism. A creed was compiled from three former con-

fessions, that of the orthodox Council against Paulus (A. D.

264), that of the Dedication (A. D. 341), and a third lately

published at Sirmium, on the condemnation of Photinus (A.D.

351). Thus carefully composed, it was signed by all parties,
Eusebians and Semi-arians, as well as Liberius ; the Eusebians

being compelled by the Emperor to submit for the time to the

dogmatic formulae, which they had gradually abandoned.
Were it desirable to enlarge on this miserable apostacy, there
are abundant materials in the letters, which Liberius wrote
in renunciation of Athanasius, to his clergy, and to the Arian

prelates. To Valens he protests, that nothing but his love of

peace, greater than his desire of martyrdom itself, would have
led him to the step which he had taken ;

in another he

declares, that he has but followed his conscience in God's

sight.
a To add to his misery, Constantius suffered him for a

while to linger in exile, after he had given way. At length
he was restored

;
and at Ariminum in a measure retrieved his

error, together with Vincent of Capua.
Persecution 7. The sufferings and trials of Hosius, which took place

about the same time, are calculated to impress the mind with
the most sorrowful feelings, and still more with a lively indig-
nation against his inhuman persecutors. Shortly before the

conference at Sirmium, at which Liberius gave his allegiance
to the supremacy of Semi-arianism, a creed had been drawn up
in the same city by Valens and the other more daring of the

Eusebians. It would seem, that at this date Constantius had
not taken the alarm against the Anomceans, to the extent in

which he felt it soon afterwards, on the news probably of their

proceedings in the East. Accordingly, the creed in question is

of a mixed character. Not venturing on the Anomoion, as at

Milan, it nevertheless condemns the use of the ousia (sub-

stance), Homoousion, and Homoiousion, on somewhat of the

equivocal plan, of which Acacius was the most conspicuous
patron ; and being such, it was presented for signature to the

aged Bishop of Corduba. The cruelty which they exercised to

accomplish their purpose, was worthy of that singularly wicked

a Hilar. Fr.ogm. iv. and vi.
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faction, which Eusebius had organised. Hosius was at this CHAP.IV.

time 101 years old; and had passed a life, prolonged beyond
SECT- m-

the age of man, in services and sufferings in the cause of
~

Christ. He had assisted in the celebrated Council of Elvira

(about) A. D. 300, and had been distinguished as a confessor
in the Maximinian persecution. He presided at the General
Councils of Mcsea and Sardica, and was perhaps the only pre-
late, besides Athanasius, who was known and reverenced at
once in the East and West. When Constantius became pos-
sessed of the Western world, far from relaxing his zeal in a
cause discountenanced at the Court, Hosius had exerted him-
self in his own diocese for the orthodox faith ; and, when the

persecution began, endeavoured by letter to rouse other bishops
to a sense of the connexion between the acquittal of Athana-
sius, and the maintenance of divine truth. The Eusebians
were irritated by his opposition ;

he was summoned to the
Court at Milan, and, after a vain attempt to shake his con-

stancy, dismissed back to his see. The importunities of Con-
stantius being shortly after renewed, both in the way of threats
and of promises, Hosius addressed him an admirable letter,
which Athanasius has preserved. After declaring his willing-
ness to repeat, should it be necessary, the good confession
which he had witnessed in the heathen persecution, he exhorts
the Emperor to abandon his unscriptural creed, and to turn
his ear from Arian advisers. He states his conviction, that
the condemnation of Athanasius was urged merely for the
establishment of the heresy ; declares, that at Sardica his
accusers had been challenged publicly to produce the proof of
their allegations, and had failed, and that he himself had con-
versed with them in private, and could gain nothing satisfactory
from them

; and he further reminds Constantius, that Valens
and Ursacius had retracted the charges, which they had for-

merly urged against him. "
Change your course of action, I

beseech you," continues the earnest Prelate
;

" remember that

you are a man. Fear the day of judgment ; keep your hands
clean against it

;
meddle not with Church matters

; far from

advising us about them, rather seek instruction from us. God
has put dominion into your hands ;

to us He has entrusted
the management of the Church ; and, as a traitor to you is a
rebel to the God Who ordained you, so be afraid on your part, ,

lest, usurping ecclesiastical power, you become guilty of a

great sin. It is written,
* Render unto Csesar, Csesar's, and what

is God's, to God.' We may not bear rule
; you, Emperor,

may not burn incense. I write this from a care for your soul.

As to your message, I remain in the same mind. I do not

join the Arians. I anathematize them. I do not subscribe
the condemnation of Athanasius." a Hosius did not address

a Athan. Hist. Arian. ad Monach. 44.
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CHAP. iv. such language with impunity to a Court, which affected the

jsECT.
in.

majesty of oriental despotism. He was summoned to Sirmium,
~~
and thrown into prison. There he remained for a whole year.
Tortures were added to force the old man from his resolution.

He was scourged, and afterwards placed upon the rack. Mys-
terious it was, that so honoured a life should be preserved to

an extremity of age, to become the sport and triumph of the

Enemy of mankind. At length broken in spirit, the contem-

porary of Gregory and Dionysius, was induced to countenance
the impieties of the generation, into which he had lived

;
not

indeed signing the condemnation of Athanasius, for he spurned
that baseness to the last, but yielding subscription to a for-

mulary, which forbad the mention of the Homoousion, and
thus virtually condemned the creed of Nicsea, and countenanced
the Arian proceedings. Hosius lived about two years after this

tragical event ; and, on his deathbed, he protested against the

compulsion which had been used towards him, and, with his

last breath, abjured the heresy which dishonoured his Divine
Lord and Saviour.

8. Meanwhile, the great Egyptian prelate, seated on his

patriarchal throne, had calmly prosecuted the work, for which
he was raised up, as if his name had not been mentioned in

the Arian Councils, and the troubles, which agitated the

Western Church, were not the prelude to the blow, which was
to fall on himself. Untutored in concession to impiety, by the

experience or the prospect of suffering, yet, sensitively alive

to the difference between unbelief and error, while he

punished he spared, and restored in the spirit of meekness,
while he rebuked and rejected with power. On his return

to Alexandria, seven years previous to the events last recorded,

congratulations and professions of attachment poured in upon
him from the provinces of the whole Roman world, near and
distant. From Africa to Illyricum, and from England to

Palestine, 400 episcopal letters solicited his communion or

patronage ; and apologies, and the officiousness of personal
service were liberally tendered by those, who, through cow-

ardice, dulness, or self-interest, had joined themselves to the

heretical party. Nor did Athanasius fail to improve the

season of prosperity, for the true moral strength and substan-

tial holiness of the people committed to him. The sacred

services were diligently attended; alms and benefactions

supplied the wants of the friendless and infirm
;
and the young

turned their thoughts to that generous consecration of them-
selves to God, recommended by St. Paul in times of trouble

and persecution.
In truth the sufferings, which the Church of Alexandria

Alexandrian had lately undergone from the hands of the Eusebians, were
Church. i I T i T i

sufficient to indispose serious minds towards secular engage-
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ments. or vows of duty to a fellow mortal ; to quench those CHAP iv.

anticipations of quietness and peace, which the overthrow of SECT - m-

paganism had at first excited; and to remind them, that the~

girdle of celibacy and the lamp of watchers best became those,
on whom God's judgments might fall suddenly. Not more
than ten years were gone by, since Gregory, appointed to the

See of Athanasius by the Council of the Dedication, had been
thrust upon them by the Imperial Governor, with the most

frightful and revolting outrages. Philagrius, an apostate
from the Christian faith, and Arsacius, an eunuch of the

court, introduced the Eusebian Bishop into his episcopal city.

A Church besieged and spoiled, the massacre of the assembled

worshippers, the clergy trodden under foot, the women sub-

jected to the most infamous profanations, these were the first

benedictory greetings scattered by the Arian among his people.
Next, bishops were robbed, beaten, imprisoned, banished ;

the

sacred elements of the Eucharist were scornfully cast about

by the heathen rabble, which seconded the usurping party;
birds and fruits were offered in sacrifice on the holy table ;

hymns chaunted in honour of the idols of paganism ;
and the

Scriptures given to the flames.

Such had already been the trial of a much-enduring Church
;
Exhortation

and it might be renewed in spite of its present prosperity, council of

The Council of Sardica, convoked principally to remedy these
Sardica-

miserable disorders, had in its synodal letter warned the

Alexandrian Catholics against relaxing in their brave testi-

mony to the faith of the Gospel.
" We exhort you, beloved

brethren, before all things, that ye hold the right faith of the
Catholic Church. Many and grievous have been your suffer-

ings, and many are the insults and injuries inflicted on the
Catholic Church, but '

he, who endureth unto the end, the
same shall be saved.' "Wherefore, should they essay further

enormities against you, let affliction be your rejoicing. For
such sufferings are a kind of martyrdom, and such confessions

and tortures have their reward. Ye shall receive from God
the combatant's prize. Wherefore struggle with all might for

the sound faith, and for the exculpation of our brother Atha-

nasius, your bishop. We on our part have not been silent

about you, nor neglected to provide for your security ; but
have been mindful, and done all that Christian love requires
of us, suffering with our suffering brethren, and accounting
their trials as our own." a

The time was now at hand, which was anticipated by the George of

prophetic solicitude of the Sardican Fathers. The same year
Cappad

in which Hosius was thrown into prison, the furies of heretical

malice were let loose upon the Catholics of Alexandria.

a Athan. Apol. oont. Arian. 38.
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CHAP. iv. George of Cappadocia, a man of illiterate mind and savage
n -

manners, was selectedby the Eusebians as their new substitute

for Athanasius in the see of that city; and the charge of

executing this extraordinary determination was committed to

Syrianus, Duke of Egypt. The scenes which followed are but
the repetition, with more aggravated horrors, of the atrocities

perpetrated by the intruder Gregory. Syrianus entered Alex-
andria at night ; and straightway proceeded with his soldiers

to one of the churches, where the Alexandrians were engaged
in the services of religion. We have the account of the

irruption from Athanasius himself; who, being accused by
the Arians of cowardice, on occasion of his subsequent flight,
after defending his conduct from Scripture, describes the

circumstances, under which he was driven from his Church.
"
It was now night," he says,

" and some of our people were

keeping vigil, preparatory to receiving the Lord's Supper;
when Syrianus suddenly came upon us, with a force of above
5000 men, prepared for attack, with drawn swords, bows,

church by darts, and clubs, . . . and surrounded the church with close

parties of the soldiery, that none might escape from within.

There seemed an impropriety in my deserting my congregation
in such a riot, instead of hazarding the danger in their stead ;

so I placed myself in my bishop's chair, and bade the deacon
read the Psalm (Ps. cxxxvi.), and the congregation alternate
( for His mercy endureth for ever,' and then all retire and go
home. But the General bursting at length into the church,
and his soldiers blocking up the chancel, with a view of

arresting me, the clergy and some of my people present began
in their turn clamorously to urge me to withdraw myself.

However, I refused to do so, before one and all in the church
were gone. Accordingly, I stood up, and directed the part-

ing prayer to be said
;
and then I urged them all to depart

first, for that it was better that I should run the risk, than

any of them suffer. But by the time that most of them were

gone out, and the rest were following, the Religious Brethren
and some of the clergy, who were immediately about me, ran

up the steps, and dragged me down. And so, be truth my
witness, though the soldiers blockaded the chancel, and were
in motion round about the church, the Lord leading, I made

my way through them, and by His protection got away
unperceived ; glorifying God mightily, that I had been enabled

to stand by my people, and even to send them out before me,
and yet had escaped in safety from the hands of those who

sought me." a

^^e f rmal protest of the Alexandrian, Christians against
this outrage, which is still extant, gives a stronger and fuller

tholics.

a Athan. Apol. de fug. 24.
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statement of the violences attending it.
" While we were CHAP. iv.

watching in prayer," they say,
"
suddenly about midnight, the SECT- IU>

most noble Duke Syrianus came upon us with a large force
~

of legionaries, with arms, drawn swords, and other military

weapons, and their helmets on. The prayers and sacred

reading were proceeding, when they assaulted the doors, and,
on these being laid open by the force of numbers, he gave the

word of command. Upon which, some began to let fly their

arrows, and others to sound a charge; and there was a

clashing of weapons, and swords glared against the lamplight.

Presently, the sacred virgins were slaughtered, numbers

trampled down one over another by the rush of the soldiers,

and others killed by arrows. Some of the soldiers betook
themselves to pillage, and began to strip the females, to

whom the very touch of strangers was more terrible than
death. Meanwhile, the Bishop sat on his throne, exhorting
all to pray . . . He was dragged down, and almost torn to

pieces. He swooned away, and became as dead; we do not
know how he got away from them, for they were bent upon
killing him." a

The first purpose of Athanasius on his escape, was at once Escape and

to betake himself to Constantius ; and he had began his

journey to him, when news of the fury, with which the perse-
sius>

cution raged throughout the West, changed his intention.

A price was set on his head, and every place was diligently
searched in the attempt to find him. He retired into the
wilderness of the Thebaid, then inhabited by the followers of

Paul and Anthony, the first hermits. Driven at length thence

by the activity of his persecutors, he went through a variety of

strange adventures, which lasted for the space of six years,
till the death of Constantius allowed him to return to Alex-
andria.

His suffragan bishops did not escape a persecution,
was directed, not against an individual, but against the Chris- thoiics.

tian faith. Thirty of them were banished, ninety were

deprived of their churches
;
and many of the inferior clergy

suffered with them. Sickness and death were the ordinary
result of such hardships as exile involved

; but direct violence
in good measure superseded a lingering and uncertain

vengeance. George, the representative of the Arians, led the

way in a course of horrors, which he carried through all

ranks and professions of the Catholic people ;
and the Jews

and heathen of Alexandria, sympathising in his brutality,
submitted themselves to his guidance, and enabled him to

extend the range of his crimes in every direction. Houses
were pillaged, churches were burned, or subjected to the

a Athan. Hist. Arian. ad Monach. 81.
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CHAP. iv. most loathsome profanations, and cemeteries were ransacked.
SECT, m. Qn ^e week after Whitsuntide, George himself surprised a~

congregation, which had refused to communicate with him.
He brought out some of the consecrated virgins, and threat-
ened them with death by burning, unless they forthwith
turned Arians. On perceiving their constancy of purpose, he

stripped them of their garments, and beat them so bar-

barously on the face, that for some time afterwards their

features could not be distinguished. Of the men, forty were

scourged ;
some died of their wounds, the rest were banished.

This is one out of many notorious facts, publicly declared at

the time, and uncontradicted ; and which were not merely the
unauthorized excesses of an uneducated Cappadocian, but

recognized by the Arian body as their own, in a state paper
from the Imperial Court, and perpetrated for the maintenance
of the peace of the Church, and of a good understanding
among all who agreed in the authority of the sacred Scrip-
tures.

Letter from In the document referred to, which is addressed to the
tothe Aiex- Alexandrians, the infatuated Emperor applauds their conduct

jn ^urm
'

ng frOm a cheat and impostor, and siding with those
who were venerable men, and above all praise.

" The ma-

jority of the citizens," he continues,
" were blinded by the

influence of one, who rose from the abyss, darkly misleading
those who seek the truth

;
who had at no time any fruitful

exhortation to communicate, but abused the souls of his

hearers with frivolous and superficial discussions. . . . That
noble personage has not ventured to stand a trial, but has

adjudged himself to banishment ;
whom it is the interest even

of the barbarians to get rid of, lest by pouring out his griefs as

in a play to the first comer, he persuade some of them to be

profane. So we will wish him a fair journey. But for your-
selves, only the select few are your equals, or rather, none are

worthy of your honours ; who are allotted excellence and

sense, such as your actions proclaim, celebrated as they are

almost through the world. You have roused yourselves from
the grovelling things of earth to those of heaven, the most
reverend George undertaking to be your leader, a man
of all others the most accomplished in such matters

;
under

whose care you will enjoy in days to come honourable

hope, and tranquillity at the present time. May all of

you hang upon his words as upon a holy anchor, that

any cutting and burning may be needless on our part

against men of depraved souls, whom we seriously advise

to abstain from paying respect to Athanasius, and dismiss

from their minds his troublesome garrulity ;
or such factious

men will find themselves involved in extreme peril, which

perhaps no skill will be able to avert from them. For it
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were absurd indeed, to drive about the pestilent Athanasius CHAP. iv.

from country to country, aiming at his death, though he SECT- m*

had ten lives, and not to put a stop to the extravagances
iftf his flatterers and juggling attendants, such as it is a

disgrace to name, and whose death has long been determined

by the judges. Yet there is a hope of pardon, if they will at

length relinquish their offensive proceedings. As to their

profligate leader Athanasius, he distracted the harmony of

the state, and laid on the most holy men impious and sacri-

legious hands." a

The ignorance and folly of this remarkable document are

at first sight incredible; but to an observant mind the

common experience of life brings sufficient proof, that
there is nothing too audacious for party spirit to assert,

nothing too gross for monarch or inflamed populace to

receive.

SECTION. IV.

THE ANOMCEANS.

IT remains to relate the open disunion and schism between SECT. iv.

the Semi-arians and the Anomoeans. In order to set this

clearly before the reader, a brief recapitulation must first be -

made of the history of the heresy, as already traced ;
as it has

been somewhat obscured in the last section, by the narrative

of the political events which attended it.

The Semi-arian school was the offspring of the ingenious Recapituia-

refinements, under which the Eusebians concealed impieties, hto?y of
e

which the spirit of the times made it inexpedient for them to theheresy-

avow. Here the history of the original Arians is reversed,
whether they be regarded in their Meletian or Antiochene
connexion. The creed of Semi-arianism preceded the party ;

i. e. those subtleties, which were too feeble to entangle the

shrewdness of the Lucianists, produced their due effect upon
the natural subjects of them, viz. men who, with more devo-

tional feeling than the Arians, had less plain sense, and a
like deficiency of humility. A Platonic fancifulness made
them the victims of an Aristotelic subtlety ;

and in the philoso-

phising Eusebius and the sophist Asterius, we recognize the

appropriate inventors, though hardly the sincere disciples,
of the new creed. For a time, the distinction between them
and the Eusebians did not openly appear ;

the creeds put

a Athan. Apol. ad Constant. 30.
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CHAP. iv. forth by the party being all, more or less, of a Semi-arian cast,
SECT, iv. down to the Council of Sirmium inclusive (A. D. 351), in which

"Photinus was condemned. In the meanwhile the Eusebians,
little pleased with the growing dogmatism of members of
their own body, fell upon the expedient of confining their con-
fessions to Scripture terms

; which, when separated from their

context, were of course inadequate to concentrate and ascer-
tain the true doctrine. Hence the formula of the Homoion

;

which was introduced by Acacius with the express purpose of

deceiving or baffling the Semi-arian party. This measure
was the more necessary for Eusebian interests, inasmuch
as a new variety of the heresy arose in the East at the same
time, advocated by Aetius and Eunomius

; who, by professing
boldly the pure Arian tenet, alarmed Constantius, and threw
him back upon Basil, and the other Semi-arians. These Ano-
moeans, however, as they were called, (viz. from maintaining
that the ou<r/a of the Son was unlike, avopoiog, the Divine o<r/a,)
were actually joined by one portion of the Eusebians, Valens
and his rude Occidentals ; whose language and temper, not

admitting the refinements of Grecian genius, led them to rush
from orthodoxy into the most hard and undisguised impiety.
And thus the parties stand at the date now before us (A. D.

356 361) ; Constantius being alternately swayed by Basil,

Acacius, and Valens ; by his personal attachment to Valens,
the talent of Acacius, and his respect for Basil and the Semi-
arians.

History of Aetius, the founder of the Anomceans, is a remarkable
instance of the struggles and success of a restless and aspi-

ring mind under the pressure of difficulties. He was a native
of Antioch ; his father who had an office under the governor
of the province, dying when he was a child, he was made the
servant or slave of a vine-dresser. He was first promoted to

the trade of a goldsmith or travelling tinker, according to the

conflicting testimony of his friends and enemies. Falling in

with an itinerant practitioner in medicine, he acquired so much
knowledge of the art, as to assume the character of a physician
himself; and, the further study of his new profession intro-

ducing him to the disputations of his more learned brethren, he
manifested such acuteness and boldness in argument, that he
was soon engaged, after the manner of the Sophists, as a paid
advocate for such, as wished their own theories exhibited in

the most advantageous form. The schools of Medicine were
at that time infected with Arianism, and thus introduced him
to the science of theology, as well as the profession of a

Sophist ; giving him a bias towards heresy, which was soon

after confirmed by the tuition of Paulinus, Bishop of Antioch.
Here he so boldly conducted the principles of Arianism to

their legitimate results, as to scandalize the Eusebian succes-
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sor of Paulinus ; who forced him to retire to Anazarbus, and CHAP. iv.

to resume his former trade of a goldsmith. The energy of SECT - IV -

Aetius, however, could not be restrained by the obstacles,
=

which birth, education, and decency opposed to its public
manifestation. He made acquaintance with a teacher of

grammar ; and, readily acquiring a smattering of polite litera-

ture, he was soon enabled to expose his master's expositions
of sacred Scripture before his pupils. A quarrel, as might be

expected, ensued ; and Aetius was received into the house of

the Bishop of Anazarbus, who had been one of the Arian

prelates at Nicsea. This man was formerly mentioned, as one
of the rudest and most daring among the first assailants

of our Lord's divinity. It is probable, however, that, after

signing the Homoousion, he had sunk into the character-

istic duplicity and worldliness of the Eusebian party ;
for

Aetius is said to have complained, that he was deficient in

depth, and, in spite of his hospitality, looked out for another
instructor. Such an one he found in the person of a priest of

Tarsus, who had been from the first a consistent Arian ;
and

with him he read the Epistles of St. Paul. Returning to

Antioch, he became the pupil of Leontius, in the prophetical

Scriptures ; and, after a while, put himself under the instruc-

tion of an Aristotelic sophist of Alexandria. Thus accom-

plished, he was ordained deacon by Leontius (A. D. 350), who,
had been lately raised to the patriarchal See of Antioch.

Thus the rise of the Anomcean sect coincides in point of time
with the death of Constans, an event already noticed in the

history of the Eusebians, as transferring the Empire of the

West to Constantius, and, so furthering their splitting into

the Homoean and Homceusian factions. Scarcely had Aetius
been ordained, when the same notorious irregularities in his

carriage, whatever they were, which had more than once
led to his expulsion from the lay communion of the Arians,
caused his deposition from the diaconate, by the very
prelate who had promoted him to it. After this, little is

known of him for several years ; excepting a dispute, which
he held with the Semi-arian Basil, which marks his rising

importance. During the interval, he ingratiated himself with

Gallus, the brother of Julian ; and was implicated in his

political offences. Escaping, however, the anger of Constan-

tius, by his comparative insignificance, he retired to Alexandria,
and lived for some time in the train of George of Cappadocia,
who allowed him to officiate as deacon. Such was at this time
the character of the clergy, whom the Arians had introduced

into the Syrian Churches, that this despicable adventurer,
whose vulgarities were as odious, as his life was extravagant,
and his creed blasphemous, had influence to found a sect,

which engaged the attention of the learned Semi-arians at

14
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CHAP. iv. Ancyra (A. D. 358), and has employed the polemical powers of
SECT- IY- the orthodox Fathers, Basil, and Gregory Nyssen.

Eunomius. Eunomius, his most celebrated disciple, was the principal

disputant in the controversy. With more learning than

Aetius, he was enabled to complete and fortify the Anomoean

system, inheriting from his master two peculiarities of charac-

ter, which belong to his school ; the first, a faculty of subtle

disputation and hard mathematical reasoning, the second, a

fierce, and in one sense an honest, disdain of compromise and
dissimulation. These had been the two marks of Arianism at

its first rise
; and the first associates of Arius, who, after his

submission to Constantine, had kept aloof from the Court

party in disgust, now joyfully welcomed and joined the

Anomceans. The new sect justified their anticipations of its

boldness. The same impatience, with which Aetius had
received the ambiguous explanations of the Eusebian Bishop
of Anazarbus, was expressed by Eunomius for the Acacianisni

of Eudoxius of Antioch, who in vain endeavoured to tutor him
into a less real and systematic profession of the Arian tenets.

So far did his party carry their vehemence, as even to re-

baptize their Christian converts, as though they had been
heathen

;
and that, not in the case of Catholics only, but, to

the great offence of the Eusebians, even of those, whom they
proselyted from the other forms of Arianism. a Earnestness
is always respectable ; and, if it be allowable to speak with a
sort of moral catachresis, the Anomoeans merited on this

account, as well as ensured, a success, which a false conci-

liation must not hope to obtain.

Rise of the The progress of events rapidly carried them forward upon
nceans. ^Q gcene o ecclesiastical politics. Valens, the self-consti-

tuted organ of the Western Church, was seconded in his

patronage of them by the eunuchs of the Court
; of whom

Eusebius, the Grand Chamberlain, had unlimited sway over

the weak mind of the Emperor. The concessions of Liberius

and Hosius, furnished an additional countenance to Arianism,

being misrepresented as actual advances towards the heretical

system. The inartificial cast of the Western theology, which

scarcely recognized any middle hypothesis between that of the

Homoousion and pure Arianism, strengthened the opinion
that those, who had abandoned the one, must in fact have

embraced the other. And, as if this were not enough, it

appears that an Anomoean creed was circulated in the East,

under the pretended sanction of the two prelates.* Events in

the Churches of Antioch and Jerusalem furthered the schism

between the Semi-arians and the Anomoeans. Leontius of

a
Epiph. Hoer. Ixxvi. fin. Bingham xi. 1. 10.

> Pctav. torn. ii. i. 9, 6.
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Antioch dying (A. D. 357), the eunuchs of the Court contrived CHAP. iv.

to place Eudoxius in his see, a man of restless and intriguing
SECT - IV -

temper, and opposed to the Semi-arians. Acacius, quarrelling
with Cyril of Jerusalem, was easily persuaded to join the

attack, which was organizing against the party of the latter.

A Council was held at Antioch (A. D. 358), which was attended gj^iof
by Acacius, Eudoxius, Eunomius, Aetius, and others of the Antioch.

baser sort
;

in which, without venturing on the distinct

Anomoean doctrine, the second creed of Sirmium, which Hosius
had signed, was received and confirmed, and a letter of thanks
and congratulations was written to the party of Valens,
for having brought the troubles of the West to so satisfactory
a termination.

Mention has already been made of one George, a presbyter semi-arian
/ A i T . IT- .LI T /.Council of

of Alexandria; who, being among the earliest supporters oiAncyra.

Arius, was degraded by Alexander, but, being received by
the Eusebians into the Church of Antioch, became at length
Bishop of Laodicea. George was justly offended at the

promotion of Eudoxius, without the consent of himself and
Mark of Arethusa, the most considerable Bishops of Syria ;

and, at this juncture, took part against the combination of
Homceans and Anomceans, at Antioch, who had just published
their assent to the creed of Sirmium. Falling in with some

clergy whom Eudoxius had excommunicated, he sent letters

by them to Macedonius, Basil of Ancyra, and other leaders of

the Semi-arians, intreating them to raise a protest against the

proceedings of the Council of Antioch, and so to oblige
Eudoxius to separate himself from Aetius and the Anomceans.
This remonstrance produced its effect; and, under pretence
of the dedication of a church, a Council was immediately held

by the Semi-arian party at Ancyra (A. D. 358), in which the

Anomoean heresy was condemned. The Synodal letter, which

they published, professed to be grounded on the Semi-arian
creeds of the Dedication (A. D. 341), of Philippopolis (A. D.

347), and of Sirmium (A. D. 351), when Photinus was con-

demned and deposed. It is a valuable document, even as a
defence of orthodoxy; its error consisting in its obstinate

rejection of the Nicene Homoousion, the sole practical bulwark
of the Catholic faith against the misrepresentations of heresy,

against a sort of tritheism on the one hand, and a degraded
conception of the Son and Spirit on the other.

The two parties thus at issue, appealed to Constantius. 4
That feeble Prince had lately sanctioned the almost Acacian sf

creed of Valens, which Hosius had been compelled to sub-

scribe, when the deputation from Antioch arrived at Sirmium
;

and he readily gave his assent to their confession, which was

professedly but an echo of the former. Scarcely had he done

so, when the Semi-arians made their appearance from Ancyra,
14*
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CHAP- IV-with Basil at their head; and succeeded so well in repre-SECT> IV*

senting its dangerous character, that, recalling the messenger
who had been sent off to Antioch, he held the Conference, of
which a notice was given in the last section, in which a Semi-
arian creed was imposed on all parties, Eudoxius and Valens,
the representatives of the Eusebians there present, being
compelled to join with the orthodox Liberius, in a creed which
Basil compiled from the creeds against Paulus of Samosata,
and Photinus (A. D. 264. 351), and the creed of Lucian,

published by the Council of the Dedication (A. D. 341). Yet
in spite of the learning, and personal respectability of the

Semi-arians, which at the moment exerted this strong influence

over the mind of Constantius, the dexterity of the Eusebians
in disputation and intrigue was ultimately successful. Though
seventy Bishops of their party were immediately banished,
these were in a few months re-instated by the capricious

Emperor, who from that time inclined first to the Acacian or

Homcean, and then to the open Anomcean or pure Arian
doctrine ;

and before his death, A. D. 361, he had received

baptism from the hands of Euzoius, one of the original asso-

ciates of Arius, then recently placed in the see of Antioch.
The history of this change, with the Councils attending it, will

bring us to the close of this chapter.

fnSusted by
"^ Semi-arians, elated with their triumph, obtained the

the EmperorEmperor's consent for an (Ecumenical Council, in which the

manage
6
- faith of the Christian Church should definitively be declared.

Semi
a A meeting of the whole of Christendom had not been imagined,

council,
except in the instance of the Council of Sardica, since the
Nicene ;

and the Sardican itself had been convoked principally
to decide upon the charges urged against Athanasius, and not
to open the doctrinal question. Indeed it is evident, that
none but the heterodox party, now dominant, could consistently
debate an article of belief, which the united testimony of the
Churches of the East and West had once for all settled at

the
r

E^se
8
.

of Nicaea. While Basil laboured for the accomplishment of this
wans. purpose, the Eusebians, on the other hand, headed by Eudoxius

and Valens, perceiving that it would be more for their own
interest that the prelates of the East and West should not
meet in the same place, (two bodies being more manageable
than one,) exerted themselves so strenuously with the assist-

ance of the eunuchs of the palace, that at last it was deter-

mined, that, while the Orientals met at Seleucia iu Isatiria,

the Occidental Council should be held at Ariminum, in Italy.

Next, a previous Conference was held at Sirmium, in order
to determine on the creed to be presented to the bipartite
Council

; and here again the Eusebians gained an advantage,
though not at once to the extent of their wishes. Warned by
the late indignation of Constantius against the Anomcean tenet,
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they did not attempt to rescue it from his displeasure ; but CHAP. iv.

they struggled for the adoption of the Acacian Homo ion,
SECT.IV.

which the Emperor had already received and abandoned, and '

they actually effected the adoption of the xara vdvra opoiov, xara

rag ypa<pd$, a phrase in which the Semi-arians indeed included
their xar' ouer/av 0/^o/ov or Homoiousion, but which did not

necessarily refer to substance or nature at all. Under these

circumstances the two Councils met in the autumn of A. D.

359, under the nominal superintendence of the Semi-arians ;

but on the Eusebian side, the sharp-witted Acacius under-

taking to deal with the disputatious Greeks, the overbearing
and cruel Valens with the plainer Latins.

About 150 Bishops of the Eastern Church assembled at council of

Seleucia, of whom not above forty were Eusebians. Far the
Seleucia-

greater number were Semi-arians; the Egyptian prelates alone,
of whom but twelve or thirteen were present, displaying them-

selves, as at the first, the bold and faithful adherents of the
Homoousion. It was soon evident that the forced reconcilia-

tion which Constantius had imposed on the two parties at

Sirmium, was of no avail in their actual deliberations. On
each side an alteration of the proposed formula was demanded.
In spite of the sanction given by Basil and Mark to the xara
tfavra opo/ov, the majority of their partizans would be contented
with nothing short of the definite xr' outlay S/^oiov, or Homoiou-
sioii, which left no opening, (as they considered,) to evasion ;

and in consequence proposed to return to Lucian's creed,

adopted by the Council of the Dedication. Acacius, on the

other hand, not satisfied with the advantage he had gained in

the preliminary meeting at Sirmium, where the mention of the

odor/a or substance was dropped, (which had but lately been

imposed by Constantius on all parties, in the formulary which
Liberius signed,) proposed a creed in which the Homoousion
and Homoiousion, were condemned, the Anomoion anathema-

tized, as the source of confusion and schism, and his own
Homoion adopted ;

and when he found himself unable to

accomplish his purpose, not waiting for the formal sentence

of deposition, which the Semi-arians proceeded to pronounce
upon himself and eight others, he set off to Constantinople,
where the Emperor then was, hoping in the absence of Basil

and his party to gain what had been denied him at Sirmium. It

so happened, however, that his object had been effected even
before his arrival

; for, a similar quarrel having resulted from
the meeting at Ariminum, and deputies from the rival

parties having similarly been despatched to Constantius, a
conference had taken place at a city called Nice or Nicaea, in

the neighbourhood of Hadrianople, and an emendated creed

adopted, in which, not only the Semi-arian safeguard of the

was omitted, and the Ousia condemned, but even
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CHAP. iv. the word Hypostasis also, on the ground of its being a refine-
SCT - IV* ment on Scripture. So much had been already gained by the

influence of Valens, when the arrival of Acacius at Constanti-

nople, gave fresh activity to the Eusebian party.

A Council was summoned of the neighbouring Bishops,
principally of those of Bithynia. Constantius was easily
persuaded to believe of Basil, what had before been asserted
of Athanasius, that he was the impediment to the settlement
of the question, and the tranquillity of the Church. Various

charges of a civil and ecclesiastical nature were alleged
against him and other Semi-arians, as formerly against Atha-
nasius, with what degree of truth it is impossible at this day
to determine

; and a sentence of deposition was issued against
them. Cyril of Jerusalem, Eleusius of Cyzicus, Eustathius of

Sebaste, and Macedonius of Constantinople, were in the
number of those who suffered with Basil ; Macedonius being
succeeded by Eudoxius, who, being thus seated in the first

see of the East, became the principal stay of Arianism under
the Emperor Valens.

This triumph of the Eusebian party took place in the

beginning of A. D. 360
; by which time the Council of Ariminum

had been brought to a conclusion. To it we must now turn
our attention.

^ne -katin Council had commenced its deliberations, before
the Orientals had assembled at Seleucia ; yet it did not bring
them to a close till the end of the year. The struggle between
the Eusebians and their opponents had been so much the
more stubborn in the West, in proportion as the latter were
more numerous there, and further removed from Arianism,
and Valens more unscrupulous and armed with fuller powers.
Four hundred Bishops were collected at Ariminum, of whom
but eighty were Arians

; and the civil officer, to whom
Constantius had committed the superintendence of their

proceedings, had orders not to let them stir out of the city,
till they should agree upon a confession of faith. At the

opening of the Council, Valens, Ursacius, Germinius, Auxen-
tius, Caius, and Demophilus, the Imperial Commissioners, had

presented to the assembly the formula of the Kara vrdvra opoiov,

agreed upon in the preliminary conference at Sirmium
;
and

demanded, that, putting aside all strange and mysterious
terms of theology, it should be at once adopted by the assem-
bled Fathers. They had received for answer, that the Latins
determined to adhere to the formulary of Nicsea ; and that, as
a first step in their present deliberations, it was necessary that
all present should forthwith anathematize all heresies and

innovations, beginning with that of Arius. On their refusal,

they had been promptly condemned and deposed ;
and a

deputation of ten was sent from the Council to Constantius, to
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acquaint him with the result of its deliberations. The issue CHAP. iv.

of this mission to the Court, to which Valens opposed one SECT - IV-

from his own party, has been already related. Constantius,

With a view of wearing out the Latin Fathers, pretended that

the barbarian war required his immediate attention, and

delayed the consideration of the question till the beginning of

October, several months after the opening of the Council;
and then, frightening the Catholic commissioners into com-

pliance, he effected at Nice the adoption ofthe Homcean creed,

and sent it back to Ariminum.
The termination of the Council there assembled was di

graceful to its members, but more so to the Emperor himself.

Distressed by their long confinement, impatient at their absence
from their respective dioceses, and apprehensive of the ap-

proaching winter, they began to waver. At first, indeed,

they refused to communicate with their own apostate deputies ;

but these, almost in self-defence, were active and successful

in bringing over others to their new opinions. A threat was
held out by Taurus, the Praetorian Prefect, who superin-
tended the discussions, that fifteen of the most obstinate

should be sent into banishment
;
and Valens was importunate

in the use of such arguments and explanations, as were

likely to effect his object. The Prefect conjured them with
tears to abandon an unfruitful obstinacy, to reflect on the

length of their past confinement, the discomfort of their

situation, the rigors of the winter, and to consider, that

there was but one possible termination of the difficulty, which

lay with themselves, not with him. Valens, on the other

hand, affirmed that the Eastern Bishops had abandoned the

Ousia
;
and he demanded of those who still stood their ground,

what objection they could make to the Scriptural creed pro-

posed to them, arid whether, for the sake of a word, they would
be the authors of a schism between Eastern and Western Chris-

tendom. He affirmed, that the danger apprehended by the

Catholics was but chimerical; that he and his party con-

demned Arius and Arianism as strongly as themselves, and
were only desirous of avoiding a word, which confessedly is

not in Scripture, and had in past time been productive of much
scandal. Then, to put his sincerity to the proof, he began
with a loud voice to anathematize the maintainers of the

Arian blasphemies in succession
; and he concluded by declar-

ing, that he believed the Word to be God, begotten of God
before all time, and not in the number of the creatures, and
that whoever should say that He was a creature as others,
was anathema. The foregoing history of the heresy has

sufficiently explained how the Arians evaded the force of
these strong declarations; but the inexperienced Latins did
not detect their insincerity. Satisfied, and glad to be re-
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CHAP iv. leased, they gave up the Homoousion, and signed the formula

_ Zl
lv
l the Homoion

;
and scarcely had they separated, when

"

Valens, as might be expected, boasted of his victory, arguing
that the faith of Nicsea had been condemned by the very
circumstance of his being allowed to confess, that the Son was
" not a creature as others," and so to imply, that, though not

like other creatures, still He was created. Thus ended this

celebrated Council
;
the result of which is well characterized

in the lively description of Jerome :
"
Ingemuit totus orbis,

et Arianum se esse miratus est."

Triumph of In the proceedings attendant on the Councils of Seleucia and

Ariminum, the Eusebians had skilfully gained two important
objects, by means of unimportant concessions on their part.

They had sacrificed Aetius and his Anomoion ; and effected in

exchange the disgrace of the Semi-arians as well as of the

Catholics, and the establishment of the Homoion, the truly
characteristic symbol of a party, who, as caring little for the

sense of Scripture, found an excuse and an indulgence of their

unconcern, in a pretended maintenance of the letter. As to

the wretched mountebank just mentioned, whose profaneness
was so abominable, as to obtain for him the title of the Atheist,
he was formally condemned in the Constantinopolitan Council

(A. D. 360), in which the Semi-arian Basil, Macedonius, and
their associates, had been deposed. During the discussions

which attended it, Eleusius, one of the latter
party,

laid

before the Emperor an Anomoean creed, which he ascribed to

Eudoxius. The latter, when questioned, disowned it; and
named Aetius as its author, who was immediately summoned.
Introduced into the Imperial presence, he was unable to

divine, in spite of his natural acuteness, whether the Emperor
was pleased or displeased with the composition ; and, hazard-

ing an acknowledgment of it, he drew down on himself the

full indignation of Constantius, who banished him into Cilicia,

and obliged his patron Eudoxius to anathematize both the

confession in question, and all the positions of the pure Arian

heresy. Such was the fall of Aetius, at the time of the triumph
of the Eusebians; but soon afterwards he was promoted to

the episcopate, (under what circumstances is unknown,) and
was favourably noticed, as a former friend of Gallus, by the

Emperor Julian, who gave him a territory in the Island of

Mitelene.

councilor Eunomius, his disciple, escaped the jealousy of Constantius

through the good offices of Eudoxius, and was advanced to the

Bishoprick of Cyzicus ; but, being impatient of dissimulation,
he soon fell into disgrace, and was banished. The death of

the Emperor took place at the end of A. D. 361
;
his last acts

evincing a further approximation to the unmitigated heresy of

Arius. At a Council held at Antioch in the course of that
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year, he sanctioned the Anomcean doctrine in its most revolt- CHAP. iv.

ing form ;
and shortly before his decease, received the sacra-

ment of baptism from Euzoius, the personal friend and

original associate of Arius himself.

CHAPTEK V.

THE COUNCIL OF ALEXANDRIA.

SECTION I.

THE QUESTION OF THE ARIANIZERS.

THE accession of Julian was followed by a general restoration CHAP.V.
of the banished Bishops ;

and all eyes throughout Christendom SECT. i.

were at once turned towards Alexandria, as the Church,
which, by its sufferings and its indomitable spirit, had claim to

be the arbiter of doctrine, and the guarantee of peace to the
Catholic world. Athanasius, as the story goes, was, on the

death of his persecutor, suddenly found on his episcopal
throne in one of the Churches of Alexandria ;

a a legend,

happily expressive of the unwearied activity and almost

ubiquity of that extraordinary man, who, while a price was
set on his head, mingled unperceived in the proceedings at

Seleucia and Ariminum, and directed the movements of his

fellow-labourers by his writings, when he was debarred the

exercise of his dexterity in debate, and his persuasive energy
in private conversation. He was soon j oined by his fellow-

exile, Eusebius of Vercellse ; Lucifer, who had journeyed with
the latter from the Upper Thebaid, on his return to the

West, having left him for Antioch on business which will

presently be explained. Meanwhile, no time was lost in

holding a Council at Alexandria (A. D. 362), on the general
state of the Church.
The object of Julian in recalling the banished Bishops, was Policy of

the renewal of those dissensions, by means of toleration, Caning the

which Constantius had endeavoured to terminate by force.

He knew these prelates to be of various opinions, Semi-arians,

Macedonians, Anomceans, as well as orthodox
; and, deter-

mining to be neuter himself, he waited with the satisfaction

a
Cave, Life of Athan. x. 9.
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CHAP. v. of an Eclectic for the event ; being persuaded, that Christianity
SECT. i. could not withstand the shock of parties, not less discordant,

^and far more zealous, than the sects of philosophy. It is

even said that he " invited to his palace the leaders of the

hostile sects, that he might enjoy the agreeable spectacle
of their furious encounters." a

But, in indulging such

anticipations of overthrowing Christianity, he but displayed
his own ignorance of the foundation, on which it was built,

It could scarcely be conceived, that an unbeliever, educated

among heretics, would understand the vigour and indestructi-

bility of the- true Christian spirit; and Julian fell into the

error, to which in all ages men of the world are exposed,
of mistaking whatever shows itself on the surface of the

Apostolic Community, its prominences and irregularities, all

that is extravagant, and all that is transitory, for the real

moving principle and life of the system. It is trying times
which manifest the saints of God ; but they live notwithstand-

ing, and support the Church in their generation, though they
remain in their obscurity. In the days of Arianism, indeed,

they were in their measure, revealed to the world
;

still to

such as Julian, they were unavoidably unknown, both in

respect to their numbers and their divine excellence. The
thousand of silent "believers, who worshipped in spirit and in

truth, were obscured by the tens and twenties of the various

heretical factions, whose clamorous addresses besieged the

Imperial Court ; and Athanasius would be pourtrayed to his

imagination after the picture of his own preceptor, the time-

serving and unscrupulous Eusebius. The event of his experi-
ment refuted the opinion which led to it. The impartial
toleration of all religious persuasions, malicious as was its

intent, did but contribute to the ascendancy of the right
faith

; that faith, which is the only true aliment of the human
mind, which can be held as a principle as well as an opinion,
and which influences the heart to suffer and to labour for its

sake.

council of Of the subjects which engaged the notice of the Alexandrian
n "

Council, two only need here be mentioned
; the treatment to

be pursued towards the bishops, who had arianized in the

reign of Constantius, and the settlement of the theological
sense of the word Hypostasis. And here, of the former of

these.

prudence of Instances have already occurred, of the line of conduct
ms *

pursued by Athanasius in ecclesiastical matters. Deliberate

apostacy and systematic heresy were the objects of his

implacable opposition ; but in his behaviour towards indivi-

duals, and in his judgment of the inconsistent, whether in

a
Gibbon, ch. xxiii.
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conduct or creed, he evinces an admirable tenderness and CHAP.V.

forbearance. Not only did he reluctantly abandon his associ- 8ECT- '

ate, the unfortunate Marcellus, on his sabellianizing, but he~~
even makes favourable notice of the Semi-arians, hostile to

him both in word and deed, who rejected the orthodox test,

and had confirmed against him personally at Philippopolis,
the verdict of the commission at the Mareotis. When prelates
of his own party, as Liberius of Rome, were induced to excom-
municate him, far from resenting it, he speaks of them with
a temper and candour, which, as displayed in the heat of

controversy, evidences an enlarged prudence, to say nothing of

Christian charity.* It is this union of opposite excellences,
firmness with discrimination and discretion, which is the

characteristic praise of Athanasius ; as well as of several of

his predecessors in the See of Alexandria. The hundred

years, preceding his episcopate, had given scope to the

enlightened zeal of Dionysius, and the patient resoluteness of

Alexander. On the other hand, when we look around at the

other more conspicuous champions of orthodoxy of his time,
much as we must revere and bless their memory, yet as regards
this maturity and completeness of character, they are far

inferior to Athanasius. The noble-minded Hilary was in-

temperate in his language, and assailed Constantius with an

asperity unbecoming a dutiful subject. The fiery Bishop of

Cagliari, exemplary as is his self-devotion, so openly showed
his desire for martyrdom, as to lead the Emperor to exercise

towards him a contemptuous forbearance. Eusebius of Ver-
cellse negociated in the Councils, with a subtlety bordering
on Arian insincerity. From these deficiencies of character

Athanasius was exempt ; and on the occasion, which has

given rise to these remarks, he had especial need of the

combination of gifts, which has made his name immortal in

the Church.
The question of the arianizing bishops was one of much Arianizers

difficulty. They were in possession of the Churches; and, l

could not be deposed, if at all, without the risk of a per-
manent schism. It is evident, moreover, from the foregoing
narrative, how many had been betrayed into an approval of
the Arian opinions, without understanding or acting upon
them. This was particularly the case in the West, where
threats and ill-usage, had been more or less substituted for

those fallacies, which the Latin language scarcely admitted.
And even in the remote Greek Churches, there was much of

that devout and unsuspecting simplicity, which wras the easy
sport of the supercilious sophistry of the Arians. This was

* Athan. de Syn 41. Apol. coutr. Arian. 89. Hist. Arian. ad Monach,

41, 42.
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CHAP. v. the case with the father of Gregory Nazianzen ; who, being
8ECT - '

persuaded to receive the Acacian confession of Constantinople,
=

(A. D. 359, 360,) on the ground of its unmixed scripturalness,
found himself suddenly deserted by a large portion of his

flock, and was extricated from the charge of heresy, only

by the dexterity of his learned son. Indeed, to many of the

arianizing bishops, may be applied the remarks, which Hilary
makes upon the laity subjected to Arian teaching; that their

own piety enabled them to interpret expressions religiously,
which were originally invented as evasions of the orthodox
doctrine.*

And even in parts of the East, where a clear perception of
ot necessity. faQ difference between truth and error existed, it must have been

an extreme difficulty to such of the orthodox as lived among
Arians. to determine, in what way best to accomplish duties,
which were in opposition to each other. The same obligation
of Christian unity, which was the apology for the laity, who
remained, as at Antioch, in communion with an Arian bishop,
would lead to a similar recognition of his authority by his

brother-bishops, who were ecclesiastically subordinate to him.
Thus Cyril of Jerusalem, who was in no sense an Anomcean
or Eusebian, received consecration from the hands of his

metropolitan Acacius ; and St. Basil, surnamed the Great, the

vigorous champion of orthodoxy against the Emperor Valens,
attended the Council of Constantinople (A. D. 359, 360), as a

deacon, in the train of his namesake Basil, the leader of the

Semi-arians.

Arianizers On the other hand, it was scarcely safe to leave the delibe-

cuse.
utex ra^e heretic in possession of his spiritual pow

rer. Many
bishops too were but the creatures of the times, raised up
from the lowest of the people, and deficient in the elementary
qualifications of learning and sobriety. Even those, who had
but conceded to the violence of others, were the objects of a

just suspicion ; since, frankly as they now joined the Atha-

nasians, they had already shown as much interest and reliance

in the opposite party.
Decree of Swayed by these latter considerations, some of the assem-

conc^nfng bled prelates advocated the adoption of harsh measures
them.

3

towards the Arianizers, considering that their deposition was
due both to the injured dignity, and to the safety of the

Catholic Church. Athanasius, however, proposed more tempe-
rate measures ; and his influence w^as sufficient to triumph
over the excitement of mind which commonly accompanies a

deliverance from persecution. A decree was passed, that

such bishops as had communicated witli the Arians through

a "Sanctiores sunt aurcs plebis," he says, "qutim corila saccrdotum."

Bull. Defens. opilog.
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weakness or surprise, should be recognised in their respective
CHAP. v.

sees, on their signing the Nicene formulary ;
but that those,

who had publicly defended the heresy, should only be admitted
~

to lay-communion. No act could evince more clearly than

this, that it was no party interest, but the ascendancy of the

orthodox doctrine itself, which was the aim of the Athanasians,

They allowed the power of the Church to remain in the hands
of men indifferent to the interests of themselves, on their

return to that faith, which they had denied through fear;
and their ability to force on the Arianizers this condition,
evidences what they might have done, had they chosen to

make an appeal against the more culpable of them to the

clergy and laity of their respective churches, and to create and
send out bishops to supply their places. But they desired

peace, as soon as the interests of truth were secured; and
their magnanimous decision was forthwith adopted by Councils
held at Rome, in Spain, Gaul, and Achaia. The state of Asia unsatisfac-

was less satisfactor. The fortunes of the Church of
6

will immediately engage our attention. Phrygia and the of Syria.

Proconsulate were in the hands of the Semi-arians and Mace- of Asm

donians; Thrace and Bithynia, controlled by the Imperial Of Constan .

Metropolis, were the strong-hold of the Eusebian or pure
tin Ple -

Arian faction.

The history of the Church of Antioch affords an illustration^)
1

of the general disorders of the East at this period, and of the

intention of the sanative measure passed at Alexandria re-

specting them. Eustathius, its Bishop, one of the principal
Nicene champions, had been an early victim of Eusebian

malice, being deposed on calumnious charges, A. D. 331. A
series of Arian prelates succeeded

;
some of whom, Stephen,

Leontius, and Eudoxius, have been commemorated in the fore-

going pages. The Catholics of Antioch had disagreed among
themselves, how to act under these circumstances. Some,
both clergy and laity, refusing the communion of heretical

teachers, had holden together for the time, as a distinct body,
till the cause of truth should regain its natural supremacy ;

while others had admitted the usurping succession, which the

Imperial will forced upon the Church. When Athanasius

passed through Antioch on his return from his second exile

(A. D. 348), he had acknowledged the seceders, from a respect
for their orthodoxy, and for the rights of clergy and laity in

the election of a bishop. Yet it cannot be denied, that men of

zeal and boldness were found among the Arianizers. Two
laymen, Flavian and Diodorus, protested with spirit against
the heterodoxy of the crafty Leontius, and kept alive an or-

thodox party in the midst of the Eusebian communion.
On the translation of Eudoxius to Constantinople, the ye&r conforms to

before the death of Constantius, an accident occurred, which, orthodoxy.
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CHAP.V. skilfully improved, might have healed the incipient schism
SECT. i. among the Trinitarians. Scarcely had Meletius, the new

~~

prelate of the Eusebians, taken possession of his see, when
he conformed to the Catholic faith. History describes
him as gifted with remarkable sweetness and benevolence
of disposition. Men thus characterized are often deficient in

sensibility, in their practical judgment of heresy ; which they
abhor indeed in the abstract, yet countenance in the case of
their friends, from a false charitableness

; which leads them,
not merely to hope the best, but to overlook the guilt of

opposing the truth, where the fact is undeniable. Meletius
had been brought up in the communion of the Arians

;
a mis-

fortune, in which nearly all the Oriental Christians of his day
were involved. Being considered as one of their party, he
had been promoted by them to the see of Sebaste, in

Armenia ; but, taking offence at the conduct of his flock, he
had retired to Bercea, in Syria. During the residence of the
Court at Antioch, A. D. 361, the election of the new prelate of

that see came on
; and the choice of both Arians and Ariaii-

izing orthodox fell on Meletius. Acacius was the chief mover
in this business. He had lately established the principle of

liberalism at Constantinople, where a condemnation had been

passed on the use of words not found in Scripture, in confes-

sions of faith ; and he could scarcely have selected a more
suitable instrument, as it appeared, of extending its influence,
than a prelate, who united purity of life and amiableness
of temper, to a seeming indifference to the distinctions between
doctrinal truth and error.

On the new Patriarch's arrival at Antioch, he was escorted

by the court bishops, and his own clergy and laity, to the

cathedral. Desirous of solemnising the occasion, the Emperor
himself had condescended to give the text, on which the assem-
bled prelates were to comment. It was the celebrated

passage from the Proverbs, in which Origen has piously
detected, and the Arians perversely stifled, the great article

of our faith ;

" the Lord hath created [possessed] Me in the

beginning of His ways, before His works of old." George of

Laodicea, who, on the departure of Eudoxius, had rejoined the

Eusebians, opened the discussion with a dogmatic explanation
of the words. Acacius followed with that ambiguity of

language, which was the characteristic of his school. At

length the Patriarch arose, and to the surprise of the assembly,
with a subdued manner, and in measured words, avoiding
indeed the Nicene Homoousion, but accurately fixing the

meaning of his expressions, confessed the true Catholic tenet,

so long exiled from the throne and altars of Antioch. A scene

followed, such as might be expected from the excitable temper
of the Orientals. The congregation received his discourse
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with shouts of joy ;
when the Arian archdeacon of the church CHAP. v.

running up, placed his hand before his mouth to prevent his SECT - I

:_

speaking ;
on which Meletius thrust out his hand in sight of

the people, and raising first three fingers, and then one,

symbolized the great truth which he was unable to utter.a

The consequences of this bold confession might be expected.
Meletius was banished, and afresh prelate appointed, Euzoius,
the friend of Arius. But an important advantage resulted to

the orthodox cause by this occurrence
;
the Catholics and

heretics were no longer united in one communion, and the

latter were thrown more into the position of schismatics,
who had rejected their own bishop. Such was the state of

things, when the death of Constantius occasioned the return

of Meletius, and the convocation of the Council of Alexandria,
in which his case was considered.

The course to be pursued in this matter by the general
TheCoun-

Church was evident. There were now in Antioch, besides nizes
C

Meie-

the heretical party, two communions professing orthodoxy,
tlus'

of which the Protestant body was without a head, Eustathius

having died some years before. It was the obvious duty of the

Council, to recommend the Eustathians to recognize Meletius,
and to join in his communion, whatever original intrusion

there might be in the episcopal succession from which he
received his orders, and whatever might have been his own
previous errors of doctrine. The general principle of restora-

tion, which they had made the rule of their conduct towards
the Arianizers, led them to this. Accordingly, a commission
was appointed to proceed to Antioch, and to exert their

endeavours to bring the dissension to a happy termination.

Their charitable intentions, however, had been already Lucifer

frustrated by the unfortunate interference of Lucifer. This intentions.

Latin Bishop, strenuous in contending for the faith, had little

of the knowledge of human nature, or of the dexterity in

negociation, necessary for the management of so delicate a

point, as that which he had taken upon himself to settle. He
had gone straight to Antioch, when Eusebius of "Vercell pro-
ceeded to Alexandria ; and, on the Alexandrian commission

arriving at the former city, the mischief was done, and the

mediation ineffectual. Indulging, instead of overcoming, the

natural reluctance of the Eustathians to submit to Meletius,
Lucifer had been induced, with the assistance of two others,
to consecrate a separate head for their communion, and by so

doing re-animate a dissention, which had run its course and
was dying of itself. The result of this indiscretion was the

rise of an additional, instead of the termination of the existing
schism. Eusebius, who was at the head of the commission,

Soz. iv. 28.
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CHAP. v. retired from Antioch in disgust. Lucifer, offended at becoming
SECT, i. ^e object Of censure, separated first from Eusebius, and at~

length from all who acknowledged the conforming Arianizers.

He founded a sect, which was called after his name, and lasted

about fifty years.
schism at As to the schism at Antioch, it was not terminated till the

>ch<
time of Chrysostom. Athanasius and the Egyptian Churches
continued in communion with the Eustathians. Much as they
had desired and exerted themselves for a reconciliation

between the parties, they could not but recognize, while

it existed, that body which had all along suffered and
laboured with themselves. And certainly the intercourse,

which Meletius held with the unprincipled Acacius, in the

Antiochene Council the following year, was not adapted to

make them repent their determination. a The Occidentals and
the Churches of Cyprus followed their example. The Eastern

Christians, on the contrary, having for the most part them-
selves arianized, took part with the Meletians. At length St.

Chrysostom successfully exerted his influence with the Egypt-
ian and Western Christians in behalf of Flavian, the successor

of Meletius ;
a prelate, it must be admitted, of unsatisfactory

character, though he had acted a bold part with Diodorus,
afterwards Bishop of Tarsus, in resisting the insidious attempts
of Leontius to secularize the Church.

SECTION II.

THE QUESTION OF THE IIYPOSTASIS.

SECTION n. THE Council of Alexandria was also concerned in determining
a doctrinal question ;

and here too it exercised a virtual

mediation between the rival parties in the Antiochene Church.

The idea of The word Person, which we venture to use in speaking of
Personality. those three distinct manifestations of Himself, which it has

pleased Almighty God to give us, is in its philosophical sense

too wide for our meaning. Its essential signification, as

applied to ourselves, is that of an individual intelligent agent,

answering to the Greek vieoffratis, or reality. On the other

hand, if we restrict it to its etymological sense of persona or

vpotfU'Trov, i. e. character, it evidently means less than the

Scripture doctrine, which we wish to ascertain by it
; denoting

merely certain outward expressions of the Supreme Being

Besides, it seems that Meletius refused to communicate with Athanasius.

vit. s. Basil, p. cix. ed. Benedict.
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relatively to ourselves, which are of an accidental and variable CHAP.V.

nature. The statements of Revelation then lie between this 8ECT - "

internal and external view of the Divine Essence, between
~

Tritheism, and what is popularly called Unitarianisrn.

In the choice of difficulties, then, between words which say expressed by

too much and too little, the Latins, looking at the popular a

practical side of the doctrine, selected a term expressive of the
external and defective notion of the Son and Spirit, and called

Them Personse, or (literally) Characters ; with no intention,

however, of infringing on the doctrine of Their completeness
find reality, as distinct from the Father, but aiming at the
whole truth, as nearly as their language would permit. The by tha

Greeks, on the other hand, with their instinctive anxiety for H
philosophical accuracy of expression, secured the notion of
Their existence in Themselves, by calling them Hypostases or
Realities ; for which they considered, with some reason, that

they had the sanction of the Apostle. (Heb. i. 3.) Moreover,
they were led to insist upon this internal view of the doctrine,

by the prevalence of Sabellianism in the East in the third

century ; a heresy, which professed to resolve the distinction

of the Three Persons, into a mere distinction of character.
Hence the prominence given to the rps?s vKoarfatic, (the Three

Realities,) in the creeds of the Semi-arians, (e. g. Lucian's and
Basil's, A. D. 341358,) who were the especial antagonists of

Sabellius, Marcellus, Photinus, and kindred heretics. It was
this praiseworthy jealousy of the Sabellians, which obliged
the Greeks to lay stress upon the doctrine of the svwroffraros

Myo:, (the Word in real existence,) lest the bare use of the

terms, Word, Voice, Power, Wisdom, and Radiance, in desig-

nating our Lord, should lead to a forgetfulness of His

Personality. At the same time, the word ou<r/ (substance)
was adopted by them, to express the simple individuality of
the Divine Nature, to which the Greeks, as scrupulously as the

Latins, referred the separate Personalities of the Son and

Spirit.
Thus the two great divisions of Christendom, rested consequent

satisfied each with its own theology, agreeing in doctrine, SSIng
1

be-

though differing in the expression of it. But, when the twetn them>

course of the detestable controversy, which Arius had raised,
introduced the Latins to the phraseology of the Greeks, accus-
tomed to the word Persona, they were startled at the doctrine
of the Three Hypostases ; a term, which they could not
translate except by the word substantia, and therefore con-

sidered synonymous with the Greek oOova, and which, in matter
of fact, had led to Arianism on the one hand, and Tritheism
on the other. And the Orientals, on their part, were suspi-
cious of the Latin maintenance of the One Hypostasis, and
Three Persons ; as if vsuch a formula tended to Sabellianism.

*

15
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CHAP. v. This is but a general account of the difference between the
Eastern and Western theology ; for it is difficult to ascertain,

Difficulties when the language of the Greeks first became fixed and con-

histwy.
sistent. Some eminent critics have considered, that ou<r/a was
not discriminated from Moratr/g, till the Council which has

given rise to these remarks* Others maintain, that the

distinction between them is recognized in the Jg oy<r/a$ J)

ucrotfrarfsw? of the Nicene Anathema
; and these certainly have

the authority of St. Basil on their side.a Without attempting
an opinion on a point, obscure in itself, and not of chief impor-
tance in the controversy, the existing difference between the
Greeks and Latins, at the times of the Alexandrian Council,
shall here be stated.

usage of At this date, the formula of the Three Hypostases seems, as
e
tiK?dat? a matter of fact, to have been more or less a characteristic of

of the cou-^ Arians. At fte same time, it was held by the orthodox of

Asia, who had communicated with them ; i. e. interpreted by
them, of course, in the orthodox sense which it now bears.

This will account for St. Basil's explanation of the Nicene
Anathema ;

it being natural in an Asiatic Christian, who
seems (unavoidably) to have arianized b for the first thirty

years of his life, to imagine, (whether rightly or not,) that he

perceived in it the distinction between oucv'a and Mrfratf/^, which
he himself had been accustomed to recognize. Again, in the

schism at Antioch, which has been lately narrated, the party
of Meletius, which had so long arianized, maintained the

Three Hypostases, in opposition to the Eustathians, who, as

a body, agreed with the Latins, and had in consequence been
accused by the Arians of Sabellianism. Moreover, this con-

nexion of the Oriental orthodox with the Semi-arians, partly
accounts for some apparent tritheisms of the former ; a heresy
into which the latter certainly did fall.

Athanasius, on the other hand, without caring to be uniform
in his use of terms, about which the orthodox differed, favours

the Latin usage, speaking of the Supreme Being as one

Hypostasis, i. e. substance. And in this he differed from the

previous writers of his own Church ; who, not having experi-
ence of the Latin theology, nor of the perversions of Arianism,

adopt, not only the word M<traais, but, (what is stronger,) the

Vid. Petav. Theol. Dogm. torn. ii. lib. iv. Bull. Defens. Fid. Nic.
b

i. e. Semi-arianized.
c Petav. i. fin. iv. 13. 3. The illustration of three men, as being under

the same nature, (which is the ground of the accusation which some writers

have brought against Gregory Nyssen and others, vid. Cudw. iv. 36. p. 597.

601. &c. Petav. iv. 7. and 10. Gibbon, ch. xxi.) was but an illustration of a

particular point in the doctrine, and directed against the irnowti-ms of the

Arians. It is no evidence of tritheism, vid. Petav. iv. 13 6 16. and torn.

i. ii. 4.
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words
<p\><fi$

and o5<r/a, to denote the separate Personality of the CHAP. v.

Son and Spirit.
SECT. .

As to the Latins, it is said that, when Hosius came to

Alexandria before the Nicene Council, he was desirous that tins.

some explanation should be made about the Hypostasis; though
nothing was settled in consequence. But, soon after the
Council of Sardica, an addition was made to its confession,
which in Theodoret runs as follows :

" Whereas the heretics

maintain that the Hypostases of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
are distinct and separate, we declare that according to the
Catholic faith there is but one Hypostasis, (which they call

Ousia,) of the Three ; and the Hypostasis of the Son is the
same as the Father's." a

Such was the state of the controversy, if it may so be Bedsit.* of

called, at the time of the Alexandrian Council ; the Church of
th(

Antioch being, as it were, the stage, upon which the two

parties in dispute were represented, the Meletians siding with
the orthodox of the East, and the Eustathians with those of
the West. The Council, however, instead of taking part with

either, determined, in accordance with the writings of Atha-
nasius himself, that, since the question merely related to the

usage of words, it was expedient to allow Christians to under-
stand the Hypostasis in one or other sense indifferently. The
document which conveys its decision, informs us of the grounds
of it.

" If any propose to add explanations to the Creed of

Nicsea, (says the Synodal letter,) silence such persons, and
rather persuade them to study to be peaceable ;

for we ascribe

such conduct to nothing short of a love of controversy. Some
offence having been given by a declaration on the part of

certain persons, that there are Three Hypostases, and it

having been urged that this language is not Scriptural, and
for that reason suspicious, we desired that the inquiry might
not be pushed beyond the Nicene Confession. At the same

time, in order to put an end to the controversy, we questioned
them, whether they spoke, as the Arians, of Hypostases foreign
and dissimilar to each other, and distinct in substance, each

independent and separate in itself, as in the case of individual

creatures, or the offspring of man, or, as gold differs in sub-

stance from silver, and both from brass ; or, again, as other

heretics, of Three Principles, and Three Gods. In answer,

they solemnly assured us, that they neither said nor had

imagined any such thing. On our inquiring,
* In what sense

then do you say this, or why do you at all use such express-
ions I

'

they answered,
' Because we believe in the Holy

Trinity, not as a Trinity in name only, but in truth and

reality (up<r<rav.) We acknowledge the Father truly and

a Theod. Hist. ii. 8.

15*
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CHAP.V.
really such, and likewise the Son and the Holy Spirit, (r/ov

ficT. ii.
a\yQZjg evovffiov ovra xai vpeffrura, Kai HvsZfAa

"

Aytov ixpeffrbg xai~
b^a'p^ov).

1

They said too, that they had not spoken of Three

Gods, or Three Principles, nor would tolerate the statement or

notion of it
;
but acknowledged a Trinity indeed, but only One

Godhead, and One Principle, and the Son consubstantial with
the Father, as the Council declared, and the Holy Spirit, not

a creature, nor separate, but essential to and indivisible from,
the substance of the Son and the Father.

" This explanation of the expressions in question, and the

reasons for their use, seeming satisfactory, we next examined
the other party, who were accused by the above-mentioned as

holding but One Hypostasis, whether their sentiments coin-

cided with those of the Sabellians, in destroying the real

existence of the Son and Holy Spirit. They were as earnest

as the others could be, in denying both the statement and

thought of such a doctrine ;

' but we use ucro<rra<r/s,' they said,
*
considering it means the same as ou<r/a (substance)^ and we
hold that there is but one, because the Son is from the ouovce

(substance) of the Father, and because Their nature is one

and the same ;
for we believe, as in One Godhead, so in the

unity of God's nature, and not that the Father's is one, and
that the Son's is another, and the Holy Ghost's another. 7 It

appeared then, that both those, who were accused of holding
Three Hypostases, agreed with the other party, and those,

who spoke of one Substance, professed the doctrine of the

former in the sense of their interpretation ; by both was
Arius anathematized as an enemy of Christ, Sabellius and

Paulus of Samosata as impious, Valentinus and Basileides

as strangers to the truth, Manichseus, as an originator of

wicked doctrines. And, after these explanations, all, by God's

grace, unanimously agreed, that such expressions were not so

desirable or accurate as the Nicene creed, the words of

which they promised for the future to acquiesce in and to use."

Subsequent Plain as was this statement, and natural as the decision

. resulting from it, yet it could scarcely be expected to find

acceptance in a city, where recent events had increased dis-

sensions of long standing. In providing the injured and

zealous Eustathians with an ecclesiastical head, Lucifer had,

under existing circumstances, administered a stimulant to the

throbbings and festerings of the baser passions of human

nature, passions, which it requires the strong exertion of

Christian magnanimity and charity to overcome. The Mele-

tians, on the other hand, recognized as they were by the

Oriental Church as a legitimate branch of itself, were in the

position of an establishment, and so exposed to the temptation
of disdaining those, whom the surrounding Churches considered

as schismatics. How far each party was in fault, we are not
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able to determine ; but blame lay somewhere, for the contro- CHAP. v.

versy about the Hypostasis, verbal as it was, became the flECT- IT -

characteristic of the quarrel between them, and only ended,
when the Eustathians were finally absorbed by the larger and
more powerful body.



CHAPTER VI.

THE COUNCIL OF CONSTANTINOPLE.

;HAP. vi.
rpHB gecon(j (Ecumenical Council was held at Constantinople,
A. D. 381 383. It is celebrated in the history of theology for

its condemnation of the Macedonians, who, separating the

Holy Spirit from the unity of the Father and Son, implied or

inferred that He was a creature. A brief account of it is

here added in its ecclesiastical aspect ; the doctrine itself, to

which it formally bore witness, having been incidentally dis-

cussed in the second chapter of this volume.

Eight years before the date of this Council, Athanasius had
been taken to his rest. After a life of contest, prolonged, in

spite of the hardships he encountered, beyond the age of

seventy years, he fell asleep in peaceable possession of the

Churches, for which he had suffered. The Council of Alexan-
dria was scarcely concluded, when he was denounced by
Julian, and saved his life by flight or concealment. Returning
on Jovian' s accession, he was for a fifth and last time forced

to retreat before the ministers of his Arian successor Valens ;

and for four months lay hid in the sanctuary of his father's

sepulchre. On a representation being made to the new

Emperor, even with the consent of the Arians themselves, he
was finally restored ; and so it happened, through the good
providence of God, that the fury of persecution, heavily as

it threatened in his last years, yet was suspended till his

death, when it at once burst forth upon the Church with
renewed vigour. Thus he was permitted to muse over his

past services, and his prospects of the future ; to collect his

mind to meet his God, gathering himself up with Jacob on his

bed of age, and yielding up the ghost peacefully among his

children. The words of his own comment on the Psalms

belong to himself. " God has promised," he says,
" to be a

wall of fire round about, to those who believe in Him. The

Apostolic Company knows this, and calls on Him to fulfil this

promise to its members. Thou art my song always ! By
Thy providence I became famous. I was as a marvel unto

many ; yet not by mine own power had I so high a privilege.
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For Thou wert He, Who gave me courage and zeal through CHAP, vi.

Thine own aid. I have not been unmindful of what I was~
taught ; but as I learned, so I told to others. Now that I am
old and grey-headed, forsake me not, until I have showed Thy
strength unto this generation, and Thy power, whereby the

strong man was bound, and his goods spoiled. These I will

show forth; nor Thy earthly blessings only, but those

heavenly blessings too, which Thou hast purchased with
Thine own blood." a

Yet, amid the decay of nature, and the visions of coming
dissolution, the attention of Athanasius was in no wise turned
from the active duties of his station. The vigour of his

obedience* remained unabated
; one of his last acts being the

excommunication of the Governor of Lybia, for irregularity of
life.

At length, when the Great Confessor was removed, the His death*

Church sustained a loss, from which it never recovered. His ch
e

resolute resistance of heresy had been but one portion of his

services ; a more excellent praise is due to him, for his

charitable skill in binding together his brethren in unity.
The Church of Alexandria was the natural mediator between
the East and West

;
and Athanasius had well improved the

advantages thus committed to him. His judicious inter-

position in the troubles at Antioch has lately been described ;

and the dissensions between his own Church and Con-

stantinople, which ensued upon his death, may be taken to

show, how much the combination of the Catholics depended
on his silent authority. Controversies were for ever starting
into existence among the Greek Christians; and the Arian
had corrupted their spirit, where it had failed to impair their

orthodoxy. Disputation superseded faith and ambition swayed
the conduct, in the Eusebian school

;
and these evil introduc-

tions outlived its day. Patronized by the secular power, the

great Churches of Christendom conceived a jealousy of each

other, and gradually fortified themselves in their own re-

sources. As Athanasius drew towards his end, the task of

mediation became more difficult. In spite of his desire to

keep aloof from party, circumstances threw him against his

will into one of the two divisions, which were beginning to

discover themselves in the Christian world. Even before his

time, traces appear of a rivalry between the Asiatic and

Egyptian Churches. The events of his own day, developing
their differences of character, at the same time connected the

latter with the Latins. The mistakes of his own friends

obliged him to side with a seeming faction in the body of the

Antiochene Church ; and, in the schism which followed, he

a Athan. Expos, in Psalm. Ixx. *
[? administiyition.]
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CHAP. vi. found himself in opposition to the Catholic communities of

Asia Minor and the East. Still, though the course of events
tended to ultimate disruptions in the Catholic Church, his per-
sonal influence remained unimpaired to the last, and enabled
him to interpose with good effect in the affairs of the East.

This is well illustrated by a letter addressed to him shortly
before his death, by St. Basil, who belonged to the contrary
party, and had then recently been elevated to the exarchate of

Csesarea. It is here inserted, and may serve as a sort of

valediction in parting with one, who, after the Apostles, has
been a principal instrument, by which the sacred truths of

Christianity have been conveyed and secured to the Avorld.

Basil's re-
" To Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria. The more the

sicknesses of the Church increase, so much the more earnestly
do we all turn towards thy fulness of grace, persuaded that

thy guardianship is our sole remaining comfort in our dif-

ficulties. By the power of thy prayers, by the wisdom of

thy counsels, thou art able to carry us through this fearful

storm ; as all are sure, who have heard or made trial of thy
gifts ever so little. Wherefore cease not both to pray for

our souls, and to stir us up by thy letters ; didst thou know
the profit of these to us, thou wouldst never let pass an oppor-
tunity of writing to us. For me, were it vouchsafed to me, by
the help of thy prayers, once to see thee, and to profit by the

gifts lodged in thee, and to add to the history of my life a

meeting with so great and apostolical a soul, surely I should
consider myself to have received from the loving mercy of

God a compensation for all the ills, with which my life has
ever been afflicted." a

state of the The trials of the Church, spoken of by Basil in this letter,

were the beginnings of the persecution directed against it by
the Emperor Valens. This prince, who succeeded Jovian in

the East, had been baptised by Eudoxius ; who, from the

time he became possessed of the see of Constantinople, was
the chief, and soon became the sole, though a powerful, sup-

port of the Eusebian faction. He is said to have bound
Valens by oath, at the time of his baptism, that he would
establish Arianism as the state religion of the East ;

and thus
to have prolonged its ascendancy for an additional sixteen

years after the death of Constantius. At the beginning of

this period, the heretical party had been weakened by the

secession of the Semi-arians, who had not merely left them, but
had joined the Catholics. This part of the history affords a

striking illustration, not only of the gradual influence of truth

over error, but of the remarkable manner in which Divine

Providence makes use of error itself as a preparation for truth ;

a Basil. Ep. 80.
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i. e. employing the lighter forms of it in sweeping away those CHAP.VI.

of a more offensive nature. Thus Semi-arianism became the
~

bulwark and forerunner of the orthodoxy which it opposed.
From A. D. 357, the date of the virtually Homcean formulary of

Sirmium, it had protested against the impiety of the genuine
Eusebians. In the successive Councils of Ancyra and Seleucia,

in the two following years, it had condemned and deposed
them

;
and had established the scarcely objectionable creed of

Lucian. On its own subsequent disgrace at Court, it had con-

centrated itself on the Asiatic side of the Hellespont ; while

the high character of its leading bishops for gravity and
strictness of life, and its influence over the monastic institu-

tions, gave it a formidable popularity among the lower classes

on the opposite coast of Thrace.
Seven years after the Council of Seleucia, in the reign of 70?

Valens, the Semi-arians held a Council at Lampsacus, mtheSemi.

which they condemned the Homcean formulary of Ariminum,
arl

confirmed the creed of the Dedication, and, after citing the

Eudoxians to answer the accusations brought against them,

proceeded to ratify the deposition of them, which had already
been pronounced at Seleucia. At this time they seem to

have entertained hopes of gaining the Emperor ;
but finding

the influence of Eudoxius paramount at Court, their horror or

jealousy of his party led them to a bolder step. They resolved

on putting themselves under the protection of Valentinian, the

orthodox Emperor of the West ; and, finding it necessary for

this purpose to stand well with the Latin Church, they at

length overcame their repugnance to the Homoousion, and
subscribed a formula, of which, (at least till the Council of

Constantinople, A. D. 360,) they had been among the most

eager and obstinate opposers. Fifty-nine Semi-arian Bishops
gave in their assent to orthodoxy on this memorable occasion,
which took place A. D. 366. Their deputies were received

into communion by Liberius, who had recovered himself at

Ariminum, and who wrote letters in favour of these new con-

verts to the Churches of the East. On their return, they
presented themselves before an orthodox Council then sitting
at Tyana, exhibited the commendatory letters which they had
received from Italy, Gaul, Africa, and Sicily, as well as Home,
and were joyfully acknowledged by the assembled prelates as

members of the Catholic body. A final Council was appointed
at Tarsus

; whither it was hoped all the Churches of the East
would send representatives, in order to complete the reconci-

liation between the two parties. But enough had been done,
as it would seem, in the external course of events, to unite the

scattered portions of the Church ; and, when that end was on
the point of accomplishment, the usual law of Divine Provi-

dence intervened* and left the sequel of the union as a task and
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CHAP vi. a trial for Christians individually. The project of the Council
- failed ; thirty-four Semi-arian Bishops suddenly opposed them-

selves to the purpose of their brethren, and protested against
the Homoousion. The Emperor, on the other hand, recently

baptised by Eudoxius, interfered
; forbad the proposed Council,

and proceeded to issue an edict, in which all bishops were

deposed from their sees,, who had been banished under Con-

stantius, and restored by Julian. It was at this time, that the
fifth exile of Athanasius took place, which was lately men-
tioned. A more cruel persecution followed in A. D. 371, and
lasted for several

years.
The death of Valens, A. D. 378, was

followed by the final downfall of Arianism in the Eastern
Church.

The Mace- As to Semi-ari#nism, it disappears from ecclesiastical his-
donians.

tory at the date of the Council of Tarsus ; from which time
the portion of the party, which remained non-conformist, is

more properly designated Macedonian, or Pneumatomachist,
from the chief article of their heresy.

state of the During the reign of Valens, much had been done in furthe-

cSbit ranee of evangelical truth, in the still remaining territory of
nopie. Arianism, by the proceedings of the Semi-arians ;

but at the
same period symptoms of returning orthodoxy, even in its.

purest form, had appeared in Constantinople itself. On the
death of Eudoxius (A. D. 370), the Catholics elected an ortho-
dox successor, by name Evagrius. He was instantly banished

by the Emperor's command
; and the population of Constan-

tinople seconded the act of Valens, by the most unprovoked
excesses towards the Catholics. Eighty of their clergy, who>
were in consequence deputed to lay their grievances before

Valens, were put to death under circumstances of extreme-

treachery and barbarity. Faith, which was able to stand its

ground in such a season of persecution, was naturally
prompted to more strenuous acts, when prosperous times
succeeded. On the death of Valens, the Catholics of Con-

stantinople looked beyond their own community for assistance,
in combating the dominant heresy. Evagrius, whom they had
elected to the see, seems to have died in exile

;
and they

invited in his place the celebrated Gregory Nazianzen, a man;
of diversified accomplishments, distinguished for his eloquence,
and still more for his orthodoxy, his integrity, and the inno-

cence, amiableness, and refinement of his character.

Gregory Gregory was a native of Cappadocia, and an intimate friend
Nazianzen. of the great Basil, with whom he had studied at Athens. On

Basil's elevation to the exarchate of Caesarea, Gregory had
been placed by him in the bishoprick of Sasime; but, the

appointment being contested by Anthimus, who claimed the

primacy of the lower Cappadocia, he retired to Nazianzus, his

father's diocese, where he took on himself those labours, to
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which the elder Gregory had become unequal. After the CHAP.VI.

death of the latter,- he remained for several years without
~"~

pastoral employment, till the invitation of the Catholics

brought him to Constantinople. His election was approved
by Meletius, patriarch of Antioch ; and by Peter, the successor

of Athanasius, who by letter recognised his accession to the

metropolitan see.

On his first arrival there, he had no more suitable place of

worship than his own lodgings, where he preached the Ca-
tholic doctrine to the dwindled communion over which he

presided. But the result which Constantius had anticipated,
when he denied to Athanasius a church in Antioch, soon

showed itself at Constantinople. His congregation increased ;

the house, in which they assembled, was , converted into a
church by the pious liberality of its owner, with the name of

Anastasia, in hope of that resurrection which now awaited the

long-buried truths of the Gospel. The contempt, with which
the Arians had first regarded him, was succeeded by a persecu-
tion on the part of the populace. An attempt was made to

stone him ; his church was attacked, and he himself brought
before a magistrate, under pretence of having caused the riot.

Violence so unjust did but increase the influence, which a
disdainful toleration had allowed him to establish ; and the

accession of the orthodox Theodosius secured it.

On his arrival at Constantinople, the new Emperor resolved

on executing in his capital the determination, which he had

already prescribed by edict to the Eastern empire. The Arian

bishops were required to subscribe the Nicene formulary, or

to quit their sees. Demophilus, the Eusebian successor of

Eudoxius, who was before introduced to our notice as an

accomplice in the seduction of Liberius, was first presented
with the alternative ; and, with an honesty of which his party
affords few instances, he refused to assent at once to opinions,
which he had throughout his life been opposing, and retired

from the city. Many bishops, however, of the Arian party
conformed

; and the Church was unhappily inundated by the

very evil, which in the reign of Constantine the Athanasians
had strenuously and successfully withstood.

The unfortunate policy, which led to this measure, might
seem at first sight to be sanctioned by the decree of the

Alexandrian Council, which made subscription the test of

orthodoxy ; but, on a closer inspection, the cases will be found
to be altogether dissimilar. When Athanasius acted upon
that principle, in the reign of Julian, there was no secular

object to be gained by conformity; or rather, the malevolence
of the Emperor was peculiarly directed against those, whether
orthodox or Semi-arians, who evinced any earnestness in the

subject of Christianity. Even then, the recognition was not
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CHAP. vi. extended to those, who had taken an active part on the side of

heresy. On the other hand, the example of Athanasius him-

self, and Alexander of Constantinople, in the reign of Con-

stantine, sufficiently marked their judgment ;
both of whom had

resisted the attempt of the Court to force Arius upon the

Church, even though he professed his assent to the Homoousion.

Gregory^
Whether or not it was in Gregory's power to hinder the

recognition of the Arianizers, or whether his firmness was not

equal to his humility and zeal, the consequences of the
measure are visible in the conduct of the General Council,
which followed it. He himself may be considered as the

victim of it; and he has left us in poetry and oratory his

testimony to the unsoundness of principle, which the continued

agitations of controversy had occasioned in the Eastern
Church.

"onof
S

hhn
p
-~
^e following passage, from one of his Orations, illustrates

soif and hie both the state of the times, and his own beautiful character

though unequal to struggle against them. " Who is there,"
he says,

" but will find, on measuring himself by St. Paul's

rules for the conduct of Bishops and Priests, that they should
be sober, chaste, not fond to wine, not strikers, instructive,

unblameable in all things, unassailable by the wicked, that

he falls far short of its perfection ? . . I am alarmed to think of

our Lord's censure of the Pharisees, and condemnation of the

Scribes
; disgraceful indeed would it be, should we, who are

bid be so far above them in righteousness, in order to enter

the kingdom of heaven, appear even worse than they. . . These

thoughts haunt me night and day ; they consume my bones,
and feed on my flesh

; they keep me from confidence, or

from walking with erect countenance. They so humble me
and cramp my mind, and place a chain on my tongue,
that I cannot think of a Ruler's office, nor of correcting and

guiding others, which is a talent above me; but only, how
I myself may flee from the wrath to come, and wash myself
some little from the poison of my sin. First, I must be

reformed, and then reform others ; learn wisdom, and then

impart it
; draw near to God, and then bring others ;

be

cleansed, and then cleanse. * When will you ever get to the

end of this ? '

say the hasty and incautious, who are quick to

build and to pull down. ' When will you place your light on
a candlestick Where is your talent ?

' So say friends of mine,
who have more zeal for me than sobriety. Ah, my brave

men, why ask my season for acting, and my plan ? Surely
the last day of payment is soon enough, the very close of life

is an early day. Grey hairs have prudence, and youth is

inexpert. Best be slow and sure
;
a kingdom for a day, not

a tyranny for a life ; a little gold, not a weight of lead. It

was the shallow earth shot forth the early blade. . . . Truly
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there is cause of fear, lest I be bound hand and foot and cast CHAP. vi.

without the marriage chamber, as a bold intruder without"
fitting garment among the assembled guests. And yet I was
called thither from my youth, (to confess a matter of my
private life,) and on God was I thrown from the womb

; made
over to Him by my mother's vow, fixed in His service by
hardships afterwards. Yea, and my own wish shot up beside

His purpose, and my reason ran along with it ; and all I had
to give, wealth, splendour, health, literature, I brought and
offered them to Him, "Who called and saved me

; my sole

enjoyment of them being the resolve to turn away from them,

my sole gain the loss of them for Christ. To undertake the

government and guidance of souls is above me, who have
not yet well learned to be guided, nor to be sanctified as
far as is fitting. Much more is this so in a time like the

present ;
when it is a great thing to secure some shelter

from the encompassing storm, in wrhich one sees others tossed

to and fro, and so to escape the tempestuous and rayless

night. This is a time when the members of the Christian

body war with each other, and the scant residue of love is

scattered abroad. . . . Moabites and Ammonites, who were
forbidden even to enter the Church of Christ, now tread our

holiest places. We have opened to all, not gates of righteous-
ness, but of mutual reviling and injury. We think those the

best of men, not who keep from every idle word through fear

of God, but such as have most success in slandering their

neighbour, openly or covertly, and cherish under their tongue
tumult and trouble, or, (to speak more truly,) the poison of

asps. And we hunt out the sins of others, not to lament but

to blame them ;
not to cure but to open the sore ; and to make

the wounds of others an excuse for our own. Men are judged
good and bad, not by their conduct, but by friendship and

enmity. We praise to-day, we call names to-morrow. Im-

piety meets with every allowance. So magnanimously are we

forgiving in wicked ways !

" a

The first disturbance in the reviving Church of Constant^ Maximus

nople had arisen from the ambition of Maximus, a Cynic
tho Cym(

philosopher, who aimed at supplanting Gregory in his Patri-

archate. He was a friend and countryman of Peter, the new
Patriarch of Alexandria ; and had suffered banishment in

the Oasis, on the persecution which followed the death of

Athanasius. His reputation was considerable among learned

men of the day, as is shown by the letters addressed to him

by Basil. Gregory fell in with him at Constantinople ; and

pleased at the apparent strictness and manliness of his

conduct, he received him into his house, baptized him, and at

a
Grog. Orat. i, 119 137,
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CHAP. vi. length admitted him into inferior orders. The return made
"
by Maximum to his benefactor, was to conduct an intrigue with
one of his principal Presbyters ; to gain over Peter of Alex-

andria, who had already recognized Gregory ; to obtain from
him the presence of three of his bishops ; and, breaking into

the metropolitan church during the night, to instal himself,
with their aid, in the episcopal throne. A tumult ensued, and
he was obliged to leave the city ; but, far from being daunted
at the immediate failure of his plot, he laid his case before
a Council of the West, his- plea consisting on the one hand,
in a pretence that Gregory held the See contrary to the

Canons, as being Bishop of another Church, and on the other

hand, in the recognition which he had obtained from the
Patriarch of Alexandria. The Council, deceived by his

representations, approved of his consecration
;

but Theo-

dosius, to whom he next addressed himself, saw through his

artifices, and banished him.
Fresh mortifications awaited the eloquent preacher, to

retire/ whom the Church of Constantinople owed its resurrection.

While the Arians censured his retiring habits, and his absti-

nence from the innocent pleasures of life, his own flock began
to complain of his neglecting to use his influence at Court for

their advantage. Overwhelmed with the disquietudes, to

which these occurrences gave birth, Gregory resolved to bid

adieu to a post, which required a less sensitive or a more

vigorous mind than his own. In a farewell oration, he re-

counted his labours and sufferings during the time he had been

among them, commemorated his success, and exhorted them
to persevere in the truth, which they had learned from him.

His congregation were affected by this address
; and, a reac-

tion of feeling taking place, they passionately entreated him to

abandon a resolve, which would involve the ruin of orthodoxy
in Constantinople, and they declared that they would not quit
the church, till he acceded to their importunities. At their

entreaties, he consented to suspend the execution of his

purpose for a while ; that is, until the Eastern prelates who
were expected at the General Council, which had by that

time been convoked, should appoint a Bishop in his room.

He is put The circumstances attending the arrival of Theodosius at

rioJSf
S

st.

s*

Constantinople, connected as they were with the establish*

th?civa
7 men^ f *ne true religion, still were calculated to inflict an

power. additional wound on his feelings ;
and to increase his indispo-

sition to continue in a situation, endeared to him by its earlier

associations. The inhabitants of an opulent and luxurious

metropolis, familiarized to Arianism by its forty years ascen-

dancy among them, and disgusted at the apparent severity of

the orthodox school, prepared to resist the installation of

Gregory in the cathedral of St. Sophia. A strong military
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force was appointed to escort him thither ;
and the Emperor CHAP. vi.

gave countenance to the proceedings by his own presence."
Allowing himself to be put in possession of the church,

Gregory was nevertheless firm to his purpose of not seating
himself upon the Archiepiscopal throne

;'<

5

and, when the light-
minded multitude clamorously required it, he was unequal to

the task of addressing them, and deputed one of his Presby-
ters to speak in his stead.

Nor were the manners of the Court more congenial to his His dislike

well-regulated mind, than the lawless spirit of the people, court.

Offended at the disorders which he witnessed there, he
shunned the condescending advances of the Emperor ;

and was
with difficulty withdrawn from the duties of his station, the
solitude of his own thoughts, and the activity of pious minis-

trations, prayer and fasting, the punishment of offenders and
the visitation of the sick. Careless of personal splendour, he
allowed the revenues of his see to be expended in supporting
its dignity, by inferior ecclesiastics, who were in his con-

fidence
; and, while he defended the principle, on which

Arianism had been dispossessed of its power, he exerted him-
self with earnestness to protect the heretics from all intem-

perate execution of the Imperial decree.

Nor was the elevated refinement of Gregory better adapted of the

to sway the minds of the corrupt hierarchy which Arianism pJ3ates.
nff

had engendered, than to rule the Court and the people.
" If

I must speak the truth," he says in one of his letters,
"
I feel

disposed to shun every conference of the Heads of the Church ;

because I never saw Synod brought to a happy issue, nor

remedying, but rather increasing, existing evils. For rivalry
and ambition are stouter than verbal decisions

;
do not think

me extravagant for saying so ; and a mediator is more likely
to be assailed himself, than to succeed in his attempt at

pacification. Accordingly, I have fallen back upon my own
resources, and consider retirement the only means of tran-

quillity."
a

Such was the state of things, under which the second council of

(Ecumenical Council, as it has since been considered, was
convoked. It assembled in May, A. D. 381

; being designed to

put an end, as far as might be, to those very disorders, which

unhappily found their principal exercise in the meetings which
were to remove them. The Western Church enjoyed at this

time an almost perfect peace, and sent no deputies to Con-

stantinople. But in the Oriental provinces, besides the distrac-

tions caused by the various heretical offshoots of Arianism,
its indirect effects existed in the dissensions of the Catholics

themselves ;
the schism at Antioch ; the claims of Maximus to

a
Greg. Naz. ep. 55.
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Death of
Meletius.

HAP. vi. the gee of Constantinople ; and recent disturbances at Alex-

andria, where the loss of Athanasius was already painfully
visible. Added to these, was the ambiguous position of the
Macedonians

;
who resisted the orthodox doctrine, yet were

only by implication heretical, or at least some of them far less

than others. Thirty-six of their Bishops attended the Coun-
cil, principally from the neighbourhood of the Hellespont ;

of
the orthodox 150, Meletius, of Antioch, being the president.
Other eminent prelates present were Gregory Nyssen, brother
of St. Basil, who had died some years before

; Amphilochius
of Iconium, Diodorus of Tarsus, Cyril of Jerusalem, and
Gelasius of Csesarsea^ in Palestine.

The Council had scarcely accomplished its first act, the
establishment of Gregory in the see of Constantinople, to the
exclusion of Maximus, when Meletius, the President, died ; an

unhappy event, as not only removing a check from its more
turbulent members, but in itself supplying the materials of

immediate discord. An arrangement had been effected be-

tween the two orthodox communions at Antioch, by which it

was provided, that the survivor of the rival Bishops should be

acknowledged by the opposite party, and a termination thus

put to the schism. This was in accordance with the principle
acted upon by the Alexandrian Council, on the separation of

the Meletians from the Arians. At that time the Eustathian

party was called on to concede, by acknowledging Meletius
;

and now, on the death of Meletius, it became the duty of the

Meletians in turn to submit to Paulinus, whom Lucifer had
consecrated as Bishop of the Eustathians. Schism, how-
ever, admits not of these simple remedies. The self-will of a
Latin Bishop had defeated the plan of conciliation in the

former instance; and now the pride and jealousy of the

Orientals revolted from communion with a prelate of Latin
creation. The attempt of Gregory, who had succeeded to the

presidency of the Council, to calm their angry feelings, and to

persuade them to deal fairly with the Eustathians, as well as

to restore peace to the Church, only directed their violence

against himself. It was in vain that his own connexion with

the Meletian party evidenced the moderation and candour of

his advice ;
in vain that the age of Paulinus gave assurance,

that the nominal triumph of the Latins could be of no long
continuance. Flavian, who, together with others, had solemnly
sworn, that he would not accept the bishoprick in case of the

death of Meletius, permitted himself to be elevated to the

vacant see ; and Gregory, driven from the Council, took

refuge from its clamours in a remote part of Constantinople.
About this time the arrival of the Egyptian bishops in-

creased the dissension. By some inexplicable omission they
had not been summoned to the Council ;

and they came, in-

Arrival
of tho

Egyptian
Prelates.
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flamed with resentment against the Orientals. They had CHAP.VT.

throughout taken the side of Paulinus, and now their earnest- ^:

ness in his favour was increased by their jealousy of his

opponents. Another cause of offence was given to them, in

the recognition of Gregory before their arrival
;
nor did his

siding with them in behalf of Paulinus, avail to avert from
him the consequences of their indignation. Maxirnus was
their countryman, and the deposition of Gregory was neces-

sary to appease their insulted patriotism. Accordingly, the

former charge was revived of the illegality of his promotion.
A Canon of the Nicene Council prohibited the translation of

bishops, priests, or deacons, from Church to Church; and, while
it was calumniously pretended, that Gregory had held in suc-

cession three bishopricks, Sasime, Nazianzus, and Constanti-

nople, it could not be denied, that, at least, he had passed
from Nazianzus, the place of his original ordination, to the

Imperial city. Urged by this fresh attack, Gregory once more
resolved to retire from an eminence, which he had from the
first been reluctant to occupy, except for the sake of the

remembrances, with which it was connected. The Emperor
with difficulty accepted his resignation ;

but at length allowed
him to depart from Constantinople, Nectarius being placed on
the patriarchal throne in his stead.

In the mean while, a Council had been held at Aquileia of council of

the bishops of the north of Italy, with a view of inquiring into A(iuileia-

the faith of two Bishops of Dacia, accused of Arianism.

During its session, news was brought of the determination
of the Constantinopolitan Fathers to appoint a successor to

Meletius ; and, surprised both by the unexpected continuation
of the schism, and by the slight put on themselves, they
petitioned Theodosius to permit a general Council to be con-

voked at Alexandria, which the delegates of the Latin Church

might attend. Some dissatisfaction, moreover, was felt for a
time at the appointment of Nectarius, in the place of Maxi-

mus, whom they had originally recognized. They changed
their petition shortly after, and expressed a wish that a
Council should be held at Rome.

These letters from the West were submitted to the Council correspond-

of Constantinople, at its second, or, (as some say,) third sitting, tSn the

A. D. 382 or 383, at which Nectarius presided. An answer
Jwo

coun-

was returned to the Latins, declining to repair to Rome, on
the ground of the inconvenience, which would arise from the

absence of the Eastern bishops from their dioceses ;
the Creed

and other doctrinal statements of the Council were sent them,
and the promotion of Nectarius and Flavian was maintained
to be agreeable to the Nicene Canons, which determined, that

the Bishops of a province had the right of consecrating such of

their brethren, as were chosen by the people and clergy, with-

16
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CHAP. vi. out the interposition of foreign Churches
;
an exhortation to=

follow peace was added, and to prefer the edification of the

whole body of Christians, to personal attachments and the

interests of individuals.

Additions Thus ended the second General Council. As to the addition

niade by it to the Nicene Creed, it is conceived in the tem-

perate spirit, which might be expected from those men, who
took the more active share in its doctrinal discussions. The
ambitious and tumultuous part of the assembly seems to have
been weary of the controversy, and to have left the settlement

of it to the more experienced and serious-minded of their body.
The Creed of Constantinople is said to be the composition of

Gregory Nyssen,
a

From the date of this Council, Arianism was formed into a

sect exterior to the Catholic Church ; and, taking refuge

among the Barbarian Invaders of the Empire, is merged
among those external enemies of Christianity, whose history
cannot be regarded as strictly ecclesiastical. Such is the

general course of religious error ;
which rises within the

sacred precincts, but in vain endeavours to take root in a soil

uncongenial to it. The domination of heresy, however

prolonged, is but one stage in its existence ;
it ever hastens

to an end, and that end is the triumph of the Truth. "
I

myself have seen the ungodly in great power," says the

Psalmist,
" and flourishing like a green bay tree ;

I went by,
and lo, he was gone ;

I sought him, but his place could no

where be found." Even the Papal Apostacy, which seems at

first sight an exception to this rule, has lasted but the same

proportion of the whole duration of Christianity, which
Arianism occupied in its day ; that is, if we date it, as in

fairness we ought, from the fatal Council of Trent. And, as

to the present perils, with which our branch of the Church is

beset, as they bear a marked resemblance to those of the

fourth century, so are the lessons, which the latter period

a Whether or not the Macedonians explicitly denied the divinity of the

Holy Spirit, is uncertain
;
but they viewed Him as essentially separate from,

and external to, the One Indivisible Godhead. Accordingly, the Creed,

(which is that since incorporated in the public services of the Church), with-

out declaring more than the occasion required, closes all speculations concern-

ing the incomprehensible subject, by simply confessing His unity with the

Father and Son. It declares, moreover, that He is the Lord or Sovereign

Spirit, because the heretics considered Him to be but a minister of God
;
and

the supreme Giver of life, because they considered Him a mere instrument, by
whom we received the gift. The last clause of the second paragraph in the

<
'reed, is directed against the heresy of Marcellus of Ancyra.
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offers us, especially cheering and edifying to Christians of the CHAP. vi.

present day. Then as now, there was the prospect, and~
partly the presence in the Church, of an Heretical Power

enthralling it, exerting a varied influence and an usurped
claim in the appointment of her functionaries, and interfering
with the management of her internal affairs. Now as then,
" whosoever shall fall upon this stone shall be broken, but on
whomsoever it shall fall, it will grind him to powder."
Meanwhile, we may take comfort in reflecting, that, though
the present tyranny has more of insult, it has hitherto had
less of scandal, than attended the ascendancy of Arianism

;

we may rejoice in the piety, prudence, and varied graces of

our Spiritual Rulers
;
and may rest in the confidence, that,

should the hand of Satan press us sore, our Athanasius and
Basil will be given us in their destined season, to break the

bonds of the Oppressor, and let the captives go free.





NOTE on Page 145.

The original Nicene Creed is here subjoined, as contained in

Socr. Hist. i. 8.

Hi<frivo'j,v sig sva Qebv, tfarspa navroxparopa, travTuv oparuv rt xai

aopdruv Tfoi^r^v.

Kai stg sva xvpiov iqffouv ^piffrbv, rbv vtbv rou Qeov' yevvrfievTa, sx,

rov varpbg fAovoyzvri' ro;V effnv IK rrig ovff!a<; rov tfarpbg, 6ebv SK

Gfov xai (pug SK
(pfaTOi;, Qsbv aXqQivbv SK Qtov aXqdivov' ysvvfosyra, ou

KOividsvra, ofAOQVtfiOV rSj Kcirpf' dS o5 ra ffdvra syevsro, rd rs sv r&

ovpavti xai roc, sv ry yip.
A/' s^aag roitf avdpuvoug xai dia rqv fjfAsr'spav

eurqp'iav xargX^ovra, xai ffapxuft'evra, xai svav^ptoffqffavra' TraQovra, xai

avaffrdvra rr\ rpiry rip'spa, ave\$6vra ei$ roi>$ ovpavoi>$, sp^QfAevov xpivai

tyvrae xai vtxpovg.

Ka/ sis *"o
ay/oi/ Tvsu/^a.

Toug 8s Xsyqyrag, on qv WOTS on oux qv' xai vpiv yswyftrivai ovx yv'

xai on s% ovx ovruv ey'svero' % s% srspag vnoffrdfcug 75 ovtiag

sJvat' 5j xncrbv, % rpsirrbv, ij aXXoicurbv rbv vibv rou

ay/a xaQoXtxy xai awoffroXixq
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mental Designs, with Combinations of Novelty and

Elegance of Figure, on a Scale to convey an Idea
of the effect, from any Specimen, adapted for De-
corative Purposes, by Phillips, folio, 12*.

Styles: Egyptian, Grecian, Roman, Byzantine, Hin-
dostanee, Persian, Chinese, Japanese, ditto in Chinese
Manner, Gothic, Arabian, Moresque, Arabesque, ditto,
manner of Raphael, German Timber Gothic, Elizabe-
than, Francois Premier, Louis XIV., ditto manner of
Le Pautre, ditto, or Barroque Louis XV., ditto in Wat-
teau's Style, European 16th Century, Batavian, ditto,
French Timber, Gothic, Roman, Arabesque, Cinque
Cento, Modern French, and Hints for Composition.

Arist4>lhailCS, Greek and Latin,
New Text and Scholia, expressly revised, by Profes-

sor Bekker, of Berlin; includes Fragments, In-

dices, Annotations, of Beck, Bentley, Bergler,

Brunck, Burney, Conz, Dobree, Elmsley, Kuster,
Person, Reisig, Schutz, and others, 5 vols. 8vo.

cloth, II. pub. 31. 15*. 1828

Another, Large Paper Copy, Svols. cloth, 21. pub. 6gs.

Notes, Separately, highly valuable, by Brunck, Reiske,

Catalogue of Books, for Sale ly
Beck, Dindorf, &c. Suitable to any Edition, Com
plete, 3 vols. cloth, 10*. pub. 2 gs.

Arnold, Greek Accidence,
to, by Speciall, 8vo. 5*. . 1&

Ditto, Greek lrose Composition,Key to 6th Edition, 1846, by Burgess (first Gret
Scholar of day) 5*. . 184

As a School Exercise Book most valuable,
copies will be givenfor 24*.

Ditto, Henry's Second Latin, Key to, clot

Articles, XXXIX.
By Rev. H. Budd (344 pages) Is. pub. 4s. fid.

18,',ORIGINAL LATIN, collated with best Edition
also, LITERAL EXPOSITION (only one for 3 Cent
ries.j'jst what the times now demand). The Articles ?

singularly suitable to present day, as presenting tl

golden mean, in which the truth seems to consist I

tween superstitious trifling and idolatrous veneratij
for Antiquity, and liberal indifference and licentic
seif-wili of discretionary Independency."

Asiatic Costumes,
From Drawings during residence in India (Barbt,

dar or Ste>vard, Watchman, Shaprasse or Port

Running Footman, Dak Wale, Postman, Surg
or Agent, Umbrella Carrier, Fan Bearer, Nwnn
Gardener, Sweetmeat Seller, Water Carrier, DaAu
ing Girl, Singing ditto, Moonshee or Interpret
Brahmin, Begging Friar, Burmese Woman, $
sm. 8to. 44 plates, 2s. pub. 18*. . IS ,v..

Aslaug-a Kniglit and Two Captain
Two Romances, by Fouque,

"
Original in clesi

beautiful in execution. The descriptions are natj "..

itself, replete with fine thoughts and reflections,'
|

Thimm, translated, five fine engravings, 6d.

Atlas, Ancient, by O'Aifi viEIe,
Very desirable for SCHOLARS and SCHOOLS, laC,

and very distinct MAPS of Ancient known Woj|^
Orbis Romani

( Orientalts) ; ditto (Occidental! ;

Gallia Antiqua; Italia Antiqua ; Gracia ; Asiaj y
.

Syria; Egypt; Palestine; India; Germany, Frar,,.,

Italy, Spain, British Isles (in Middle Ages) fo ,

'

11 FINELY COLOURED MAPS, bs.pub. II.:-'

"The supreme merit of this is not too strongly Bfe
pressed by Gibbon, who calls him 'the inc'

D'An ville'.'" Sutler.

Aug-iistine, Saint, TOamicll.
Litle Booke of the CONTEMPLATION f: ;

CHRIST, or of God's Worde, whereby the remj-:
braunce of the heauenly desires whiche is fall*

sleepe, may be quickned up agayne. Exqu\^
facsimile reprint in BLACK LETTER of J*

Daye's edition 0/1577, square 12mo. cloth, ant'M-

and suitable pattern, with gilt leaves, (11 fi paf)
with elegant Borders, and 61 full-length Figift .

from Old and New Testament, in attitude^-

Prayer, 5*.

Australian Scenery, Flinders,

Cing George's Sound, Port Lincoln, Kangaroo Is'

Port Jackson, Gulph of Carpentaria, Mi
Islands, Pobasso's Island, Wreck, W. Reef

oblong 4to. neat cover, 9 very beautiful,

style of line engravings, after Westall, by

Pye, Woolnoth, J. Scott, Finden, Middiman,

Jiallacis, Songs, from Cier
"
charming" Volume, comprises 46 POETII

PIECES, best Translations (mostly new)

Uhland, Schiller, Burger, Fouque, Korner,

Goethe, Chamisso, Becker, Von Stoterforth ; ,

Originals; includes the Diver, Fridolin, Fight
j

Dragon, Wild Huntsman, Lenore, c. (be

in 1) 15 beautiful Wood Engravings, by

Selous, Franklin, Corbould, Pickersgill, Sfd,
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Ballads and Metrical Tales.
!dited, with full NOTES and COPIOUS GLOS-
SARY, 10 fine WOOD ENGRAVINGS, by Ten-

niel, Selous, Corbould,Franklin, Pickersgill, Sfc.2s

Bell, Stream of Time.
Fniversal History, CHRONOLOGY, and Biography
of WORLD, Displayed. Invaluable for Schools or

Library. Translated from German of PROFESSOR
STRASS, with great Additions (also, LETTER-
PRESS DESCRIPTIONS); last edition, continued

to 184G, by CHATTERLEY. 3 SHEETS, coloured

on canvas, with large rollers, \2s.pub. \L 15*.

This "grand, ingenious, admirable
" CHART, presents

at once, a "
bird's-eye view

" of the Ancient and Modern
HISTORY of the FOUR QUARTERS of the GLOBE
developing in a Chronological stream, the Origin and

Progress of every Nation of the "World, even down to

our Own Times, forming a copious, able, and perspicu-
ous Source of Information: indeed no one can fail, after

even a slight inspection of it, to understand History
more clearly than by any other Assistance. Also, Sepa-
rate Column for DATES of Inventions, Discoveries,
and Progress of Science.

Berghem and Roos, Etfdlillg-S,
ttle, and Landscapes, Goats, &c. " Extreme

beauty, gem-like brilliance, spirit, finish, loveliness

hf atmospheric effects" Mrs. Jameson, 4/o. 12

wlates,fine impressions, 3s. pub. 24s.

Biblical Leg-ends
I the MUSSULMANS, or the Bible, KORAN, and

JIALMUD, extracted from Arabic Sources, re-

Ijeived as inspired Biographies of the Ancient Pa

piarchs and Prophets, and compared with Jewish
IrRADITIONS (Adam, a Mahomedan Legend,

jEnocA, Noah, Hud, Salih, Abraham, Joseph,
VMoses, Aaron, John, Mary, Christ, Solomon, and
m&een of Sheba, 8fc.) by WEILL (Librarian at

WIeidelberg}, translated from German, with NOTES,
[by

Rev. H. DOUGLAS, sm. 8vo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

*[ub. 7s. 6d. . Longman, 1846

I Bibliomania in Middle Ag-es,
BETCHES of BOOKWORMS, Collectors, Bible

Ifctudents, Scribes, and Illuminators,from the Anglo
Ifaxon and Norman Periods, to the Introduction of
I hinting into England, with Anecdotes, Illustrating

|pe History of Monastic Libraries of Gr. Britain in

tie OLDEN TIME, by F. SOMNER MERRY-
M/EATHER, cr. 8vo. cloth, 2s. pub. 5*.

! "True bibliomaniac, full of pleasant enthusiasm,
I jdndicates the monks and monastic life, quaint Anec-
Inote, or strange record in every page, hitherto un-
I Jknown. He has drunk deeply of inexhaustible springs
I pf middle-age literature, and raked up much curious
I Isntertaining information, treating of every subject con-
I liected with bibliography, ingenuity, research, discrimi-
I liation, criticism, sound taste, considerable erudition.

West, from German,
li OTHER TALES, Daisies, Sluggard, Lobsters,

li Ustival of Roses, frontispiece, Sfc. 6d.

Blore, English Monuments.
fsimens of most interesting of the Churches and
'

lithedrals
;
Monument of Queen Eleanor, of Edw.

'

If., Queen of ditto, in West. Abbey, Queen Phil-
I \pa, Earl of Pembroke, of Sir J. Spencer, in
I \-ington Church; Earl of Douglas, in Douglas
I -urc/t; others in Beauchamp Chapel, Warwick;
I interbury Cathedral ; Bedale Church, Durham

\thedral, St. Saviour's, Southward; Winchester
Uhedral, Staindrop Church, Christ Church, St.

Wans, 8fc.} 4to. 30 most exquisite plates, 5*. pub.
1825

"Most beautiful and elaborate Engravings of our
Uest Monuments." Bloxam ; also see Dibdin'spraise.

Book ofCommon IPrayer, by D.yce.
The Order of Daily Service, Litany, Holy Com-

munion, ancient Musical Notation, Printed Red
and Black, Ornamental Borders. Complete present
Anglian Service, contains all the ANCIENT
MUSIC, as adapted to First Prayer of Edward IV,
by MARBECKE, with Litany Chant, and other

GREGORIAN MUSIC, not in his work, forming
a complete Choral Book for the English Church.
The Psalter, also, Burial Service, as noted by Mar-
becke, with APPENDIX, Benedictus, Post Com-
munion Sentences, and other portions of Ancient
Music complete this unique work. Independently
of its musical interest, it forms an elegant Service

B^ok for Church Desk, Altar, or for private use.

Edited, with Explanatory Introduction, by W.
DYCE, 2 vols. small 4to. 30*. pub. 31. 12s.
" It is most sumptuously printed in BLACK LETTER
and RUBRICATED, notonlythose portions usually
understood by that name, but with Titles, Initials,
Ornaments, and Gregorian staff of four lines; every
Page is surrounded with Arabesques, much diversi-
fied. Whether we regard its importance or its intrin-
sic beauty, we do not know whether we have been
ever more pleased with a modern publication. We
hail this publication for the impetus it will give
to the study of the true Ecclesiastical Plain Chant."
English Churchman.

The Psalter.
Separately printed,as to be sung or said (with 8 Tunes

for Psalms) HOLY COMMUNION, ORDER
for BURIAL; also Preface on use of that kind of

MUSIC in the Church, and its application to

English Language ; also, reprint of MARBECK'S
MUSIC in Edw. VI. first Prayer, of 1549, which

subsequent changes rendered obsolete,
"

beautiful

specimen ofRED andBLACK letter typography,"
sm. 4to. 7*. pub. 30*. . 1844

Book of JFables.
Also Stories and Allegories, a Selection of 131 of
BEST SPECIMENS extant, "Compiled with

great care, far superior to any other,"
" Excellent

gift book, 1 '

cloth, numerous woodcuts, 2s.
" A very delightful little volume, the moral tendency
invariably exemplary. Fables, from the ple'asure
with which they are perused, are extremely valuable
as a medium ofconveying instruction."

Books of the Old Nursery Tales.
Our ANCIENT FAVOURITE FICTIONS,now first

Collated and Improved, from all DIFFERENT
LANGUAGES, forming the " Best Editions" of

these ever charming, ever delightful TALES, the
"
Delight of the Imagination of half the Inhabitants

of the Globe. This complete and uniform Series is

most elegantly printed, with chastely ornamented
Borders round each Page, in 3 small 4to vols.

cloth, handsome gilt ornaments, ornamental gilt

edges, 36 very superior Wood Cut Illustrations by
English Artists, 3s. 6d. per vol.

First Series. Contents : Introduction and Ad-
ventures of Fairy Tale. Cinderella. The Three
Soldiers. White Enchanted Hind. Jack the Giant
Killer. Snow Drop. Blanche and Rosalind.

Second Series. Sleeping Beauty. Invisible

Prince. White Cat. Yellow Dwarf. Beauty and
the Beast. Goody Two Shoes.

Third Series. Little Red Riding Hood. Prince

Cherie. Golden Goose. Giant with the Golden
Hairs. Blue Beard. Children in the Wood. Va-
lentine and Orson. Whittington and hr.s Cat.

' Truth is, I would not give one tear shed over little

Red Riding Hood for all the benefits to be deri ed
from a hundred Histories oi Jemmy Goodchild. Our
own wild fictions like our own simple miinc will
have more effect in awakening the fancy and eleva-
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1ing the disposition, than the colder and more elabo-
rate compositions of modern authors and composers."

Sir Watter Scott.
" The text book for fairy lore."

Hook of Poetry.
The choicest Specimens of our CHIEF POETS,

Southey, Wordsworth, Elliott, Macauley, Cole-

ridge, Wolfe, Bryant, Hemans, Campbell, Herrick,

Ken, Hickes, Shakspere, Taylor, Cowper, Bowles,
De Vere, Sandys, Keble, Scott, Hood, Crashaw,
Alfonl, &c. Selected with great elegance, purity,

refinement, by the Rev. B. G. Johnes, cloth,fron-
tispiece by Warren, 2s. . 1847
"
Precisely the volume so long wanted in schools and
families ; rich Materials for deep Reflection, tending
not only to exalt and purify the Taste, but to amuse
and instruct, by that most important method, the
Cultivation of the Imagination."

Books at THREEPENCE each.

ADVENTURES of a FLY, inculcating humanity to

Insects . . . 1847
BEAUTIFUL LITTLE ROSE, from German of

GUIDO Gorres . . 1829
The BROTHERS, from German of Schmid.
CANARY BIRD, or Valley of Schwarzenfels,

CHERRIES, or OVERSEER of MAHLBOURG
and HEINRICH and BLANCA.

DOVE, or CASTLE of FALKENBOURG.
ESTHER SIMMONDS, a T^Q, frontispiece.
EUSTACE and his FAMILY, from German of

Schmid, frontispiece.
HENRY of EICHENFELS.
KING and WOODMAN, by Fouque, frontispiece.
LOST CHILD, a Tale from German of Schmid 1848

LOUIS, the LITTLE EMIGRANT, Child Lost in

the Wood, Night's Lodging, Mother's Grief, Pea-

sant of the Village, Clergyman, Country Life,

Foreign Soldiers, Wounded Man, &c.

MARIAN MERETON, or See and Judge.
MAY DAY.
NIGHTINGALE, or COUNT STERNFELD.
PINCHPENNY (ISAAC) or Unmasked Hypocrite.
RED and WHITE ROSES.
ROSE BUSH.
SELECT ALLEGORIES, neat cuts.

STORIES and FABLES, cuts.

STORIES from BEDE.with his Life, neat cuts.

VALLEY of A.LMERIA., frontispiece.

The WREN, or the FAIRY of the GREEN House,
18 beautiful wood engravings.

Rook Rarities of Camtoridg-e,
CATALOGUES of, (from Public Library, Kino's Li-

brary, Pepysian, Trinity, St. John's, &(c.) with

Original LETTERS and NOTES, Biographical,

Literary, Antiquarian, by R. C. H. Hartshorne,
thick 8vo. (560 pages) cloth, 22 facsimiles, plates

of Initial Letters, Bindings, Head Pieces, 8fc. 6s.

pub. ll.lls.6d. (or 4 for II.) . 1822

JBroatl Stone of Honour,
or, True Sense and Practice of Chivalry ; by Kenelm

H. Digby, vol. i. GODEFRIDUS, cloth, 8s.

Ditto, vol. 2, TANCREDUS, cloth, Ss.
" That delightful writer, who has collected, like a

truly pious pilgrim, the fragrance of ancient times,
whose works I should peculiarly recommend to

English and Irish Aristocracy ArcTibisliop ofTuam.
Ditto, vol. 3, MORUS, cloth, Ss.

" We have never read a volume more full than this of

loving gentleness and earnest admiration for all

things beautiful and excellent. It even seems, so

powerful are the thoughts, as if the bloom of all exist-

ing literature were by him appropriated and trans-

fused into his own, appearing like jewels on the gold-
en tissue of his general design." Stirling, in Athe-

Catalogue of Books, for Sale by
ISeadkl (Rev. H.) Iitftmit

The Means of NATIONAL REFORMATION, ac

cording to Doctrine and Discipline of the Esta

Wished Church, THIRD AND LAST EDITION
with the very full HISTORICAL PREFACE (q
28* pages) very thick vol. sm. 8vo. (820 pages
cloth, 3s. pub. 10*. 6d. . Seeley, 184

"A valuable Treatise, full of devout, evangelical, or:

ginal remarks." Bickersteth.

Ditto, Me3fl* for
'

Or BAPTISMAL REGENERATION, according t

SERVICES of ESTABLISHED CHURCH, ,

Series of Tracts, complete, 2 thick vols. 4*. put
14*. . . 183;

Burmese "War,
A Series of ENGRAVINGS, depicting Varioi

;

Events, beautifully executed by Captaitt
MARRYAT, THORNTON, &c. with LETTER
PRESS DESCRIPTIONS, BOTH SERIES, ij

fine plates, in Printed Cover, 6s. . 18;]
Another Copy, with the 24 Plates, BEAUTIFULL J

COLOURED, 15*. pub. 61.

Caeclmon, Anglo-Saxon, English,
Metrical Paraphrase of Holy Scriptures,

" in a stra

of admirable versification and most sweet vercJ

excelling in beauty,'* &c. ;

" excellent and satisfe )

tory edition, with most valuable Index, and Not< I

by Thorpe," Kemble, large 8vo. Ss. pub. 21*. 18 j

published by Antiquarian Society.

Also, a Set of the most beautiful Facsimiles (on

plates} by Basire, of the UlsEStrfttioilS
Original Bodleian MS. of the 10th Century, w.J
Descriptions, by Sir H. Ellis and B. Thorpe, Ail

lysis of Poem, by Conybeare, and Sir F. Palgrc

on History of Csedmon, Illuminations, Capita |
Ornamental Alphabets, 4to. 5*. . 1

Very rude and singular (beyond all price, a* illusbf.l

ing Manners, Dresses, Implements, of our Anglo-Sum
Forefathers) include Frontispiece of MS., Deity on H
throne, expressing displeasure with rebel angels, ThnB

]

of Christ, Rebel archangel, Crowned Deity hold!,
three javelins, How God formed hell for punishraH

1

for them, the Infernal regions, Spirit of God upon
deep, Angels proceeding to paradise, How the Ll
created Eve, Fall of angels, Satan's torment, Ark, N<B
Abraham, &c.

Cainoridg-eAcademiealCiistoiM'
New Guide to, or Gradus ad Cantabrigiam,fl

:

SLANG DICTIONARY of Cant or Colloql,
Terms peculiar to University (observing w)m
it differs from Oxford) ; also, on Reading I

Varmint Method of Proceeding to Degree of A. v

8vo. plates of Costumes, of D.D., Mus. D., -(*
bleman, LL.D., M.D., Fellow Commoners, G
v. Town, 8fc. Is. pub. 8*. (6 for 4s. 6d.)

Ditto, Coffee Houses, Jokes
Also, their Anecdotes during 17th CENTURY,

lected from early Jest Books and MSS. by J

Halliwell, curious Specimen ofLiterature off
6d. pub. 2s. (or 12for 2s.) Cambridge, I

Carew. Poems.
Songs, Sonnets and Mask, with LIFE (King Cha

chiefest Wit)
"
Elaborately beautiful, breati

the very Soul of Tenderness and Love, occasion

too wanton," Hallam, "pre-eminently Beaut

Elegant, and Refined," Campbell, CLARB
beautiful edition, 1*. 6d.

Carey, Astronomy.
A clear popular Explanation of this most subl

useful Science, as known at present day, rei

ing the various Subjects intelligible to those 1

have not studied Mathematics, including Impifi

meats of most celebrated Astronomers, par.*
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larly HERSCHEL and LA PLACE
; also, Nature

and Use of ASTRONOMICAL INSTRU
MENTS, Manner of CALCULATING Notes of

the CALENDAR, DISTANCES, and MAGNI-
TUDES of PLANETS, and other useful and in-

teresting Calculations in Astronomy, 8vo. nume-
rous woodcuts, ttfc.

2s. pub. 6*. (or 6 for 9s.)

Carr, Dialect of Craven.
.a We-t Riding of York,

" Chaste nervous language
of unlettered natives.'* with copious GLOSSARY,
illustrated by Authorites from Ancient Writers,

English, Scottish, and Exemplified by Familiar

Dialogues, best edition much enlarged, 2 vols. 8vo.

cloth, 3s.pub.lL (6 for II. 16s.) 1828
"
Highly creditable to zeal and industry, furnishes

fullest view of this branch of Anglican dialect, ought
to be consulted by every one investigating general
analogies of our tongue. We would particularly re-
commend it to our dramatists and novelists. They
have now the means of studying the purest form of
West Riding Dialect synthetically as well as analy-
tically. We can vouch for the general accuracy of
the dialect and idiom." Quarterly Review. " Of great
value." Archdeacon Todd.

Caswall (Rev. E.)26 Sermons,
3n the Seen and Unseen, Teaching the influence of
the unseen upon the Christian. {The Two Ad-
vents, Mysteries of Incarnation, Two Adams,
Christ's Eternity, Faith and Sight, Christmas

Day, Angelic Ministrations, Sin a Searcher Out,
Disappointments, Kneeling at Public Prayer, Con-
versation in Heaven), 8vo. cloth, 4s. pub. 10s.

(6for 18s.) . . Burns, 1846.

Caxton.
lityll treatise, shorte and abredged, spekynge of
the Arte and Crafte to know Well to dye, fBlC*fr
jL^tter, small, folio, 10*. . 1480

Ln exact Facsimile ofthe singular BLACK LETTER
TYPES of this FATHER of ENGLISH PRINT
ING, so admirably executed on ANCIENT
WIRY PAPER, as to have deceived several Old
Book Collectors.

Few persons have ever seen, much less possessed,
one of Caxton's Works

; indeed their rarity is pro-
verbial. An Original Copy of the present Work
might be worth 60/.

To increase the Attraction of this Volume, it has
been done up in a VELLUM COVER, on which is

a facsimile of the " In Sponsalibus," or Marriage
Service of the OLD SALISBURY MISSAL, in-

including the quaint Old English Form (with the
words boner and buxsom) Printed in RED and
BLACK LETTER, also the large WOOD CUT
of the CRUCIFIXION, from the Canon of

Masse, so rare from its general destruction at the
Reformation. Copied from Mascall's almost unique
copy, of fir, t edition, Winkin de Worde's, 1498.

SPECIMEN OF LANGUAGE.
Into the hands of thy mercy inestymable holy

fader Just fader (and moche'byloued) We recom-
maunde the soule of thy seruant N our brother In
prayt-nge the humbly after the gretnes of the louve
by the which ryght holy soule ofthy Sone recommend-
ed hym to thee on the crosse, &c.

Ceiusiiii on I'siiai ting*.
Strictly Practical directions for Fresco, Secco, Oil,

Distemper, with Art of Gilding and Illuminating
Manuscripts, by Old Italian Masters, written in

1437, first published with Introd. and Notes, by
Signer Tambroni, now translated, with Copious
Notes, Preface, &c., by Mrs. MERRIFIELD, royal
8vo. cloth, gilt leaves, beautifully illuminated Title
and Dedication, in rich colours and gold, also

illustrative Plates after the Old Masters, 8s. (6
for 11. 16s.)" Most complete Treatise ever written on modes of
Painting, either by Masters of those times or succes-
sors ." Tambroni.
" The Preface and Comment of Italian Editor are of

high value, and English Translation is recommended
by Notes which evince much research, knowledge, and
familiarity with mysteries of Painter's Laboratory ;

hardly a process of limner's art unnoticed, with simple
and minute directions." Quarterly Review.

ChamberBain (Rev. T.) Select
Letters,

By men whose Lives and Conversations form profit-
able subjects of contemplation, such as Jeremy
Taylor, Hooker, Nelson, Ken, Isaak Walton, Jones
of Nayland, Nich. Farrar, Collingwood, also Mrs.
Bowdler, 8tc.cl.nt. cuts, 2s. pub. 4s. (6/or 1 Os.) 18 43
Singularly fitted for Young, of either sex.

Chambers and Tattersall.
Laws relating to BUILDINGS, FIXTURES, DI-
LAPIDATIONS, INSURANCE against Fire, and

copious ILLUSTRATED GLOSSARY ofTERMS,
peculiar to Buildings ; also, new Metropolitan
Building Act, thick sm. 8vo. cloth, many engra-
vings, 8s. pub. 12s.

*The Joint Production of a BARRISTER and
ARCHITECT

Clierries, and other Stories.

Overseer of Mahibourg ; Nightingale, or History of
Count Sternfield ; Canary Bird, or Valley of
Schwarzenfels

; Castle of Falkenburgh ; Rose Bush ;

The Wren, SQUARE, elegant book, cloth, gilt
leaves, cuts, 2s. . . 1853

Children's ISooks. 6d. each.

SQUARE, ARISTOCRATIC SERIES, fine borders,
exquisite WOOD CUTS, gay covers, gilt leaves.

BEAUTY and BEAST, also BLUE BEARD.
CHILDREN in the WOOD, WHITTINGTONand
CAT

CINDERELLA,ADVENTURES of, FAIRY TALE.
ENCHANTED HIND.
HANT with GOLDEN HAIRS and SNO\V DROP.
GOLDEN GOOSE and THREE SOLDIERS.
JOODY TWO SHOES.
INVISIBLE PRINCE.
JACK the GIANT KILLER.
SLEEPING BEAUTY and RED CAP.
VALENTINE and ORSON.
WHITE CAT, 6d.each (pub. Is. Grf.and 2s. Gd. each).

Claitty, Medical Jtiri^riadcnce,
Also Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology, Medicine, Sur-

gery as connected, 8vo. half law calf, very fine
Anatomical plates, 10s. pub. II.

" Invaluable to lawyer or medical man." "Chitty's
eminence as a lawyer is well appreciated, although not
known that he was originally educated for medical pro
fession. This work was his own favourite subject, and
he laboured incessantly to render it perfect, availing
himself of assistance and works of all eminent men. Dr.
Week, Darwall, Paris, Fonblanque, Gordon Smith, Ryan,
Quain, Elliotson, Blumenbach, Good, Astley Cooper,
Copeland, Pritchard, Gray, Thomson, Farr, Fordyce,
Wilcocke, Lancet, Medical Gazette, Journal, Bell,
Amos, Edwards, Turner, Bostock, Lawrence, Lizavs,
Cuvier, Young, and numerous others."

Clifford, fractional Arithmetic,
Practically Exemplified, for Schools and Private Tui-

tion, "clear, perspicuous, numerous well selected

examples, in this most difficult branch." Fermin-

yer.
" Correct and useful." Prof. Cape.

"
I

have examined and think well calculated, from the
full examples." DC Morgan.

"
Very serviceable

to Teachers and Students." Lewis. Svo. Is. pub.
7s. (or G/o/' 3A-.) . . 1842
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Coaching- Incidents,
A set of most amusing INCIDENTS, by NEW-
HOUSEand REEVE (Alarming Reason, Repose in

the Mail, Indiscreet Artist, Practical Lesson, Pass-

ing Remark, Frost Bound, Signal of Distress, Gal-

lantry at a Discount, Flood Tide, etc.),\S PLATES
(14 by 9), highly coloured, IBs. pub. 3/. 13s. 6d.

Coins,
Anglo-Saxon Pennies found at Dorking, by Taylor
Combe (85) plates 0/26 Coins, 2s. ; Anglo Styoas,
at Hexam, by Adamson (both parts] 86 plates (941
Coins), 6s. ; Saxon Pennies, &c. in N. Wilts, by E.

Hawkins (87) fine plates, 2s.

Col iii*en, Terence,
Best English Translation,

"
very excellent and close

to original," with valuable and instructive NOTES
(including all previous Commentator

ft)
on Man-

ners, Customs of Classic Ages, last Edition,
NOTES now first arranged under TEXT, by
DR. NUTTALL,sm.8vo.c/oM,2s.6d.;>fci.7s. 1841

Conversations and Vocalmlary,
In 4 LANGUAGES (English, French, Portuguese,

German), from Simple Words, to Long Phrases, by
Professor FREESE, 8vo. 6d. (or 6for 2s.) 1843

Craiifiircl, India*.
ANCIENT and MODERN, Researches on Laws,

Theology, Learning, Commerce, &c. of, including
all in Greek, Roman, Modern, Authors (indepen-

dently of very long Residence in India, reference to

every Work, this author was assisted by Millin,
Van Praet, Langles, Delambre, Professor Hamil-
ton, 2 vols. 8vo. 3*. pub. 18*. . 1817

Cresswell, CJeometry.
EUCLID (6 Books) Arranged, Demonstrated, Metho-

dically, Concisely, with Elements of Solid Geo-

metry, last edition, 8vo. (500 pages) 2s. 6d.

pub. 14s. (6 for 12s.) Cambridge, 1819

Cromwell, Islington,
HISTORICAL and DESCRIPTIVE WALKS

through, describing its Ancient and Modern State,

also Adjacent Objects, Large Paper Copy, 8vo.

cloth, Opiates, by STORE R, and Map, 4.s. pub.
11. 5s. (6 for 18s.) . . 1845

Criiilksnank, CJ., Etching's.
A most singular and excellent assemblage of his

Best ENGRAVINGS (Travelling in England,
Ditto in France, Dancing Dolls, Dancing Lessons,
C ess, To Calais, From West Indies, November

Fog, Gout, Stale Mate, Check Mate, Money Hunt-

ing, English Manners and French Politeness, Ra-
dical Parliament, Breaking Up, Black Monday,
Party of Pleasure, Raining Cats, Dogs, 8fc. t

Re-

turn from Paris, London Dandies, SAILOR'S
PROGRESS, and Numerous Others) also,

DEIGHTON'S London Nuisances; a never-fail-

ing Source of Amusement, folio, India rubber

binding, 81 plates, 10s.

Daniel, Sketches of Voyag-er,
Most interesting Views, Animals, Landscapes, Boats

off Shiant Isles, ditto off W. Coast of Scotland, a

Sixty-four Spanish East Indiaman, Boats of

Ganges, Umbrella Tree, English Common, Cole-

brook Dale, Young Elephant, Bison, Cape Sheep,
Richmond, &c. oblong 4to. 25 plates, neatly done

up, 3s. pub. 21. 12s. 6W.

Oeaii, Circle, Serpent, Worship,
Or, Dracontia, of all histories the most interesting
in Religious History of Mankind," also Notices of

principal Temples in Britain, in this class (ABURY
to SHAP), also very full, most interesting De-

scription of CARNAC, in Britany, that Wonderful
Celtic Monument, 4to 4 fine views, large Folding
Plan and Scale of Carnac ; Plans of Abury, Sfan-
ton, Drew, Dartmoor, \c. 3s. (3 for 7s. 6rf.) 1832

The British Dracontia have only two parallel rows
of stones, that of Carnac has eleren.

leii*Man (Dr.) Midwifery,
Series of Engravings, Illustrating, with Descriptions,

4to. 17 very fine plates, 3s. pub. 15s. (3 for 7s.)

IBewint, River IShone,
Also, South of France, BEAUTIFUL VIEWS, of

Lyons Cathedral, ditto, and Rhone, Ancient Tri-

umphal Arch at Orange, Avignon; ditto, Legate's
Palace and Dauphine Alps, Mausoleum at St.

Remy, Marseilles, CANNES (where Murat shel-

tered when he fled from Naples) ; ditto (when
Bonaparte landedfrom Elba), Castle of Beaucaire

and Bridge of Boats, Aqueduct of Pont du Gard,

Maritime Alps, MONT BLANC, from atom

Lyons, &c. 24 elegantly engraved plates, by Cooke,

4s. pub. II. 11s. 6d. . . 1822

DoA well, Greece,
Very fine Views, THEBES, Mount Parnassus, Olym

pus, Pharsalia, ATHENS, ACROPOLIS, Plain o

MARATHON, ERECHTHEION, PARTHEi
NON, CORINTH, Temples, Ancient Vases!

Sculptures, Quarries, most interesting Palaeograj

phical Alphabet, &c. sm. 4to. cloth neat, 67 verm

fine line engravings,Gs.(pub.with Text at 10^s.)181!
]

Ijlomestic Tales for iroiiiig*,
Contains Friend in Disguise, Fate of a Favourite :

Right Thing to Do, Bob and Dog Quiz, Woodman
and Family, Adventures of a Fly, cloth, neat illusl

{rations, 2s.

Fascinating little book, imparting instruction am
amusement, will attract and delight the young, eve)

when weary with other books.

lion Quixote,
Motteux's excellent Translation, most carefull;!

adapted, retaining all Humour, and Pathos, with!

out the Improprieties, Edited, with Life of Cer|

vantes, very finely printed edition, cloth, hand]

somely gilt , very clever cuts, 4s. pub. 6s.

"Most popular, most charming book."
" One of books above all others to be read and stn|!j

died, both for its amusement, with which it abound;
but still more for picture it affords of true Christia

gentleman, virtue, imagination, genius, kind feeling

brave, faithful, elevated soul, affectionate heart, teacl:

ing us that this is a world of Action, not Fancy, ou

duties around and within us."

A most fitting Present for Young of either Sex.

Drawing* JBooli,
Elementary, 4to. 16 neat plates of Cottages, wit

Outlines, Is. pub. 6s.

Ditto, IVewton Kidding-,
SUBJECTS after NATURE, beautifully execute*

as COPIES, in Aquatint, Church at Maintenoi

Ducks, Coast near Honfleur, Stable, Fallow Dee

Washing House at Pierre, Swedish Brig, Goat

Spaniel, &c. complete, 3 parts, oblong 4to.l2 plate
4s. pub. 10s. 6d. . Ackermann, 183

Another Copy, ARTISTICALLY COLOURED, 8

pub. 11. 11s. 6d.

Ditto, by Proilf.

PROGRESSIVE FRAGMENTS, oblong 4to. 1C

objects on 24 plates, 5s. pub. II. 4s.

A very excellent course, from most elemental!

Objects, to Landscape, with Houses, Objects; als 1

Explanation of Perspective for Young.
EASY LESSONS, in Landscape, style boldj

lights and shadows, displayed with judgment, ar

feeling, rural and pleasing, Subjects from Natur
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in imitation of Chalk, Sepia, and Colours, 40 plates

(8 coloured}, bs. pub. 30*.

BOATS and COAST SCENERY, Scenes and

Studies for Landscape and Marine Painters, 16

plates, 3*. 6d. pub. Us.
COTTAGES and RURAL SCENERY, IS pits

Ss.pnb. 14*.

NEW DRAWING BOOK, 4 large plates, 2s

pub. 6s.

NORTH OF ENGLAND, 11 large plates, 3*

pub. 15*.

WEST OF ENGLAND, 12 large plates, 3*

pub. 15s.

Drawing: Book for the Horse.
Very clever COPIES, by ZEITER and ALKEN

(Heads, Feet, Tails, Legs, Horses, various Po-

', sitions) COMPLETE, obling 4to. in Wrappers

j

12 plates, 3s. pub$s. (3for 7s.) R.Ackermann,\Wl
Drexeliias on itferiiity.

Translated from the Latin, by Rev. D. Dunster

1710, edited by his Son, beautiful reprint, 12mo
2*. pub. 5*. (6 for Bs.) . 1844

Of singular merit, excellently adapted to awaken
attention to subject so important. The practical Ob-
servations with which it abounds are admirable, as well
for knowledge of HUMAN HEART as for rich variety
of ILLUSTRATIONS. Many of our greatest Writers
have adopted numberless Passages. Jeremy Taylor par-

ticular^' hath preferred his Thoughts to his Own."
Drunken Barnaoy.

V. Journeys to North of England, in Monkish Latin

and English Verse (on opposite pages) Wittily and

Merrily (though an Hundred Years ago} composed;
also, Bessy Bell and Ancient Ballad of Chevy
Chase (also Latin and English Verse} by Brath-

wait, with Life, Copious Notes, Index, elegantly

printed, antique cloth binding, Frontispiece of Pu
ritan hanging his Cat, 6*. 1852

.Beagle and Lion.
ilso other Tales. The Victor's Wreath

; the Prince's

Sword ; Head Master Rhienfried and his Family ;

the Lantern in the Castle Yard. Translated from

German of FOUQUE, with engravings, price 9d.
" All his works bear marks of the same Originality

and Genius." Soiit/iey.

12 tl grewortlii (31 iss).
FRANK, Sequel to Early Lessons, 3vols.5s. 6d. 1834
RENT'S ASSISTANT, "

Admirably adaptedfor
Children,from 6 to 12 Years ' to draw out* their

Powers of Attention, Observation, Reasoning, and
Invention," 2 vols. hf. bnd. nt. 4s. pub. 9s.

HARRY and LUCY. " The beauties of her Writing
are more, than ever wanted. It is with the

greatest pleasure we have, observed the preference
evinced for her Books by Children, over more

showy ones of her Successors, all greatly her In-

feriors in Mind and Skill" Quarterly Review,
3 vols. hf. bnd. 5*. 6d. pub. 10*. Gd. 1853

Mummy, brought from Egypt by Gossett, now in

Museum at Jersey, presenting Peculiarities, differ-

ing from others, Examination of, by Pettigrew, 4to.

2 fine plates, Hieroglyphics, with Deciphers, Em-
blems from the Breast of the Mummi/, and very

large and fine folding Plate of Bottom of Inner

Case, full of Objects, 2s.

]lemeiits of Knowledge,
?or Children, a Compendium of USEFUL KNOW-
LEDGE, by C. M. A. square, cloth, fine cuts, 2s.

pub. 3*. Gd. (4 for Gs.} .

"

1843
Simplest style of arrangement, avoiding Scientific

and Technical Terms, and instilling Principles of Piety,
the Instructor's most delightful office doubly pleasing
should the Preceptor be likewise the Parent. CON-

TENTS: Short Scriptural Catechism, Divisions of

Time, &c. Articles of Food, of Clothing, Articles of

Utility, Ornament, Minerals, Heavenly Bodies, Natural

Phenomena, Geography, History, &c.

JEveniiigrs Amtasement,
Or Repertorium Comicum, a most amusing Assem-

blage of the Humorous Engravings of SEYMOUR,
HEATH, CRUIKSHANK, LANE, &c. (Receipt
for Corns, Book of Etiquette, Heiress, Finishing

School, March of Intellect, Turnip Field, Gaming
Table, Eating the Church, Trip to Margate, Sey-
mour's Omnibus, Heath's ditto, Search after Com-
fortable, Irish M.P.; M'Lean, Scraps, Parish Cha-

racters, Sketches of the Kennel, &c.) 81 PLATES,
in 1 FOLIO VOL. neatly done up, with india

rubber back, 11*. pub. 4 gs.

Evening-s with Old Story Tellers.
30 Moral, entertaining STORIES, or GESTA RO-
MANORUM, invented by Monks of old as a Fire-

side Recreation, used by them for amusement as

well as Instruction, and commonly applied in Dis-

courses from Pulpit, from whence the most cele-

brated of our own Poets, and others, as Boccaccio,

Shakspeare, La Fontaine, &c. from earliest times,
have extracted their Plots, 12mo. 2s.

" What could be more innocent or DELIGHTFUL than
the stories of the Gesta Ilomanorum 1" Douce, Illus-

trations of Shakxpeare.
Col. Stanley's original edition, of this popular

amusing work, sold for 12/.

and Parables.
334, both ANCIENT and MODERN, most compact,

unexceptionable, instructive, highly entertaining
COLLECTION ever published, chiefly translated

for first time, from GERMANS (most reflecting

people} many, especially Allegorical Parables of

HERDER, are marked by great beauty of Expres-
sion, those of Lessing are best Models of Fable,

strictly so called. Of Krummacher, Gellert, Schrei-

ber, Meissner, and others, it is unnecessary to

speak; also, others, from ^Esop,Phsedrus,Dodsley,
Croxall, &c. with Sketch of FABULOUS LITE-

RATURE, both vols. in 1, 2s.

Female Heroism.
Nineteen deeply interesting TALES, admirable Ex-

amples, showing Constancy, Fortitude, Devotion,
of which Women are capable. (Mrs. Lane, Lady
Fanshawe, Lady Banks, Countess of Nithsdule,

Lady Auckland, Rochejacquelin, Eliz. Cazotte,

Escape of Mrs. Spencer Smith, Rustic Heroine,

tyc.) with excellent Preface, cloth, 2s. Gd.
" One of best books that can be brought into a house,

especially for Girls, most surpiising Instances of Ro-
fritten, admirable

sin

mantic and Wonderful ; beautifully
Force and Feeling, the Romance of Reality, creating
Untiring Attention."

Folkes, englisn Silver Coins.
A set of the Illustrations to, Hundreds of COINS,

elegantly and most correctly drawn, on 42 4to.

plates, 4*.

oiieiiae (Baron) Tales, Itoiiiances.
Unquestionably a True Poet and Masterly Hand,

calling up, as he advanced, the most beautiful Pic-

tures, and presenting them before us as they arose

to his own mind, in all their Primitive Freshness
and Simplicity.

These Tales are commended to attention of all

lovers of what is noble and beautiful in extern 1

nature, as well as in human heart and life. They
will not suffer even by oft-repeated perusal.

Writings, marvellously suggestive, Manly Chris-

tian Grace, Virgin Purity, Hoary Wisdom, happy
childlike Innocence, grand, severe, tender, lowly,



Catalogue of Books, for Sale by
affectionate, and whatever else is calculated to

touch and elevate the Heart, set off at times by the

Exhibition of darker and more repulsive Traits of

Human Character (held up, however, only to be

avoided) find in the Writings of our Author their

happy and appropriate Exemplification.
THE FOUR SEASONS. Spring, Undine; Sum-

mer, Two Captains; Autumn, Aslauga's Knight;
Winter, Sintram, with Author's last Introduction,
&c. cloth, 30 illustrations, in highest state of art,

by Franklin, Selous, Tenniel, 6s. pub. 10*.

MAGIC RING. A famous production, a knightly
Romance of Love and War, and Minstrel Song,
translated by Platt, cloth, fine illustrations by
Tenniel, 4*.

" We have frequently borne testimony to the wild

genius and fanciful imagination of Fouque, but of his
works this appears the most interesting and the best."
New Monthly Magazine.

MINSTREL LOVE. " One of most beautiful

of his works. The singular and exquisite pu-

rity of this beautiful romance of chivalry is sus-

tained to the very close. A more beautifully ima-

gined termination to a tale has never been
conceived. The trar.slation is elegantly written,

and the poetry, abundantly interspersed, gracefully
rendered," cloth, 9 original designs by CorbouM,4s.

ROMANTIC FICTION. Twelve most beautiful of

the shorter Tales, most perfect specimens in any
language, the Eagle and Lion, Prince's Sword,
Rose, the Victor's Wreath, the Unknown Patient,
&c. cloth, beautiful illustrations, 4s. pub. 10s.

THIODOLF, the ICELANDER. A bold, high-

spirited heathen, filled in virtue and vice, with un-

governable nature, at last, after long struggles and
much misery, controlled, leavened, softened,

guided to happiness in religion. This Romance
is spoken of with marked commendation by Sir

Walter Scott,, and while resembling one of his own
Romances of the same period, is considered its

superior. The Author regarded it as his most
successful work, and it presents a curious and in-

teresting picture of Northman and Byzantine man-
ners of the 10th century.

" Full of imagination
and interest," cloth, fine illustrations, 4s.

WILD LOVE. Also, other Tales Rosaura and
her Kinsfolk (" wild but beautiful and skilful

romance;") OAK of the IDOLS (Story of Old
Saxon Times, when Christianity was just breaking
in, treated with great judgment and delicacy ;)

FIELD of TERROR ("founded on one of the

traditions of the Giant Mountains,") cloth, beau-

tiful engravings by Selous, Franklin, Scott, 4s.

Wench Pocket JDictionary,
English French, French English; also Grammar, by
Brown and Martin, 2s. (or 6/or 11s.) 1850

"This is the best Pocket Dictionary, latest published,
and has the PRONUNCIATION and ACCENTUA-
TION of each Language, most complete, with nume-
rous Terms, Modern Words &c. now njvt published,
be'iutifiilly, most legiblyjninted, on superfine Paper, and
Clear Type.

l^i'f'iicli ItevolHtioii,
Complete Popular History of this eventful period,

from Beginning of Revolution, includes Waterloo,
whole career of Napoleon until his Death, con-

densed, with great fidelity, from Mignet, Thiers,

Alison, Macfarlane, &c., by G. L. Browne, Esq.
2 vols. in 1 (498 pages), cloth, elegant, plan of
Battle of Waterloo, 2*. Gd. pub. 5r.

"A work much wanted, especially at present time,
when all are painfully interested in critical position of
French Nation.

FRENCH METRICAL History, Deposition of

RICHARD II. written by a Contemporary,
prising Period from last Exped. into Ireland to

death, reprinted from MS. in British Mu
formerlybelongingtoCharles of Anjou.with English

Translation, Preface, Notes, Appendix, by Rev. J.

WEBBE, 16 very fine facsimiles of the singularly

beautiful illuminations ; AYMOTT, Inquiry into

Death of Richard U.thJck4to.vol.(442pp.),bs.l8\3 l

Frolssart's Chronicles.
Of England, France, Spain, &c. adapt-d, with Notes !

and Illustrations, by Rev. H. P. Dunster, 2 vols.

cloth, elegant, fine illustrations by Tenniel, 7s.
j

c: The only authentic source of information on proud- i

est and most striking portion of our Annuals. A most

charming, useful, attractive, delightful, perfectly uatu-l
ral pleasing.book such advetiture,skirmishing,battleg,j
pictures of life, in tent, palace, church, pastoral quiet,)
tumult of popular assembly. An important, instruct-,

ive never-failing source of amusement, which has en-
[

deared the Author to the Antiquary, Man of Taste, and ;

eren Lover of Romantic Lore. Its popularity in the;
xvth Century was without bounds. What better book i

can be selected as a Gift-book for Young, imparting!
knowledge of history, yet more entertaining than uiy!

story-book ?
"

Gardiner, Zooln Country,
(The Patagonian Martyr), Missionary Journey, from

Cape of Good Hope,
" most exciting, particularly

interesting, describing Manners, &c. of the Kaffirs,

Various Tribes, also most correct representations!
of the localities, best Account of Natal, cloth, 26

fine plates, of scenery, those of Costume coloured

also original maps, etc. ,4s. pub. M. . 183;;

GERMAN LITERATURE BEAUTIES
Of best Modern German Authors, or Best Tales

oij

each, Translated: Hoffman (Master Martin anf.

Workmen), Jean P-dul Richter (Death of ml.

Angel), Pichler (Johannes Schoreel), Zschokk(|
(The Broken Cup], Tieck, Carnoens, or Death q,

the Poet), with Biographical Notices, cloth, ele\

gant, gold ornaments, 3*. pub. 5*.
"
Delightful, amusing, enchanting book, carrying ui}

back to very realm of fairy land, with a freshness am!
sweetness, as of wild flowers an 1 calm beauty."

German Dictionary. Pocket.

English-German, German-English, with Pronuncia <

tion,and Numerous American Words and Terms, bjj

Frank Williams (682pages} 2s.6d.(or3/or6s.) 185:
|German and English Vocabulary. <

Dialogues and Familiar Phrases, by Dr. Schmidt!
44 the want of good vocabulary has long been felt,

y

^

12mo. 1*. pub. 4s. (6for 3s.) . 185(

German Writing-,
Specimens of, in several Hands, including Compoum,
Words and Diphthongs, Written by Dr. Render i

finely Engraved by Roper, oblong 4to. 7 plaies, \s
\

pub. 3*. (or 6 for 2s.)

Gomiertz, Sermons.
On FAITH and PRACTICE, designedly Written ii

very Plain Manner for very Plain People (at Lami
bourn Church, and Abridge Chapel ofEase, EasexU

and were eminently Useful unto many that bean] |

them, in awakening the Dead in Sin, in
Comforting

the Mourners in Zion, giving Rest to Burthenec
'

Souls, and Peace to Distressed Consciences, thicJi

vol. (401 pages) 2s. pub. 7s. (or 6 for Is.) 184(1

Grossi, Marco, Viscoiati.
An Italian Tale of Fourteenth Century, translatec

from Italian ; hardly inferior in interest to cele
j

brated "BETROTHED LOVERS" of Manzonii

to whom it is dedicated, with the reverence of dis :

ciple, and the love of brother, illustrations
ij

Warren, cloth, 4s.
"

Style quaint and simple, after manner of early ro< i
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mances,abounds with pictures of most vivid character,
siud snatches of pathos which come from depths of the
heart. The date is in early part of sixteenth century ;

so, as might be expected, it is full of wild, chivalric

spirit of turbulent Italy of that period. The only En-
glish translation, which every one should read."

Gulliver's Travels
DEAN SWIFT'S celebrated work, now for first time

presented in entirely unexceptionable form, for

Family Reading, cloth, very clever plates by Brown

(Phiz) engravfd by Cooper, 2s.
" When will the day come when Gulliver shall be

forgotten or unread? Unequalled in its skill and
genuine satire. Even Kpbinson Crusoe hardly excels
it in gravity and verisimilitude." Sir Walter Scott.
" One ot the only works of satirical fiction which

delight alone, as if no medicine in the sweetened cup ;

doubtful whether the pleasure be increased or dimi-
nished by a knowledge of the political tendency."
Dr. Taylor.

Hats, Caps, &c.

BONNETS, or Head Coverings for MEN chiefly
from time Hen. VIII. (some previous) to 18th

CENTURY; also, FEMALE HEAD DRESSES
(1420 to 1820) with Descriptions, by Itepton ;

also, DOUCE Obs. on Ornaments of FEMALE
DRESS, 2 ARTICLES, 4to. 16 very curiousplates
from Old MSS. rare Early Works, Old Tapestries,

Brasses, Early Prints, Sfc. ; also, Plate of Wed-

ding Knives. 6s. . 17961836
Hauff, Popular Tales.

ravan, Sheik of Alexandria, Emperor's Portrait,

Cold Heart, 12 other Tales, translated, cth. 2s. 6d.
" Most amusing and. entertaining writer ; a master

in fiction, his descriptions are rare, neatly executed,
and what he has to tell is always of startling nature.

By a few striking touches he rapidly delineates cha-
racter with a lifelike faithfulness. His works abound
with witty and clever portraiture. Few writers have
been more popular in their own country."

awkins, JEngiish Silver Coins.
rranged and Described, with Remarks on British

Money, previous to the Saxon Dynasties, by Keeper
of Coius in British Museum. 8vo. half morocco

[308 pages) 58 plates containing 558 Coins, II.

The " Text Book" upon English Coins.
" The coinage of a country is the key to its history.'
Napoleon

History, Fragments of,

rratives of most remarkable Events, in Ancient
and Modern Times (Fall of Babylon, Plague at

Athens, Retreat of Ten Thousand Persians, Victo-

ries of Alex, the Great, Jerusalem in Ruins, De-
struction and Recovery of Herculaneum and Pom-
peii, Pizarro, Earthquake at Lisbon, Plague and
Fire of London, Napoleon, ItUSSian Cam-
paign, &c. selected to illustrate God's Pro-

vidence,
"
showing that there is, in all and every

one, a power unseen, planning Circumstances,

directing Contingencies, governing Results," by
REV. H. P. DUNSTER, cloth, 3*. . 1850

Homilies, Holy Days, Seasons,
mmemorative of our Lord, from ADVENT to

WHITSUNTIDE, inclusive, TRANSLATED
from Writings of the NililltS (A

1

Kemp is (25),

Ambrose, Anselm, Bede, Bernard (14), Coesarius,

Gregory, Lao (5), (Sfe.), with Biographical Notices
lof the Writers, by REV. T. OAKELEY, 8vo. cloth,
5*. pub. 10s. 6d. (3 for 12s.) Burns, 1842

Household Tales,
fty-two most interesting and popular Legends and
Traditions of England, France, Germany, &c. told

imemorially, in Nurseries or at Firesides in our
Own and other Countries. The different Versions

ive been carefully col ated, 21 engravings, Is. 6d.

CONTENTS. Three Soldiers and Dwarf, Hansel
nd Grettel, King Crooked Chin, Little Red Cap,

Stories of Dwarfs, Grateful Beasts, Waits of Bre-

men, Golden Bird. Frog Prince, Brownie Rumpel-
Stilts-Kin, Thorn Rose, or Sleeping Beauty, Dwarfs
in Cologne, Goose Girl, Snow-Flake, Cheese going
to Market, Blue Lights, and 35 others.

Jeffries, Pearls, IMamonrfs,
Treatise on, their Importance considered, with PLAIN
RATIONAL RULES for estimating VALUE of

both, according to Water and degrees of Perfec-

tion and Imperfection, their Weights, also on

Manufacturing Diamonds, to greatest perfection,

Plates, giving the Sizes of Brilliant and Rose

Diamonds, as necessary as scales and weights in

attaining a rightjudgment of their Value, 6*.

Johnson (l>r.) I^ife, y Itoswell.
Our Great Moralist,

" most Agreeable and Amusing,"
with his Sayings, Anecdotes, &c., also great ad-

ditions, from Piozzi, Hawkins, &c., adapted, by the
Rev. J. F. Russell, cloth, front. 3s. pub. 4s. Qd.

"This fascinating and truly original composition is a
work for all times. Such a piece of domestic painting
is, perhaps, nowhere else to be seen." Dibdin.

" Not in the whole history of human intellect so sin-

gular a phenomenon as this work, one of the best in
the world, by the best of all biographers." Edinburgh
Revieiv.

Juvenile Terse, Picture JSoofc.
An admirably chosen Selection, suitable for "fresh

morning of life
"

of Young, of either Sex, contains

52 Poetical Pieces, from our best Modern Poets,

Wordsworth, Hemans, Campbell, Cowper, &c.

delicately printed on fine-toned paper, with elegant
BORDERS round each Page, and ATTRACTIVE
ENGRAVINGS, in that effective and popular
style so well known in Germany, sm. 4to. cloth,

elegantly gilt, alfogilt leaves, 70 very beautiful and

exquisite artistic woodcuts, Squirrel Hunt, Lle-

wellyn and Dog, Lodore, Water Fall, Pond, Scot-
tish Mother, Race Horse, Butterflies' Ball, Birds,

Flowers, fyc. 4s. Gd. pub. 10*. 6d. . 1848
What a beautiful book for a present !

Kelly, Sabbath Evening- Readings.
A Series of Reflections, Short, Simple, Pointed, on

Various Passages of Scripture, forming a MA-
NUAL of RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION, parti,

cularly suited when all the Family Circle are as

sembled on Sabbath Evenings; (SERMONS being
too Formal, too Lengthened, too Circuitous). The
Second Series has Extracts from Poets of 16th and
17th Centuries, BOTH SERIES (104 Evenings)
dedicated to Dale and Nixon, 2 vols. cloth, 5s. pub.
8*. 6d. (or 2 copiesfor 8s.) . 18435
Kennedy, Modern Spanish Poets.

LIVES, with SPECIMENS of each (Jovellanos to

Zorrilld) at full length, TRANSLATED, in same

Metre, "executed with considerable care, fidelity,

ambition, displaying deep research, general scholar-

ship, gracefully penned, doing full justice to Mo-
dern Muse of Spain, with the enthusiasm of a

warm admirer the historical influences and ques-
tion of Language and Race are admirably investi-

gated, fine large handsome 8vo. vol. rich crimson

cloth, gold ornaments, 5*. pub. 16*. 1852

Kiss of the Virgin,
A Terrible Engine of Secret Tribunal, constructed in

form of VIRGIN MARY, exercising its functions

of Executioner, Exterminating its Victims by Hug-
ging them in Arms, furnished with Iron Blades;
also Narrative of Researches on Subject in Germany
in 18324, by Pearsall. 4to. 6 very fine, but ter-

ribly painful plates, of Virgin, and various Secret

Chambers and Instruments of Torture, 2.v.6rf. 18.>7
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TCnig-ht, Ornamental Works.
VASES and ORNAMENTS, for Modellers, Silver-

smiths, Jewellers, Chasers, Die Sinkers, Founders,
Carvers, Architects, Builders, and all Ornamental
Manufacturers; consists of Regatta, Sporting,
Agricultural, and other Cups, modern antique Or-

naments, Gothic, Grecian, French, Italian, Ara-

besque, with variety of Compositions, suitable for

Manufacturers, large 4to. hf. bnd. 50 veryfine and
beautiful plates by best London artists, 11. Ws.
pub. 21. Ws.

Scroll*.
A series ofORNAMENTS, suitable for Artists, Sil-

versmiths, Chasers, Modellers, Carvers, Founders,
&c. large 4to. hf. bnd. 50 truly beautiful plates,
11. Ws. pub. 21. 10s.

Crests, Specimens of,

Also other Distinctions of Families, Helmets, Eng-
lish Crowns, Coronets, Orders, &c. 362 SPECI-
MENS of, elegantly engraved, large 4to. hf. bnd.

30 most beautiful plates, 11. pub. 11. Ws.

Heraldry.
A Series of 87 very beautifully drawn Designs, for

SHIELDS, SUPPORTERS, and other HERAL-
DIC ORNAMENTS, invaluable to Engraver and
Herald Painter; acknowledged the finest Specimens
of Heraldry ever published, both with respect to

Drawing and Engraving, which are universally ad-

mired by every Amateur, impAto.hf.bd.20 pits. 11.

Unique Fancy Ornaments,
and NEW DESIGNS, complete, large 4to.316 very
fine Objects on 30 beautiful plates, 11.

Cyphers.
758 Ornamental, Plain, Reversed, in all various Ways
now in use, elegantly Engraved by Whiteman and

Gill, sm. 8vo. 55 beautiful plates, 7s. pub. 12s.

Kouell Old Etchings.
PICTURESQUE LANDSCAPES, 24 extremely

Spirited Subjects on 13 plates, large 4to. neatly
done up, 3*. pub. 11. 4s.

Lawrence (Sir Thomas) Gems,
Cabinet of, a Selection of most exquisite Artistic

Sketches or Portraits of Children, Ladies, &c. ele-

gantly engraved by LEWIS, slightly tinted in

Colours, after the Originals,13 LARGE PLATES
(11 by 9), 5*.

"
Spirit, brilliancy, precision of Drawing and Cha-

racter .... His Excellences are allied to the Flemish
school, reminding one, from the precision and power
of his Drawing, of Van Dyck and Lely, graceful, spi-
ritual, high-bred elegance, predominance of intellect."

Jameson.

Lays and Kailad*.
Chiefly from English History. By Miss Smedley,

2s. 6d.

Contents, Part 1, England. The Conquest of Eng-
land The New Forest The Knighting of Count

Geoffrey of Anjou The Escape of the Empress
Matilda The English Merchant and the Saracen

Lady Earl Strongbow Coeur de Leon, in Six

Lays The Lay of the Fearless De Courcy The
Lament of Eleanor of Bretagne The Prince and
the Outlaw The Death of King Henry the Third
The Tournament The Black Prince of England
The Captivity of King John of France The Six

Burghers of Calais The Little Queen.
Part 2, Scotland and other Countries. Lay of King

James I. in his Captivity Death of James I.

Lay of Sir W. Wallace Bruce and Douglas. Lay
the First: Death of Bruce. Lay the Second:

Bruce's Heart Grizzel Hume Fiancis the First

Catalogue of Books, for Sale by
at Liberty Battle of Ani.ioch Death of Capta
De Buch Choice of the Christian Heroes Bre

thren of Port Royal Vow of Cortes Enemies.
"A master hand has been at work in these ballads

We scarcely exaggerate when we say they are the per
fection of ballad writing. Whether the theme be heroi

and martial, or of the love, the faith, the devotion o

Woman, the writer has been equally successful ; am
the whole is pervaded by elevated piety and pure mo
rality. It is many a day since we met with anything
that spoke to the heart like ' The Lament of Eleanor o

Bretagne,' The Captivity of Co3ur de Leon,'
' The Littl

Queen,' or 'Biuce and Douglas.'
"

Leg-ends and Traditions.
Includes 47 most interesting and popular of LE
GENDS and STORIES, Prose and Verse, tolc

immemorially in Nurseries or Firesides of Peopli

of England, France, Germany, Scotland, Ireland

Ancient Traditions of North, Irish Legends, Talei

of Chivalry, c. ; also Notes. Elegantly bound

blue cloth, covered with Silver Ornaments, gill

edges, 21 fine woodcuts, 3*.

Contents. Wild Huntsman, Chase, Crooked Back

Lucky Hans, Frog Prince, Northumberlam

Dwarfs, Snow Flake, Lord of the Bloody Hand

Thorn Rose, &c.

Ample justice is here done to Fairies, grotesque, play
ful, fanciful, of every Age and Country. A sort of Wil<

Fairy Lament, which makes them better adapted t

awaken the Imagination and sound the Heart of Chile

hood than the "
good boy

"
Stories of late years.

One of the best means by which the youthful rain

may be unstrung after the pressure of every -day occi

pations, in rambling through the enchanting fields c

Romance and Fiction.

Leo, Anglo-Saxon Nomeucla-
|

tnre.
Treatise on, Local, translated from German of learnej

Professor, with Additional Examples and Exph

natory Notes by B. Williams, Esq. extremely vi

luable work, and excellent Translation, by

Gentleman and Scholar, cr. 8vo. 5*. . 185

Liesli, a Swiss Tale.
From German of Clauren. This popular story A<

been translated into almost every European lai

guage. Also HEINRICH and BLANCA, or tl;

Three Brothers, engravings, 6d.

Lives of Eminent Laymen.
LORD FALKLAN I), ISAAK WALTON, ROBER
NELSON (England's worthies) Names deserved

dear to every English heart, fragrant indeed wi

the odour of sanctity; also NOTICES of the

TIMES, the most delicate and debatable perio

of our history, the Rebellion and Revolution,

REV. W. H. TEALE, ("executed so admiral

such a combination of diligent research, clear d

crimination, and sound principle, that we warm

recommend it." Christ. R memb. June, 184

12mo. cloth, most beautifully illustrated ivith ft

portraits, and elegant wood engravings, 3s. pi>

4s. 6d. (or 3for 6s.)

JLouis, Little Emigrant,
With other STORIES, King and the Woodman, M
Day, the Lost Child, square, cloth elegant and g

leaves, woodcuts, 2s.

Lucy and Arthur,
A Book for Children (Nursery, Little Black POT

Little Gardens, Day's Work, Walk,

Stories, Papa's ditto, Sunday) square, cloth, y

leaves, beautiful cuts, 2s.

Maltese and Italian,

GOSPEL of ST. JOHN (Vulgate Version), in b<-

Languages (on opposite columns) 8vo. bd. pub.

(ifor Is. 6d.)
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Mammatt, Asllby Coal
Collection of ideological Facts, &c.in Forma-

tion of, and Neighbouring District (result of 40

[ years' experience and research), royal 4 to. large

map, Sections of Strata to \Q\\feet below surface

of earth, also 102 plates, with 300 figures ofVege
table Fossils, 16s. . . Ashby, 1836

"
Sumptuous, most costly volume, Privately Printed

by the Author; no Book:eller could have published
it for six guineas. The Plates are elegantly and
accurately Coloured alter nature, by Ironmonger."

Manzoni, I IPromcssi
>r, the Betrothed Lovers. The only complete

ransfiation of this remarkable Work. In

two handsome Volumes, small 8vo. fancy covers,

with sixty beautiful Vignettes, 7*. pub. 10s. 6d.
" A master- piece of modern fiction, of which all have

heard, who know anything of Italian literature; and
this new Translation is given in a style and form which
can scarcely fail to extend that fame throughout the great
reading body of the English people. It is considered

quite as remarkable, by the world of letters, as the novel
of '

vVaverley' in our own land. Manzoni is the Walter
Scott of Italy; and some say this work is even more
bewitching, and has a higher tone. The elegant simpli
city of the style will render it popular, and its faithful

but minute description of the Famine, Riots, and Plague
in Milan, rival in force and pathos the pages of our own
immortal Defoe. The story is most natural and touching

the plot being the prolonged separation of the be-
trothed lovers just on the eve of marriage. The date is

rather more than two centuries ago, and the work gives
a vivid portraiture of that lawless age."
The Italians consider " The Betrothed" the first fic-

tion of the age.

HiartTn Henry, 20 Sermons,
he " EMINENT MISSIONARY." Praise him

far above Commendation, Pious, Ardent," thick

8vo. (444 pages] 2s. pub. 10*. (4 for 7s.) 1822

Massiiigrer, Virg-in Martyr,
cst Elegant and Noble Play, fitted as a Gift for

either Sex. Miniature 4 to. cloth elegant, Pickers-

gill'sfine plates, 3s. pub. 10s. 6d. 1845
" Pure and chastened Massinger, a Poet of Unwearied

Vigour and Consummate Elegance, exhibits a perfecti-
bility, both diction and versification, of which ^e have,
in diamatic poesy at least, no corresponding example. A
transparency, perspicuity, sweetness, harmony, ducti-

lity, blended strength and* ease, in structure of his Metre,
which delight and never satiate." Dr. Draper." A beautifully Ornamented Book. In Typography it

beats Aldus and Elzevir. The beauty of Paper, orna-
mental Embellishments and Borders round each page,
would have excited the envy and admiration of a Durer
or a Holbein. The ILLUSTRATIONS are exquisite
designs, correct drawing, tender appropriate expression,
and grace, equal finest of Stothard's, and w-.rthy to

compare with Mulready's famous illustrations to Vicar
of Wakefield.' Higher praise it \vould be impossible to

assign them." 4tlas.

aaiiHleville (Sir John), TraTels,
ay to Hierusalem, Marviyles of Ynde, with other

Countryes ; edited from Cottonian MS. collated

with seven MSS. old printed editions, also Intro-

duction, additional Notes, Glossary, by Halliwell,
8vo. cloth, frontispiece, 70 facsimiles of grotesque
woodcuts, from earlier editions and MSS. in Bri-
tish Museum, 8.v. . . 1839
The FIRST ENGLISH PROSE WORK,
" For als moche as the LondebezondetheSee, that is

to seye, the Holy Lond, that Men callen the Land of

Promyssioun, or of Beheste passynge alle othere Londes,
is the m< st worth i L/ond, most excellent, and Lady and
Sovereign of alle othere Londes, and is blessed and ha-
lewed of the precyous Body and Blood of oure Lorde
Jcsu Christ ; in tKe whiche Londu it lykedehim to take
Flesche and Blood of the Virgyne Marie, to envyrone
that Holy Londe with his blessede Feet; and there he
Wolde of his blessednesse enoumbre him in the seyd
blessed and glorionse Virgine Marif , and become "
" Not contained in any of the collections of Voyages."
See Retrospective Renew.
The Language, in a recent professed reprint, is mo-

dernized throughout.
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Maximilian, TVortli America,
TRAVELS in the INTERIOR of, by the PRINCE

of WIED, Translated by LLOYD from the Ger-

man, by far the best work on this extensive

Country, a clear and vivid description of the Na-
tural Scenery, particularly complete for account of

the ABORIGINAL TRIBES, especially Mandans
and Manitaries, Manners, Customs, Traditions,

Superstitions, of Indians, &c. &c. royal 4to. hf.

cf. very nt. 33 Vignettes, 12s. pub. 21. Us. Qd. 1843

Ditto, with Atlas,
Text, royal 4to. and large FOLIO VOLUME of 81

PLATES, exquisitely coloured, 121. pub. 25/.

Maxims for Meditation,
Conceits for Conversation, Gems of Genius, Pearls of

Great Price, a Selection of best Thoughts, from
most varied Authors, 18mo.2s. (or3/or4s.) 1852

"
Employ all your leisure moments in eagerly attend-

ing to lips of Wisdom. For thus what others have in-
vented with difficulty and labour, you will attain to

knowledge of, with ease." Isocrates.
"

I selected from each volume the most curious pas-
sages, from every Nutshell I extracted the Kernel, and
from the whole I formed this treasury of a Compila-
tion." Nizam.
" Mental Food for the Rail."

Metaphysical Tracts
Of 18th Century, by English Philosophers, Collected

and Printed (but never published) by Dr. Parr :

1. Rev. Arthur Collier, Clavis Universalis, De-
mons, of Non-Existence, or Impossibility of Ex-
ternal World, 1713; 2. Ditto, Specimen of True

Philosophy, Discourse on Genesis,
" In the Begin-

ning," 1730 ; 3. Hartley, Conject. de Sensu,

Motu, Idearum Generatione ;
4. (Smith) Inquiry,

Origin of Human Appetites and Affections, with
Account of Entrance of Moral Evil into World,
&c. 1747; 5. Cuthbert Comment. (Tucker, Author

of Light of Nature) Man in Quest of Himself, or

Defence of Individuality of Human Mind or Self,

1763, 8vo. 6s.

See the praise in the Edinburgh Review, by Sir Wm.
Hamilton, the first Metaphysician of the Age.

Midclletoii (T.) Plays,
The Contemporary of Shakspeare, Ben Jonson, Ford,

Dekker, &c. DRAMATIC and other WORKS,
now first Collected and Edited, with Life, by REV.
A. DYCE.

Contents. Old Law Mayor of Queenborough
Blurt, Master Constable Phoenix Michaelmas Term
A Trick to Catch the Old One Family of Love

Your Five Gallants A Mad World, My Masters -Roar-
ing Girl Honest Whore (both parts) Witch Widow
A Fair Quarrel More Dissemblers besidesWomen A

Chaste Maid in Cheapside Spanish Gipsy Changeling
Game at Chess Anyihing for a Quiet Life Women

bew;ire Women No (Wit-Help) like Woman's Inner

Temple Masque World Tost at Tennis Wisdom of
Solomon Paraphrased Black Book Father Hubbard's
Tales Masks, &c.
Most are pre-eminently beautiful, many portions

only inferior to Shakspeare. They have hitherto been
almost inaccessible from their rarity ; the value averag-
ing from 201. to 30/. a play.

5 thick vols. sm. 8vo. portrait, Sfc. 21.

Morals of all Nations,
Of India, China, Tartary, Russia, Denmark, Nor-

uay, Persia, Arabia, Egypt, Judea, Turkey,

Greece, Basque Provinces, Italy, Switzerland, Eny-
land, Scotland, America, Sfc.), in French, Italian,

and English Languages, 8vo. 6d. pub. 3*. 1850

Mudie, New South Wales.

Felonry, a Faithful Picture of REAL ROMANCE
of LIFE in BOTANY BAY, with Anecdotes of

Botany Bay Society, 8vo. cloth, plan of Sydney, 2s.

pub. 10s. . . . 1837



12 Catalogue of Books, for Sale by
Miisaeiis, Popular Tales.

A. Selection of most pleasing, from German : Mute
Love, Nymph of Fountain, Peter Block, The Three
Sisters, Richilda, Rolands Squires; also, "magni-
ficently told," Legends of renowned Mountain

Spirit, Rubezahl, cloth, six fine engravings, 2s.
"
Wonderful, replete with incident and adventure of

most exciting kind. The author has lavished all the
treasures of fairyism to most extraordinary tale; may
be put without danger into hands of youth."

"
Long-

established Favourites in their own country, occupying
one of highest Positions; most Charming, Entertaining,
Instructive, Lively; also most Refreshing Reading, so
Original and Ingenious."

Natural History
Of BEASTS and BIRDS, with Anecdotes, &c. by
Bowling,

" to assist imagination in Intellectual

Travels among the Deserts, Forests, and Cultivated

Fields, where Beasts and Birds dweil," cloth, fine
illustrations, 3s.

"Interesting and Popularly written. Children are

invariably attracted by Stories of Habits of Animals."
NEWMAN's HISTORY of the ARIANS of IVth

Century, their Doctrine, Temper, Conduct, chiefly
exhibited in Councils of the Church, between 325
and 381, 8vo. an exact reprint, price 10*. 6d.

" An excellent work, well worth}' the notice of all

ecclesiastical or other students." Lowndes.
"A wonderful and most original mind, his influence

was felt all over the Church, as teacher to so many, as
the powerful and effective organ of our Church. He was
an indoctrinator of minds, a spreader of opinions ; all

came out of himself, he unfolded ideas, he taught, lec-

tured, wrote. All he has written has told, his has been
a great fertile mind, spreading itself every where, put-
ting ideas into people's heads, forming opinions, en-

gaging sympathies, winning love and gratitude."
Northern Minstrelsy.

100 of Choicest POEMS and SONGS of SCOT-
LAND, Ancient and Modern, including most fa-

vourite Jacobite Songs, with copious Glossary, fully

to adapt the book to English readers. Most beau-

tiful Book, exquisitely illustrated, with original en-

gravings by first artists of the day, FRANKLIN,
WEIGALL, M'!AN, SCOTT, TOPHAM, GILBERT,
JOHNSTON, &c. 2s.

"Exquisitely printed, lavishly Illustrated, and will

delight Old and Young, not only without leaving a trace

of evil, but with great profit to the heart, such admirable

judgment is shown in selection." Critic.

Howell (Dean of St. Pauls) Cateclfiisiii.
Introduction, Law, and Obedience, Gospel and

Faith, Prayer and Thanksgiving, Sacraments^

a complete Body of Divinity, correctly defined as

in the ARTICLES ; simply described as in our

HOMILIES ; so beautifully exhibited in Expe-
rimental Worship of our LITURGY, 12mo.

(175 pages} Is. pub. 2s. &d. (or 6 for 3*.) 1839
Comprehends K. Edward's admirable Catechism,

and gives a more enlarged View and more finished

Representation of Gospel Faith and most finished

Summary of Doctrines of our own Church as well as of

Churches of Reformation in those days when our
Church might be considered most perfect ; days con-

fessedly of rich and deep Experimental Piety.
The Authorised Summary, publicly received, allow-

ed and with express sanction of Convocation.
No man too much learned to read this. Whitgijt

See also Strype.
No Catechism better in any Reformed Church in

Europe. Dp. Coioper.

Hitrsery .ttliymes, TALES, JINGLES.
An excellent Selection of ENGLISH NURSERY
TRADITIONAL LITERATURE, nearly 200
VENERABLE DITTIES, Playful, Droll, In-

nocent,most carefully excluding all Rhymes, objec-

tionable, inconsistent, or of questionable tendency,
EXQUISITELY PRINTED, in unique style,

with Elegant BORDERS, Ornamental Designs,
also Wood Engravings, on every page, srr,. 4to.

cloth, handsomely gilt, embossed gilt leaves, 70

exquisite wood cuts, of highest order of excellence,
by Cope, Horsley, Dyce, Sec. 6s.pub.}Qs. &d. 1849

_" A truly beautiful Aristocratic Child's Book.de-
dicated to Juvenile Members of Royal Family, pre-
eminently foremost and most eligible as a present."

Literary Gazette.
" A rare book, all Illustrations very beautiful, ol

surpassing excellence," Art Union, Examiner, &c.

Outlines from Ancients.
Figures and Basso Relievos, chiefly Inedited Monu-

ments of Greek and Roman Sculpture, exhibiting
their Principles of Composition, by Cumberland,
4to. 81 interesting plates, 5s. . 1829
Owen (Hunterian Professor} CrCOlog'y.

A complete Set of Papers, by the "
English

Cuvier," selected from the Geological Society
Transactions. Of the highest value, include Ich-

thyosauri (2 Articles') Plesiosaurus, Macroce-

phalus, Chseropotamus, Palaeotherium, Anoplothe-
rium Dichobunes, Dr. Harlan's Thylacotherium
Basilosaurus (or Zenglodon cetoides} G'yptodor

clavipes, London, Clay OphidioliteS; Fossil Rep-
tiles, South Africa, Genus Dicyonodon, 4to. leaihet

back, 20 beautiful plates and map, 12s. 1&3S4!

Painting:', in Water Colours.
Art of, both Theory and Practice, as connecter

with Study of Landscape ; also Perspective, Pen

cilling,Arrangement of Objects,for Pictorial Effect

Light, Shade, Harmony of Colour, &c. by Phillips

oblong kto. fine pits, some coloured, is. pub. l/.5i

Instructing pupil to study Nature; to produce vari

rious Effects, Simple , Grand, Splendid, or Sublimt
with necessary Auxiliaries. To effect this, such EX
AMPLES are furnished as will lead the pupil, b.j

Elementary Studies, to combine and arrange his 01
i

jects, as regards Composition, Light, Shade, Colouii

Simplifying principles of most celebrated Master:
Mode of Pencilling, Practice, Advantages of Sketcl

ing, Forms, Combination, Management of Coloui
connected with Local Objects, Atmospheric Influenc
with means of bringing powerful Opposition of Colot
into Harmony.

Palestine, Ejrypt, Arabia.
Historical Map of, showing Ancient and Moder

Geography, an<i Routes of celebrated Traveller

(indispensable accompaniment to Holy Scriptnri

by CREIGHTON and HENSHALL, Views <

Grand Cairo, Bethlehem, Jerusalem, present sta

(with Plans ofAncient and Modern ditto] very lar

and distinct CHART, (32 by 39) coloured on ecu

vas, in leafher case, 9s.(3/or ll.ls.) pub.2L2s. 18;

Pattison, Fossil Botany.
Introduction to Preliminary Botany, Superficial D

posits, Flora of Tertiary and Secondary Rock

Coal Formations, ditto Measures, Botany ofP
IcKozoic Rocks, Statistics of Fossil Botany, Co

nexion with other Studies, also Morris,
" Elab

rate" Catalogues of British Fossils,&c.clth.2s. 18-

Pennant, Wales,
A Set of Illustrations to, includes CASTLES, Ht

lech, Chester, Conwy (and Plan}, Powys, Hawi

den (and Plan), Holt (in 1610 with plan}, CATH
DRALS, Bangor, Holyhead, Llanfair, St. Wer
frede Well and Chapel, FALLS of Conwy, of Ca

of Mawddach, Altars at Chester, Coffin Lids

Bangor, Ancient Greek Cross (or Stone of Lami

tation}, Oratory, Shrewsbury, Pillar, Eliseg, Tom
<j

Northop. Roman Antiquities, Torque, Gate, <!|

Copper Ore Kiln, Plan, Old Oswestry, Birds, Pu!

Auk, Angola Vulture, Sharks, Whiff, Portrait ;

Pennant, also FINE VIEWS of Cader Idris, Di

Ardudwy, Lyn Gwynan, Llynn Dinas, Nantbew

Porthaethfy Ferry, Pulpit Hugh, Shrewsh

Welch Bridge, Snowdon from y Glo, ditto, fr I

Capel Curig,Trevaen, 44 pits.fine impressiws,3*.
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Peter Schlcmihl Poems and pictures.
13

Hie Shadowless Man, History of, Chamisso's cele-

brated Romance, newly translated from German,
written in peculiarly impressive style, new edition

(with Appendix) 6 engravings, 6d.
"I shall never forget the hour when I read Peter

Schlemihl to Hoffman for the first time ; he was quite
enraptured ; he hung upon my lips, and listened with

avidity to all 1 read until I came to the end." Hitzig.
Pichler (Caroline) Tales.

Translated from German.) QUENTIN MATSYS,
Painter of Famous Picture of "The Misers;" a
" beautiful story," of an Artist and Lover, 6d.

WALLENSTEIN, the "Swedes in Prague," or
"
Signal Rocket," a graphic and stirring histo-

rical romance," the scene laid at Prague, at close

of 30 years' war ; Count Martinitz and other well-

known Historical Characters are introduced. Both
Works in 1, cloth, 2s Sd..

"
Captivates her readers by her skill in arrangement

vnd management of her subject, and mastery over her
materials. Greatljjexcels in description of character and
painting of human heart, as pourtrayed in domestic
tale or historical novel."
" Her style, like her sentiments, is redolent of ster-

ling nubility of nature, her language lucid and select.

She occupies an important station in imaginative lite-

rature of present age." Thimm.

Pilpay, Fables.
ew Tuustrated Edition, 14 exqusite woodcuts by
TH. D. SCOTT, neatly done up, with ornamented

cove*-, 3*. 6d. (3 for 7s. &d.) . 1852
Sir William Jones says, these Fables are the most

Beautiful, it not the most Ancient, Collection in the

World, translated from Sanscrit so early as Sixth

Century ; otherwise entitled " Fables of Bidpai the
Wisdom of all Ages," and are considered by the Arabs
to have been written by the ancient sage Lokman, re-

puted author of
jEsop's Fables, who was held in such

repute in the East, that he is stated in the Koran to

have obtained wisdom from God.
In other Works, when one has read one Fable he has

done and is satisfied ; whereas here, when a Fable has
been read, the curiosity is excited to go through ano-
ther, so that by the excellent contrivance of the author
the same set of morals is inculcated in a variety of beau-
tiful relations.

Allegories, when well chosen, are like so many tracks
of light in a discourse, that make everything about
them clear and beautiful. dddison.

Young people are exceedingly fond of Fables, and it

is good to take advantage of that fondness for honest

purposes.
Plumer, Family Prayers,

Manual of, for Every Day, with Special FORMS,
for FASTS and FESTIVALS, from Authorized

Sources, with Greater Part of Psalter and Prac-

tical Portions of Holy Scripture, for Daily Reading,

also, Appendix,
" The best attempt with which we

are acquainted, and we hear it works well,'

Christ, Remembrancer, cloth, Is. pub. 6s. 1845

Plutarch, Lives, Condensed.
)f Celebrated GREEKS, with Additions, from Muller,

Mitford, Gillies, Thirlwall, Potter, Keightly, Ro-

binson, and others, also from Herodotus, Xeno-

phon, Thucydides, Polybius, Pausanias, Chrono-

logical Table of Events, and INTRODUCTION
on Geography, History, &c. of GREECE, Is. 6d.

Of Celebrated ROMANS, with Additions, from

Niebuhr, Gibbon, Fergusson, Adam ; also from

Livy, Tacitus, Sallust, Justin, Sac. uniform, Is. &d.

Both vols. in 1 , 3*. cloth.
" Contain those germs or elements which in after

ages produced Philosophers, Legislators, Warriors."
Valuable treasures of ancient learning, illustrating

not only Grecian and Roman affairs, but also History
of Philosophy.
Abound with proofs of indefatigable industry anc

profound erudition, and will always be read with plea
sure, from their great variety of valuable amusing
Information, anec'lote. In just and useful observations
Moral Topics, Plutarch is most successful.

Selection of BALLADb and SONGS, and other

POEMS, including Translations, the finest work of

Art ever produced in this or any other country ;

each page surrounded by a Border, with Ornamental

Flowers, Arabesque Foliage, both elegant and ori-

ginal, small 4to. cloth, gilt top, 100 illustrations,

by first artists that our country can produce
Horsely, Dyce, Cope, Redgrave, Selous, Franklin,

Creswick, Pickersyili, Tenniel, Courbould, Sfc.

18*. pub. 2 ffs. . . 1846
Poole (Rev. G. A.) Churches,

Their Structural Arrangement, Decorative Symbo-
lical Language of Primitive Church, Origin and
Perfection of Gothic, Entrance, Font, Interior of

Gothic Church, Effect, Roof, Floor, Pues, Walls,

Windows, Lectern, Pulpit, Altar Lights, Sepul-
chral Monuments, Inscriptions, Obligation to Re-
store Churches Appropriately, &c. cloth, gilt

leaves, woodcuts, 2s. . . 1846

Portraits of Public Characters,
An assemblage of, being CHARACTERS of PAST
and PRESENT AGE, most suitable for ILLUS-
TRATING WORKS, Ferdinand VII., Lord Hol-

land, Granville Sharpe, Beckford, Hunt, Cobbett,

Wesley, Swedenborg, J. Watt, Cochrane, Prince

Hohenlohe, Owen, Rossini, &c. &c. 77 POR-
TRAITS (size, 3 by 7i) 5*.

Pug-in, Gothic furniture,
hairs, Side Board, Hall Lamps, Candelabras, Bed,

Sofas, Flower Stands, Chairs, Piano, Desks, Ta-

bles, Fire Irons, Cabinet, Book-Case, Window,
ditto Curtains, Dressing Case, Glass, Bureau, 4to.

27 plates, 2s. pub. 10s.

Red and White Roses,
And other Tales, contents, GOTTFRIED, or the

Island Hermitage; ISAAC PINCHPENNY, or

Unmasked Hypocritej HENRY of EICHEN-
FELS, Tales from German, chiefly of SCHMID,
cloth, gilt leaves, fine engravings, 2s.

Redbreast,
Forget Me Not, Ingratitude, Vanity, Appearances

are Deceitful, Veronica, Tales from the GERMAN,
6d. . . 1853

Reynolds (Sir Joshua) Painting-,
Lectures on, and on FINE ARTS, delivered at Royal

Academy, Complete,
" invaluable treasure of pro-

fessional information, for Practical Student or

Connoiseur," 4to. very fine Portrait, 2s. pub. 12*.
" Admirable criticisms, liberal precepts on the great

Masters. No book has so powerfully impelled me as this ;

unaffected good sense and clearness; asserting the omni-

potence of human labour, and that genius is an acquisi-
tion rather than Gift, with an admiration of excellence so

eloquent, so elevated, so passionate, no where a book so

inflammatory." Homer.
Robinson Crusoe.

Surprising Adventures of, Beautiful ILLUSTRATED
EDITION, carefully edited by Rev. J. F. Russell,

fine Type and Paper, cloth, choice Artistic plates by
Keene, 3*. pub. 4s. 6d.

" A better
' Gift Book ' can hardly be imagined."

" No work of instruction and amusement so generally
read and admired, fascinating all classes." Sir Waller
Scott.
" A most excellent treatise on Natural Education my

Emilius' Library shall be this work only."Rousseau.
" Not only the most charming of books, but the most
structlve." Chalmers.
" Most enchanting domestic romance in the world. Oh

the delight with which we devour the pages of Crusoe !"

Roscoe, Leo X.
LIFE and PONTIFICATE, with Dissertation on
LUCRETIA BORGIA, "delightful biography,

pure, elegant style, interesting, instructive facts.
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Throws clearest, fullest iight, on period interesting
to all." "

Genius, erudition, Spuit of Poet, Soli,

dib' of Historian," pocket edition, BEAUTI
Fl) TJLY PRINTED, cloth, gilt leaves, Is. 6d. pub
5*. (4 for 4*.) 1820

Ilosetta Stone, in Rrit. Museum
A set of most VALUABLE FACSIMILES, (size oj

Originals), Executed at Expense of SOCIETY o

ANTIQUARIES, by Basire and Lysons, on 3

PLATES, large double folio, 1st, UPPER PART
(Hieroglyphic or Sacred), 2nd, MIDDLE (De-
motic or Enchorial, Ancient Vernacular Language
of Egypt), also, 3rd, INSCRIPTIONS (Hellenic
or Greek Character), RAFER'S description, with
THREE Versions, GREEK, ENGLISH, by S
Weston, LATIN, by Profess. Heyne, Notes by
PORSON, Taylor Combe, Weston, Heyne, done

up in 4 to. 5s.

" Inestimable Monument, which led to Discovery o.

Hieroglyphical Literature, and threw new light on subject
of great Antiquity,"

Ryde, l^anel, Timber, Tables.
Surveyor's Pocket Companion and Ready Reckoner

for Valuers, Farmers, Stewards, most valuable

Tables, either by Links or Chains, Solid Con-
tents of Thatching, Painting, Glazing, Cubic Con-
tents of Cutting, Ditch or Drain, in any number ol

Yards, &c. cloth, 4s. pub. 10*. . 1842

Sacred Verses, with Pictures,
Illustrating Our Lord's Life, his Parables, Legends,

Guardian Angel, &c. edited, with Descriptive
Verses, by Rev. Isaac Williams, Author of Ca-

thedral, &c. small quarto, cloth, richly gilt, gilt

leaves, beautifully, tastefully printed, 37 elegant

prints, choicest Gems of Albert Durer, Overbeck,
Steinle, Thompson, fyc. 6s. pub. 12*.

Persons from their earliest years are delighted with
pictures, and insensibly imbib'e ideas from them. Few
things are better calculated to engage attention than the
personification or allegorical representation of the vir-
tues.

Salvator Rosa, Etching's.
A Set of Groups, Soldiers, Women, Shepherds, 8fc.

etched by Green, 19 plates, 3*.
"
Very spirited and effective, bold and masterly ; ever

admired, and will continue to be so, for form, colour,
handling," &c.

Schiller, Joan of Arc.
His Celebrated Piece, the Maid of Orleans, TRANS-
LATED, with NOTES, Frontispiece by Steinle, Is.

"Unequalled for genius and poetical brilliancy.
Schiller nas elaborated this piece with greatest nicety
and care; he laboured at it with great zeal and delight,
until he arrived at its conclusion."
"The delineation of the 'inspired' and courageous

heroine may fairly rank among most beautiful of Schil-
ler's conceptions. It abounds with single passages,
which may be tested by highest standard of excellence."
" With what a stream ot child-like innocence, for ex

ample, Jean d'Arc discloses her Apostleship to the
startled yet attentive monarch; the Soliloquies of the
*
Holy Maid' also, are Poetical chefs d'ceuvre, of no or-

dinary kind."

Ditto, William Tell.
TRANSLATED, Frontispiece by Tenniel, Is.

"In my judgment most excellent of all his dramatic
works. Here Schiller has quite come back to his early
vein, that of poetizing history. Tell himself, is written
with great natural dignity, and his wife Hedwig, and his

son Walther especially, are pourtrayed admirably.
" The entire of first act, the third act, and scene where

Tell shoots the apple, are most brilliant passages."
Schlegel.
"The best thing he ever wrote there runs a kind of

Melody through it. The Descriptions of Herdsman of

the Alps are exquisite. It is a kind of Swiss thing
Itself." Carlyle.

&chiui*l, Historic Tale*
Lucius and his Children, Christmas Eve, the Bro-

thers, Eustace and his Family, translated from

German, cloth, gilt, plates and cuts, 2s.

"Very attractive and beautiful, teeming withinterest."" These Tales, from their fascinating simplicity, their

genuine piety and tenderness of spirit, are admirably
fitted for the Young."

Sculptures.
A Series of beautiful SPECIMENS of the Best and

Choicest Ancients and Moderns Cano-

va, Thorwalsden, Flaxman, Bacon, Michael Angelo,
Westamcott, Puget, &c. small 4to. neatly done up,
india rubber binding, 65 very fine plates, 6s. pnb.
21. 12*. 6d. . . 1843

These Plates are selling separately in London i rint

Shops lor 6d. and Is. each.

Sliaksncaro, Select Plays.
Most carefully edited for the Young, with Notes, In-

troduction to each Play, Life of Shakspeare, also

Glossary, beautifully printed on fine paper, cloth,

handsomely gilt, frontispiece, by Cope, '6s. 6rf.

pub. 5s.

This supplies a desideratum long felt by larents,
Teachers, &c.

Infinite variety and richness of mind, inexhaustible
mine of instruction, gratification, and delight; high sen-

timents, elevated tone of thought and feeling, who can
educate the minds of young, without pitting before them
the choicest models and works of best masters, most

distinguished thinkers and writers ? Such is Shakspeare.
"Beloved, idolized, immortalized as he is, the object of
our enthusiastic attachment in youth, and of unabated

respect in age, his works are not to be unguardedly read
!

in a family."

Shipman, Attorney's Pocket Book,

Notary's Manual, and Conveyancer's Assistant, b

Cameron, edited by Allnut, 12s.

Sleop fronts of London,
Construction and Decorations of, illustrated, wit

Representations of Varied Styles of Present Perioc

for Builders, Carpenters, Shopkeepers, &c. b

Whittock, 4to. 18 fine large coloured plates, 3*

pub. 16*. . . .184
Snort Stories and Poems,

Excellent Collection, both Original and Select, bean

tifully printed, with BORDERS and ILLUSTRA
TIONS, in Modern Style, very fine paper, cloth

elegant, gilt leaves, 40 woodcuts, by first artists, 3*

Contents. The Merchant and Robbers, Coal Mer
chant and the Washer-woman, Roasted Goose

Squirrel and Wind, Little Fish Stealer, Germa
Watchman's Song, Wonderful Casket, Bag of Flai

Seed, and 89 others.
" Most interesting Reading-book or Holiday-book fo

Young, and one of cheapest ever published."

Siegrfriel, the Drag-on Slayer,
A most entertaining Old German Story, in glowing

language, elegantly translated, includes 14 Adven
tures of King Siegmund, of Heroes, Dwarfs

Giants, Dragons, of ancient Times, of Siegfried the

Swift, a Hero, and Throwing the Spear, Emperoi
Otnit, &c., and how Siegfried asked permission tc

go out into the World, how he went through Wild-

ness, learned to be a Smith, Fought with Dragon,
Met King of Dwarfs, Fought with faithless Giants,

Wandered in Dragon's Rock, Saw King's Daugh-

ter, splendidly printed by Whittingham, sm< 4to.

cloth, elegant, splendid Illustrations, by KAUL-
BACH, the German Maclise, 3s. pub. 10s. 6d.

The most expensive Emblematic Tooling on th<

Cloth Binding of this Work, was exhibited in the GH|
Exhibition.

Siiitram and his Companions,
By FOUQUE, "

De/if/htful Romance, Universal Fa-

vourite,'' Best TRANSLATION, \Qcngravings, \t
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Sintram, choice ILLUSTRATED EDITION
Aristocratic Book, elegantly Printed, ORNA-
MENTED with SelOIRS' "exquisite" PLATES
cloth elegant, gilt leaves, 5s.

Sparrow, Uttirg-ical Tracts,
Or Early SERVICE BOOKS of the Church, FAC-
SIMILE REPRINTS, so arranged as to form

separate aud uniform series, essentially of great im-

portance, especially in reading English Ecclesias-

tical History, including injunctions of Ed. VI.

1547, of Eliz. 1559, Articles of Edw. VI (by Cran-

mer) 1548, of Visit, by Ridley, 1550, of Ed. VI. in

Convoc. 1553, of Eliz. (by Parker} 1559, Unifor-

mity Act, 1559, Coenfe Domini in Funebr. 1560,
CANON Eccl. Aug. 1561, Actefor Abrogacioneof
Certayne Holydayes, 1536, Proclam. agr. Breakers

of Orders in Com. Pray. 1573, agt. Family of Love,
1530, agt. Schism book, 1588, CANONS of Holy
Apostles, GREEK (from original in 500), LATIN
(of Dionysius Exiguus), ENGLISH (new transla-

tion by Burgess), many others, Antiquarian 4to.

vloth neat, 6*. . . 1846

Tlte 8pringr-Ti<le.
Tale, founded on Destruction of CROYLAND
ABBEY, in year 833, during reign of Egbert, King
of Wessex, (Monastery, Cell, Feast, Warning, The
Danes, Journey, etc.), by Author of Winter's Tale,

cloth, gilt leaves, beautiful wood engravings, 2s.

Stories and Skotches,
for amusement of LEISURE HOURS

; also

PRASCA LOUPOULOFF, a beautiful RUSSIAN
NARRATIVE, authentic Origin of Elizabeth or

Exiles of Siberia. Translated, with 40 Other Tales.

Contents Adventure with Boa Constrictor, Loss
of Royal George, Traveller and Mouse, Norman
Bachelor, Brave Sailor Boy, Sick Widow, Scottish

Mother, Lady Baillie, Soldier's Bride, &c. 2 vols. in

l,fine engravings, 2s.

Tales of Adventure,
A most amusing and instructive Volume," contains

20 graphic Narratives, by Sea and ILancl,
many almost unknown, Life at Sea, Venetian Sailor

Wrecked in North Sea in 1431, Burning Ship in

1619, Sailor Enslaved among Turks, in 1653, ditto,

Abandoned and Wintering in Spitzbergen, ditto, in

Captivity at Japan, 1631, &c. Adventures of Prince

Edward Stuart, Indian Dungeons, Sufferings of

Family under an Avalanche, Power of Frost on
Swedish Army in 1719, Adventures of Duchess de

Berri, Sufferings in Bastile, &c.,
"
developing truest

heroism, in men of all climes, ages, ranks,from most

trustworthy, authentic sources," cloth, cuts, 2s. 6d.

Taylor, JBng-lish Synonyms,
)ISCRIMINATED, with Copious Index,new edition,

12mo. bound, 4s.
" The greatest Beauty of Writing is Precision of Ex-

pression. It is essentially connected with Correctness
of Thinking; for who can transfer his Thoughts with
entire exactness of contour and significancy of accessory
ideas, who does not form them definitely, and who cannot
find up among the whole mass of Kindred Terms, the

only word which represents the very shade and shape of
the Idea in his Mind?" Eberhard.
" In our own tongue Mr. Taylor is master of all its

powers, truly conveying that strong and distinct view of

objects to others, in which his perspicacity exhibits
them to himself." Quarterly Review, Vol. 35.

THORPE, CONCHOLOGY,
ish Marine, Descriptive Illustrative Catalogue of

all known Salt Water Shells of Great Britain,

cloth, beautiful figures, by Sowerby and Wood,
tly coloured, of 120 species, unfigured, or in-

accurately so, 10*.
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Thorpe (B.) Northern Mythology.
The Popula, Traditions and Superstitions of SCAN-
DINAVIA, NORTH GERMANY, and the NE-
THERLANDS, a View of GERMAN M V fHO-
LOGY, or Popular Belief, from North of NOR-
WAY to BELGIUM, and from EARLIEST
TIMES down to the PRESENT. SELECTED
and TRANSLATED from Original and other
Sources, 3 vols. cr. 8vo. 11. 4s. . 1852

" Most valuable and most entertaining, not only to
lover of northern lore, but to English antiquary or tra-

veller, exhibiting the several Fables or Myths, unabridged,
in all their fulness, and with interpretations, supplying
matter for comparison with popular superstions and
usages of our owu country. The Passages from the
Eddas and Sagas are rendered literacy into English.
"The singularly curious nature of the subject, and the

high character of the author, a scholar of first-rate

attainments, most accurate and painstaking, give a par-
ticula value to this Work."
" A mass of matter over which a Child may hang and

a Scholar turn to profit." Examiner.

Tiecfc, Tales, Romances.
From the German, with Introduction, and Exquisite

Preface, by Faber. Eleven of best, most popular,
Fictions of this great Author The Friends, Bro-
thers, Reconciliation, Elves, Cup, White Eckbert,
Faithful Eckart, Runenberg, Love Charm, Tannen-
hauser, or Lord of FirWoods. Most beautiful Tales.
An emancipated spirit, revelling in profusion of its

own beautiful conceptions; aFancy luxuriatingin all

that is most Graceful, Humourous, Pathetic; light
and shade, and rainbow colouring, all blended toge-
ther with Delicacy I know not where to match, ex-

cept in Shakespeare and Sophocles. Gladly would I

linger in this Beautiful Region. In no writer so clear

a perception of the Dependence, One uponAnother,
of all the Actions of our Lives, and how an Evil
Act bears Fruit and propagates its kind into Eter-

nity, cloth, 6 fine engravings, 3s.

Trotter, Arithmetic.
Theoretical, Mercantile, Mental, with Plane Trigono-

metry, its Application to Heights and Distances,

very excellent book, embodying all improvements,
new method of extracting Cube Roots, various Ex-
amples, Tables, and more of Theory of Numbers,
than in any other School-book, 12mo. (283 pages)
Is. pub. 3s. 6d. . Dublin, 1841

Undine, by IFouqne.
Best TRANSLATION, includes Author's last PRE-
FACE, "

originality and genius, surely most grace-
ful FICTION of Modern Times," Southey.
" Most exquisite, something even beyond Scott,"

Coleridge, 12mo. 6 engravings, 9d.

Ditto, choice ILLUSTRATED EDITION, Aristo-

cratic Book, finely Printed, ORNAMENTED
withTeniliel'S "

exquisite" PLATES, cloth,

elegant, gilt leaves, 5s.

Unknown Patient,

And other Tales, Vow, Eugenia, Berthold, Rose, by
FOUQUE, Translated, 5 illustrations, 9d.

Vacation, a Moral Tale,
Or Truth and Falsehood, from which to derive In-

struction, for Government of Future Conduct,

cloth, gilt leaves, 5 woodcuts, 6d. pub. 2s. 6d.

Glasgow, 1825

Tetnsta Monuinenta.
A. Complete Copy of this SPLENDID WORK, the

" Great Gun" of any Library, rarely met with,

especially in a PERFECT STATE, having been

78 years in progress, by ANTIQUARIAN SO-
CIETY, it was published principally for Members,
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5 very large vols. royal folio, collated and readyfor i Wlaite T,*dy,
binding, 6 gs. (net) pub. abont 50J. 1747-1825 ' "rom G = v-,'i of Von Woltmann, by Haas (const.

dered equal to Undine) ; also, Four Tales, from
German of BARONESS of MOTTE FOUQUE
(Physician of Marseilles, Christmas Tree, Revolu-
tionists, Valerie), 2 works, Is. 6d.

Wacl.*D...tl. on the Creeks,
'-force (Archd,,)

The Historical Antiquities of, with reference to their

Political Institutions, translated from German (of

There are nearly 300 PLATES, most expensively exe-
cuted, and most deeply interesting subjects Ancient
Fonta, Seals, Crosses, Rums, Antiquities, Castles, Ro-
man Roads, Tesselated 1'avements, Portraits, Churches,
Monuments, Stalls, F ineral Procession, Hieroglyphics,
Tower of London, Obelisk, &c. &c.

Professor of History at Leipsig University), ele-

gantly printed at Oxford, 2 vols. 8vo. 12s. pub. 30*.

"With all characteristic learning and ingenuity of his

countrymen, he unites a sounder judgment, more chaste
and reasonable, than their works often exhibit," Dr.
Arnold. " Excellent work.*' Heeren. " Most import-
ant," ThirlwaWs Greece. "

Profoundly learned,"
Thimm.

Watlien, Ancient JBgrypt,
Arts, Antiquities, Chronology of, from Observations,

particularly valuable from Influence this remark-
able People had upon Philosophy and Science of

the World, and Additions it has made to great
stream of Knowledge, for 2000 years, a region of

Antiquarian Research, there we travel back through
30 centuries, and to Infancy of Postdiluvian World.

large Svo.cl. fineplates, cts,4.s. CJ.pnb. I Cm. 18 i3

Or STORIES of the THIRD AGE (A.D. 297 toA.D,
298), a very masterly and accurate Sketch of the

Early Church, interestingly exhibiting the real Se-

cret of her Persuasive Power, not Argument, no!

Miracles, not early Bribes, but consistent Develop,
ment of her Principles, her Christian Life, her Ex-

ample, cloth, 2s. 6d. pub. 4*. (3 for 6-v.) 1843

Wilson, Martyr of Cartliagre.
A TALE depicting the Exemplary LIFE, TIMES and
MARTYRDOM of ST. CYPRIAN, 12mo. (31C
pages), cloth 2s. 6d. pub. 4s. 6rf. (2 for 4s.) 1845

This excellent work was one of the ' '

Englishman's Library.'

Writing- Cogties, Series of,

Beautifully executed, by JONES and CLARKE
(Mercantile Precedents, for Commercial Schools^
Historical Small Hand, Select Passages, Lath
Apophthegms, Latin Examples for Classics

Schwl). 5 WORKS collected, oblong, 1*. pub,
IK. bd. (or 6 for 4i-.l

CHEAP AND AMUSING LITERATURE FOR POPULAR READING.

LUMLEY'S TOURIST'S LIBBARY.

MR. LUMLEY has the pleasure of announcing a Cheap Re-issue of his Popular Works of Fiction, last

fully done up in variegated boards, and illustrated by the first artists and engravers. Mr. L.'s aim, in th

Library, is to combine the highest and purest works of imagination with elegance of typography and embel

lishment : so as to adapt the Series not only for the reading of the "
Tourist," but also for the drawing

room table. The Volumes will likewise be found extremely suitable for presents whether to young or oli

VOLUMES ALREADY PUBLISHED.

1. The Artist Lovers: two Romances, by Madame
Pichler, 1*.

2. Evenings with the Old Story Tellers, edited by a

Member of Lincoln's Inn, 1*.

3. Fouque's Seasons : Spring and Summer. (Un-
dine, &c.), If.

4. Fouque's Seasons : Autumn and Winter. (Sin-

tram, &c.), 1*.

5. Fouque's Romances. Containing Ten Tales,

1*. 6d.

f'. Hauff's Popular Tales, 1*. 6d.

7. Marco Visconti, a Romance of Lombard

(Double Vol.), "As.

8. Tales of Adventure by Sea and Land, Is. 6d.

9. Musaeus' Popular Tales, Is. 6d.

10. Tales of Female Heroism, 1*. 6d.

11. The Swedes in Prague, a Romance of the Thir

Years' War, 1*. 6rf.

12. Tales and Short Romances. (The Shadowle

Man, &c.), 1#. Gd.

[Other Vols. will speedily appear.]

The above is the only Cheap Railway Series in which it has been attempted to combine high art
ill

literary excellence.

" This new branch of literature (cheapfiction) now one of the most powerful organs of the Press

to be good and wholesome, not gilded and vermilion-painted gingerbread." Athenaum.

LONDON: EDWARD LUMLEY, 126, HIGH HOLBORN.
And Sold by all Booksellers in Town and Country, and at all Railway Stations.
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